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Abstract

The speed and efficiency of stratified turbulent mixing in homogenising temperatures, chemical
composition and flow speeds makes it one of farthest reaching fluid mechanical phenomenon for
life on earth. It is an aesthetically beautiful phenomenon, rich in complex physical behaviours and
extremely challenging to model mathematically. Laboratory experiments have a valuable role to
play to guide theoretical and numerical work towards a better understanding of this phenomenon by
providing insight into real flows under controlled conditions.

This dissertation addresses some aspects of the laboratory buoyancy-driven exchange flows
through an inclined duct connecting two reservoirs containing fluids of different densities. We
employ a novel experimental technique to perform near-instantaneous, volumetric measurements
of the three-component velocity field and density field simultaneously, providing an unprecedented
quantitative picture of these sustained stratified shear flows.

We start by characterising the variety of observed behaviours, or flow regimes, as we vary the
density difference between the two reservoirs, the angle of inclination of the duct with respect to
the horizontal, the way the density difference is achieved (solutions of salt/fresh water or cold/warm
water) and the geometry of the duct. These empirical observations allow us to formulate a number of
specific research questions, guiding the work of the next chapters.

We then focus on the regime in which Holmboe waves are observed, and demonstrate that
these well-known interfacial travelling disturbances have a distinct structure when confined by solid
boundaries. We characterise this structure and identify the physical mechanisms at its origin by
means of linear stability theory. Since Holmboe waves are found in the intermediate, transitional
regime between laminar and turbulent flows, we conjecture that their structure may be relevant to
more turbulent flows, where resembling structures are indeed observed.

Next, we tackle the quantitative analysis of universal transition curves separating the observed
flow regimes (laminar, waves, intermittently turbulent or fully turbulent) as well and the net mass flow
rate exchanged by the reservoirs. We show that these long-lasting questions in the study of exchange
flows can be addressed in the framework of frictional hydraulic theory, and we derive detailed scaling
laws involving only a few nondimensional parameters.

Finally, we overcome some of the limitations of hydraulic theory by performing a more detailed,
time-resolved, three-dimensional analysis of the energetics of the wave, intermittent and turbulent
regimes. We identify and quantify the sources and sinks of energy in each regime, and identify some
of the structures responsible for viscous energy dissipation and mixing. We also suggest possible
future directions for the present work given recent progress in the literature.
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1 | Introduction

1.1 Context and motivation

1.1.1 Turbulent mixing

Turbulence is arguably one the farthest-reaching fluid mechanical phenomenon for life on earth.

Turbulent kinetic energy cascades through a continuous spectrum of scales, from the largest to

the smallest eddy, making the turbulent transport of heat, mass and momentum several orders of

magnitude greater than molecular transport alone. In our turbulent world, the homogenisation of

temperatures, chemical substances and flow speeds is thus much faster and more efficient than they

would be in a laminar world.

The chemical elements that make up the universe are synthesized in stars and released by highly

localised events, such as supernova explosions. The transport and mixing of those elements in the

turbulent interstellar medium determines the formation, chemical heterogeneity and fate of new

galaxies, stars and planets (Mac Low & Klessen, 2004, Elmegreen & Scalo, 2004, Hennebelle &

Falgarone, 2012). Turbulent plasma convection in the sun (Miesch & Toomre, 2009) at the scale of

O(1012 m) allows the continuous nuclear fusion of hydrogen to helium at a rate of O(1015 kg s−1),

or O(1 earth mass/year), which powers almost all of life on earth. As the solar radiation heats the

surface of the earth, it drives atmospheric convection and boundary layer turbulence which both

homogenise the temperature and concentration of gases such as O2 and CO2 at all scales over the

planet, making it habitable over most of its surface. Our thin atmosphere would be stripped away by

solar winds were it not for the protective shield of the geomagnetic field, generated by dynamo effect

of turbulent convection in earth’s liquid iron core (Jones, 2011). Life at scales above O(10−2 m) also

intimately depends on turbulence for their physiology (e.g. circulatory, respiratory and digestive

systems), reproduction (e.g. wind pollination and seed dispersal for plants) and locomotion (e.g.

turbulent lift and thrust generation by flying and swimming animals). The list goes on.
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Unsurprisingly, and perhaps more trivially, turbulence is also central to human history, especially

in the face of our recent transportation and energy needs. In particular, overcoming turbulent drag is

responsible for most of our use of fossil fuels, be it to power vehicles or even to pump those very

fuels through pipelines from where they are extracted to where they are (turbulently) combusted.

1.1.2 Stratified turbulence

Due to their physico-chemical heterogeneity, most large fluid systems at the stellar, planetary or

biological scale are stratified in density. Unstable stratification (density increases with increasing

gravitational potential) caused by differences in temperature or salinity generates buoyancy forces

that drive convection. This is the case, for example, of the atmosphere, heated from below and cooled

from above and of polar waters, where freezing sea ice releases dense brine at the surface. Turbulent

mixing is also important under conditions of stable stratification (density decreases with increasing

gravitational potential), which is the most common state for almost all the atmosphere as well as

the oceans. For example, the meridional overturning circulation, an important component of earth’s

current climate system, relies on the turbulent diffusion of surface heat down to the abyss, and of

abyssal salt up to the surface (Munk & Wunsch, 1998). The rate at which heat and gases such as CO2

are diffused from the sea surface down and thus stored in the stably stratified ocean interior is of

major importance in regulating our climate, and is still poorly quantified (Flato et al., 2013).

Turbulence is still an ‘unsolved problem’, and the stabilising buoyancy forces that characterise

stratified turbulence add further complexity. Stabilising buoyancy forces make the physics richer,

by introducing additional modes of motion (such as waves) and different energy sources, sinks and

transfer pathways. Paradoxically, stabilising buoyancy forces also provide an opportunity to observe,

isolate and understand a range of interesting features of turbulence. Specifically, coherent structures

and intermittency – the spatio-temporal localisation of turbulent events and intensity – are particularly

conspicuous in stratified turbulence, and their understanding would constitute a major success in the

study of turbulence as a whole. One of the key current challenges is thus to address the importance

and subtle influence of coherent structures and intermittency on stratified turbulence and mixing (see

the reviews of Sherman et al., 1978, Fernando, 1991, Riley & Lelong, 2000, Gregg et al., 2018).

The spatio-temporal scales at which turbulence occurs make it very difficult to model and predict

with our current computational capabilities and brainpower. The range of physical processes involved

and the complexity of the mathematical model describing them, the Navier-Stokes equation, have

overwhelmed scientists for centuries (Davidson et al., 2011). Relatively recently, the information

revolution and unprecedented increase in computational power has allowed us to calculate the
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evolution of particular turbulent flows via numerical simulations, i.e. approximate solutions of the

Navier-Stokes equations. Yet, in contrast, our brains have not yet experienced any tangible increase

in power, a fact reflected by our struggle to interpret those calculations within scientific models that

truly increase our understanding. Although every progress in computational power and efficiency in

simulation strategies allow us to probe finer flow scales, it is still impossible to simulate any flow at

the required resolution to reproduce all the physics of turbulent mixing. As this situation is likely to

persist in the near future, the current consensual approach is to model the ‘small-scale’ (inaccessible)

physics of mixing using the ‘large-scale’ (accessible) properties of the flows. While this approach

has been successful in other areas of physics, their techniques have so far failed on turbulence.

A concrete and much pursued goal for industrial and geophysical applications is the ability to

predict the regime (e.g. laminar, intermittently turbulent, fully turbulent), energy dissipation or

mixing efficiency of a given flow using only a small number of ‘large-scale’, accessible dimensionless

parameters characterising the flow. This approach draws on the power of dimensional analysis to

extrapolate results obtained under controlled laboratory conditions far beyond laboratory scales, so

long as the nondimensional ratios are comparable.

The study of flow regimes, transitions between flow regimes, their respective mixing properties in

laboratory flows as well as their explanation with nondimensional arguments constitute the first key

focus and guiding thread of this thesis.

1.1.3 Instabilities and coherent structures

Laminar flows can become turbulent in many different ways which are still only partially understood.

The study of turbulent transition has however highlighted the important role of instabilities, i.e.

situations in which tiny perturbations from a laminar flow state are amplified and grow large enough

in amplitude to trigger turbulence. The onset of such instabilities, their finite-amplitude behaviour and

their consequent mixing in stratified flows, have been active areas of research since the first application

of linear stability theory to shear flows by Kelvin (Thomson, 1871), Helmholtz (Helmholtz, 1878)

and Rayleigh (Rayleigh, 1879), and to stratified shear flows by Taylor in his 1915 Adams Prize essay

entitled ‘Turbulent motion in fluids’. Though Taylor published his stability predictions “without

waiting for experimental results” (Taylor, 1931), the influential and beautiful ‘tilting tank’ experiments

by Thorpe (1971) demonstrated that the development and turbulent break down of classical linear

instabilities of stratified shear flows can be observed and measured in the laboratory. The generality,

aesthetic beauty, and relative simplicity of the mathematical description of hydrodynamic instabilities

have arguably contributed to the century-long enthusiasm and prolific studies surrounding them. In
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particular, finite amplitude manifestations of stratified shear flow instabilities, such as the well-known

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, have been identified as likely candidates for stratified mixing. Since the

work of Woods (1968), observational evidence has also accumulated that those structures occur in the

environment (see e.g. Geyer et al., 2010, van Haren et al., 2014) and their mixing is thought to play a

key role (see Ivey et al., 2008 for a review).

A promising avenue of research to analyse stratified turbulence and mixing with a focus on

spatio-temporal structures (rather than statistics) is the so-called dynamical systems framework.

Within this approach, an interesting hypothesis is that the dynamics of turbulence can be described as

an, in general complicated, trajectory in phase space that spends significant periods in the vicinity

of a set of unstable nonlinear exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations called ‘exact coherent

states’ (ECSs). Increase in computing power has lead to significant advances in this area over

the past decade; in particular the numerical discovery of ECSs, such as nonlinear equilibria and

periodic solutions, in a wide range of flows (see the review of Kawahara et al., 2012 and references

therein). Those numerically discovered ECSs have been shown to reproduce some aspects of the

spatio-temporal coherence and typical statistical properties of turbulence. It is, however, proving

extremely challenging to identify such ECSs in numerical simulations of flows prone to vigorous

turbulence, and most studies have so far focused on idealised low-Reynolds-number (though chaotic)

flows. This issue is particularly significant in stratified flows relevant to the ocean due to the small

values of the diffusivity of the stratifying agent (particularly salinity). The tendency of those flows

to develop well-mixed layers separated by sharp density gradients makes their direct numerical

simulation, and thus, identification of ECSs, well beyond current computational capabilities.

Therefore, laboratory experiments have an important role to play in guiding theoretical and

numerical work towards the identification of dynamically important (e.g. energetically dominant)

ECSs. The overarching hypothesis justifying the importance of laboratory experiments is that those

important ECSs leave a distinct signature in experimental turbulent flows, as observable, inherently

nonlinear, yet relatively long-lived coherent structures.

The observation and characterisation of coherent structures in laboratory flows and their relation

to linear instabilities and turbulence constitute the second key focus and guiding thread of this thesis.

In the next section, we introduce the laboratory experiment studied in this thesis to address the

above key focuses: the stratified inclined duct.
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the SID setup. An inclined duct connects a reservoir initially filled with dense fluid
ρ0 +∆ρ/2 shown in grey, and a reservoir initially filled with light fluid ρ0 −∆ρ/2. The tilt angle of the duct θ

is defined positive when the duct is raised in the dense fluid, as shown here.

1.2 The stratified inclined duct (SID)

1.2.1 Setup and notation

Setup

The setup is composed of a duct connecting two reservoirs containing fluids at densities ρ0 ±∆ρ/2

(0 < ∆ρ ≪ ρ0) as shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2. The seal between the duct and the barrier separating

the two reservoirs is made of flexible rubber (see figure 1.2), allowing the duct to tilt at a relatively

small angle θ from the horizontal. At the start of the experiment, the duct is opened, initiating an

exchange flow between the reservoirs, which continues until the duct ends sit in contaminated fluid.

With sufficiently large reservoirs, a statistically-steady, continuously-forced exchange flow can be

maintained for several minutes (typically 1−10 min with the apparatus discussed). It is this stratified

shear flow within the duct that we study in this thesis.

This two-layer stratified shear flow is forced by gravity in two distinct ways:

1. The first contribution is a horizontal hydrostatic pressure gradient in each layer, resulting from

the end of each duct sitting in reservoirs containing fluids of different densities, and is sufficient

to drive an exchange flow at θ = 0◦ (see 1.2.2 for more details).

2. The second contribution depends on the tilt angle: the resulting non-zero projection of gravity

along the duct provides additional buoyancy forces. A positive angle θ > 0◦ (defined here by

the duct being raised in the denser reservoir) reinforces the exchange flow by providing energy

to accelerate the light layer up (to the left) and the heavy layer down (to the right). With a few

exceptions, we focus on positive angles θ ≥ 0◦ in this thesis.
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Figure 1.2 Photograph of the SID. Notice the flexible rubber seal (in black) allowing the duct connecting the
two reservoirs to be inclined. The angle can be set to good accuracy using the two threaded rods attached at the
ends of the duct and connected to the rigid aluminium frame attached to the top of the reservoirs. The duct is
shown open, without the plugs used to seal the ends before the start of an experiment. The apparatus shown
here is the mSID (see table 1.1), with which most the data were obtained.

U
W

Figure 1.3 Definition sketch of the notation. Note that in the coordinate system used, gravity is tilted at an
angle θ from the vertical. Here θ > 0◦, consistent with the situation depicted in figure 1.1.

Notation

The notation we use is shown in figure 1.3. The streamwise x-axis is aligned along the duct

and the spanwise y-axis across the duct, making the z-axis tilted at an angle θ from the vertical

(resulting in a non-zero streamwise projection of gravity). The duct has length L, and in general,

rectangular cross-section of height H and width W (though most of the data discussed concern

square ducts for which H = W ). All coordinates are centred in the middle of the duct, such that

x ∈ [−L/2,L/2], y ∈ [−W/2,W/2] and z ∈ [−H/2,H/2]. The velocity vector field has components

uuu(x,y,z, t) = (u,v,w) along x,y,z, respectively, and a characteristic total horizontal velocity jump ∆U .

We denote the density field by ρ(x,y,z, t).
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Table 1.1 The four SID apparatus discussed in this thesis. Dimensions and schematics showing (from top to
bottom): cross-sections, side view and plane view, each to scale between the different apparatus.

mSID tSID LSID HSID

L (mm) 1350 1350 3000 1500

H (mm) 45 90 100 100

W (mm) 45 22.5 100 100

A 30 15 30 15

B 1 1
4 1 1

Scale

Different apparatus used

A summary of the duct geometry of the four apparatus used to obtain the data in this thesis is provided

in table 1.1. The ‘mini’ SID (mSID), with a length L = 1350 mm, square cross-section of H =W = 45

mm yielded the majority of the results presented here, and most experiments were performed by the

author, some with the help of a post-doctoral researcher (Dr Jamie Partridge). The ‘tall’ rectangular

SID (tSID), of same length L, but height H = 90 mm and width W = 22.5 mm yielded additional

data, and experiments were carried out by a visiting scholar, Dr Ling Qu, under the supervision of the

author. The remaining two apparatus used are square ducts with H =W = 100 m and two different

lengths L = 3000 mm (‘large’ SID, LSID) and L = 1500 mm (‘half’ SID, HSID); these experiments

were carried out by a Masters student, Mr Colin Meyer and an intern, Mr Simon Vincent, before

the start of this thesis. Some of their results were published in Meyer & Linden (2014) (see § 1.4.1

for a discussion). Their data are reproduced in Chapters 3 and 5 to allow for further analysis and

comparison with our data. A complete summary of all the experiments used is provided in appendix

A. It includes the name of the experiment, the apparatus used, the experimental parameters, the

measurement technique used, the name(s) of the experimenter(s) etc.
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of the hydrostatic pressure distribution and resulting forcing. (a) Equally spaced isobars
of the hydrostatic pressure field away from the duct (blue in the dense reservoir, red in the light reservoir).
Both pressures match at the duct mid-plane and the free surfaces are steady. (b) Effective pressure distribution,
removing the mean vertical gradient −gρ0, evidencing the horizontal pressure gradient at the origin of the
hydrostatic forcing. Dashed line represent negative pressures.

1.2.2 Hydrostatic forcing

We call the first type of forcing that drives the exchange flow in the SID (and the only forcing in a

horizontal duct θ = 0◦), the hydrostatic forcing. It can be understood by approximating the pressure

distribution in the reservoirs at both ends of a horizontal duct as hydrostatic, as depicted in figure 1.4.

We ignore for now the layer of light fluid at the top of the left reservoir, and assume this reservoir

is filled, as at the start of the experiment, exclusively with dense fluid. The hydrostatic pressure

increases linearly with depth from a reference state of p = 0 at the free surfaces, with a slightly higher

absolute gradient on the left g(ρ0 +∆ρ/2) than on the right g(ρ0 −∆ρ/2) (since 0 < ∆ρ ≪ ρ0).

This pressure gradient is represented in panel a by equally spaced isobars pi, which have a narrower

spacing in the dense reservoir (in blue) than in the light reservoir (in red). The reservoirs have a fixed

volume, hence the free surfaces have a steady level only if the exchange flow has zero net volume
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flux, i.e. the hydrostatic pressures match at the mid-plane of the duct, here represented by the equality

of p5. This condition gives rise to slight difference in the free surface heights ∆h (already depicted in

figure 1.1, and much exaggerated here), simply given by

∆h = h0
∆ρ

ρ0
(1.1)

where h0 is the average free surface height from the mid-plane of the duct. The incoming light fluid

from the right however accumulates at the top of the left reservoir, continuously lowering the pressure

p5 in this reservoir. The flow responds by a continuous relative increase in the left free surface with

respect to the right, by a net volume flux from right to left. This ‘barotropic’ flow (net volume flux) is

of order ∆U(∆ρ/ρ0) and is therefore very small compared to the ‘baroclinic’ (no net volume flux)

flow of order ∆U .

The difference in pressure gradient on both sides of the duct gives rise to different pressures above

and below the duct mid-plane, as evident in panel a. This can be explained in a more straightforward

way by removing the mean ‘static’ vertical pressure gradient ρ0g, which does not contribute to the

dynamics, as shown in panel b. By defining a zero reference pressure at the duct mid-plane, the duct

top and bottom plane have opposite pressure differences ∆p at each end, where

∆p = g
∆ρH

4
. (1.2)

The lower fluid layer is therefore driven by a pressure gradient generated by positive pressure on

the left (solid isobars) and negative pressure on the right (dashed isobars), and conversely for the

upper fluid layer. The resulting horizontal hydrostatic pressure gradient driving the exchange flow

(represented by the arrows) is linear with depth:

−∂x p =−∆p
L

z =−g∆ρH
4L

z. (1.3)

Tilting the duct at an angle θ ̸= 0◦ does not change the above discussion qualitatively. In our

duct coordinate system, we must simply remove the static horizontal pressure gradient −ρ0gsinθ

in addition to the static vertical pressure gradient −ρ0gcosθ , and both (1.1), (1.3) are still valid

(note, the RHS of (1.3) must be multiplied by cosθ to reflect the reduced vertical gravity in the duct

reference frame).

The situation depicted in figure 1.4 is evidently not a static configuration but a dynamic one; the

above hydrostatic arguments are thus only approximately valid in any real flow.
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1.2.3 Parameters

Only a limited number of parameters are believed to play important roles in the SID. The geometrical

parameters are L, H, W , θ and the dynamical parameters are the acceleration of gravity g= 9.81 m s−2,

the relative density difference ∆ρ/ρ0, the kinematic viscosity of water ν := 1.05×10−6 m2 s−1 and

the molecular diffusivity of the active scalar acting as stratifying agent κ (salt or heat). In most

experiments presented here, salt solutions of the ions Na+, Cl− and NO−
3 were used, and the

appropriate ‘standard’ diffusivity we will use is an average of the corresponding ionic diffusivities

κsalt := 1.50×10−9 m2 s−1. In a few experiments, heat was used to generate the density difference

and the corresponding diffusivity is two orders of magnitude higher: κheat := 1.50×10−7 m2 s−1. The

relative density differences used are typically sufficiently small so that the Boussinesq approximation

requiring that ∆ρ/ρ0 ≪ 1 is valid and thus density differences only play a dynamically relevant role

through the reduced gravity

g′ :=
g∆ρ

ρ0
, (1.4)

where here and thereafter, x := y denotes ‘x is defined to be y’. The above-mentioned parameters

can be viewed as input parameters, and they are summarised in table 1.2. They are all chosen by the

experimenter, via the choice of apparatus geometry (L,H,W,θ ) and fluids (g′,ν ,κ).

Note that the scale of the dominant horizontal velocity ∆U is not imposed by the experimenter

but selected by the flow and is thus an output parameter.

Since the seven input parameters L,H,W,θ ,g′,ν ,κ have two independent dimensions (of length

and time), it is possible to construct 7−2 = 5 independent nondimensional parameters, as we do

next.

1.2.4 Nondimensionalisation

We choose to nondimensionalise all lengths by half the duct height H/2, such that x̃ := x/(H/2) ∈
[−L/H,L/H], ỹ := y/(H/2) ∈ [−W/H,W/H], and z̃ := z/(H/2) ∈ [−1,1]. We choose to nondimen-

sionalise velocities by
√

g′H: (ũ, ṽ, w̃) := (u,v,w)/
√

g′H. The natural time scale to nondimensionalise

time is the advective time units (abbreviated ATU) (H/2)/
√

g′H, hence t̃ := 2
√

g′/Ht. The relevant

Boussinesq density field is ρ̃ := (ρ −ρ0)/(∆ρ/2), where we use ∆ρ/2 to nondimensionalise density

such that ρ̃ ∈ [−1,1]. From the scaling of the hydrostatic pressure boundary conditions (1.2), the

relevant pressure field is therefore p̃ := p/{gcosθ(∆ρ/2)(H/2)}.
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Table 1.2 Dynamically relevant parameters

Type Symbol Description Dimension Value

Input

L Length of duct L
 varied, see table 1.1H Height of duct L

W Width of duct L

θ Duct tilt angle -
 varied, see appendix A

g′ Reduced gravity L T−2

ν Kinematic viscosity L2 T−1 1.05×10−6 m2 s−1

κ Active scalar diffusivity L2 T−1
1.50×10−9 m2 s−1 (salt)

1.50×10−7 m2 s−1 (heat)

Output

∆U Peak-to-peak velocity scale L T−1 see § 1.3

Table 1.3 Nondimensionalisation of the primitive flow variables

Name Symbol Definition Typical bounds

Position x̃xx = [x̃, ỹ, z̃]
[x,y,z]
H/2

= [−A,A]× [−B,B]× [−1,1]

Time t̃
t

(H/2)/
√

g′H
= [0,∞)

Velocity ũuu = [ũ, ṽ, w̃]
[u,v,w]√

g′H
≈ [−1,1]3, see § 1.3

Density ρ̃
ρ −ρ0

∆ρ/2
= [−1,1]

Pressure p̃
p

gcosθ(∆ρ/2)(H/2)
−

Table 1.4 Dynamically relevant nondimensional parameters

A B θ Re Pr · · ·
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The first three nondimensional parameters that appear from this choice of scales are the longitudi-

nal aspect ratio

A :=
L
H
, (1.5)

the cross-sectional aspect ratio

B :=
W
H
, (1.6)

and the tilt angle θ . To obtain the remaining two parameters from our choice of scales, we construct

the Reynolds number using our choice of velocity scale
√

g′H and length scale H/2:

Re :=
√

g′HH
2ν

(1.7)

and the Prandtl number:

Pr :=
ν

κ
, (1.8)

We have Pr = 700 for salt-stratified experiments and Pr = 7 for heat-stratified experiments. The

ratio of momentum to salt diffusivity is typically called Schmidt number in the literature. Since we

discuss both types of stratifications in this thesis, and since this ratio characterises the same physical

process of diffusion of the active scalar, we decide to give it the single name Prandtl number (Pr) to

avoid confusion. We summarise the nondimensionalisation of primitive flow variables in table 1.3

and the resulting six non-dimensional parameters in table 1.4.

1.3 Velocity scaling

Following the classical approach to dimensional analysis, we can express the output peak-to-peak

velocity jump ∆U as the product of a (i) dimensional grouping of the input parameters, the velocity

2
√

g′H (consistent with our above choice to nondimensionalise velocities and time); (ii) an unknown

nondimensional function of the nondimensional input parameters f∆U :

∆U = 2
√

g′H f∆U(A,B,θ ,Re,Pr). (1.9)

Similarly, one can express the ‘output’ Reynolds number Re∆U based on the actual half velocity jump

and half duct height as

Re∆U :=

∆U
2

H
2

ν
= Re f∆U(A,B,θ ,Re,Pr). (1.10)

In this section, we investigate the scaling of ∆U , i.e. the dependence of f∆U on the input

parameters.
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1.3.1 Physical mechanisms and balances

The velocity scale ∆U selected by the flow dynamics in a quasi-steady state, must result from a

specific balance in the steady, horizontal momentum equation under the Boussinesq approximation:

uuu ·∇∇∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial

= −ρ
−1
0 ∂x p︸ ︷︷ ︸

hydrostatic

+gsinθ
ρ −ρ0

ρ0︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravitational

+ν∇∇∇
2u︸ ︷︷ ︸

viscous

, (1.11)

and depend upon the five input dimensional parameters involved L,H,W,θ ,g′ and ν . This statement

assumes that the scalar equation involving the density and therefore κ has a subdominant role (mixing

is negligible). It also assumes that L, H and W are the only relevant lengthscales in the flow, which is

only the case if the flow is laminar since turbulent flows may develop smaller scales. At this stage,

we assume long ducts (L ≫ H,W ), and define the smallest scale in the flow as

Ξ := min(H,W ), (1.12)

such that the ’viscous’ term scales like ν∆U/Ξ2 (note Ξ = H in the case of a square duct). Under

these assumptions, we rewrite the dimensional equation (1.11) as

(∆U)2

L
ũuu · ∇̃∇∇ũ = g′ cosθ

H
L

∂x̃ p̃+g′ sinθρ̃ +ν
∆U
Ξ2 ∇̃∇∇

2
ũ, (1.13)

where all the nondimensional tilde terms are O(1), implying the following scaling relation:

(∆U)2

L︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial

∼ g′A−1 cosθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
hydrostatic

+ g′ sinθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravitational

+ ν
∆U
Ξ2︸ ︷︷ ︸

viscous

. (1.14)

This equation highlights the four-way physical balance characterising SID flows: the sum of the

hydrostatic (H) and the gravitational (G) forcing (for θ > 0◦) must always be balanced by the inertial

(I) acceleration of the fluid in the duct from its state of rest inside the reservoirs plus any viscous (V)

dissipation. This is illustrated in figure 1.5: under general forcing conditions, we expect all of these

mechanisms to play important roles, a situation denoted by IGHV and shown by the dark overlap of

the four disks. These four terms ‘I’, ‘G’, ‘H’, ‘V’ and the resulting physical balances will be recurrent

themes in the thesis. In the introductory discussion below, limiting ourselves to the simplest two-way

dominant balance in which only two mechanisms are considered. We predict scalings for ∆U by

investigating four different hypothetical scenarios depicted in figure 1.5 by ‘IH’, ‘IG’, ‘HV’ and ‘GV’

and summarised in table 1.5:
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1. inertial-hydrostatic (IH) balance: gravitational forcing can be ignored for small angles, which

we defined here by 0 < θ ≪ ϕ where we define ϕ as the ‘geometrical slope’ of the duct:

ϕ := tan−1(A−1). (1.15)

Ignoring viscous dissipation, we find ∆UIH ∼√
g′H (i.e. f∆U =O(1)). The dense layer converts

potential energy g′H into kinetic energy by the convective acceleration resulting from ‘falling’

of a height H along the duct (and conversely for the light layer). Using this velocity scale, we

check a posteriori that the viscous therm can indeed safely be ignored ν∆U/Ξ2 ≪ g′H/L if

Re ≫ HL
4Ξ2 . (1.16)

In other words, this scenario is self-consistent if Re defined in (1.7) is ‘large’. If Ξ is indeed one

of the duct cross-sectional dimensions, this is true for flows of interest here, and this scenario

gives the right scaling for small angles. However, if smaller scales are introduced in the flow,

Ξ ≪ min(H,W ), and viscous effects may no longer be neglected.

2. inertial-gravitational (IG) balance: if hydrostatic forcing and viscous dissipation are ignored,

we expect ∆UIG ∼√
g′Lsinθ (i.e. f∆U = O(

√
Lsinθ/H)). The kinetic energy that is convec-

tively converted is now the height difference between the duct ends Lsinθ = H sinθ/ tanϕ .

This scenario is self-consistent and appears to give the right scaling for large angles, in the

sense θ ≫ ϕ and (1.16).

3. hydrostatic-viscous (HV) balance: if inertia and gravitational forcing are ignored, ∆UHV ∼
g′HΞ2/(νL) (i.e. f∆U = O(ReΞ/L)). This scenario assumes either very long ducts or very low

velocities, such that the viscous term alone balances the forcing, and is self-consistent for small

angles and ‘small’ Reynolds numbers

Re ≪ HL
4Ξ2 . (1.17)

In such a balance, an analytical solution for ũ(ỹ, z̃) can be (and has been) computed by solving

a Poisson equation in a rectangular geometry. Given the focus of this thesis on large-Re flows,

this scenario is of little interest and will be ignored.

4. gravitational-viscous (GV) balance: if inertia and hydrostatic forcing are ignored, ∆UGV ∼
g′ sinθΞ2/ν (i.e. f∆U = O(ReΞ2/H2)). This is self-consistent for large angles and (1.17), and

for the same reasons as the previous scenario, it will be ignored.
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inertial viscous

hydrostatic

gravitational

IG

IH

IGV

IHV

IGH IGHV

GV

HV

HGV

Figure 1.5 Venn diagram of the physical balance mechanisms. Each region at the intersection of two, three
or four disks represents a distinct physical scenario (having at least one of H/G and one of I/V mechanism).
The regions labelled in white are low-Re scenarios and the regions labelled in black are high-Re scenarios of
interest (having at least I). The regions labelled in bold include both the inertial and viscous terms and are the
most realistic. The darker the region, the more complex the dynamics.

Table 1.5 Scaling of ∆U for the possible couples of dominant balance (unphysical scenarios denoted by ×).

inertial hydrostatic gravitational viscous

inertial -
√

g′H
√

g′Lsinθ ×
hydrostatic - - × g′HΞ2/(νL)

gravitational - - - g′ sinθΞ2/ν

viscous - - - -

Re

θφ 

HL

4Ξ
2 IHV IGHV

HV HGV GV

IGV

IH IGH IG

0

Figure 1.6 Map of the physical balance mechanisms of figure 1.5 in the (θ ,Re) plane, based on the scaling
arguments in the text. White and bold labelling as in figure 1.5.
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The remaining two scenarios represent a balance between forcing mechanisms only or without

any of them; they are not physical and have been marked with a cross × in table 1.5. The above

discussion allows us to map all of two, three and four-way balance scenarios in the (θ ,Re) plane,

as shown in figure 1.6. We have indeed established that inertia is dominant in flows for which

Re ≫ HL/(4Ξ2), and must presumably still be accounted for lower Re until viscosity becomes the

dominant mechanism at Re ≪ HL/(4Ξ2) (labelled in white in figures 1.5-1.6). This therefore leaves

a window of intermediate Re that are within an order of magnitude or so above or below the value

HL/(4Ξ2), and which are the focus of this thesis (labelled in bold in figures 1.5-1.6). Similarly, we

have also established that gravitational forcing dominates for θ ≫ ϕ , and hydrostatic forcing for

θ ≪ ϕ , leaving a window θ ≈ ϕ where both must be accounted for.

In these more complex three or four-way balances, no simple argument can predict the velocity

scale ∆U . However, in the next sections we will see that more advanced theoretical arguments and

empirical evidence suggest that the IH balance correctly predicts the scaling of ∆U (i.e. f∆U = O(1)).

in all high-Re cases.

1.3.2 Hydraulic control and maximal exchange

Information propagation and criticality

In a two-layer exchange flow, information about the volume flux, local layer depth and velocity

is propagated by small amplitude, long, interfacial gravity wave-like disturbances at the density

interface. To understand how such a flow selects the velocity scale ∆U we will study the simplified

two-dimensional model depicted in figure 1.7. We consider a horizontal duct and assume uniform

velocities U1(x) and U2(x) throughout the top and bottom layers of respective depth h1(x) and h2(x).

Note that h1(x)+ h2(x) = H (the total depth); U1 > 0 and U2 < 0; and U1h1 +U2h2 = 0 (zero net

volume flux).

We consider a steady, inviscid, hydrostatic, Boussinesq flow and investigate the propagation of

information in this flow by solving the Taylor-Goldstein equation (Taylor, 1931, Goldstein, 1931)

for the phase speed c of such wave-like disturbances. Following Lawrence (1990) and Gu (2001)

(§ 3.2-3.3), we find that information propagates at absolute speed ±clab (in the laboratory frame)

where

clab(x) =

√
g′h1h2

H
(1−F2

∆
), (1.18)
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h2  

h1   

U2    

U1   z

              x 

Figure 1.7 Schematic of the hydraulic controls in the SID. The arrows on the density interface indicate the
direction of information propagation by long waves traveling at relative speed c±(x) to the local mean Ū(x).
Supercritical regions are marked orange. They are bounded by rarefaction waves (arrows pointing in the same
direction) and hydraulic jumps, represented by the eddies (arrows pointing in opposite direction). This flow is
fully controlled by the subcritical region inside the duct.

and the stability Froude number F∆ is defined as

F2
∆ (x) :=

(U1 −U2)
2

g′H
. (1.19)

The long waves propagating information are therefore linearly stable (i.e. clab ∈ R) provided F2
∆
< 1,

a criterion known as Long’s stability criterion for long internal waves (Long, 1956).

To investigate the relative speed of information propagation with respect to the local weighted

mean flow speed Ū(x)= (U1h2+U2h1)/H, we turn our attention to c±(x), the slopes of characteristics

along which information propagates in the local frame of reference:

c±(x) := Ū ± clab. (1.20)

If c+c− < 0 (i.e. |Ū | < clab) information propagates in both directions and the flow is referred to

as subcritical. If c+c− > 0 (i.e. |Ū | > clab) information only propagates in one direction and the

flow is supercritical. The flow is critical if c+c− = 0 (i.e. |Ū |= clab). The essence of this criticality

condition is captured by the internal Froude number FI

F2
I (x) :=

Ū2

c2
lab

= 1+
c+c−
c2

lab
, (1.21)

with subcritical flow for F2
I < 1, critical flow for F2

I = 1 and supercritical flow for F2
I > 1.

Critical conditions typically occur at abrupt changes in the flow geometry; in our case the ends of

the duct. Two distinct types of supercritical regions exist, as shown in orange in figure 1.7: one in
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which information only propagates rightwards (c+,c− > 0, on the right end of the duct) and one in

which information only propagates leftwards (c+,c− < 0, on the left end of the duct).

Control

If a subcritical region is bounded on one side by a supercritical region, such that information

propagates away from the subcritical region, the subcritical region is said to control the flow, in the

sense that any change of flow conditions outside of this region is unable to reach and influence it.

Two transitions delimit a supercritical region. The first one occurs where the phase speeds of the

subcritical and supercritical regions point in the same direction, and takes the form of a smooth

rarefaction wave (in the inner part of the duct in figure 1.7). The second transition occurs where the

two phase speeds point in opposite directions. This discontinuity causes one of the wave to reserve its

direction and forms an abrupt hydraulic jump, in which substantial dissipation can occur (illustrated

by the eddies in figure 1.7).

If a subcritical region is bounded on both sides by supercritical regions such that information

propagates away from the subcritical region, the subcritical region is said to fully control the flow.

This is the situation of SID flows depicted in figure 1.7. Because no changes in reservoirs conditions

can reach the subcritical region, such a fully controlled exchange flow is also a maximal exchange

flow: the volume flux U1h1 = U2h2 is maximal and entirely dependent on flow conditions in the

subcritical region (Dalziel, 1991). Because this type of flow control is predicted by a model based on

what is referred to as the hydraulic approximation, it is generally called hydraulic control.

Another Froude number governing the evolution of the interface is of central importance for

such flows and will help us develop a clear argument to set a bound to ∆U . We define the composite

Froude number G as

G2(x) := F2
1 +F2

2 , (1.22)

and the individual layer Froude numbers Fi (i = 1,2) as

F2
i (x) :=

U2
i

g′hi
. (1.23)

We will show in Chapter 5 (see equation (5.17)), that the local slope of the interface is dh2/dx =

−dh1/dx ∝ (1−G2)−1. Therefore subcritical flow (dh2/dx > 0) corresponds to G2 < 1, supercritical

flow (dh2/dx < 0) corresponds to G2 > 1, and criticality is flagged by G2 = 1 (which is why criticality

occurs at the duct ends, where dh2/dx → ∞). This comes as an apparent coincidence as nothing in

the definition of G makes it obviously relevant to information propagation and criticality. However
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Lawrence (1990) proved that G was indeed linked to the relevant Froude number FI by the following

relation:

1−G2(x) = {1−F2
∆ (x)}{(1−F2

I (x)}. (1.24)

Hence if the flow is ‘Long stable’ (F2
∆
< 1), G2 and F2

I have the same sign, and the criticality

conditions on G and FI are equivalent. This equivalence has practical relevance as it can be easily

shown from the definitions (1.19)-(1.21) that subcritical flows are always Long stable. Although

the bounding supercritical flow may be Long unstable, it is most likely that the supercritical nature

of the flow precisely washes such instabilities away from the subcritical region before they reach

finite amplitude, such that subcritical flow can effectively be considered Long stable (Dalziel, 1991).

Lawrence (1990) also argued that even under Long unstable conditions, the presence of velocity and

density interfaces of finite thickness, due to the action of short, i.e. non-hydrostatic, waves (Holmboe

waves, Kelvin-Helmholtz waves) and turbulent mixing (violating all assumptions made so far), may

render such flows actually Long stable.

Maximal exchange

These considerations lead us to state the maximal exchange flow condition typically used in the

literature (Armi, 1986), in the context of the SID:

G2(x)≤ 1. (1.25)

We use this condition below to infer an upper bound for the typical velocity scale in the duct, i.e.

in the subcritical region. Choosing the centre of the duct x = 0 where U1 =U2, h1 = h2 = H/2 and

where G2 is minimal by symmetry, we rewrite (1.25) as

|U1(0)−U2(0)| ≤
√

g′H, (1.26)

which proves that the inertial-hydrostatic (IH) scaling ∆U ∼√
g′H is the only possible scaling in

such a flow. As we shall see in Chapter 5, this represents the inviscid upper bound for the general

case of viscous, dissipative flows. The arguments developed in this section for conciseness in the

case of a horizontal duct carry over for a tilted duct θ > 0◦, where the main effect is to rescale g′ by

the factor cosθ . This will be omitted, since cosθ ≈ 1 for the small angles in this thesis (θ ≤ 10◦).

We recall that ∆U was defined earlier as the peak-to-peak velocity in moderate-Re laboratory

SID flows. Due to viscous effect, the velocity u is not simply a function of x, but also of y and

z. If the arguments of the hydraulic model presented above hold in a layer-averaged sense, we
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should therefore expect ∆U , the total velocity jump to be typically larger than the layer-averaged

peak-to-peak |U1 −U2|. Assuming a typical, empirically-consistent factor of two between the peak

velocities of viscous parabolic profiles and their layer y− z average, ∆U is typically approximately

twice the the theoretical maximum speed attainable in the centre x = 0 plane of the SID:

∆U ≈ 2
√

g′H i.e. f∆U ≈ 1. (1.27)

This has the consequence of making the actual ‘output’ Reynolds number close to the ‘input’

Reynolds number Re∆U ≈Re, and of making the nondimensional velocity ũ := u/
√

g′H approximately

bounded between −1 and 1, as stated in table 1.3 (note that in general |v|, |w| ≪ |u|).

By taking the nondimensional product of our density, length and inverse square velocity scales,

we can nondimensionalise the output ∆U by constructing the following output bulk Richardson

number:

Ri∆U :=
g
ρ0

∆ρ

2
H
2(

∆U
2

)2 = Ri f−2
∆U (1.28)

where, for hydraulically controlled flows, Ri∆U ≈ Ri := g′H/(4g′H) which is a constant:

Ri =
1
4
. (1.29)

In the rest of this thesis, we consider nondimensional variables and drop the tildes, unless

explicitly stated otherwise.

1.4 Review of previous studies of the SID

The discussion in the previous section raises at least two questions:

1. How relevant is the two-dimensional, inviscid, two-layer, hydrostatic model of § 1.3.2, and its

prediction of hydraulic control and maximal exchange flow, to laboratory flows which violate

its assumptions? In other words, do laboratory SID flows actually adopt the inertia-hydrostatic

(IH) scaling ∆U ∼√
g′H predicted by hydraulic theory despite their inherent complexity?

2. If the answer to 1. is positive, how to explain that the flow does not follow the inertial-

gravitational (IG) scaling ∆U ∼√
g′H

√
sinθ/ tanϕ ≫√

g′H at large angles θ ≫ ϕ predicted

by the dominant balance of § 1.3.1? What are the consequences of this apparent paradox?
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Figure 1.8 Flow regimes described by Meyer & Linden (2014): L,H, I and T visualised by shadowgraph. Each
panel shows the full height of the duct H = 100 mm and around 200 mm of horizontal extent. Flow is left to
right in the bottom layer, and right to left in the top layer, as throughout this thesis.

Next, we review the three most relevant previous studies of the SID and their attempts to answer

these questions.

1.4.1 Meyer & Linden (2014)

The first question was answered by Meyer & Linden (2014) (hereafter ML14), in the first paper

describing the precise SID setup used in this thesis. They carried out a number of experiments in

the LSID and HSID apparatus by varying θ and g′ and, based on visual observations, described four

qualitatively different flow regime whose typical shadowgraph pictures are reproduced in figure 1.8:

• L regime, characterised by a mostly laminar flow with a thin, flat density interface;

• H regime, characterised by the quasi-periodic waves on the density interface, identified as

Holmboe waves;

• I regime, characterised by spatio-temporally intermittent turbulence with small-scale structures

and noticeable mixing between the two layers;

• T regime, characterised by a turbulent flow with significant small-scale structures and a thick

mixed interfacial density layer.

ML14 also estimated layer-averaged velocities in the duct by dividing the average mass flux

during an experimental run by the duct cross-sectional area. Though inferring volume fluxes from

mass fluxes is only approximate in the I and T regimes due to the presence of mixing, ML14

conclusively showed that, for a range of g′ and θ , the IH scaling was followed, that the flow in the
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Figure 1.9 Setup of Macagno & Rouse (1961). The figure has been tilted such that gravity is pointing down
vertically, as in figure 1.1.

SID was subcritical (i.e. the inequality (1.26) holds), and that it approached criticality (equality in

(1.26)) when θ was increased to values of order ϕ .

The second question was also addressed by ML14. They predicted that the necessity for the

flow to follow the IH scaling, even when the gravitational forcing exceeds the hydrostatic forcing,

requires that the kinetic energy associated with the gravitational forcing ∆U2
IG ∼ g′Lsinθ (IG scaling)

be dissipated inside the duct. They argued that this dissipation was at the origin of flow transitions to

increasingly dissipative regimes L→H→ I→ T as the angle is increased. Finally, they proposed that

the turbulent transition (I→ T) corresponded to a critical value of the following ‘Grashof number’:

Gr :=
g′LsinθH2

ν2 =
(

∆UIG H
ν

)2
≈ 4×107, (1.30)

where the second equality shows that it is a square Reynolds number constructed using the IG velocity

scale and duct height.

1.4.2 Macagno & Rouse (1961)

The first study of a flow similar to the SID we are aware of dates back to Macagno & Rouse (1961)

(hereafter MR61). The schematic of their apparatus is reproduced in figure 1.9. It consists of a

rectangular duct of length L = 915 mm and cross-section 150×50 mm (it is not stated which is H

and W ). The whole unit was first filled with fresh water, before an inflow of salt water was started

at the bottom of tank A, forming a rising interface of dense fluid, initiating an exchange flow once

it reaches the left end of the duct. The salt water flows down the duct, and reaches tank B, before

being diverted to tank C, where it displaces fresh water which reenters tank B from above, feeding

the exchange flow. The top of tank A is open to allow for outflow of fresh water. In contrast with
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the SID setup, the volume flux, and hence, the velocities in the duct, are entirely controlled by the

experimenter through the rate of inflow of salt water in tank A. The duration of the experiment is

proportional to the volume of tank C divided by the chosen rate of inflow. The tilt angle θ of the

whole structure was varied during each experiment, together with the inflow rate, so as to produce

two counterflowing layers of equal depth.

MR61 made velocity measurement by tracking small particles suspended in the flow (chronopho-

tography), and point density measurements by drawing small samples of fluids using fine needles.

Despite the different forcing mechanisms in this experiment and in SID, they described essentially

the same regimes as ML14, that they call “flow regions", and used essentially the same nomenclature:

• L region: “uniform laminar motion with straight streamlines”;

• W region: “laminar motion with regular waves”;

• I region, “incipient turbulence, with waves which break and start to show irregularity and

randomness”;

• T region, “pronounced turbulence and active mixing across the interface”.

MR61 mapped those flow regions in a Reynolds-Froude number plane, both defined using the

measured peak-to-peak velocity and height between the velocity peaks. The also quantified interfacial

shear and mixing and proposed some scaling arguments to explain transitions between regions, shear

and mixing coefficients. We return to some of their results in § 5.1.2.

1.4.3 Kiel (1991)

The third relevant study of SID-like flows that we are aware of is the PhD thesis of Kiel (1991)

(hereafter K91), entitled ‘Buoyancy driven counterflow and interfacial mixing’. K91 carried a

comprehensive set of experiments in a setup akin to ML14 using various rectangular ducts with

dimensions 50 mm ≤ H,W ≤ 200 mm, aspect ratios 2 ≤ B ≤ 4 and relatively short lengths 1 ≤ A ≤ 8,

at 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦. He made shadowgraph and laser sheet observations and defined four regimes (in his

§ 5.2.2, pp. 110-116):

• Regime I: “stable counterflow”, equivalent to the L regimes of MR61 and ML14;

• Regime II: when “instabilities become evident at either end of the duct and a thin mixed layer

begins to form in the central region”, equivalent to the I and T regimes of MR61 and ML14;
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• Regime III: “confined mixed layer”, “when the outer edge of the mixed layer contacts the top

and bottom of the duct”, corresponding to the most vigorous T regimes of MR61 and ML14;

• Regime IV: “unsteady counterflow”, “above θ > 50◦, the flow starts to become unsteady, with

the two layers intermittently becoming higly mixed and then reorganising into distinct layers

flowing at velocity”, not observed by MR61 and ML14 due to their lower tilt angles.

There is no indication that K91 observed the Holmboe/wave regime H/W. If he did, he may have

classified them as regime I. In the present thesis, tilt angles are relatively small compared to K91’s

thesis, and therefore we do not observe his ‘extremes’ regimes III-IV.

K91 also measured mass fluxes in a way similar to ML14 (see Chapter 2 for more details), vertical

density profile through conductivity measurements. He used these measurements those to build a

data set to investigate the mass flux and rate of mixing of flows in all those regimes. He observed

the IH scaling ∆UIH ∼√
g′H, and built a hydraulic model to explain the flow transitions and mixing

intensity based on the IG forcing. He also analysed the influence of different “entry types”, or duct

end geometry (sharp, rounded, etc), and of grid-generated turbulence in the reservoirs on the flow in

the duct. All of K91 experiments were run at such large Reynolds number (not specified for each

experiment, but above Re > 104) that he discounted viscous effect altogether and thereby failed to

capture the important influence of Re. We return to some of his results in § 5.1.2.

Despite the extensive literature review on exchange flow through ducts in K91, neither K91 nor

ML14 were aware of the MR61 paper, probably because of the limited impact of the journal in which

it was published. Unfortunately, the work of K91 was never published, and the thesis is only available

in print version in two libraries in Cambridge (and can only be borrowed from one). A number of

other papers present experiments of buoyancy-driven exchange flows less directly relevant to SID;

they will be discussed where appropriate in the literature review at the start of Chapters 4, 5 and 6. In

the next section, we summarise the specificity of the SID experiment compared to other experiments.

This will allow us to understand the relevance of the SID to address the questions sketched in § 1.1

and the motivation behind the work presented in this thesis.

1.4.4 Specificities of the SID experiment

The two main specificities of SID-like flows which make them so appealing to study stratified

turbulent mixing were highlighted by MR61, condensed in the first sentence of their abstract:

In order to effect a state of stratified flow in which the source of interfacial turbulence

would be the instability of the interface itself, apparatus was devised which would permit
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the counterflow of two superposed streams of different densities to be maintained for a

considerable period of time over an appreciable length of uniform passage.

Internal mixing

This first specificity, referring to “the source of interfacial turbulence [being] the instability of the

interface itself”, highlights a concept that would later be called internal mixing by Turner (1973) in

his qualitative classification of “mechanisms for the generation of turbulence” (see his § 4.3). In

particular, it is distinct from external mixing processes, in which the energy producing the turbulence

is external to the region where the mixing occurs. External mixing can be found in flows past a fixed

boundary (e.g. boundary layer turbulence in a channel, in which “the mixing is carried out by eddies

extending right across the flow”, see his p. 116) or by a moving boundary in a quiescent fluid (e.g.

grid-stirring experiments, in which “stirring at one level is used to produce mixing across an interface

located some distance below or above the source of turbulent energy”, see his p. 288).

The internal mixing processes that take place around the interface in the SID are relevant to a

wide range of stratified shear flows of geophysical relevance. Turner (1973) devotes his Chapter 10 to

the study of internal mixing processes, attributing the inherent challenge of their modelling to the fact

that “sources of energy are not so obvious, and several different processes must be taken into account

simultaneously”. As we have seen in § 1.3-1.4, SID flows fit this description. The sources of energy

and response of the flow have raised a number of unanswered questions, and the flow energetics will

concern us throughout the thesis. SID flows also have a rich range of qualitatively different regimes

and associated physical processes, including travelling waves and intermittent turbulence, which will

also be discussed in this thesis.

Sustained flow

The second specificity of SID flows highlighted by MR61 refers to the counterflow being “maintained

for a considerable period of time over an appreciable length of uniform passage”. As we have seen,

the SID apparatus of ML14 adopted in this thesis is subject to hydraulic controls and dissipation of

excess gravitational energy, making it ideal to study continuously-forced stratified shear flows in

which high levels of dissipation are maintained. This was recognised by ML14, who considered the

SID a “continuous version of the transient tilted channel experiments of Thorpe (1968, 1971, 1973)”.

In those influential experiments, two layers of different densities are set in motion by tilting a closed

tilted channel. The flow accelerates until Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and turbulence develop for

sufficiently high shear. In contrast with the SID, those flows only have a very limited initial amount of
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energy to dissipate. After a short turbulent episode, they decay back to a laminar state, and eventually

come to rest.

In contrast, the SID is connected to arbitrarily large reservoirs that allow the sustenance of a quasi-

steady stratified shear flow and energy input over arbitrarily long times. Sustained internal mixing

processes are thus allowed to reach a dynamical equilibrium in which the waves, intermittent or fully-

developed turbulence are self-regulated by the viscous dissipation and/or mixing they produce. In

addition, steady hydraulic controls imply relatively large bulk Richardson numbers Ri∆U ≈ Ri = 1/4

(see (1.28), (1.29)) explaining the absence of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. We believe these features

are essential to understand the essential physics of turbulent mixing in many naturally-occurring

flows.

1.5 Thesis overview

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows.

In Chapter 2, we describe the various experimental measurement challenges and the techniques

employed throughout the thesis.

In Chapter 3, we present empirical flow observations to build intuition for the wealth of flow

behaviours characterising each regime, and map the flow regimes and mass fluxes in the space of

nondimensional input parameters. These observations allow us to formulate 20 specific research

questions that guide the subsequent work of Chapters 4-6.

In Chapter 4, we characterise a particular coherent structure, the ‘confined Holmboe wave’,

which is generically observed in the H regime within the confined geometry of our duct. We then

investigate the potential linear instability mechanism at the origin of this structure, the potential

nonlinear mechanisms sustaining it, and comment on its potential relation to turbulent coherent

structures.

In Chapter 5, we tackle the prediction of flow regimes and their respective transitions in all the

SID geometries. We develop and apply a hydraulic model that includes frictional stresses, and assess

it critically using a large amount of experimental data in order to make progress compared to previous

theories in the literature.

In Chapter 6, we build a rigorous foundation to the study of SID flows by developing a concep-

tually simple framework to analyse their volume-averaged energetics. We make further progress –

compared to the frictional hydraulic model of Chapter 5 – on the regime transitions, and show the
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power of this framework to address many other questions of energy dissipation, mixing, intermittency

and coherent structures.

In Chapter 7, we discuss the implications of the findings of Chapters 3-6 and their possible future

directions to address the two key focuses and guiding threads identified in § 1.1.2-1.1.3.
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In this chapter we introduce the different experimental measurement techniques used to collect

data in this thesis. We start by describing in § 2.1 the relatively simple shadowgraph (hereafter

SG) measurements for qualitative assessment of the flow, as well as the mass flux (hereafter MF)

measurements in § 2.2 for quantifying the average net mass exchanged between the two reservoirs

during an experiment. The MF and SG measurements were applied to all four SID geometries:

mSID, tSID, LSID and HSID (some of the data dating from before the start of this thesis). In § 2.3,

we describe the techniques (particle image velocimetry and laser induced fluorescence) underlying

our time-resolved, two-dimensional, two-component (2D-2C) simultaneous measurements of the

density and two-component velocity field in the vertical mid-plane: (u,w,ρ)(x,y = 0,z, t). Building

upon these techniques, we explain in § 2.4 the principles behind our three-dimensional, three-

component (3D-3C) measurements of the full density and three-component velocity field in a three-

dimensional volume: (u,v,w,ρ)(x,y,z, t). Finally, we discuss in § 2.5 the technical implementation,

post-processing and error estimations of 2D-2C and 3D-3C measurements. All 2D-2C and 3D-3C

measurements were applied to the mSID geometry exclusively.

2.1 Shadowgraph (SG) measurements

We used the shadowgraph (SG) technique to visualise flows spanning much of the parameter space

(θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) realisable with our apparatus, and to classified them into the regimes of ML14. The

technique, illustrated in figure 2.1, is simple: a beam of collimated (i.e. near-parallel) light is projected

onto part or all of the duct behind which a semi-transparent screen and a camera are placed.

Spatial inhomogeneities in the refractive index caused by the varying density field cause the light

rays to be refracted and to bend out of their original path. This has the effect of converging/diverging

the light rays and create a pattern of light/dark shadows which are then projected on the screen located

at a distance Ls behind the SID (panel b), typically made from tracing paper attached directly to the

reservoir’s external wall.
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1.   

2.   

3.   
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(b)     Side view  

L s 

A B C

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the shadowgraph setup. (a) Top view: a slide projector (1) projects near-parallel light
(divergence exaggerated here) onto the measurement volume (2). The light rays are refracted as they pass
through the fluid, and are projected onto a semi-transparent screen (3), casting shadows imaged by a camera (4).
(b) Side view: detail of the principle of shadowgraph. A sharp, slightly tilted interface between a dense (high
n) layer (in blue) and a light (low n) layer will cause a ray entering at point A to be refracted down, and, upon
exiting the duct at B, to generate higher (resp. lower) light intensity I(x,z) below (resp. above) the interface as
it reaches the screen at C.

To better understand how the light intensity imaged by the camera relates to the refractive index

field in the duct n(x,y,z), we follow Panigrahi & Krishnamurthy (2012) pp. 40-44 and investigate

the parameterised path (ξ (y),ζ (y)) of a ray entering the duct perpendicularly at a known point

A = (xA,−1,zA) and exiting it at unknown point B = (xB,1,zB), before hitting the screen at unknown

point C = (xC,1+Ls,zC) (panel b). The variational minimisation of the optical path length (OPL)

between A and B,

OPL :=
∫ B

A
n(x,y,z) ds =

∫ 1

−1
n(x,y,z)

√
ξ ′2 +ζ ′2 +1 dy, (2.1)

according to Fermat’s principle yields the following Euler-Lagrange ODEs for the path trajectory:

ξ
′′ =

1
n
(ξ ′2 +ζ

′2 +1)(∂xn−ξ
′
∂yn), (2.2a)

ζ
′′ =

1
n
(ξ ′2 +ζ

′2 +1)(∂zn−ζ
′
∂yn). (2.2b)
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The deflection of the beam (∆x,∆z) from A to C is given by:

∆x := xC − xA = (ξ (1)− xA)+Ls ξ
′(1), (2.3a)

∆z := zC − zA = (ζ (1)− zA)+Ls ζ
′(1). (2.3b)

These equations are linearised and decoupled under the weak refraction approximation, where

(2.2a)-(2.2b) become

ξ
′′ ≈ 1

n
∂xn, (2.4a)

ζ
′′ ≈ 1

n
∂zn, (2.4b)

and (2.3a)-(2.3b) become

∆x ≈ Ls ξ
′(1) = Ls

∫ 1

−1
ξ
′′ dy = Ls

∫ 1

−1
∂x(lnn) dy, (2.5a)

∆z ≈ Ls ζ
′(1) = Ls

∫ 1

−1
ζ
′′ dy = Ls

∫ 1

−1
∂z(lnn) dy. (2.5b)

The light intensity on the screen at point C is proportional to the Jacobian |J| of the mapping function

connecting (xA,zA) to (xC,zC): I(xC,zC) ∝ |J|. Geometrically, |J| is the ratio of the area enclosed

by four infinitesimally close adjacent rays before entering the duct by the area they enclose upon

reaching the screen. Values above or below one respectively correspond to convergence or divergence

of the rays along their path. Under the weak refraction assumption, |J| is approximated as a simple

linear function of the deflections (∆x,∆z):

|J| ≈ 1+∂x∆x+∂z∆z (2.6)

and using (2.5a)-(2.5b), we arrive to the intensity imaged by the cameras I(x,z) (Panigrahi & Krish-

namurthy, 2012, p. 44, Tropea et al., 2007, p. 475):

I(x,z) ∝ Ls

∫ 1

−1
(∂xx +∂zz)

{
lnn(x,y,z)

}
dy. (2.7)

In a typical experiment, the refractive index variations n′ around the average n0 are relatively small:

n(x,y,z) = n0 +n′(x,y,z) with |n′| ≪ n0, (2.8)

hence (2.7) reduces to

I(x,z) ∝
Ls

n0

∫ 1

−1
(∂xx +∂zz)n′(x,y,z) dy. (2.9)
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This formula reveals the nature of SG visualisations: the imaged greyscale field is proportional to the

spanwise-integrated, in-plane curvature (Laplacian) of the refractive index variations n′.

In addition to the rather restrictive weak refraction approximation (questionable in the flows

examined here), a number of other factors are not included in the basic model leading to (2.9). In a

real setup, the light rays are slightly diverging, i.e. they do not enter the duct perpendicularly and

their integral path is more complicated than assumed. Moreover, the residual flow in the reservoirs

contribute to some extent to the observed pattern, as does the static, non-uniform pattern of the

imperfectly smooth and clean duct and reservoir walls. Figure 2.1b illustrates the shadowgraph

principle with a density (or refractive index) interface having an exaggerated cross-duct tilt. In

practice, even a flat interface will generate a similar pattern with slightly diverging incoming rays.

Here we summarised the principles of the well-known SG method to measure the spanwise-

integrated density contrasts, yielding information about the flow structure in the vertical plane (x,z).

A few SG experiments were also performed using a 45◦ mirror to illuminate the flow from above

and using a horizontal screen. These experiments yielded vertically-integrated density contrasts, i.e.

information about the flow in a horizontal plane (x,y).

Since the refractive index of aqueous salt solutions is typically an approximately linear function of

their density, it becomes clear that the SG technique is sensitive to changes in the second derivative of

the density field. Since this second derivative is integrated in space and because of the imperfections

of a real laboratory setup discussed above, it follows that shadowgraph measurements are not suitable

for quantitative measurements of the density field. Due to their simplicity, SG measurements allowed

us to gain insight into the qualitative behaviour of a large number of flows, as we will see in § 3.2-3.4.

Unlike the other measurement techniques described below (mass fluxes and velocity/density

fields), where an experimental run was performed at only one angle θ and driving density difference

∆ρ/ρ0 at a time, SG measurements allowed flow visualisations at different duct angles during an

experimental run. This was achieved by starting the experiment at the lowest angle (typically θ =−1◦

or 0◦), recording the flow regime by SG for a sufficiently long time (O(100 ATU)), before slowly

tilting the duct to a higher angle (typically by 0.5◦ or 1◦ increments), and repeating the process until

the ends of the duct sit in contaminated fluid and the experiment must be stopped. Experiments made

using this ‘rapid regime identification’ technique were named exp. x.y where x corresponds to a fixed

∆ρ/ρ0 and y to increasingly large θ (see table A.2). The regime diagrams, partly constructed using

this method, and partly constructed using SG/MF measurements and the more quantitative 2D-2C

and 3D-3C measurements for a single (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) couple per run, are presented in § 3.5.
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2.2 Mass flux (MF) measurements

Mass flux (MF) measurements were performed for a subset of the SG experiments as they provide

useful information about the intensity of the exchange flow and mixing trough the duct, as we explain

below. The measurements we describe here are relatively easy to make, as they rely on global mass

balances of the reservoirs before and after a full experimental run (lasting from a few tens of seconds

to several minutes).

Before describing the measurements, we carefully distinguish and define:

• the volume flux Q, defined as the non-dimensional, run-averaged, exchange volumetric flow

rate

Q := ⟨|u|⟩xyzt , (2.10)

• and the mass flux Qm, defined as the non-dimensional, run-averaged, exchange mass flow rate

Qm := ⟨ρu⟩xyzt . (2.11)

In (2.10)-(2.11) and henceforth in this thesis, ⟨·⟩ξ denotes averaging over the ξ coordinate. Unless

otherwise specified, the averaging in y,z is understood as being over the whole cross-section (y,z) ∈
[−B,B]× [−1,1], the averaging in x over the whole duct x ∈ [−A,A] and averaging in time over

the whole duration of the experiment. The volume flux Q > 0 measures how fast on average both

reservoirs exchange fluid in a volumetric sense, and is different from the net volume flux ⟨u⟩xyzt ,

which measures the net volume transferred from one reservoir to another (it can therefore be positive

or negative, but is generally very close to zero since to a good approximation, the volume of fluid

in individual reservoirs is conserved during an experiment). The mass flux Qm > 0 measures how

fast on average both reservoirs exchange mass: over the course of an experiment of duration τ , the

left (dense) reservoir has lost a non-dimensional mass Qm τ , which the right (buoyant) reservoir has

gained (assuming the net volume flux is zero). By definition Qm ≤ Q, where the equality only holds

in the absence of mixing inside the duct. In any real flow, some level of mixing causes ρ ̸= sign(u):

not all fluid moving right has density 1 and not all fluid moving left has density −1. The volume flux

is called ‘flow rate’ (Q) in K91, while the mass flux is called ‘net flow rate’ (Qn) in K91 and ‘Froude

number’ (F) in ML14, where F =
√

2Q.

The MF measurements designed to estimate Qm were carried out, for best use of time and

resources (water and salt), in serial batches as illustrated in figure 2.2 and described below. At the

start of the experiment, before the first run (‘run 1’), the left reservoirs (‘L’) is filled with sodium
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... 

Run 1

ρ2R

ρ1R

ρ2L

ρ1L

  (a)                                                                (b)                                                                (c)  

Run 2   (d)                                                                (e)                                                                (f)  

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the serial experimental runs used to determine mass fluxes. Starting with saturated
brine and fresh water (a), the averaged mass flux during run 1 (b) is computed by differential mass balances in
each reservoir after the run is over (c) and the reservoirs mixed (d). The protocol is repeated for run 2 (e-f), and
subsequent runs.

chlorine (NaCl) brine, while the right reservoir (‘R’) is filled with fresh water (panel a). The density

of each reservoirs ρ1
L and ρ1

R are measured by a density meter (Anton Paar DMA 5000) with a relative

accuracy of 10−5. The volume of fluid in each reservoir V 1
L and V 1

L is also calculated by measuring

the free-surface height with a ruler on each side before each run. This volume was calculated making

sure to carefully exclude the volume taken up by the duct, the fluid in the duct, and other immersed

objects such as the waterproof digital inclinometer (Digi-Pas DWL-280Pro) attached to the duct to

accurately measure its tilt angle. Run 1 starts by opening the duct at time t1
A, and the exchange flow is

considered fully established at time t1
B after the transient gravity currents have exited both ends of the

duct (panel b). The flow continues until the levels of the discharged fluids approach the ends of the

duct, at which point one end of the duct is closed at time t1
C, and the other end shortly after at time

t1
D (panel c). The precise timing and values of t1

B, t1
C, t1

D are determined a posteriori by inspection

of the SG movies that are recorded to provide the additional flow regime data. The reservoirs are

then mixed (panel d), and their density measured again to provide ρ2
L and ρ2

R, the densities before

run 2. The same protocol is repeated for i = 2,3, · · · (panels e-f ), typically around 10 to 15 times,

until the density difference becomes too low to drive any flow of interest. Such experiments are

typically named exp. x.y where x stands for a fixed θ and y for the run number corresponding to

∆ρ/ρ0 decreasing with y (see table A.2). Note the difference with the nomenclature used for ‘rapid

regime identification’ experiments in the previous section.
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The data obtained allows us to calculate the change in mass of fluid in each reservoir that has

occurred between the start of run i and the start of run i+1, which we define, switching to dimensional

variables until further notice, as:

∆mi
L := (ρ i+1

L −ρ
i
L)V̄

i
L < 0 (2.12a)

∆mi
R := (ρ i+1

R −ρ
i
R)V̄

i
L > 0, (2.12b)

where V̄ i
L = (V i

L +V i+1
L )/2 is the mean volume over those two runs. We ignore the small change in

volume ∆V i
L =V i

L −V i+1
L due to variations in free surface heights during the run in this computation,

which would otherwise introduce unacceptably large errors due to the limited accuracy in the

measurements of free surface heights (≈ 1 mm, i.e. up to 0.5 % error which is much larger than the

smallest ∆ρ/ρ0 used).

To estimate the mean Qm, we define a representative duration τ for the run. Using the time

interval between the opening of the duct and the closing of both ends t i
D − t i

A would under-estimate

Qm during the steady, fully-developed period of the flow which we are interested in, by including the

slower flows associated with the transient gravity current dynamics and flow in and out a half-closed

duct. The other extreme interval t i
C − t i

B, would over-estimate the mass flux by disregarding the

transient dynamics altogether. A more desirable time interval is the average of those two cases:

τ
i :=

t i
C + t i

D − (t i
A + t i

B)

2
. (2.13)

When possible, two experimenters were assigned such that the error associated with the difference

between t i
C and t i

D could be reduced. Using this time interval, we estimate the time-averaged mass

flux from the mass balance in each reservoir, as:

Qi
mL :=

−1
(ρ i

L −ρ i
R)(H2/2)

√
g′H

∆mi
L

τ i (2.14a)

Qi
mR :=

1
(ρ i

L −ρ i
R)(H2/2)

√
g′H

∆mi
R

τ i (2.14b)

In these equations, the RHS uses dimensional variables such that the LHS is nondimensional, as will

be the rest of our discussion. Finally, we define the measured mass flux during run i as the average of

the two independently determined mass fluxes:

Qi
m :=

Qi
mL +Qi

mR
2

. (2.15)
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Any measurement error in the densities or barotropic (net-volume flux) flow will result in a differ-

ence in both estimations, and a relative error ∆Qm/Qm := |QmL −QmR|/Qm. Measurements where

∆Qm/Qm > 10 % were rejected, as indicated by the × symbol in table A.2 (which was common for

the first run i = 1, as in this case the duct was initially only full of one of the fluids, and the free

surfaces were not precisely matched to guarantee no barotropic flow). Results will be plotted with

error bars as Qm ±∆Qm/2. Those MF measurement use essentially the same method as ML14 (but

the latter do not provide error bars). We present our results along with theirs in § 3.6.

2.3 Two-dimensional, two-component (2D-2C) measurements

The first quantitative velocity and density measurements were made in the vertical midplane y = 0

of the duct. Using the techniques introduced below, we obtained time-resolved, simultaneous

measurements of the two in-plane components of velocity (u,w) and density ρ . Those experiments

are listed in table A.3.

2.3.1 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) relies on seeding small particles of diameter dp uniformly in the

flow, illuminating the 2D plane of interest and recording their evolution by a camera. By matching

the density ρp of the particles with the average density of the fluid ρ0, we make sure that the ratio of

particle settling speed (in the Stokes flow regime) to mean flow speed, or Stokes number is small

enough

Sk =
g(ρp −ρ0)d2

p

9ρ0ν∆U
≪ 1, (2.16)

so that the particles remain suspended in the flow and are passive tracers accurately following the

flow. A generally more readily satisfied additional requirement is that the particles be much smaller

than the smallest spatial scale that we wish to resolve in the flow. As we shall see in Chapter 6, the

smallest scale we wish to resolve (the Kolmogorov scale) in the most turbulent flow probed with PIV

is of order 300 µm, about six times larger than the typical dp ≈ 50 µm.

A laser sheet illuminates a thin slice centred around a 2D plane of coordinates xxx2d = (x,y0,z) and

the camera receives grayscale images of particle patterns projected onto its 2D sensor coordinate

system XXX2d . We define the 2D mapping function PPP2d between camera-sensor coordinates or ‘pixel
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the PIV coordinate system mapping. The lines in the pixel coordinate system
XXX2d = (X ,Z) (with lines distorted by the perspective effect, exaggerated here) are mapped to the SID world
coordinate system (straight lines) xxx2d = (x,z) by the mapping PPP2d .

coordinates’ XXX2d and ‘world coordinate’ xxx2d as

XXX2d =

X

Z

 PPP2d7−−−−−→ xxx2d =


x

y0

z

 . (2.17)

This mapping is determined by least squares fitting of polynomial functions of the form ∑i ∑ j ai jX iZ j

between the pixel coordinates and known world coordinates of a large number of regularly spaced

features on camera images of a so-called ‘calibration target’.

Any PIV algorithm first subdivides the pixel images into interrogation windows, or small windows

in which a distinct particle pattern is visible (typically squares of ≈ 20× 20 pixels). The particle

pattern in each interrogation windows is then matched by cross-correlation (or other similar matching

function) between two consecutive images separated by a time interval ∆t, to deduce an optimal

(maximum likelihood) displacement ∆XXX2d . This displacement is used to infer the local Eulerian

‘world unit’ two-component velocity field UUU2c in pixel coordinates at the location of each interrogation

window. Using the 2×2 Jacobian matrix ∇∇∇PPP2d := ∂Pi/∂X j (and omitting higher-order terms), we

obtain the second-order accurate approximation

UUU2c(XXX2d) :=
∆xxx
∆t

≈ ∇∇∇PPP2d ·
∆XXX2d

∆t
(XXX2d). (2.18)

(Note that the DigiFlow PIV algorithm used in this thesis, like most PIV algorithms, includes

additional steps allowing for a subpixel accuracy determination of ∆XXX2d as discussed in § 2.5.5).

This general procedure is repeated in time on successive pairs of images in order to obtain the
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time-resolved, 2D-2C velocity field in world coordinates uuu2c(xxx2d , t):

uuu2c(xxx2d , t) =UUU2c
{

PPP2d(XXX2d), t
}
. (2.19)

Two particular points are worth noting as they will be central to the discussion of the 3D-3C

measurements:

1. PIV requires a sufficiently thick (in y) laser sheet, such that most particles stay within the

sheet between the image pair separated by ∆t for pattern matching. This minimum thickness δ

depends on the scale of the velocity component normal to the sheet. In general δ ≳ max |v|∆t

is necessary, in order for most particles to stay in the illuminated plane during the interval

∆t. The interval ∆t cannot be made arbitrarily small as it is constrained by the scale of the

in-plane velocity components u,w, and is chosen to provide adequate particle displacements

in the illuminated plane. Since PIV velocity fields are averaged over the thickness δ , thinner

laser sheets have the benefit of providing more faithful ‘planar’ velocity fields. Therefore

the minimum laser sheet thickness requirement becomes problematic for flows in which

the normal component of velocity is not very small compared to the in plane components

(|v| ≈ max(|u|, |w|)).

2. Stratified flows generally have a spatio-temporally varying refractive index due to the salinity or

temperature differences used to stratify them. As explained in § 2.2, refractive index variations

cause light rays to bend in a way that compromises PIV measurements. As explained in § 2.5.1,

it is possible to eliminate such variations to a large extent by an appropriate choice of fluids

(Mcdougall, 1979, Dalziel et al., 1999), but small imperfections always remain.

More details about the hardware, software and experimental protocol used to carry out those

2D-2C PIV measurements will be given in § 2.5 after the more complex 3D-3C measurements are

introduced.

2.3.2 Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)

Simultaneous to PIV measurements, we perform 2D density measurements in the same plane

illuminated for PIV using Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF). This method, reviewed in

Crimaldi (2008), relies on seeding one of the solutions with a fluorescent dye at a concentration c1

(for example, the light solution at density ρ0 −∆ρ/2). If c1 is low enough, the light intensity I2d

emitted by the dye in the flow of interest and recorded by a camera is nearly proportional to the local
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dye concentration c2d :

I2d ≈ I0
2d + γ c2d , (2.20)

where I0
2d is a spatially-varying background reference image containing static noise and any residual

ambient light, and γ depends on the photo-chemical properties of the dye as well as the laser source

intensity, and spatial structure of the laser sheet. In any real-world setup, the laser sheet spatial

structure is not uniform and γ is therefore a spatially-varying function. This function is estimated

by another background reference image I1
2d taken with a known homogeneous mixture of dye at

concentration c1. The local concentration is finally calculated in pixel coordinates as

c2d(XXX2d , t) =
I2d(XXX2d , t)− I0

2d(XXX2d)

I1
2d(XXX2d)− I0

2d(XXX2d)
c1. (2.21)

Note that this expression does not capture a number of subtle nonlinear and time-dependent photo-

chemical properties of the fluorescent dye, such as photobleaching and quenching, which we shall

return to later. As the dye tags the buoyant solution, a maximum concentration of c1 corresponds to a

non-dimensional density ρ =−1 and minimum concentration of 0 to ρ = 1. Hence we deduce the

world-coordinate nondimensional density field as:

ρ(xxx2d , t) = 1−2
c2d(PPP2d(XXX2d), t)

c1
. (2.22)

The two points deserving attention in the PIV discussion above are also relevant to PLIF mea-

surements:

1. PLIF yields density fields averaged over the thickness of the laser sheet δ ; therefore a thin laser

sheet is preferred to obtain faithful PLIF measurements which are not blurred by spanwise

variations. However, a laser sheet that is too thin yields a high local light intensity which

increases the chance of two or more photons exciting a dye molecule at the same time. This can

have an array of complex consequences, sometimes resulting in the irreversible alteration of

the molecule, which becomes no longer able to fluoresce. This undesirable effect is generically

called photobleaching (Crimaldi, 1997) and sets a lower bound on δ . Since this effect was not

clearly detected in our measurements, it is possible that this lower bound is below the thickness

of our sheet; but it was not investigated here.

2. PLIF measurements must be carried in fluids with matched refractive indices, as refractive

index spatial variations cause sharp density gradients to be blurred.
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We also note that simultaneous measurements of particle images for PIV and dye intensity for

PLIF are more conveniently made by two different cameras, and crucially rely on the dye emitting

fluoresced light at a different wavelength than the light emitted by the particles (the same as the

light emitted by the laser), such that both signals can be separated (otherwise dye images would be

contaminated by particles and particles in the dyed region would be almost invisible). The fluorescent

dye therefore needs to be chosen with an absorption peak at a wavelength near the laser source, and

an emission peak sufficiently far away (i.e. large Stokes shift), such that the fluoresced light can be

effectively separated by bandpass optical filters in front of each camera.

2.4 Three-dimensional, three-component (3D-3C) measurements

Once the 2D-2C technique was mastered, we employed a new technique to obtain time-resolved,

simultaneous measurements of three components of velocity uuu = (u,v,w) and density ρ over a three-

dimensional volume (x,y,z). The summary of experiments using 3D-3C measurements is provided in

table A.4.

2.4.1 3C: Stereo PIV (sPIV)

We obtain the out-of-plane component of velocity v in the 2D plane y = y0 by an extension of 2D-2C

PIV method called the stereoscopic PIV or stereo PIV technique sketched in figure 2.4 (Prasad,

2000). As its name implies, it relies on two cameras (labelled A and B) imaging the illuminated

plane under different perspectives, such that out-of-plane motions in world coordinates ∆y appear as

in-plane motions in the camera pixel coordinates XXXA = (XA,ZA) and XXXB = (XB,ZB) (see red arrows

in figure 2.4), just as in-plane motions (∆x,∆z) would.

To determine the pixel-to-world coordinate mappings of each camera PPPA and PPPB (defined as in

(2.17)) in the illuminated plane centred at y = y0, we use a ‘dual-plane calibration target’ (figure 2.5),

containing a number of identifiable features (white dots) at known world coordinates in two different

planes y = y0 ±δy/2, where δy is the offset between the two planes, typically slightly larger than the

laser sheet thickness δy ≳ δ . The four corresponding mappings PPP±
A and PPP±

B in each of the planes are

XXXA,B =

XA,B

ZA,B

 PPP±
A,B7−−−−−−→ xxx± =


x

y0 ±δy/2

z

 . (2.23)
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the stereo PIV principle and coordinate system mapping. An out-of-plane displacement
∆y (giving a spanwise velocity v) in world coordinates is perceived as in-plane displacements ∆XXXA,B by cameras
A and B. The mappings PPP±

A,B determined using the dual-plane calibration on planes y0±δy allow us to calculate
from those displacements the three-component displacement (∆x,∆y,∆z) and velocity (u,v,w) fields in the
mid-plane y = y0 (2D-3C).

Figure 2.5 Photograph of the dual-plane calibration target. The first, third, fifth and seventh row of dots from
the bottom are on a plane offset by δy = 2.5 mm to the plane on which the second, fourth and sixth row of dots
are (more clearly visible on the left hand side of the photograph). The white square blocks on which the target
is mounted allow to position the target at accurate (x,y,z) positions inside the SID for accurate determination
of the coordinate mapping functions.
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The mappings PPP±
A are used to generate two further different kinds of mappings. The first is an set

of two ‘average’ mappings for each camera in the mid-plane of the laser sheet

XXXA,B =

XA,B

ZA,B

 PPPA,B7−−−−−−→ xxx2d =


x

y0

z

 . (2.24)

where we simply average

PPPA,B :=
PPP+

A,B +PPP−
A,B

2
, (2.25)

The second kind is a ‘2D-to-3D’ mapping QQQ to deduce the ∆y displacement on which the out-of-plane

component v rely: 
XA

ZA

XB

ZB


QQQ7−−−−→ xxx =


x

y

z

 . (2.26)

which is constructed by fitting to the four PPP±
A,B mappings at y0 ±δy/2 a linear function of y:

QQQ :=
{

PPPA +
y− y0

δy
(PPP+

A −PPP−
A )

}
(XXXA)+

{
PPPB +

y− y0

δy
(PPP+

B −PPP−
B )

}
(XXXB). (2.27)

Using the PIV-determined displacements from both cameras ∆XXXA,B and the 3×4 Jacobian matrix

∇∇∇QQQ :=
[

∂QQQ
∂XA

∂QQQ
∂YA

∂QQQ
∂XB

∂QQQ
∂YB

]
, (2.28)

we approximate the 3C ‘world-unit’ velocity UUU3c = (u,v,w) in pixel coordinates as

UUU3c(XXXA,B)≈
1
∆t

∇∇∇QQQ ·

∆XXXA

∆XXXB

 . (2.29)

By combining time-resolved successive measurements, the 2D-3C velocity in world coordinates

uuu3c = (u,v,w) is obtained after a last mapping:

uuu3c(xxx2d , t) =UUU3c
{

PPPA,B(XXXA,B), t
}
. (2.30)

Three points specific to sPIV are worth noting:
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1. The requirement that the laser sheet is thick enough δ ≳ max |v|∆t to not ‘lose’ particles in

standard PIV becomes crucial for sPIV. Indeed, sPIV relies on the finite thickness of the sheet

to determine out-of-plane displacements ∆y, which must be smaller than δ in order to be

measured.

2. Cameras A and B image the plane y = y0 at an angle, typically of the order of ±40−50◦ (as

required to minimise the errors on v, see Tropea et al., 2007 p. 317 or Prasad, 2000). Focusing

cameras A and B on such oblique planes requires the use of specific optical devices known as

Scheimpflug adapters, which are fitted between the camera sensor and the lens.

3. The stereo reconstruction of the velocity field given by (2.29) relies on the spatial gradient of

the mapping QQQ, which itself is the difference of mappings PPP±
A,B between each of the dual plane

(see (2.27)). Because the laser sheet has a finite thickness δ and because its mid-plane is never

exactly coincident with the mid-plane of the calibration target, even an accurate determination

of PPP±
A,B through careful calibration will generally not be sufficient to determine UUU3c accurately.

We therefore need to refine the coordinates mappings using the information of the actual

position of the laser sheet. This coordinate mapping refinement consists in calculating a

so-called disparity map, by cross-correlating actual particle images taken by each camera and

transformed by their respective mappings, effectively maximising their overlap (which in an

ideal world, would be perfect). The full procedure is detailed in Partridge et al. (2018).

2.4.2 3D: challenges and available techniques

The previous section explained how 2C and 3C velocity measurements could be obtained simul-

taneously with density measurements in a single 2D y = y0 plane. In this section, we explain the

challenges and available technique to extend those measurements to a full 3D volume (here y∈ [−1,1],

since B = 1 in mSID).

The main technical challenge lies in the velocity measurements, and this is why the following

discussion focuses on the two main techniques developed over the last decade or so to obtain 3D PIV

data. We will show that they are unsuitable for our requirements; the new technique we employed

will be the subject of the next section.

Tomographic PIV

The tomographic PIV technique (Scarano, 2013) relies on illuminating the entire volume at once with

an expanded laser sheet. The particles seeded in the flow are imaged using a relatively large (typically
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about five) number of cameras, to have enough redundancy to triangulate the position of each particle.

Pairs of three-dimensional snapshots are then combined to extract 3D-3C velocity vectors. The main

limitations of this tomographic PIV for application to SID flows are:

1. The maximum resolution attainable by tomographic PIV (one vector per particle) combined

with the need to distinguish each particle (which sets an upper bound on the seeding density)

mean that such measurements are typically of much lower resolution than standard 2D PIV

measurements. Quantitatively, state-of-the-art tomographic systems typically have a maximum

total vector yield equivalent to only six planes of 2D PIV (Schanz et al., 2016), and relatively

low signal-to-noise ratio.

2. Standard, 2D cross-correlation is mostly sensitive to temporal changes of the residual refractive

index variations whereas 3D cross-correlation by tomographic PIV is sensitive to absolute

particle positioning errors caused by even the smallest residual refractive index variations

(Dalziel et al., 2007). Tomographic PIV is therefore generally ill-suited to study stratified

flows.

3. Simultaneous measurements of complex density fields are very challenging when the entire

volume is illuminated at once (tomographic density measurements would require many more

views and dedicated cameras).

Scanning PIV

The scanning PIV technique solves some of the problems inherent to tomographic PIV by relying on

successive 2D measurements, and requiring only one camera. For each instantaneous 3D volumetric

measurement, the laser sheet is scanned twice through the volume at such a speed that it effectively

‘freezes’ the flow at these two instants. The volume is then broken down into volumetric interrogation

windows allowing the use of a 3D pattern matching PIV algorithm to deduce the velocity (Krug et al.,

2014). Given the cost of large, high-quality optics required to deflect the laser sheet, those volumes

are typically very limited in the y direction. Despite allowing simultaneous LIF measurements, the

scanning PIV method has a number of further limitations:

1. It requires both a high-speed O(1 kHz) pulsed (or powerful enough continuous) laser, that

can be scanned rapidly enough to freeze SID flows, and a high-speed O(1 kHz) camera to

image the planes. Such high-speed cameras currently have spatial resolutions about an order

of magnitude lower than the best medium-speed O(100 Hz) cameras. Therefore, the spatial

resolution achievable with scanning PIV is limited.
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2. Good 3D cross-correlation of interrogation volumes requires not only very fast scanning speed

to avoid particles ‘escaping’ the volume after the time interval ∆t, it also requires a very good

overlap between the successive illuminated planes forming each volume. If the laser sheet is

kept very thin (which is desirable) minor misalignments or vibrations in the scanning system

or laser sheet may cause the second volume of each pair to consist of slightly different planes

than the first volume, causing poor correlations.

2.4.3 New volumetric sPIV-PLIF technique

The alternative approach to overcome the shortcoming of both tomographic and standard scanning PIV

approaches that we employed consisted of constructing a 3D volume by combining 2D measurements

at different locations. This idea dates back to the early 1990s, and was first published by Brücker

(1995) who used a large, slowly rotating mirror to displace the expanded laser sheet after each 2D

PIV measurements. This is well suited to study relatively steady flows, since each plane is obtained

at different instants. However, we show here that the idea of Brücker (1995) can be extended and

refined to yield volumetric 3D-3C velocity data on unsteady stratified turbulent flows by combining

successive 2D-3C sPIV measurements.

In the volumetric sPIV, each 2D-3C measurement is obtained from a pair of two successively-

captured images, using high-resolution, medium-speed cameras and standard 2D cross-correlation

(more forgiving to residual refractive index variations). In addition to the two cameras (A and B)

required for sPIV, a third camera (camera C) is used for simultaneous PLIF measurement, as shown

by the schematic in figure 2.6, and by the photograph in figure 2.7.

The disadvantage of this approach, as in Brücker (1995), remains that the volumetric measure-

ments are not instantaneous in the sense that the successive planes constructing each volume have a

time lag. This time lag can however be reduced by increasing the acquisition rate of the measurements,

which constitutes a major challenge that we discuss below.

Volumetric sPIV/PLIF relies on fast scanning of the two-dimensional laser sheet across the

volume of interest, in the spanwise y direction. The laser beam is directed on to the laser sheet

expanding optics mounted on a linear traverse having allowing rapid back and forth scanning motion.

A fundamental challenge with this approach is to obtain pairs of images at the same spanwise

locations, as illustrated in figure 2.8. With a continuously moving scanning motion, the plane

illuminated by the sheet at time t0 +∆t would not coincide with plane illuminated by the sheet at

time t0, compromising any PIV analysis (figure 2.8a-b). A naive solution would be a start-and-stop

motion of the traversing optics, allowing two successive pulses at the same spanwise location, before
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of the volumetric sPIV/PLIF (3D-3C) setup. All fluid is seeded with particles for sPIV,
and lighter fluid is dyed for PLIF (in pink). The laser beam emitted from (1) is directed to the pair of oscillating
mirrors in (2), before entering the light sheet producing optics mounted on the linear traverse (3). The scanning
light sheet sweeps a measurement volume (4) of length ℓ whose successive planes are imaged for sPIV by
cameras A and B and for PLIF by camera C. A transparent box (5) ensures that particles sitting in the reservoir
do not block out part of the light coming from the measurement volume.

moving on to the next location. Unfortunately, this is infeasible owing to the inertia of the carriage

and optics mounted on it, to the scanning speed necessary and to the vibration levels generated. An

alternative way to obtain pairs of images with the required continuous back and forth scanning is to

have a relatively thick light sheet and slow scanning speed in order for each successive laser sheet to

overlap the previous one, thereby giving enough redundancy of particles between frames for PIV to

operate. However this approach is undesirable as it compromises the spanwise resolution and the

near-instantaneous character of the measurements.

The novelty of the system employed here allows the use of thin sheets and fast scanning for

optimal spanwise resolution and near-instantaneous character by converting the continuous motion

of the traverse into a discontinuous motion of the light sheet by oscillating mirrors (figure 2.8c-d).

The laser beam is first sent onto a pair of these so-called wobbly mirrors (in blue) controlled by

galvanometers (for accurate and fast positioning) that deflect its position before entering the optics
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Figure 2.7 Photograph of the volumetric sPIV/PLIF (3D-3C) setup. The top panel shows the arrangement
of cameras A, B, C, and the bottom insert shows a detail of the measurement volume with a still laser sheet
illuminating a intermittently turbulent flow. The DSLR camera taking the photograph at the bottom was fitted
with the bandpass filter originally on camera C to filter out the particle signal, leaving only the dye visible.
The laser source, optics and scanning system are fitted under the tabletop and not visible here. In the bottom
zoomed-in panel, the transparent box labelled ‘5.’ in figure 2.6 and mentioned in § 2.5 is visible (it has screws
at each end). It was removed when capturing the photograph shown in the upper panel.

mounted on the traverse, so the position of the light sheet can be controlled independently of the

traverse. At time t0 +∆t, both mirrors rotate in the same direction to shift the beam downward, which,

after the last 45◦ mirror of the sheet-producing optics, translates to a backward motion of the sheet

along y (panel d), making it coincident with that of the previous instant t0 (panel c). Figure 2.9 offers

a more detailed and accurate view of the elements and arrangement of the traversing setup and of the

path of the laser beam (which was much simplified in figure 2.8c-d).

To reconstruct a 3D volume from individual 2D planes, specific 3D mappings must be used

that map a set of ny pixel-coordinate fields taken by each camera to a world-coordinate volume

xxx3d = (x,y,z). These mappings were constructed in the same spirit as those introduced in § 2.3.1,

2.4.1, using the dual-plane calibration target of figure 2.5. This target was made such that the black
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t0
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t0 +∆t
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Figure 2.8 Principle of the wobbly mirrors. (a)-(b) A continuously scanning motion and a thin laser sheet do
not allow successively illuminated planes to be coincident (the dotted laser beam/sheet at t0 +∆t represents
the previous position at t0). (c)-(d) An additional pair of wobbly mirrors (in blue) allows this by deflecting
the beam before the final 45◦ mirror (in black), effectively translating the laser sheet at time t0 +∆t back in to
where it was in y at t0.

body could be securely locked in three different spanwise positions between the white supporting

squares that closely fit inside the duct. This allowed us to capture three calibration images with each

camera, thereby obtaining a set of features with known xxx3d positions on three different y planes, in

order to least-square fit a 3D polynomial function of the form ∑i ∑ j ∑k ai jkX iZ jY k (where k = 0,1,2

given the three available positions. The coefficients ai jk are determined for each of the three positions

of the target, after which the y dependence of the coefficients ai jk(y) can itself be linearly fitted for

all y ∈ [−1,1]. Moreover, as explained in § 2.3.2, the PLIF calculation requires background reference

images, which must now be 3D functions: I0
3d(xxx3d), I1

3d(xxx3d). These were obtained by averaging over

several scans across the duct which was respectively empty and full of dye. During an experiment,

each forward or backward scan captures a number 2ny of particle and dye images, eventually leading

to ny 2D-3C fields per forward or backward scan (since two coincident particle images yield one

velocity field). The final 3D-3C fields uuu3c(xxx3d , t) and ρ(xxx3d , t) are then reconstructed using the
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of the traversing setup. For safety reasons, the powerful beam of ≈ 4 mm diameter is
enclosed by metal tubing and housing throughout its path from the laser source to the final expanded laser
sheet. Upon entering the mirrors housing, it is deflected by a 45◦ mirror before hitting the first wobbly mirror
(at the bottom), which deflects it to the second wobbly mirror (at the top), partly in the plane perpendicular to
the sheet (the single-arrowed beam is in a vertical plane above the originally double-arrowed beam).It is then
directed towards a 45◦ mirror, exits the housing and hits the final 45◦ mirror and cylindrical lens to be expanded
as a thin sheet. An accurate stepper motor controls the position of the optics-carrying carriage, mounted on an
accurate linear guide rail.

appropriate 3D mappings following the same principles as in § 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.4.1 (see Partridge et al.,

2018 for more details).

The volumetric sPIV/PLIF technique described above was designed and implemented by Prof

Stuart Dalziel and Dr Jamie Partridge, over a period of several years before the first successful

measurements reported in this thesis. Prof Stuart Dalziel was responsible for most of the early design

period. Dr Jamie Partridge was co-responsible with Prof Stuart Dalziel for the design, technical

implementation (hardware and software) and testing of the system since approximately 2014. Some

of this testing was carried out in collaboration with Mr Christopher Brown, who applied an early

version of the system to study Rayleigh-Taylor flows in his PhD thesis (Brown, 2018).

The author’s contribution in the development of the system was limited to being co-responsible

with Dr Jamie Partridge for planning and running the 3D-3C experiments (detailed in table A.4),

which helped to gradually improve the hardware and software components in order to obtain better

measurements. The author’s contribution in obtaining the 3D-3C measurements presented in this

thesis was to co-run the experiments and carry out the final stages of the data post-processing, as

outlined below in more details.
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2.5 Hardware and data post-processing for 2D-2C and 3D-3C

measurements

2.5.1 Refractive index matching

Two salt solutions were used to match the refractive indices of the denser and buoyant solutions.

Sodium chloride (NaCl) was used for the buoyant layer (in the right reservoir) and sodium nitrate

(NaNO3) for the dense layer (in the left reservoir). Using tabulated values of their density and

refractive index for a range of concentrations (Weast et al., 1984, pp. D256-D261), we fitted the

following second-order polynomials:

ρL([NaNO3]) = 0.9980+6.472 ×10−3 [NaNO3]+3.712×10−5 [NaNO3]
2, (2.31a)

ρR([NaCl]) = 0.9980+6.968×10−3 [NaCl]+2.536×10−5 [NaCl]2, (2.31b)

and

nL([NaNO3]) = 1.333+1.108×10−3 [NaNO3]+1.733×10−6 [NaNO3]
2, (2.32a)

nR([NaCl]) = 1.333+1.727×10−3 [NaCl]+2.120×10−6 [NaCl]2, (2.32b)

where all densities and refractive indices are given at the experimental temperature of 20◦C, and

concentrations are given in weight percent: wt% = 100× solid mass/(solid+water mass). As shown

in bold, the refractive index of a NaCl solution is a faster-increasing function of solute concentration

than that of a NaNO3 solution (see (2.32)), whereas the densities of both NaCl and NaNO3 solutions

are comparable functions of their respective concentrations (see (2.31)). It follows that it is possible

to obtain, for a given target ∆ρ = ρL([NaNO3])−ρR([NaCl]), a unique couple ([NaNO3], [NaCl])

satisfying equality of refractive indices nL([NaNO3]) = nR([NaCl]). The saturation of those solutions

at 20◦C at about [NaNO3]≈ 40 wt% and [NaCl]≈ 25 wt%, sets the maximum nondimensional density

difference attainable ∆ρ/ρ0 ≲ 7×10−2. Note that this is less than the maximum ∆ρ/ρ0 ≲ 1.6×10−1

for the NaCl-pure water couple used for SG-MF measurements, which is itself less than the maximum

∆ρ/ρ0 ≲ 2.8×10−1 for the NaNO3-pure water couple (never used here). Given that large density

differences undermine the use of the Boussinesq approximation in the governing equations used

for modelling SID flows as well as the assumption of zero net-volume flux under which the SG

measurement rely, they were generally avoided.

The unique concentration couple was calculated for each target density difference, and the

corresponding amounts of salts were carefully weighed and added to the reservoirs. Given that
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the relations (2.32) are presumably averaged over a range of (unknown) wavelengths, the obtained

refractive indices nL,nR were then measured using a handheld refractometer (Reichert Technologies

Goldberg) illuminated by green light in an attempt to match the laser wavelength. The dispersive

nature of water makes the refractive index of pure water vary by as much as 1 % in the 400−700 nm

visible spectrum, explaining why monochromatic laser illumination is a requirement for the accuracy

of sPIV measurements. The salt concentrations were adjusted if necessary until the relative refractive

index error was below the resolution of the refractometer ∆n/n0 ≲ 10−4, which proved sufficient to

obtain sharp and accurate particle images. The corresponding density difference was finally deduced

after measuring the final densities ρL,ρR using the density meter (Anton Paar DMA 5000).

The effectiveness of this refractive index matching procedure to study flows subject to stratified

mixing relies on the assumption that mixed fluid has the same refractive index as the two unmixed

fluids. In other words, the refractive index of the binary mixture n([NaCl], [NaNO3]) must have such

properties as to guarantee that its value for any energetically realisable ([NaCl], [NaNO3]) couple is

close enough to the matched value in the planes [NaCl] = 0 and [NaNO3] = 0. Our experimental data

suggest that, fortunately, this appears to be the case.

As discussed in Olsthoorn & Dalziel (2017), the diffusivities of the ions Na+, Cl− and NO−
3

are similar (κNa+ = 1.3× 10−9m2 s−1, κCl− = 2.0× 10−9m2 s−1, κNO+
3
= 1.9× 10−9m2 s−1) such

that they do not introduce any additional dynamics (such as double-diffusive convection). As

explained in § 1.2.3, we use an average, typical kinematic viscosity of water ν = 1.05×10−6 m2 s−1

representative of most concentrations, and an average ionic diffusivity κ = 1.50×10−9 m2 s−1 for

all salt experiments. The corresponding Prandtl number is Pr := ν/κ = 700.

2.5.2 Particles and dye seeding

Both fluids were seeded with white polyamide particles (Dantec Dynamics) of dimensional diameter

dp = 50 µm and density ρp = 1.03 g cm−3 for PIV. Their small size and near-neutral density ensured

that they accurately followed the flow, i.e. the Stokes number defined in (2.16) was generally

Sk < 10−2.

The less dense layer was dyed with the fluorescent dye Rhodamine 6G (R6G) for PLIF at

concentrations around 0.5−2×10−8 g cm−3 (depending on the parameters for the laser and camera

lenses), a low enough concentration to allow for the linear response assumed in (2.20) and to produce

no visible attenuation of the laser sheet over the height of the duct, nor to affect the density of the fluid.

R6G is convenient as it is relatively safe, has relatively high tolerance to photobleaching (Crimaldi,

1997) and has an absorption peak near a wavelength of 526 nm and emission peak near 555 nm,
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which is favourable given the 532 nm laser light. Cameras A and B were equipped with bandpass

filters centred around 532 nm to block out the signal from the dye, while camera C was fitted with a

low-pass filter with cut-off around 555 nm to block out the signal from the particles.

Given that the measurement volume was located in the left-hand side of the duct (sitting in

the dense, NaNO3 solution) we chose to dye the less dense layer (NaCl solution) so that the laser

sheet entering from below would travel through undyed fluid in the reservoir before reaching the

duct, and dyed fluid would accumulate at the top of the reservoir above the duct (see figure 2.6a).

This is potentially problematic given that chloride ions (Cl−) are known to interact with fluorescent

molecules, often decreasing the fluorescence (though in a reversible manner). This effect, known as

fluorescence quenching has however not been conclusively observed in our experiments. Imaging the

measurement volume in the right-hand side of the duct and dying the dense layer (free of Cl− ions)

would solve the quenching problem. It would however add another problem: as the dense layer exits

the duct it would accumulate at the bottom of the right reservoir (in the path of the laser sheet), and

cause time-dependent attenuation of the laser sheet reaching the duct.

2.5.3 Optics

Laser

The light source was a dual-cavity Litron Nano L 100 Nd:YAG laser, providing 50 mJ of 532 nm

light per pulse of duration O(10 ns) for each cavity, at a maximum repetition rate of 100 Hz for

each of the two laser cavities. The beam has a diameter of approximately 4 mm, representing a

pulse energy density of O(400 GW m−2) (about a billion times larger than direct visible sunlight

on Earth). The laser thus has the highest possible safety rating (class 4), requiring strict laser beam

enclosure precautions and non-reflective (matt black) surfaces in the experimental facility. Even

after going through the system of cylindrical lenses and expanded into a sheet, the light intensity

remains so high that the layout of the experimental bay had to be specially designed with strict safety

measures in mind. These measures included isolating the bay from the rest of the laboratory by thick

black curtains, isolating the area where the experiment was carried out from the desk area where

the computers were operated by protective panels, as well as wearing laser safety goggles to protect

against any possible residual reflections.

Before recording any images, the laser was allowed to fire in order to warm up for at least 30 s. It

was found that this avoided a non-trivial time-varying component of the light sheet, resulting from

the changing intensity and spatial structure of the beam during warm-up (also reported and discussed

in Grayson et al., 2017), greatly hindering PLIF calculation.
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Imaging

The 2D-2C experiments used two 4 MPixel AVT Bonito CMC-4000 cameras, while the 3D-3C

experiments used three 8 MPixel Teledyne Dalsa Falcon2 cameras (however, given the aspect ratio of

the duct, a reduced resolution of 3320 x 824 pixels for each of the 3D-3C cameras was used). The

angular offset for each of the cameras A and B for sPIV was chosen to be ≈±40◦ with respect to y.

As explained previously, both cameras were fitted with Scheimpflug adapters to allow focusing on

oblique planes. Camera C had its optical axis aligned with y and so did not require a Scheimpflug

adapter (see figures 2.6-2.7). Cameras A and B were fitted with Micro Nikkor 60 mm f/2.8D lenses

at typical aperture f/8D-f/12D and were positioned at a distance of ≈ 0.6 m from the measurement

volume. Camera C was fitted with a Nikkor 50 mm f/1.2D lens at typical aperture f/1.2D and

positioned at a distance of ≈ 1 m from the measurement volume. With these parameters, all cameras

maintained good focus on all the planes scanned. All cameras were typically imaging a measurement

volume of length ≈ 200−250 mm (ℓ≈ 9−11 nondimensionally), on the left side of the duct (x < 0),

typically contained within x ∈ [−20,−5]. As explained above, the cameras were equipped with

optical filters to separate the signals from either the particles or the dye. Each camera was connected

to a dedicated workstation and triggered by a timing system for accurate laser pulse-wobbly mirrors-

traverse synchronisation, all handled via the DigiFlow software (see Partridge et al. (2018) for more

details).

Given the relatively high seeding densities used, a box filled with pure water was inserted between

the duct outer wall and the reservoir inner wall (labelled ‘5.’ in figure 2.6, and visible in the foreground

in the bottom panel of figure 2.7). This box ensured that particles in the reservoir did not interfere

with PLIF measurements by blocking light coming from the duct. This box, as well as the duct and

reservoirs, were made of smooth, transparent Perspex (acrylic) sheets with good optical clarity.

Mirrors and traverse

The angles of the wobbly mirrors on galvanometers (Thorlabs GVS311/M units attached to a Thorlabs

GPS011 PSU/controller) were controlled by an analogue signal to high-resolution (0.0008◦), since

only small rotations of the mirror (< 1◦) were needed. Both wobbly mirrors had an aperture of

10 mm and a horizontal and vertical distance between the centres of 188 mm and 68 mm respectively.

Given this geometric arrangement, the aperture of the mirrors, and the diameter of the beam, the

beam could be displaced by a maximum of ±2.9 mm (with a relative rotation of ±0.4◦) giving a

maximum displacement between image pairs (relative to the traverse position) of 5.8 mm. This value

sets an upper limit on the speed of traversing V for a fixed inter-frame time ∆t as, to get overlapping
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light sheets, we require V < (5.8 mm)/∆t. For the current system, at a laser pulse frequency of 100

Hz, this means that the theoretical maximum speed of the traverse is Vmax = 580 mm s−1. However,

the divergence of the laser beam and aperture of the current optics forming part of the laser-sheet

producing/focusing module imposed severe further restrictions on the wobbling amplitude, and in the

experiments reported here, V was typically chosen between 40 and 60 mm s−1.

We also note that for historical reasons, a Dantec focusing module was attached to the cylindrical

lenses in the current arrangement. Due to the spherical nature of the focusing lenses, a simple

parallel displacement of the beam would not provide parallel light sheets. Instead, the rotation of the

individual mirrors was fine tuned so that the laser entered the optics at a slight angle thus allowing

nearly parallel light sheets with good overlap between image pairs. In an ideal system, the focusing

module would be placed before the oscillating mirrors.

The traverse carriage was mounted on a guide rail system (Igus DryLin SAW) with plastic

bearings to minimise vibrations. Its wide rail-to-rail separation also minimised any roll of the carriage

during motion. A stepper motor was chosen that provided excellent positional control without relying

on a separate position resolver (as, for example, would be the case with a servo motor). The traverse

carriage was attached to a stainless steel lead screw of pitch 2 mm, diameter 10 mm, and with a

maximum travel of 500 mm. Due to the inertia of the carriage and friction from the rails, the carriage

could not simply be put into motion at a constant velocity and so a constant acceleration/deceleration

phase was required. The total time spent accelerating/decelerating was ≈ 10 % of the scanning period

and resulted in non-uniform spacing of the measurements in y at the beginning and end of the scan.

To minimise any residual vibrational feedback from the complete traversing system onto itself and

the experiment, the traversing system and laser were mounted on a large (60 cm × 120 cm) optical

breadboard.

2.5.4 Scanning and laser parameters: y, t resolution

The scanning speed was set up so that a measurement volume was typically spanned by ny ≈ 30

parallel planes (see the ‘data points’ column in table A.4). This value is chosen to match the average

light sheet thickness δ ≈ W/ny = 45/30 = 1.5 mm to avoid redundancy of data by overlapping

light sheets. Therefore, to construct each volume, a forward scan or a backward scan typically

captured 2ny = 60 frames. In practice, this is made slightly more complicated by the fact that the

light sheet was typically made to clip the edges of the duct at the extreme positions y =±1 during

the accelerating/decelerating phase, and so those images were discarded.
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Figure 2.10 Schematic of the laser pulsing modes for 3D-3C measurements. (a) In the single pulse mode, both
laser cavities fire simultaneously, resulting in particle images being separated by ∆t = 1/ flaser, in a camera
frame rate of flaser and a PIV acquisition rate of flaser/2 (one pair per PIV field). (b) In the double pulse mode,
both laser cavities fire independently at frequency flaser but with arbitrarily small separation ∆t, allowing to
probe faster flows and resulting in a camera frame rate of 2 flaser and a PIV acquisition rate of flaser.

The simplest way to operate the laser is referred to as ‘single pulse’ mode, where both laser

cavities fire simultaneously at a frequency flaser, creating a single double-intensity pulse, represented

by two closely-spaced green arrows in figure 2.10a. The shutter of each camera is left open during

during the whole 1/ flaser period, but receives light only during the two very short O(10 ns) laser

pulses which effectively freeze the flow. In this single pulse mode, the camera capture rate and laser

pulsing frequency are the same ( flaser), and the spacing between consecutive frames is ∆t = 1/ flaser.

The interframe spacing ∆t was set such that pairs of consecutive particle images exhibit an

optimal mean pixel displacement ||∆XXX || ≈ 6−8 pixel, for greater efficiency of the PIV algorithm and

higher signal-to-noise ratio. The faster the flow, the smaller ∆t needed to be, and given the position

of the cameras (determining the pixel/cm scaling), it was found that mSID flows for which ∆U > 8
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cm s−1 (corresponding to ∆ρ/ρ0 > 5×10−3) required ∆t < 1/100 s, which is below what can be

achieved with the maximum laser pulsing frequency of 100 Hz.

Faster flows therefore required the ‘double pulse’ mode of the laser, in which each cavity is fired

independently at the same maximum frequency flaser ≤ 100 Hz, but separated by an arbitrarily small

∆t < flaser, as shown in figure 2.10b. The camera shutters are now open for only 1/2 flaser, resulting

in a faster capture rate of 2 flaser, hence doubling the temporal resolution of 3D-3C measurements.

The double pulsing mode therefore allows measurements at higher temporal resolution (thereby

better freezing the flow during a spanwise scan), as well as a decoupling between the laser frequency

flaser, scanning speed V , and pulse separation ∆t requirements. This comes at the cost of halved light

intensity, requiring slightly increased lens apertures and thus slightly reduced depth of field and focus

over the volume.

The 3D-3C measurements summarised in table A.4 all required slightly different parameters (∆t,

laser operating mode, flaser, V ) which were essentially selected after considering the desired density

difference (hence expected flow speed), the desired spanwise number of planes ny, and maximum

scanning speed with the current system V ≤ 60 mm s−1. As a result, they yielded different scanning

times, or times taken to construct a 3D volume τ/nt where τ is the total (nondimensional) recording

time and nt the number of recorded volumes. As a rule of thumb, the temporal resolution of the

measurements is thus given by
τ

nt
≈ ∆U

V
, (2.33)

since the dimensional scanning time is close to H/V , neglecting the acceleration and deceleration

phases of the traverse. As shown in table A.4, the actual temporal resolution values of τ/nt (taking

into account the acceleration and deceleration phases) varied between 1.03 ATU (‘well-frozen flows’)

and 3.65 ATU (‘less well-frozen flows’).

The recording time τ , and therefore, the total number nt of 3D volumes acquired was typically

not limited by the size of experimental reservoirs as in SG and MF measurement, but rather by

the file size of the movies that could be saved. As the cameras resolution and capture rate were

too high for frames to be saved ‘on-the-fly’ onto a hard-drive, they had to be saved onto the RAM,

which had a maximum, dedicated 50 GB space. Each camera could therefore record about 50 GB of

raw particle or dye images, which typically corresponded to ≈ 18000 frames (9000 PIV fields), i.e.

nt ≈ 9000/ny ≈ 300 volumes (using a typical ny = 30). Some experiments had more (resp. fewer)

spanwise points ny, resulting in fewer (resp. more) temporal data points nt (see ‘Data points’ column

in table A.4).
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The 2D-2C measurements summarised in table A.3 could be performed at much higher temporal

resolution, up to 2 flaser = 200 Hz, since the single and double pulse modes yield the same PIV

acquisition rate when the illuminated plane is stationary (each image can be used twice when single

pulsing, hence this mode is always preferred if the flow is not too fast, requiring ∆t < 1/ flaser). These

highly-resolved measurements will therefore be useful when looking at fast processes that are too

fast to be fully resolved by 3D-3C measurements. Given the lower resolution of the cameras used

for 2D-2C measurements, the recording time was typically limited by the size of the experimental

reservoirs rather than the available dedicated RAM memory.

2.5.5 Data processing: x,z resolution

PIV

The x,z resolution of the in-plane measurements was set by the resolution of the camera, the seeding

density of the PIV particles, and the spacing between interrogation window discretisation in the PIV

algorithm used. All of the raw images were processed for PIV using DigiFlow (Dalziel et al., 2007)

and interrogation windows of various heights (typically 20−30 pixel high and wide, but always an

odd number) and with various spacings (typically 50−75 % overlap between window for highest

resolution). 2D-2C PIV processing was carried out mostly by the author, while 3D-3C PIV processing

was carried out by Dr Jamie Partridge.

The algorithm underlying PIV calculations in DigiFlow has some important differences from

most PIV implementations. First, as introduced by Dalziel et al. (2000), the pattern matching kernel

is based on an L1 norm measure of the differences between images in the interrogation windows in

place of the more common L2 norm of a cross-correlation function. This kernel is applied iteratively,

utilising displacement information from previous passes to ‘advect’ the image pair captured at

t = ti ±∆t/2 to their anticipated state at t = ti. The interrogation window size and shape are both

adjusted (based on their information content and the spatial gradients in the displacement field) during

this process to faithfully capture high gradients while achieving a low level of noise. Additionally, a

strategy of weighting or removing anomalous pixels increases further the robustness of the results to

particles entering or leaving the light sheet.

The coordinate mappings and reconstruction of 3D volumes were also handled via DigiFlow and

carried out by Dr Jamie Partridge. The final number of data points in x and z was typically nx ≈ 700,

nz ≈ 200 (2D-2C) and nx ≈ 400, nz ≈ 80 (3D-3C). All values and corresponding nondimensional

resolutions (ℓ/nx,2/ny,2/nz,τ/nt) are given in tables A.3-A.4. It should however be noted that the

quoted x and z resolutions of the final, uniform grid are only true in an average sense and not truly
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representative of the original resolution of the measurements. This is particularly true of the 3D-3C

measurements since the perspective of cameras A and B, via the mappings functions, introduce a

non-trivial, spatially varying resolution in world coordinates (as can be seen in figure 2.4, camera A

has a higher resolution on the LHS of the domain, and camera B has a higher resolution on the RHS

of the domain).

The DigiFlow data was then exported in binary format and read in MATLAB by functions written

by Dr Jamie Partridge. Further post-processing of data was handled on MATLAB using a set of

functions to construct and handle the 3D-3C data set written by the author. Data within the duct

|y|, |z| < 1 was smoothly continued to the walls y,z = ±1 where the no-slip boundary condition

u = v = w = 0 was applied. Because of slightly non-uniform spacing in y near the walls (due to the

acceleration/deceleration phases of the traverse), velocity data was interpolated on a uniform grid

spanning [−1,1] with the same number of points ny. Velocity gradients (in particular vorticity) were

computed using second-order finite differences, and, to eliminate experimental noise, the velocity

field was – for some of the lesser-quality data only – filtered prior to differencing using an isotropic

two-dimensional (x,z) Gaussian filter with modest standard deviation of 1 vector spacing. Prior to

reconstructing the 3D vorticity isosurfaces shown in this thesis, the vorticity was typically smoothed

with an isotropic (x,y,z) Gaussian filter with the same standard deviation of 1 vector spacing, ensuring

that the 3D rendering obtained by MATLAB was free of spurious noise.

PLIF

PLIF processing was carried by Dr Jamie Partridge in DigiFlow as well, including the rescaling

by background images introduced in (2.21) and coordinate mapping/3D reconstruction. In some

experiments, particles sitting in the tank below the duct interfered with the incoming light sheet and

generated spatio-temporally dependent tilted rays, fanned out by the cylindrical sheet-producing

optics. These artefacts were removed on all frames by first projecting the processed images into ray

coordinates (making the rays vertical), then normalising by a reference image produced by vertically

averaging a section in the upper layer (which should always be of uniform density in this two-layer

flow) before finally being projected back to world coordinates. Only one of the two density planes

obtained for each velocity plane was used. In the case where the second density plane was believed

to contain substantial additional information, the velocity field could be used to advect them to a

common time instant before averaging them, in order to minimise blurring. We did not use this

approach here.

PLIF data typically had approximately six times higher (x,z) resolution compared with the

velocity field (given the lack of interrogation windows in PLIF). The density field was therefore first
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filtered in each plane using a median filter of typical size 3 × 3 pixels, before being interpolated

on to the grid of the velocity data. This represents a loss of resolution, but for the purposes of the

analyses in this thesis, the additional resolution of the density field was not required, and it was found

to be most convenient to have the velocity and density data on the same grid. As was the case for

the velocity data, all post-processing of the density data after the DigiFlow stage was handled in

MATLAB by the author.

A typical fully-processed 3D-3C experimental data set generated from 150 GB of raw data was

therefore composed of (u,v,w,ρ)(x,y,z, t) (i.e. technically 4D-4C) with each field having typical

(nx,ny,nz,nt) ≈ (400,30,80,300), i.e. of total of 4nxnynznt = 1.15× 109 data points, resulting in

typical (double precision) total array size of 8×1.15×109 bytes (≈ 9 GB).

2.5.6 Reconstruction error

For each y location of the scan, an estimate of the error in the stereo reconstruction (2.29) of the

2D-3C velocity field from two 2D-2C pixel displacements can be determined. This error, due

to the error in estimating the 2D-to-3D mapping QQQ, can be determined by back-projecting the

reconstructed 3C world-unit velocities uuu3c onto the 2C pixel-unit velocities of the two cameras.

The back-projected pixel displacements ∆XXX∗
A, ∆XXX∗

B are computed using the Jacobian of the inverse

mapping QQQ−1, computed using a least-square approach similar to that used for all other mappings.

For convenience, we do this calculation on the common world coordinate grid at each y location,

allowing us to construct the following reconstruction error field, measuring the difference between

the reconstructed and original pixel displacements:

E(xxx2d) =
1
4
(||∆XXX∗

A −∆XXXA||+ ||∆XXX∗
B −∆XXXB||) . (2.34)

This error estimate was used as a quality check of the velocity fields by removing vectors where the

reconstruction error in E(xxx2d) exceeded some threshold value (typically chosen to be 0.5 pixel as in

Wieneke, 2005).

Indicative of the quality of the 3C vector fields, the reconstruction error field E(xxx2d) in a typical

experiment (exp. m134, also discussed in the next section § 2.5.7) had an average in the (x,z) plane

of ⟨E⟩x,z < 0.07 pixel with a standard deviation < 0.05 pixel (spanning all y scan locations). It was

observed that the error systemically increased in y, i.e. with increasing distance from the cameras. It

is worth noting that, due to size constraints of the current dual-plane calibration target, the calibration

could only be performed at three distinct y locations with y ≤ 0 (i.e. we could only calibrate over

half of the spanwise extent of the duct situated closest to the cameras). Investigation of the errors
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in the mapping function suggest that this is likely the cause of the observed increasing trend in

reconstruction error with y, but the error nevertheless remains small enough to be acceptable.

2.5.7 Divergence correction

We now address the assessment of the quality of our 3D-3C velocity data and its correction in

view of further analysis. Here we focus on the departure from zero of the divergence field ∇∇∇ ·uuu :=

∂xu+∂yv+∂zw. Any 3D-3C experimental data will have a non-zero distribution of ∇∇∇ ·uuu, violating

incompressibility, due to various measurement errors, not least to the fact that our 3D volume is only

near-instantaneous, i.e. built over 1−4 ATU.

A standard divergence correction scheme (DCS) to correct for such errors was introduced by

de Silva et al. (2013), and subsequently refined by Wang et al. (2017), whose weighted divergence

correction scheme (wDCS) we apply to our 3D-3C data. It consists in solving, at each time step, for

the corrected velocity field uuuc = (uc,vc,wc) that minimises the following weighted L2 norm:

||uuu−uuuc||2γ =
nx

∑
i=1

ny

∑
j=1

nz

∑
k=1

(ui jk −ui jk
c )2 +

{
γ2(vi jk − vi jk

c )
}2

+
{

γ3(wi jk −wi jk
c )

}2
, (2.35)

under the constraint ∇∇∇ ·uuuc = 0, expressed numerically as the sparse linear system
Dx

Dy

Dz




ui jk
c

vi jk
c

wi jk
c

= 0, (2.36)

where Dx, Dy, Dz represent the finite-differenced divergence operator. The weighting coefficients

γ2 and γ3 are a novel addition of Wang et al. (2017) to address the problem of biased uncertainties

in velocity components of 3C data. This is a particularly salient problem for our sPIV data, where

the out-of-plane component v typically has a much larger uncertainty than u and w, and whose y

derivative is plagued by both the non-instantaneous character of our measurements along y and the

poorer resolution in y (limited by the spacing between planes, itself ultimately limited by the laser

sheet thickness δ ). Furthermore, SID flows typically have |u|> |w|, hence the signal-to-noise ratio is

typically poorer on w, which has therefore larger uncertainty than u. In order to preferentially correct

for the least trustworthy components, the wDCS should attribute lower weight to w and even lower

weight to v (i.e. 1 > γ3 > γ2) to reflect our relatively greater trust in u, lower trust in w and even lower

trust in v. Wang et al. (2017) devised an ingenuous so-called ‘generalised cross-validation’ method

to automatically determine the weights γ2 and γ3 at each time step by solving another optimisation

problem (based on the idea of iteratively omitting each data point and trying to predict its value
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based on the remaining ones by solving the original problem). The original optimisation problem

(2.35)-(2.36), as well as this additional weighing optimisation problem requiring iterative solving of

(2.35)-(2.36), were only made computationally tractable for the data size (nx,ny,nz) we are dealing

with by the fast algorithm exposed in Wang et al. (2017) and graciously shared by Dr Chengyue

Wang with the author.

We will assess the relative importance of non-zero divergence of our pre-wDCS experimental

data uuu by comparing it with a quantity of particular interest in this thesis: the rate of dissipation of

kinetic energy. This dissipation is computed using the L2 norm of the symmetric part of the velocity

gradient tensor, the strain rate tensor s defined by

si j :=
1
2

(
∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
. (2.37)

More specifically, we will compare the distribution (i.e. probability distribution function, PDF,

or histogram) of ∇∇∇ · uuu with the scalar value of the square root dissipation rate
√

||s||2 =
√
si jsi j

(summation implied over repeated indices).

An example of application of the wDCS on 3D-3C data is shown in figure 2.11. In this turbulent

(T) regime where θ = 5◦ and Re = 1516, original instantaneous data u,v,w,∇∇∇ ·uuu, are shown directly

above the corresponding corrected data uc,vc,wc (∇∇∇ · uuuc = 0 is omitted). We plot two mid-plane

cuts: a vertical slice y = 0 (left column: panels a, c, e) and a horizontal slice z = 0 (right column:

panels b, d, f ). The PDF (histogram) of the whole-time, whole-volume divergence prior to corrective

is shown in panel i, and shows that it is relatively low, i.e. well within the bounds of our measure

of interest ±
√
||s||2 =±2.22. The time series of the distance between original and corrected field

is shown in panel j. The optimised weights for this time instant are very close to the time-average

weights γ2 = 0.16, γ3 = 0.53, reflected in the much greater corrections made to v (red curve in panel

j), compared to u and w (green and blue curves respectively), as expected. The average, non-weighted,

L2 distance
√
||uuu−uuuc||2 is of order 0.02 (about 3 % of the norm of uuu), reflecting the fact that only

a weak correction is needed to make these 3D-3C data incompressible. Despite our concern that

uncorrected data might poorly estimate velocity gradients and thus dissipation, we find that the

corrected dissipation is actually virtually unchanged (
√
||sc||2 = 2.21 vs 2.22). A further encouraging

observation from panels a-f is that the divergence correction seems to have very little discernible

qualitative impact on the structure of the flow. Therefore, we choose in this thesis to only apply the

wDCS prior to computing the strain rate tensor to obtain the dissipation rates presented in Chapter 6.

In the following Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, we will use all the measurements techniques described

above to investigate a variety of flows in SID.
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Figure 2.11 Example of the application of the divergence correction scheme on 3D-3C data (exp. m134:
θ = 5◦, Re = 1516, T regime, see table A.4). (a)-(f) Original data u,v,w directly above wDCS-corrected
data uc,vc,wc in the vertical mid-plane y = 0 plane (left column) and horizontal mid-plane z = 0 plane (right
column). (g)-(h) Original divergence in the same planes (the corrected one is 0 to machine precision). (i)
PDF (histogram) of the original all-time, all-volume divergence, showed in relation to the square root norm of
the strain rate tensor. (j) Time series of the distances between components and total velocities to assess the
magnitude of the correction. The time instant t = 325 at which the data (a)-(h) is shown is represented here
and was chosen for the relative high-magnitude of its correction.



3 | Empirical observations of flow regimes,

transitions and mass flux

3.1 Introduction and motivation

In § 1.4, we briefly reviewed the four qualitatively different regimes – defined in this thesis as

qualitatively different long-time dynamics – observed in SID as described by ML14: Laminar (L),

Holmboe (H), Intermittent (I) and Turbulent (T). We start this chapter in § 3.2-3.4 by a number

of empirical observations of the H (§ 3.2), I (§ 3.3) and T (§ 3.4) regimes (ignoring the simple L

regime, of lesser interest to us). We also describe in § 3.2 a slightly different wave regime, that we

denote by W, akin to the H regime, but where Holmboe modes are not visually identified. These

observations make use of the shadowgraph (SG), two-dimensional, two-component (2D-2C) and

three-dimensional, three-component (3D-3C) measurements detailed in Chapter 2. The aims of these

sections are:

1. to show the variety of flow behaviours achievable by varying only a small number of nondimen-

sional parameters defined in Chapter 1: the forcing parameters θ , Re (via the driving density

difference ∆ρ/ρ0), Pr (via the type of stratification, salt or heat) and the geometry of the duct

given by the aspect ratios A and B.

2. to build intuition for these various flows and familiarise ourselves with their salient characteris-

tics, some of which will be the subject of more quantitative analyses in the next chapters.

The experimental data presented in the figures of § 3.2-3.4 will be identified in the caption by

their respective tilt angle θ , Reynolds number Re and unique experiment name (preceded by ‘exp.’,

allowing the reader to find more details about this experiment in appendix A). Though we are mostly

concerned with salt-stratified experiments in this thesis (i.e. the two reservoirs are initially filled

salt solutions, and Pr = 700), we also discuss heat-stratified experiments (i.e. the two reservoirs are

initially filled with cold/warm freshwater, and Pr = 7). To remove ambiguity in parts where both salt-
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and heat-stratified experimental data are discussed (as in the present chapter) we use the abbreviations

(salt) and (heat) as introduced in appendix A. In later chapters of this thesis, unless otherwise

specified, salt stratification is always implied (as should be clear from context).

In § 3.5-3.6 we present and discuss all the available regime diagrams data in SID (§ 3.5), i.e.

the distribution of each regime L, H, W, I and T, as well as all the available mass flux (MF) data in

SID (§ 3.6). Both regime and MF data are presented in the plane of raw experimental parameters

(θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) for each duct geometry and stratification method. We are particularly interested in

understanding the scaling of mass flux and transitions between regimes, i.e. locations of the parameter

space at which the long-term (asymptotic) dynamics of the flow changes qualitatively. We therefore

provide in these sections some preliminary analysis and arguments to guide the search for these

universal scaling laws that will be the focus of Chapter 5.

Finally, in § 3.7, we use the observations of the previous sections to formulate a number of

specific research questions about the flows in SID, some of which will be tackled in the next chapters.

3.2 H/W regime

The H regime is characterised by the propagation of cusped waves on the density interface, whose

appearance is very similar to the finite amplitude manifestation of the Holmboe instability predicted

by Holmboe (1962), observed experimentally by Thorpe (1968) in tilting tank experiments, and

numerically simulated (in 2D flows) first by Smyth et al. (1988). This similarity led ML14 to call

those waves Holmboe waves (hereafter abbreviated HWs), and the flow regime the Holmboe (H)

regime. We distinguish between two qualitatively different types:

• H-1: symmetric Holmboe waves, in which a set of both upward-pointing (into the buoyant

layer) and downward-pointing (into the dense layer) cusps are observed, each propagating in

opposite directions;

• H-2: asymmetric Holmboe waves, in which only upward-pointing or downward pointing cusps

are observed, propagating in a single direction at any given time.

In some cases, flows with forcing parameters (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) intermediate between the L and the I

regime exhibit waves that do not resemble cusped HWs. We therefore introduce a new ‘wave’ regime

(W) to classify these flows, which can roughly be subdivided into two types:

• W-1: transient, low-amplitude interfacial gravity waves;

• W-2: tilde-shaped, large-amplitude gravity waves across the height of the duct.
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We note that the ‘W regions’ of MR61 are probably equivalent to our H regime from their visualisa-

tions of cusped waves in their figure 5a-b (these observations pre-date the theoretical description by

Holmboe, 1962 of the instability that is thought to give rise to them).

In the following sections § 3.2.1-3.2.4 we describe some features pertaining to each type of wave.

3.2.1 H-1: symmetric Holmboe waves

This ‘H-1’ regime was found in all duct geometries (mSID, tSID, LSID, HSID) with salt stratification.

In the mSID and the tSID, where a wider range of angles were used, symmetric HWs were only

found at small angles: θ ≲ 3◦ in mSID, and θ ≲ 0.5◦ in tSID. At higher θ they were replaced by

asymmetric HWs (H-2) in mSID, and transient, low-amplitude interfacial gravity waves (W-1) in

tSID.

General flow characteristics

Figure 3.1 shows four shadowgraph (SG) visualisations of symmetric HWs over most of the LHS of

the duct (x ∈ [−30,−5]), in a flow at Re = 1080. Panels a-b correspond to two snapshots at different

instants where θ = 1◦; panels c-d correspond to two other snapshots after the duct has been tilted

to θ = 2◦. Here and in all following SG visualisations, we show the inverted grayscale image after

some minor image processing (adjusting luminosity and contrast for better rendering) and we rotate

the original image when necessary such that the duct is represented according to the conventional

notations of figure 1.3. In particular we always show the duct horizontal (x being the along-duct

horizontal coordinate) regardless of its actual tilt angle θ (i.e. we rotate the gravity vector ggg by θ ),

and with the lower layer flowing towards the right, and the upper layer flowing towards the left. The

upward-pointing and downward-pointing cusps are noticeable and are typically characterised by

leftwards and rightwards propagation respectively (in the same direction as the flow of the layer they

point towards). The direction of propagation of the waves is not deducible from these snapshots

as they were chosen to illustrate the varying nature of the waves, rather than to follow individual

crests. The wavelength, amplitude, and profile of the waves all change with time. Interestingly, the

amplitude of the waves at θ = 2◦ appears slightly lower (panel d) than at θ = 1◦ (panel a-b); we also

see more small-scale motion surrounding the interface at the larger angle.

Figure 3.2a-c shows planar views of a snapshot of the 3D density field of a symmetric H flow

at θ = 1◦, Re = 1455. The HW cusps are again visible on the view of the vertical midplane (y = 0,

panel a). Their spanwise structure is revealed by two further views of a cross-sectional plane (x=−10,

panel b) and a horizontal plane (z = 0.1, near the density interface, panel c). In particular, we see
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Figure 3.1 SG snapshots of a H-1 flow (exp. m51.02-03, , Re = 1080) at two different instants for each
angle (a)-(b) θ = 1◦, (c)-(d) θ = 2◦.
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Figure 3.2 Density 3D-3C snapshot of a H-1 flow (exp. m135, θ = 1◦,Re = 1455). Density field ρ in a (a)
vertical midplane y = 0, (b) cross-sectional plane x = −10, and (c) horizontal plane near near the density
interface z = 0.1. : x = −10, y = 0, z = 0.1 represent the planes of the other panels. (d) Shadowgraph
reconstruction of the light intensity I in the (x,z) plane based on the 3D density field, based on (2.9) (arbitrary
units).

from panel c that the left-travelling upward cusps (in navy) and right-travelling downward cusps

(in yellow) are almost perpendicular to their travelling direction (i.e. their structure is, to first order,

independent of y). Since this particular snapshot results from a ‘backward’ scan (i.e. the 3D volume

was constructed by aggregating planes captured by scanning from y = 1 to y =−1), we expect its

non-instantaneous character to make left-travelling navy bands in panel c appear tilting at a positive

angle (with respect to the perpendicular axis of rotation z), and the right-travelling yellow bands

tilting at a negative angle. Such a tilt is barely noticeable; we thus conclude that the measurements

are sufficiently instantaneous to faithfully capture those waves.

Figure 3.2d shows a reconstruction of the expected SG light intensity field for the same snapshot.

Based on the model developed in § 2.1, we assume that an initially uniform distribution of parallel

light rays along y travel through the fluid with varying refractive index inside the duct before

being projected on a (x,z) plane. Although 3D-3C experiments (including the one presented in

figure 3.2) were operated with matched refractive indices (see § 2.5.1), we assume here that if this

flow were to be visualised by SG, the density difference between reservoirs would be achieved

with sodium chloride (NaCl, as for all SG experiments). From the relations in § 2.5.1, we find

n = 1.107+0.2272ρ0{1+(∆ρ/ρ0)ρ} where ρ0, ∆ρ are dimensional densities in g cm−3 and ρ is

the usual nondimensional density field. Since ∆ρ/ρ0 ≪ 1, the refractive index can be expressed
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as n = n0 +n′ with n′ = 0.2272∆ρ ρ(x,y,z, t) and |n′| ≪ n0. From (2.9), we can thus compute the

reconstructed SG intensity (in arbitrary units, disregarding multiplying factors) at a given instant t as

I(x,z, t) =
∫ 1

−1
(∂xx +∂zz)ρ(x,y,z, t) dy. (3.1)

We find that the reconstructed SG of the HW in panel d has a density interface distinctively sharper

than that of the actual SG visualisations of figure 3.1. Although we are comparing two different

experiments, this is likely a robust observation, since in our SG setup, the light rays coming from

the slide projector are far from being parallel (especially when imaging such a large region as in

figure 3.1, much wider than the lens of the slide projector). We therefore expect the divergence of the

incoming light to generally smooth out density contrasts, as indeed observed.

Figure 3.3 shows the velocity field corresponding to the same snapshot and combining the same

vertical, cross-section and horizontal plane views as figure 3.2 (with the exception of the horizontal

z = 0.1 being replaced by the z = 0 plane, slightly below the mean interface). Panels a-c, d-f, g-i and

j-l correspond respectively to u, v, w and the spanwise vorticity ωy, i.e. the spanwise component of

the vorticity vector ωωω

ωωω =


ωx

ωy

ωz

 := ∇∇∇×uuu =


∂yw−∂zv

∂zu−∂xw

∂xv−∂yu

 . (3.2)

In addition to distorting the density interface, it is evident from panels a-b that HWs also distort

the velocity interface (locus of the points where u = 0). This distorted velocity interface and the

confinement of the flow in the vertical direction at z =±1 are responsible for a sinuous pattern of

high absolute streamwise velocity |u| (dark red and dark blue) in panel a, consistent with the upward

and downward motion inferred from the pattern of vertical velocity w in panel g. In the same vertical

plane, the pattern of spanwise velocity v (panel d) is relatively complex, and hints at a non-trivial

three-dimensional structure of the streamlines. The signature of the HWs on the spanwise vorticity ωy

(panel j) is a near-periodic reinforcement (yellow) and weakening (pink) of the mean shear around the

velocity interface. This mean shear is negative since in this plane |∂zu| ≫ |∂xw| and ∂zu < 0 around

z = 0, and it is of order −1.3 (orange). Thus HWs creates a pattern of ‘high-vorticity’ structures

(in absolute value, i.e. ωy ≲ −2), tilted at an angle with respect to the horizontal. The spanwise

structures of u (panel c), v (panel f ) and w (panel i) all have a relatively complex, though different,

near-periodic pattern. Whereas we saw that the vertical structure of ωy (panel j) was inherited from

that of u (panel a), the spanwise structure of ωy (panel l) is clearly inherited from w (panel i), since in

this plane |∂xw| ≫ |∂zu|. Note that the streamwise velocity has a much higher magnitude than the
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Figure 3.3 Snapshot of the velocity and spanwise vorticity field of a H-1 flow (exp. m135, θ = 1◦, Re = 1455,
same snapshot as in figure 3.2). (a-c) u in the y = 0, x =−10 and z = 0 planes respectively, represented by

(note the slight difference with z = 0.1 in figure 3.2). Same views for (d-f) v, (g-i) w and (j-l) ωy.
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Figure 3.4 Density and velocity 3D-3C averages of a H-1 flow (exp. m135, θ = 1◦, Re = 1455). (a) ⟨ρ⟩xt(y,z)
with (b) y = 0 and (c) z =±0.5 cuts (represented by in (a)). Similarly, (d) ⟨u⟩xt(y,z) with (d) y = 0 and
(e) z =±0.5 cuts. In (b), (c), (e), (f) and henceforth in this thesis for such 1D plots, the filled circle symbols
indicate the data points (i.e. the resolution of the data).

spanwise and vertical velocities, except near the velocity interface, where |u| ≈ 0 by definition. We

find ⟨|u|⟩xyzt = Q = 0.30, and ⟨|v|⟩xyzt = ⟨|w|⟩xyzt = 0.012, i.e. |v| and |w| only represent about 4 %

of |u| in a time- and volume-averaged L1 norm sense.

Figure 3.4 shows streamwise and temporal averages of the density field ⟨ρ⟩xt (panel a) and

streamwise velocity field ⟨u⟩xt (panel d), as well as relevant vertical (y = 0) and horizontal (z =±0.5)

slices (panels b-c and e-f respectively). The averaged density is clearly two-layered, with a relatively

sharp interface slightly above the midplane (z ≈ 0.1) and is virtually independent of the spanwise

direction. Note that the oscillating HWs at the density interface render the spatio-temporal average

density interface thicker than it is at any spatial location and instant. The averaged streamwise

velocity shows a smoother transition between the relatively large velocities of the counterflowing

layers and the no-slip boundary condition at the walls, with a near-sinusoidal profile in z. The

spanwise dependence shows a region of high gradient near the wall |y|≳ 0.5 and a flatter region in

the core of the duct |y|≲ 0.5. This velocity profile is therefore clearly influenced by viscosity through

most of the duct, a fact reflected by the relatively low value of the Reynolds number (Re = 1455).

Spatio-temporal behaviour

Figure 3.5 illustrates the propagation of the HWs by x− t spatio-temporal diagrams of ρ (panel a), u

(panel b) and ωy (panel c) at the interface (y = 0,z = 0.1), and z− t spatio-temporal diagrams of ρ

(panel d), u (panel e), v (panel f ), w (panel g), and ωy (panel h) in a vertical slice (x =−12,y= 0). The

x− t diagrams (panels a-c) feature sets of relatively straight diagonal lines inclined in both directions,
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Figure 3.5 Spatio-temporal diagrams of a H-1 flow showing the propagation of symmetric HWs (exp. m135,
θ = 1◦, Re = 1455). x− t diagrams of (a) ρ , (b) u and (c) ωy, at the interface y = 0,z = 0.1. z− t diagrams of
(d) ρ , (e) u, (f) v, (g) w, (h) ωy at x =−12,y = 0. : x =−12, z = 0.1 and t = 261 representing the planes of
the z− t, x− t diagrams and the time of the snapshots in figures 3.2-3.3 respectively.
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demonstrating that perturbations with respect to the mean interfacial value propagate in time along x

in both directions, at slowly varying and opposite phase speeds of approximate value c ≈±0.1−0.3.

This figure allows us to make a more quantitative assessment of the near-instantaneous character of

the 3D-3C measurements. In this experiment, each 3D volume is constructed by spanwise planes

captured over 2.29 ATU (see table A.4), i.e. 2.29 × the time it takes for a wave moving at a phase

speed of c = 1 to travel a distance ∆x = 1. In other words, between the recording of the y =−1 plane

and the recording of the y = 1 plane in figures 3.2-3.3, a wave moving at a maximum phase speed

of |c| = 0.3 (which, coincidentally, corresponds to the volume flux Q = ⟨|u|⟩xyzt = 0.30) travels a

distance of around ∆x = 0.3×2.29 ≈ 0.7. This represents a relatively small, though noticeable tilt of

the wave structure on horizontal plane cuts (see for example figures 3.2c). This type of calculation

illustrates the near-instantaneous limitation of the volumetric sPIV-PLIF technique to perform 3D-3C

measurements and gives us a good rule of thumb to assess the data. Since this experiment was carried

out using the maximum scanning speed achievable with the current setup, in order to obtain more

‘frozen’ waves we would either have to study slower-travelling waves or compromise the spanwise

resolution (record fewer y planes than the ny = 39 in this experiment). The z− t diagrams (panels

d-h) provide a complementary view of the wave field and of its spatio-temporal coherence.

Spatio-temporal origin of HWs

We conclude this section on symmetric HWs by turning our attention to their origin in space and time.

By starting an experiment in the L regime, we can slowly tilt the duct to an angle where the flow

transitions to a H regime. In figure 3.6, we show SG snapshots of a flow at Re = 815 illustrating the

dynamics following such a transition shortly after the duct has been tilted from θ = 0◦ (L regime) to

1◦ (H regime). Each of the four snapshots is separated from the previous one by a few ATUs. Shortly

after the duct has been tilted, we see in panel a two distinct trains of small amplitude, asymmetric

HWs propagating inwards from each end of the duct (see the approximate sketch of the crests to

make them more obvious). The train of downward-pointing, right-travelling waves on the LHS of

the duct and the train of upward-pointing, left-travelling waves on the RHS of the duct grow in

amplitude as they travel, and end up meeting in the middle of the duct in panel b, where they are

now very conspicuous. After meeting, they leave behind a lengthening middle section of the duct

where the interface is visibly distorted by a superposition of the two trains of waves (i.e. upward- and

downward-pointing cusps), resulting in a symmetric HW (panel c), which eventually and irreversibly

fills the whole duct (panel d) for the rest of the experiment (asymptotic H-1 regime).

These observations are consistent with the 1D model depicted in figure 3.7. For simplicity, we

assume that the disturbances at the origin of the HWs can be represented by a set of two temporally
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Figure 3.6 SG snapshots of a H-1 flow to illustrate the spatio-temporal origin of symmetric HWs (exp. m57.02,
θ = 1◦, Re = 815). (a)-(d) show four chronological snapshots of the duct shortly after being tilted away from
the L regime and separated by a few ATU, showing how symmetric HWs can result from the two asymmetric
modes coming from each end of the duct. In (a) we sketch an approximation of the small-amplitude distortion
of the density interface. The arrows represent direction of travel and location of the front of each wave train.
The white shadow of the inclinometer sitting on the top duct boundary between 2 ≲ x ≲ 12 is visible.
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Figure 3.7 Schematics of the spatio-temporal origin of HWs from the observations of figure 3.6. Spatio-
temporal diagram showing the evolution of two trains of asymmetric HWs propagating along characteristics
( ) and growing from a localised forcing at each end of the duct (note time increases upwards in this figure,
contrary to figure 3.6). Labels a, b, c, d correspond to the situation of the respective panels of figure 3.6.
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sustained but spatially-localised forcing functions of the form F(t)δ (x±A). Here F is an unknown

‘noise function’ of time and δ (x±A) are two delta functions with support limited to the ends of the

duct x =±A. This continuous interfacial forcing must have its physical origin in the complicated

dynamics of the hydraulic jump of each exiting layer that sends small perturbations that travel inward

on the density interface. In the L regime, by definition, such perturbations are presumably damped

and do not visibly alter the interface throughout the duct. However, under circumstances particular to

the H regime and not elucidated yet, some of these perturbations are amplified as they travel inward

(following the dotted characteristics) and reach a finite (noticeable) amplitude, taking the form of

one-sided, asymmetric HWs. After meeting near the centre of the duct, these waves interact and

initiate a spatio-temporal pattern that fills the whole duct, having clear symmetric HW coherence,

rather than appearing to follow the random forcing F(t).

3.2.2 H-2: asymmetric Holmboe waves

Vorticity structure and spatio-temporal behaviour

The asymmetric HWs (H-2) regime was observed in the mSID with salt stratification at relatively

large angles θ ≳ 3−4◦. In the H-1 regime, we saw that when the duct was tilted from a L to a H

regime, symmetric HWs could result from the superposition of two asymmetric HWs originating

from each end of the duct (figure 3.7). Due to the overall tilt of the density interface along the

duct, downward-pointing, right-travelling asymmetric HWs grew on the LHS of the duct where the

density interface was above the mid-plane z = 0, and conversely, upward-pointing, left-travelling

asymmetric HWs grew on the RHS of the duct where the density interface was below the mid-plane.

As we shall see in § 5.2.2, this tilting interface is predicted by theory for a well-defined class of

SID flows. However, we found that, surprisingly, at large angles θ ≳ 3− 4◦ the density interface

was consistently shifted either below or above the mid-plane, as well as below or above the velocity

interface throughout the length of the duct and the duration of the experiment. For reasons that we

detail in Chapter 4, this situation was characterised by the presence of asymmetric HWs.

The density field of flows with asymmetric HWs is visually similar to those of symmetric HWs

depicted in figure 3.2 (one set of cusped waves instead of two), and we do not reproduce it here

for conciseness. The spanwise vorticity field of asymmetric HWs however has a very interesting

and robust structure, as shown in figure 3.8. Panels a-e show snapshots of ωy in the vertical mid-

plane y = 0 for five different 3D-3C experiments for which θ = 5◦ and Re ∈ [400,490]. In all

panels, we identify a characteristic quasi-periodic, tilde-shaped signal of enhanced negative vorticity

(−5 ≲ ωy ≲−2), resulting from a periodic reinforcement and weakening of the negative mean shear
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Figure 3.8 Spanwise vorticity 3D-3C snapshots and spatio-temporal diagrams of H-2 flows. (a-e) Snapshots of
a vertical slice ωy(y = 0) for five different experiments with θ = 5◦ and similar Reynolds number (exp. m122:
Re = 445, exp. m123: Re = 415, exp. m124: Re = 490, exp. m125: Re = 400, exp. m133: Re = 440). Each
panel is positioned so that the x axes are aligned. (f-j) x− t diagrams ωy(x,y = 0,z = 0, t) in the mid-planes
y = z = 0 of the respective experiments. Each panel is positioned so that the t axis are aligned. On each panel,

represents the z = 0 plane or t instant of the other corresponding panels.
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(of magnitude ωy ≈−1) in the shear layer |z|≲ 0.5. This signal is comparable with the one described

in symmetric HWs in figure 3.2j but it is clearer in asymmetric HWs. Unlike the characteristic cusped

structure of the density interface, this ‘tilde’ structure in the vorticity field does not appear to have

been reported in the literature on HWs. In all five experiments, we find a consistent wavelength of

order λ ≈ 4 (wavenumber k = 2π/λ ≈ 1.6). Note that panels d-e exhibit lower noise levels than

panels a-c, reflecting the increasing quality of sPIV measurements from experiment to experiment due

to incremental enhancements of the way experiments were carried out and analysed. The propagation

of the asymmetric HWs for each of the five experiments of panels a-e is visible in panels f-j, showing

side by side the corresponding x− t spatio-temporal diagram, on the same x, t scale such that phase

speeds can be easily compared. In all experiments except exp. m123, the waves travel leftwards (i.e.

their phase speed is negative c < 0); in exp. m123 they travel rightwards (i.e. their phase speed is

positive c > 0) after an initial transient period t ∈ [0,100] where they travelled left and reversed. The

range of phase speeds observed, as measured from the slope of the characteristics, is approximately

−0.2 ≲ c ≲ 0.03, i.e. of the same order of magnitude as the phase speed of the symmetric HWs of

figure 3.5 (|c| ≈ 0.1−0.3). The ratio of the magnitude of the phase speed of asymmetric HWs to the

magnitude of the mean flow (i.e. the volume flux) is 0.06 ≲ |c|/Q ≲ 0.4 (since Q = ⟨|u|⟩xyzt ≈ 0.5),

i.e. lower than the corresponding value 0.3 ≲ c/Q ≲ 1 for the symmetric HWs of figure 3.5.

Asymmetry and non-collocation of the velocity and density interfaces

The vertical profiles of the streamwise- and time-averaged velocity and density in the vertical mid-

plane ⟨u⟩xt(y = 0,z) and ⟨ρ⟩xt(y = 0,z) are shown in figure 3.9a-e, for the five same experiments.

The bottom panels f-j show the spanwise dependence of the velocity in two horizontal planes

⟨u⟩xt(y,z = ±0.5). We denote by zu the average vertical position of the velocity interface defined

by ⟨u⟩xt(y = 0,zu) = 0 and we approximate each density profile by a hyperbolic tangent fit of the

form ⟨ρ⟩xt(y = 0,z) =− tanh{(z− zρ)/δρ}, where zρ is the average vertical position of the density

interface and δρ a representative thickness of the density interface. These parameters, as well as the

volume flux Q, are presented in table 3.1.

As we can see, in all five experiments, the average position of density interface is not coincident

with the velocity interface, i.e. zρ ̸= zu. In general we observe zρ < zu, i.e. the density interface is

located below the velocity interface; however in table 3.1 we emphasise in bold that in exp. m123

zρ > zu, i.e. the density interface is located above the velocity interface. Note that this non-collocation

of the two interfaces contrasts with the nearly collocated interfaces of flows prone to symmetric HWs,

as shown in figure 3.4b,e.
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Figure 3.9 Average 3D-3C density and velocity of five different H-2 experiments. (a-e) Vertical profiles
⟨u⟩xt(y = 0,z) ( ) and ⟨ρ⟩xt(y = 0,z) ( when fully-processed PLIF data is available, and when no
full PLIF post-processing was run due to poor image quality and ρ was estimated from the raw PLIF images).
(f-j) Spanwise profiles in the upper layer ⟨ρ⟩xt(y,z = 0.5) ( ) and lower layer ⟨ρ⟩xt(y,z =−0.5) ( ). As
throughout this thesis, the filled circle symbols linked by the solid lines reveal the resolution of the data.

Table 3.1 Average velocity and density characteristics of the five different H-2 experiments of figure 3.9. Input
Re, output Q, position of the velocity interface (zu), and position and thickness of the density interface (zρ , δρ ).
In bold the only experiment where the density interface is located above the velocity interface, resulting in
right-travelling asymmetric HWs.

exp. m122 exp. m123 exp. m124 exp. m125 exp. m133

Re 445 415 490 400 440

Q 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.49 0.46

zu −0.14 000...000444 −0.06 −0.07 −0.12

zρ −0.23 000...333000 −0.15 −0.17 −0.24

δρ 0.07 0.1 0.08 0.12 0.08

This asymmetric position of the density interface with respect to the velocity interface at large

tilt angles θ ≳ 3−4◦ is not thoroughly understood. However, some evidence suggests that the side

on which the interface is shifted may be related to the way the experiment is started, as we explain

below.

Asymmetric HWs were observed in two additional experiments (exp. m118, m121) not shown

in figures 3.8, 3.9, i.e. in a total of seven 3D-3C experiments, all at θ = 5◦ and Re ∈ [400,490]. In

four experiments (exp. m118, m121, m122 and m133), the reservoirs were filled while the duct was

open on the right side, i.e. on the side immersed in the right, buoyant solution. The experiments

were started by opening the duct on the left side, i.e. the side immersed in dense solution. Before the

establishment of the exchange flow of interest, a dense gravity current at density ρL = 1 travelled
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from left to right down the duct tilted at an angle of θ = 5◦, which was initially full of buoyant fluid

at ρR =−1. In these experiments, the density interface in the exchange flow following these transient

dynamics was consistently below the midplane, i.e. at z < 0, and was subject to left-travelling HWs,

as seen in figure 3.8f,j.

In exp. m123, the previously described protocol was changed in that the experiment was started

by opening the duct on the right side, resulting in a buoyant gravity current travelling from right

to left up the duct tilted at an angle of θ = 5◦, initially full of dense solution at ρL = 1. In this

experiments, the density interface in the exchange flow following these transient dynamics was above

the midplane (z > 0), and was subject to right-travelling HWs, as seen in figure 3.8g. A natural

hypothesis consistent with these results is that the gravity current in the early stages of the experiment

impacts the position of the density interface during the rest of the experiment: an downward-moving

dense gravity current would result in an interface below the midplane and an upward-moving buoyant

gravity current would result in an interface above the midplane.

To test this hypothesis, two further experiments were run (exp. m124, m125) similarly to the four

initially discussed (exp. m118, m121, m122 and m133): opening the duct on the left, dense side but

this time, while the duct was horizontal (θ = 0◦). All transient dynamics before the establishment of

the desired exchange flow, including the gravity current, therefore took place in a horizontal duct,

thereby removing the assumed asymmetry in these dynamics that were believed to be the cause of the

asymmetry of the density interface. In exp. m124, ≈ 100 ATU after the opening of the duct, the duct

was slowly tilted to the final angle θ = 5◦ over ≈ 50 ATU, and the recording of the data (figure 3.8h)

started shortly after. In exp. m125, the duct was tilted from θ = 0◦ to 5◦ even more slowly over a

total of ≈ 500 ATU, by letting the exchange flow adjust at each intermediate angle θ = 1◦, 2◦, 3◦, 4◦

for over 50 ATU. It was observed that the initially ‘regular’ profile of the density interface (above the

mid-plane on the LHS of the duct and below the mid-plane on the RHS of the duct) shifted down to

be below the mid-plane throughout the duct, while tilting from θ = 4◦ to θ = 5◦, resulting – again –

in leftward-travelling asymmetric HWs (figure 3.8i). In conclusion, exp. m123 suggests that the side

on which the duct is open plays a role but given the results of exp. m124, m125, it seems unlikely

that the transient dynamics have much to do with it. To conclude, we believe that the available data is

insufficient to determine the cause of the asymmetric position of the interface.

Reproducibility of experiments

Lastly, we also remark upon investigation of figures 3.8, 3.9 and table 3.1 that five experiments

which share very similar input parameters can have relatively different behaviours. It appears likely

that factors others than the small differences in Re (below 20 % for the five experiments compared)
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Figure 3.10 SG snapshots of a W-1 flow in tSID (exp. t01.11, , θ = 3◦, Re= 1315) showing (a) perturbations
from the outflowing layer being locally amplified and generating trains of interfacial waves (not clearly
identifiable as HWs) (b) propagating inwards but decaying in amplitude. The black dotted lines sketched below
the interface approximate the interfacial distortion above to help interpreting these low-contrast images. The
spatio-temporal behaviour of these waves appears to be tied to the oscillations of the outflowing layer rather
than being a result of an intrinsic dynamics as in the H regime.

contribute to influence the dynamics. The long-term dynamics of each experiment has marked

differences, including: the positions of the velocity and density interfaces; the amount of mixing

characterised by the thickness of the density interface (δρ ∈ [0.07,0.12] here); the shape of the

velocity profiles; and the mean velocities, characterised by the volume flux (Q ∈ [0.41,0.49] here).

These observations indicate that such dynamical characteristics are typically not precisely

reproducible between experiments, while others, such as the broader classification of the flow in the

H-2 regime, are. We have mentioned above the apparently important role of the conditions under

which the experiment is started in altering the subsequent long-term dynamics of the flow, indicating

a possible long-term memory of the system to initial conditions. Of course, because of the chaotic

nature of the high-Re, highly nonlinear flows investigated in this thesis, their dynamical evolution is

expected to be – to some extent – sensitive to small changes in initial conditions (‘regular chaos’) and

small changes in the system parameters (‘structural chaos’). However, the extent and nature of this

sensitivity is an interesting open problem.

3.2.3 W-1: transient, low-amplitude interfacial gravity waves

These ‘W-1’ waves were found in the tSID for positive angles θ ≥ 0.5. Their SG observations are

relatively limited in number and quality, and all focus on the LHS of the duct, as shown in figure 3.10

(−15 ≤ x ≲−7).
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We typically see perturbations on the sharp density interface being generated by the outflowing

layer and propagating inwards (in this case, there appears to be a second, weaker density interface

above the main one). These interfacial gravity waves travel inside the duct (see panels a-b, taken at

different instants) but are typically transient and visibly damped as they travel. Furthermore, they do

not take the distinct cusped appearance of HWs (perhaps due to their too low amplitude).

By analogy with the previous discussion of the spatio-temporal origin of symmetric HWs, it

appears that in this instance, the end regions of the duct locally amplify the assumed perturbations

of the form F(t)δ (x±A), which then decay as they travel inwards. Therefore, it appears that these

end-generated transient waves are dynamically very different from the self-sustained HWs typical of

the H regime.

3.2.4 W-2: tilde-shaped, large-amplitude internal gravity waves

These ‘W-2’ waves were found in mSID experiments with heat stratification, in which the Prandtl

number is two orders of magnitude lower than in salt experiments (Pr = 7 vs 700). This higher

diffusivity of the density field results in a thicker density interface than in salt experiments, and there-

fore, in weaker density gradients and curvatures |∂zzρ|. In addition, the refractive index of water is a

much weaker function of temperature than salinity for a similar density difference. Consequently, the

density interface is usually not – or barely – visible in SG visualisation of heat-stratified experiments.

We note nevertheless that in the mSID geometry and Reynolds numbers investigated here the density

(temperature) interface is always thinner than the velocity interface, i.e. the shear layer (for more

details, see the boundary layer scaling arguments of § 5.2.3).

In spite of this, SG visualisations reveal the presence of large-amplitude, internal gravity waves

that are visually very different from HWs (indeed, we believe the density interface is too thick for

HWs to exist). As shown in the four SG snapshots of figure 3.11, they take the form of tilde-shaped

travelling gravity waves (in the density field) that are both generated at the duct ends and in its interior

(see panel a). During their propagation, the waves typically get stretched, distorted and split (see

panels b-d, separated by a few ATU).

3.3 I regime

The intermittent regime (I) was identified by ML14 as containing smaller-scale structures than the H

regime, typically due to turbulent eddies associated with high density contrasts readily observed by

SG. These turbulent structures are responsible for mixing between the two layers, yet they remain
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Figure 3.11 SG snapshots of a W-2 flow (exp. m43.05, , θ = 5◦,Re = 725). (a)-(d) show how tilde-shaped
waves filling the whole duct cross-section grow, travel and split over four consecutive snapshots separated by a
few ATU.

intermittent in space and/or time. This observed spatio-temporal turbulent intermittency distinguishes

it from the T regime in which high levels of turbulence are visibly sustained in time and space. A

number of qualitatively different flows fit this I regime definition, which we categorise in two types:

1. I-1: transient turbulence localised at a density interface;

2. I-2: laminar-turbulent quasi-periodic cycles, where substantial fractions of the duct are either

in a laminar or fully-turbulent state.
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Figure 3.12 SG snapshots of a I-1 flow (exp. m50.05, , θ = 4◦,Re = 720). (a) Shortly after the duct is tilted
from the H regime to the I regime, turbulent mixing takes place around the relatively sharp density interface.
(b)-(c) Subsequently, a mixed layer is created and turbulent mixing intermittently takes place at both interfaces.
The white vertical stripe at x ≈ 8 is the shadow of a cable tie used to secure the inclinometer to the duct.

3.3.1 I-1: transient turbulence at a density interface

This I-1 behaviour was found in all duct geometries with salt stratification. SG observations along the

whole duct as shown in figure 3.12 (θ = 4◦, Re = 720) reveal that some turbulent mixing is usually

present somewhere along the duct at any given time, but its spatial distribution varies considerably

(as illustrated by the three different snapshots in panels a-c).

In some flows, usually soon after the start of the experiment (or soon after the tilt of the duct from

the H regime to the I regime in ‘rapid regime identification’ SG experiments, see § 2.1), only one

relatively sharp density interface is present. This density interface is visible in panel a, and most of

the mixing takes place at this interface, still visibly distorted by cusps reminiscent of HWs. It thus

appears that the HWs of the H regime sometimes retain a partial signature in the I regime, at least in

the profile of the density interface. This is indeed very clear in the unsteady process of tilting the duct

from a H to a I regime, in which HWs grow in amplitude and break turbulently. This intermittent

turbulent mixing soon creates a mixed layer identifiable by the two interfaces of panels b-c. Most

of the subsequent turbulent activity appears to be concentrated at the two sharp density interfaces

bounding the mixed layer.

A more detailed picture is given in figure 3.13, showing 2D-2C measurements made on another

I-1 flow with θ = 4◦, Re = 940 (similar parameters to those of figure 3.12). Spatio-temporal z− t

diagrams of ρ,u,w,ωy (panels a-d respectively) over a vertical slice (x =−8, y = 0) evidence the

formation of a mixed layer from a single interface by sudden turbulent activity around t ≈ 20, i.e.

shortly after the start of the experiment. Once formed, this mixed layer is then maintained throughout
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Figure 3.13 Spatio-temporal diagrams and 2D-2C snapshots of a I-1 flow (exp. m109, , θ = 4◦,Re = 940).
Spatio-temporal diagrams at x = −8, y = 0 for (a) ρ , (b) u, (c) w, (d) ωy. (e)-(l) Snapshots illustrating
the turbulent transition between t = 90 and t = 107 for ρ (left column), and ωy (right column). : t =
90,97,101,107 in (a)-(d) and x =−8 in (e)-(l) represent the planes of the other panels. Colour bars for (e)-(l)
are the same as for (a), (d).
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the rest of the experiment for hundreds of ATU. Local bursts of turbulence are indicated by small-scale

features in all panels a-d (high spatio-temporal gradients), as well as by relatively large vertical

velocities (panel c), with maximum vertical velocities |w| up to around 40 % of the maximum

streamwise velocities |u|.

The turbulent transition occurring at t ≈ 90 is shown in detail in panels e-l by four consecutive

snapshots of density (left column) and spanwise vorticity (right column). At t = 90 (panels e-f ), the

essentially three-layer flow appears susceptible to an instability: an initially small defect in the lower

density interface (panel e) grows and causes the interface to roll up (panel g). The high temporal

resolution of these 2D-2C measurements allow us to track the highest-intensity tilde-shaped vorticity

structure of panel f splitting into the two largest structures of panel h. The characteristic wavelength

of the rolled-up structures visible in panels g-h decreases at later times (panels i-l) as the structures

break down to finer scales. Throughout the process, it is possible to track the inclined, tilde-shaped

vorticity structures successively stretching and splitting to eventually give rise to a large number of

smaller-scale, but visually similar structures.

3.3.2 I-2: laminar-turbulent quasi-periodic cycles

This I-2 spatio-temporal intermittency is exclusive to heat-stratified flows and takes a different form

than the I-1 intermittency of salt-stratified flows. Instead of exhibiting relatively weak levels of

turbulence intermittently scattered along the duct around sharp interfaces (I-1 flows), we observe

quasi-periodic cycles in which the flow in the measurement region is either mostly laminar or

turbulent.

This behaviour is shown by the 2D-2C data of figure 3.14, with z− t spatio-temporal diagrams

for ρ, u and w at x =−8, y = 0 (panels a-c) and six consecutive snapshots of ρ at y = 0, for a flow

with θ = 4◦, Re = 1080 (similar parameters to the salt-stratified flow of figure 3.13). Note that in

heat-stratified experiments, the measured field we call ρ is actually only an approximation of the

density. It is derived from the concentration of a dye having a much higher Prandtl number (of

order Pr = 700) than the active stratifying scalar responsible for the observed dynamics (Pr = 7).

The accuracy with which the high-Pr scalar tags the low-Pr density field is unfortunately unknown,

but it is believed to be better in turbulent flows than in laminar flows. Also note that as opposed to

figure 3.13, the spanwise vorticity field is not shown here because of its higher levels of noise. It

is indeed not possible to match refractive indices in heat experiments, leading to particle images of

poorer quality and PIV-processed velocity fields with greater errors.
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Figure 3.14 Spatio-temporal diagrams and 2D-2C snapshots of a I-2 flow (exp. m112, , θ = 4◦,Re = 1080).
(a)-(c) spatio-temporal diagrams analogous to figure 3.13a-c. (d)-(i) Successive density snapshots at t =
737, 745, 747, 752, 797, 834 illustrating the flow at key instants of a laminar-turbulent cycle. : x =−8
and t = 737, 745, 747, 752, 797, 834 planes of the other panels.
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We observe a turbulent episode starting at t ≈ 20 (panel a), with high density, streamwise and

vertical velocity perturbations (panels a-c) lasting until t ≈ 80, after which the density interface

thickness has been dramatically and irreversibly increased. A mostly laminar episode follows (in

which waves are nevertheless observed at the edges of the mixed layer, see panel a) and last until

around t ≈ 200, where another turbulent episode is triggered around 180 ATU after the first. The

whole cycle repeats quasi-periodically and a total of five laminar-turbulent cycles are recorded. The

mean period can be computed from the start of the first turbulent episode at t ≈ 20 to the start of

the last turbulent episode at t ≈ 740, and yields an average period of 720/4 = 180 ATU (160 s).

Given the typical expected average velocity of flows with such parameters |u|xyzt = Q ≈ 0.4−0.5

(as we shall see later, in § 3.6), the transit time of a fluid particle through the duct of length 2A = 60

can be estimated at around 120−150 ATU. SG visualisations of another experiment with slightly

different parameters (exp. m32, θ = 3◦, Re = 1430) revealed a period of 90 ATU (60 s), with a

virtually unchanged duct transit time (120−150 ATU). Thus it appears that the pseudo-frequency of

laminar-turbulent cycles varies across experiments and is not trivially related to the duct transit time.

To quantify how faithfully the passive, high-Pr dye marks the active, low-Pr temperature field,

we investigate the thickness of the mixed layer, as indicated by the dye concentration, visible in green

in panels a, d-i. This layer has a half thickness of ≈ 0.3 during the laminar events, and ≈ 0.5 during

the turbulent events (i.e. they fill respectively 30% and 50% of the duct height). As will be explained

in more details in § 5.2.3, the half thickness of the 99 % laminar boundary layer resulting from the

balance between streamwise advection and vertical diffusion of an initially step-like scalar field

(heat or dye) over the length of the duct A is given by ≈ 5
√

A/(RePr) at any point in the duct. In a

laminar flow at this Re = 1080, this represents a thickness of ≈ 0.03 for the dye (assuming Pr = 700)

and ≈ 0.3 for heat (Pr = 7). If the diffusivity of the dye were much lower than the diffusivity of

temperature in this flow (i.e. if the dye did not faithfully mark the temperature field), we would

expect the thickness of the dye mixed layer to be well below the observed value. We thus consider

encouraging the facts that (i) the minimum observed thickness of the dye mixed layer (during the

laminar events) is in agreement with the minimum predicted value given by the temperature laminar

boundary layer; (ii) the thickness of the dye mixed layer markedly increases during turbulent events,

in agreement with the expectation that the temperature field experiences higher turbulent diapycnal

diffusivity. However these qualitative arguments do not constitute compelling quantitative evidence

and further work would be required to assess the relevance of marking a low-Pr temperature field

using a high-Pr dye in turbulent flows.

While most turbulent episodes are triggered by turbulent motions being advected from either

side into the measurement region, the instability triggering the last turbulent episode is visible in
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the measurement window. The initially three-layer, mostly laminar flow (panel d) is destabilised

by the roll-up of the lower density layer (panels e-f ), much like in salt-stratified experiments (see

figure 3.13e,g). This instability is presumably caused by the increased shear experienced by the flow

as a result of the acceleration of each layer, evidenced by the increase in u in panel b (increasingly

darker blue and red colours during the laminar period.) The sudden decrease in kinetic energy

due to viscous dissipation and mixing during the turbulent period is followed by a progressive

increase during the laminar period until the flow becomes unstable and transitions to turbulence

(panel g). The turbulent episode lasts only as long as the ‘excess’ kinetic energy stored during the

laminar phase allows, here approximately 50 ATU, before the turbulence decays in strength (panel h).

Relaminarisation follows (panel h) and the cycle is completed.

To reveal the spatial structure of this quasi-periodic temporal behaviour, a few SG observations

were made over the whole duct length. They revealed that one half of the duct could be in a turbulent

period while the other half was in a laminar period. The decaying turbulence in, say, the left half,

could trigger a turbulent episode in the laminar right half by advection of turbulent perturbations, and

lead to a turbulent right half and a laminar left half, until the right half destabilised the left half, etc.

3.4 T regime

The turbulent regime (T) is characterised by higher levels of turbulence and mixing than in the I

regime, sustained both spatially and temporally. These characteristics are associated with a relatively

thick and spatially uniform interfacial layer throughout the length of the duct, in which mixing takes

place (figure 3.15a). The T regime was observed in all duct geometries for sufficiently large θ and

Re for both salt and heat stratification. It can be of two qualitatively different types:

1. T-1: intense turbulence within the mixed layer, organised in near-horizontal ‘braids’;

2. T-2: weaker turbulence localised at the interfaces of the mixed layer, forming long ‘wisps’

3.4.1 T-1: intense turbulence within a ‘braided’ mixed layer

This ‘T-1’ behaviour was found in all duct geometries with salt stratification. As illustrated by

SG in figure 3.15b (θ = 0.75◦, Re = 10050), the mixed layer appears almost completely blurred,

indicating the presence of density gradients at very small scales. This small-scale turbulence appears

to be embedded in a set of horizontal and slightly tilted larger-scale structures reminiscent of braids

(presumably cylindrical structures). We see significant contrast (i.e. large-scale density gradient)
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Figure 3.15 SG snapshots of T flows. (a) Turbulence evidenced by small-scale structures throughout the
length of the duct (exp. m57.07, , θ = 6◦, Re = 820). (b) T-1: example of intense small-scale turbulence
within the mixed layer, which appears braided (exp. 32.01, , θ = 0.75◦, Re = 10050). (c) T-2: example of
turbulence at the mixed layer interfaces with distinctive wisps and less small-scale structure than in (b) (exp.
34.02, , θ = 2◦, Re = 3760).

between the braided mixed layer and the near-uniform (unmixed) counter-flowing layers above and

below it. Apart from a few sharp finer-scale structures at the edges of the mixed layer (visible against

the uniform background of the otherwise mostly unmixed layers) the mixed layer appears almost

‘disconnected’ from the unmixed layers.

3.4.2 T-2: weak turbulence at the interfaces of a ‘wispy’ mixed layer

This ‘T-2’ behaviour was found in all duct geometries with both salt and heat stratification. Contrary

to the previously described intense, ‘braided’ turbulence, figure 3.15c (θ = 2◦, Re = 3760) shows

much sharper density structures, and very little blurring within the mixed layer, revealing a flow with

fewer small-scale structures than in panel b. It seems plausible that this apparent narrower range of

dynamically active scales is a sign of ‘weaker’ (i.e. less energetic) turbulence. In addition, the two

interfaces above and below the mixed layer contain more density contrasts than the mixed layer itself,

indicating than the turbulent mixing may be confined to the interfaces rather than to the core of the

mixed layer. The interfaces of the mixed layer has a structure of wisps, tilted in the direction of the

main shear.

A snapshot of the density field in another typical T-2 flow (with different parameters, θ = 5◦,

Re = 1516) is shown in figure 3.16a-c. It confirms the presence of a relatively thick mixed layer

occupying around 50 % of the duct height. The large-scale overturnings and sheared wisps of panel a

are mostly visible at the edges of the bottom interface (at around z =−0.4) in the SG reconstruction
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Figure 3.16 Density 3D-3C snapshot of a T-2 flow (exp. m134, ∴ , θ = 5◦,Re = 1516). Density field ρ in a
(a) vertical midplane y = 0, (b) cross-sectional plane x =−10, and (c) horizontal plane near near the lower
mixed layer interface z =−0.4. : x =−10, y = 0, z =−0.4 represent the planes of the other panels. (d)
Shadowgraph reconstruction based on the 3D field (arbitrary units).

of panel d. We however detect fewer coherent wisps than in the SG snapshot of figure 3.15(c), perhaps

owing to the non-instantaneous character of the measurements. Given the integral nature of SG

measurements over the whole spanwise direction y ∈ [−1,1], any real density structure having little y

variation would show up as a coherent structure in the SG. However, as the density field is advected

between each of the ny = 39 planes constituting the final volume shown in figure 3.16, this coherence

in the SG may be lost if it travels a significant distance during the 2.39 ATU is took to construct each

volume in this particular experiment. As we will see below, u ≈ 1 at the interfaces of the mixed layer,

which effectively advects density structures along x by |∆x| ≈ 2 between the y = 1 and y =−1 planes

(respective start and end of the ‘backward’ scan used to construct the volume in figures 3.16-3.17).

This is in quantitative agreement with the tilted structures seen in panel c. Furthermore, we observed

that forward scans (y =−1 to 1) shows structures inclined in the opposite direction (not shown here).

This is further evidence that the observed density structures are originally roughly parallel to y, and

explains the lack of corresponding coherent structures in the reconstructed SG.

The velocity field corresponding to the same snapshot as figure 3.16 is shown in figure 3.17

(corresponding to the same experiment but to a different snapshot than the one shown in figure 2.11).

The magnitude of u is similar to that of typical I flows (figures 3.13b-3.14b), with ±1.2 bounds and a

volume flux ⟨|u|⟩xyzt = Q = 0.51, and larger than typical H flows (±0.6 bounds and a volume flux

of Q = 0.30, see § 3.2.1). Complex small-scale structures are observed in all velocity components.
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Figure 3.17 Velocity and spanwise vorticity 3D-3C snapshot of a T-2 flow (exp. m134, , θ = 5◦,Re = 1516,
same snapshot as in figure 3.16). (a-c) u in the y = 0, x =−10 and z = 0 planes respectively, represented by

(note the difference with z =−0.4 in figure 3.16). Same views for (d-f) v, (g-i) w and (j-l) ωy.
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We also note that the spanwise component v (panels d-f ) has greater magnitude than the vertical

component w (panels g-i), a fact not only true in the planes selected here but also globally: ⟨|v|⟩xyzt =

0.041 > ⟨|w|⟩xyzt = 0.029. Thus |v| and |w| respectively represent on average about 8 % and 6 % of

|u|. While these values make T flows more three-dimensional than typical H flows (where |v|, |w|
represented 4 % of |u| in figure 3.3), they remain relatively modest in this T-2 flow. Furthermore, we

note that the inclined, tilde-shaped vorticity structures of panel j are strikingly reminiscent of those

observed in the H-2 flow of figure 3.8a-e and in the I-1 flow of figure 3.13f,h,j,l, which suggests that

they may be generic to a wide range of flows in the SID.

Spatio-temporal z− t diagrams of ρ, u, v, w, ωy in the vertical slice x =−10, y = 0 (figure 3.18)

reveal that the mixed layer is not only relatively uniform in x, but also in t. Following an initial

growth after the start of the experiment (0 < t ≲ 80, panel a), the mixed layer fluctuates in the vertical

while maintaining overall a robust central position around z = 0 and thickness of order 1 (i.e. 50 % of

the duct height).

A direct comparison of panels a-e with the respective diagrams of a H flow (figure 3.5d-h) shows

that the T structures not only have smaller spatial structures (higher gradients along z), but also

shorter periods (higher gradients along t). All panels also illustrate the fact the T dynamics is, as

expected, noticeably less coherent than the H dynamics.

Finally, density averages in figure 3.19a-c confirm our previous observation that the density

gradient at the lower interface of the mixed layer (z ≈ −0.5) is larger than at the upper interface

(z ≈ 0.5). Consequently, the averaged density of the mixed layer is less than the average density

0, which reveals that the mixing is top/down asymmetric: more buoyant fluid is entrained down

into the mixed layer than dense fluid is entrained up into the mixed layer. Upon comparison of the

velocity averages in figure 3.19d-f with the velocity averages of a H flow (figure 3.4d-f ), we find less

qualitative difference in the spanwise structure of u (panels f ) than in its vertical structure (panels

e), where the ⟨u⟩xt(y = 0) sinusoidal profile characteristic of H flows contrasts with the sawtooth

profile characteristic of T flows. This sawtooth profile features a region of near-constant shear across

and extending slightly beyond the mixed layer (|z| ≲ 0.7 in this instance), two sharp peaks in the

‘unmixed’ layers (z ≈±0.7 here), and a small region of intense shear at the walls to meet the no-slip

boundary conditions (|z|≳ 0.7 here). As a result, the thicker the mixed layer is, and hence the constant

shear region resulting from enhanced (turbulent) momentum diffusivity, the thinner the boundary

layers and the greater the shear at the walls must be.
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Figure 3.18 Spatio-temporal 3D-3C diagrams of a T-2 flow (exp. m134, , θ = 5◦,Re = 1516). Vertical slice
x =−10, y = 0 of (a) ρ , (b) u, (c) v, (d) w, (e) ωy. t = 98, time of the snapshots of figures 3.16, 3.17.
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Figure 3.19 Density and velocity 3D-3C averages of a T-2 flow (exp. m134, , θ = 5◦,Re = 1516) (a)
⟨ρ⟩xt(y,z) with (b) y = 0 and (c) z =±0.7 cuts (represented by in (a)). Similarly, (d) ⟨u⟩xt(y,z) with (d)
y = 0 and (e) z =±0.7 cuts.

3.5 Regime diagrams

In the previous sections, we discussed a number of features pertaining to each of the H/W, I, T

regimes. We now investigate in more detail and quantify the observation that flows with different

input parameters (duct geometry, θ , ∆ρ/ρ0 and thus, Re) have a similar long-term (asymptotic)

qualitative behaviour and be thus classified in the same regime. The focus of this section is to map the

distribution of observed flow regimes in the plane of raw input parameters (θ , ∆ρ/ρ0). The resulting

so-called regime diagrams will form the basis for a model allowing for a deeper understanding of the

flow regime transitions in subsequent chapters.

3.5.1 Raw experimental data

We determined the flow regime of each of the 873 experiments listed in appendix A from SG, 2D-

2C or 3D-3C measurements according to the characteristics detailed in § 3.2-3.4. We present the

distribution of each regime by a coloured dot for each of the four different duct geometries (mSID,

tSID, LSID, HSID) and stratification (mSID for salt and mSID for heat). The space of input

parameters varied in all these experiments has five dimensions (θ , Re, Pr, A, B). We choose to present

the regime diagrams in figure 3.20 in the 2D plane (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) of raw experimental parameters, each

panel corresponding to a different set of parameters Pr, A, B. In particular we use ∆ρ/ρ0 rather than

Re, despite the fact that ∆ρ/ρ0 is not (contrary to Re) a proper dynamically relevant nondimensional

input parameter as defined in § 1.2.4). Note that for visualisation purposes, since ∆ρ/ρ0 varies over
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more than two orders of magnitude the vertical axis is displayed with a logarithmic scale. These

regime diagrams are plotted in the (θ ,Re) plane in Chapter 5 (figure 5.9) for further analysis.

We note that the LSID and HSID regime data (panels d-e) were obtained before the start of this

thesis (see appendix A) and were partly published in ML14. In particular, the regime diagram of

LSID (panel d) can essentially be found in their figure 5 (they did not provide the HSID regime

diagram but used the data in subsequent analysis of the transition in their figure 8). All original LSID

and HSID SG data (raw images and movies) were reassessed by the author and the flow regimes of a

minor few data points were changed to agree more closely with the characteristics of § 3.2-3.4 and

ensure consistency of regime identification between these and the remaining (mSID and tSID) data.

We also note that in heat-stratified experiments, the measurement of the driving density difference

∆ρ/ρ0 was made in a different way than for salt experiments (which, for salt experiments, we

explained in § 2.2 for SG-MF measurements and in § 2.5.1 for 2D-2C and 3D-3C measurements with

matched refractive indices). For heat-stratified experiments, the left reservoir was filled with fresh

water at or near ambient temperature (TL ≈ 20 ◦C), and the right reservoir was filled with fresh, warm

water at temperature TR > TL. The temperatures were measured using a digital thermometer to 0.5 ◦C

precision. The corresponding density difference ∆ρ = ρ(TL)−ρ(TR) was computed using a third

order polynomial function for ρ(T ) determined by Ruddick & Shirtcliffe (1979) (p. 777, equation

2.1). As evidenced by the data in panel b, we were only able to achieve a maximum ∆ρ/ρ0 ≈ 10−2

(an order of magnitude less than with salt), which corresponds to an upper limit TR ≈ 50 ◦C for the

integrity of the apparatus (Perspex material and glue holding the panels together).

From these diagrams we make two important observations:

1. flow regimes occupy distinct regions in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane which virtually do not overlap.

For each duct geometry, the regimes are separated by relatively sharp boundaries, that are

simple, 1D open curves in the 2D (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane that we call transition curves;

2. these regions and transition curves are different for each duct geometries and type of stratifica-

tion. In other words, one cannot obtain non-overlapping regions and universal transition curves

by superposing the data of panels a-e that have different Pr, A, B parameters.

The transitions between flow regimes can therefore be formally described by four-dimensional

hyper-surfaces in the five-dimensional space of parameters (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0,Pr,A,B). These hypersurfaces

are not normal to any of the axes (i.e. they depend on all parameters), but they nevertheless have

relatively simple projections normal to the Pr, A, B axes, onto the 2D plane (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) (i.e. slices at

constant Pr, A, B).
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Figure 3.20 Regime diagrams in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane (lin-log scale) for the four duct geometries: (a)-(b)
mSID , (c) tSID, (d) LSID, (e) HSID. For mSID, we present separately (a) salt ( ) and (b) heat ( ) stratification.
The diagrams contains all 873 experiments listed in appendix A, corresponding to respectively (a) 346, (b) 149,
(c) 131, (d) 173, and (e) 74 data points (see table A.1). The error in ∆ρ/ρ0 is always much smaller than the
symbol size, except for (b) at small ∆ρ/ρ0; the error in θ is of order ±0.2◦ and is larger than the symbol size.
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Observation 1. is encouraging and is a sign that the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane is a reasonable starting point

to understand the physics behind the different flow regimes and their transitions. This observation

motivates the introduction of the concept of transition since away from transition curves, the regime

is a reproducible characteristic of the flow, for a given set of input parameters (θ , ∆ρ/ρ0, Pr, A, B).

In contrast, in the immediate neighbourhood of transition curves, the regime is typically not a

reproducible characteristic of the flow (i.e. the regime is sensitive to small changes in θ and ∆ρ/ρ).

Observation 2. means that the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane is not the right plane to draw universal transition

curves, i.e. a single transition curve for each regime, that agrees with the superposed data of panels a-e.

In the next section, we nevertheless attempt to draw the transition curves in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane

for each duct geometry/stratification in order to guide further efforts towards finding a universal

description.

3.5.2 Fitting the transition curves

To describe the transition curves quantitatively we first introduce the regime function reg defined as:

reg :=



1 for L

2 for H/W

3 for I

4 for T

(3.3)

Here, and in the following discussion of regime transition in this thesis, we group the two wave

regimes H and W as the same intermediate regime between L and I. Next, we seek to use the

experimental data of figure 3.20 to fit a simple analytical expression for reg in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane.

Given our observation that the transition curves – and more generally ‘iso-reg’ curves – are simple

1D open curves, a straightforward starting point is to model reg as a simple linear function of θ and

log(∆ρ/ρ0):

reg =


γ00

γ10

γ01

 ·


1

θ

log ∆ρ

ρ0

= γ00 + γ10θ + γ01 log
∆ρ

ρ0
. (3.4)

The coefficients [γ00,γ10,γ01] are determined for each duct geometry and stratification (each panel a-e

of figure 3.20) by least-squares fitting of all available data points.
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Figure 3.21 Regime diagrams fitted in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane. Each region is coloured according to the value of
the fitting function reg < 1.5 (L, in blue), 1.5 < reg < 2.5 (H or W, in green), 2.5 < reg < 3.5 (I, in yellow),
reg > 3.5 (T, in red). We superimpose the data points of figure 3.20 used to fit reg. The coefficient of
determination of each fit is (a) R2 = 0.77, (b) R2 = 0.70, (c) R2 = 0.82, (d) R2 = 0.63, and (e) R2 = 0.71. :
I→ T transition curve of ML14 (Gr = 4×107) for comparison.
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The results are shown in figure 3.21, where for each panel a-e, we coloured each region according

to its regime based on the value of reg assuming the following correspondence:

L for reg < 1.5 (3.5a)

H/W for 1.5 ≤ reg < 2.5 (3.5b)

I for 2.5 ≤ reg < 3.5 (3.5c)

T for reg ≥ 3.5 (3.5d)

We first note that the reg definition (3.3) and the linear assumption (3.4) result in transition curves

reg = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 that are equally spaced in the (θ ,∆ρ/ρ0) plane. Encouragingly, we observe this

linear assumption to be consistent with the data in panels a-c (it is hard to verify for the reg = 1.5

curve in panels d-e since no L data points are available).

For a quantitative assessment of the goodness of the fit, we superimpose the original data points

of figure 3.20 with the standard fill colour and a black outer edge. Circles whose fill colour does

not match the background colour indicate a local mismatch between the observed and predicted

regime. A more quantitative estimate of goodness of the fit is given by the standard coefficient of

determination R2. We find that the regime data of mSID and tSID (panels a and c: R2 = 0.77

and 0.82 respectively) are better fitted than those of mSID , LSID and HSID (panels b, d and e:

R2 = 0.70, 0.63 and 0.71 respectively). It is however worth keeping in mind that high values R2 are

not expected in the present analysis because the data have discrete values 1, 2, 3, 4 while the fitting

function reg is continuous by definition, leading to inevitable discrepancies. For example, at a H

data point, we judge the fit to be good if reg correctly predicted the H regime, i.e. if 1.5 ≤ reg < 2.5;

however any value in this interval other than reg = 2 would contribute to reducing R2.

The I→ T transition curve of ML14 is also shown ( ), expressed in (1.30) as a critical Grashof

number Gr = 4×107, which is equivalent to

∆ρ

ρ0
sinθ = 4×107 2ν2

gLH2 =
9×103

LH2 (3.6)

with L, H in mm. We recall from § 1.4.1 that Gr is defined as a square Reynolds number based on

the height of the duct and the IG velocity scale ∆UIG ∼√
g′Lsinθ , assumed to be fully dissipated

in the duct. As such, this transition criterion is only defined for positive angles θ > 0◦, as shown in

figure 3.21. We find that ML14 predicted the I→ T transition well in the LSID and HSID geometries

(panels d-e), which were precisely those that they investigated. As shown in their figure 8, the

prediction is good for the available data points (restricted to θ ∈ [0.5◦,4◦]). This suggests that the
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Table 3.2 Coefficients of the fitted regime function for each duct geometry and stratification. We compare the
slope of iso-reg curves and ordinate at origin θ = 0◦ for the H→ I transition both in absolute value and relative
to mSID . In bold the significant correlations between salt ( ) experiments arguing in favour of the slope
scaling with L, as originally proposed by ML14.

Coeff. Factor/meaning mSID mSID tSID LSID HSID

−γ10

γ01
slope of transitions −0.322 −0.135 −0.293 −0.652 −0.337

relative to mSID 111...000 0.42 000...999111 222...000 111...000

2.5− γ00

γ01
log ∆ρ

ρ0
for H→ I at θ = 0◦ −1.52 −1.25 −1.20 −1.50 −1.89

relative to mSID 1.0 0.82 0.79 0.98 1.2

Geometry

L relative to mSID 111...000 1.0 111...000 222...222 111...111

H relative to mSID 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.2

W relative to mSID 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.2 2.2

scaling in L is likely correct (L being the only quantity that changed between LSID and HSID). It

is however uncertain whether the prediction would carry on to larger angles, where the difference

in slope of the ML14 transition curves and the fitted transition curve (separating the yellow and red

regions) increases significantly. This raises the question of whether transition curves actually follow

the ∆ρ

ρ0
sinθ = const. scaling proposed by ML14. Importantly, we note that the dashed line of ML14

do not predict well the I→ T transition in the geometries not investigated by ML14: mSID ( and )

and tSID (panels a-c). These panels suggests that the scaling in H, as well as the ∆ρ

ρ0
sinθ = const.

scaling law for the transition are incorrect. These observations allow us to conclude that the data

now available does not support the transition curve proposed by ML14. In order to find universal

transition curves we will have to develop a physical model predicting transitions that is at least in

agreement with all the available data.

To have a more systematic and quantitative look at the transition curves predicted by reg we

rewrite (3.4) to get an explicit equation for ‘iso-regime’ curves:

log
∆ρ

ρ0
=−γ10

γ01
θ +

reg− γ00

γ01
, (3.7)

which are lines in the (θ , log ∆ρ

ρ0
) plane of slope −γ10/γ01 and ordinate at the origin (reg− γ00)/γ01.
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In table 3.2 we compare for each geometry the values of the slope and ordinate at the origin for

the H→ I transition, i.e. (2.5− γ00)/γ01. Below their value, we show values relative to the ‘control’

geometry mSID , as well as the geometrical parameters L, H,W in order to guide the identification

of scaling relationships. As highlighted in bold, we find that for salt ( ) experiments, the slopes of

transitions appear to follow a simple L scaling (i.e. doubling the length results in a doubling of the

slope and vice versa) with a maximum of ±10 % error. This is additional evidence in favour of the

L scaling proposed by ML14. Interestingly, transition lines in mSID have a slope less than half

that of mSID , suggesting that transitions in heat experiments obey a different physics than in salt

experiments. Focusing now on the ordinates at the origin, we observe variations of order ≈±20%

relative to mSID without obvious correlation with geometry.

3.6 Mass flux diagrams

3.6.1 Raw experimental data

The results of the MF measurements in mSID and tSID are shown respectively in figure 3.22 and

figure 3.23 where we plot Qm (and its error bars, see § 2.2) as function of ∆ρ/ρ0, each panel corre-

sponding to a different tilt angle: θ ∈ [0◦,3.5◦] for mSID and θ ∈ [−1◦,3◦] in tSID. Measurements

in LSID and HSID (carried out by Colin Meyer and Simon Vincent) are omitted here as they are less

numerous and thus too sparse to be sensibly plotted in that way.

At small angles θ ≲ 1◦, Qm monotonically increases with θ and ∆ρ/ρ0 from Qm ≈ 0.2 until it

reaches Qm ≈ 0.5, as noted by ML14 (corresponding to F =
√

2Qm ≈ 0.7 in their notation, see their

figure 7). For larger angles θ ≳ 2◦, Qm reaches slightly higher values (in mSID only, where Qm ≈ 0.6)

and then decreases with increasing ∆ρ/ρ0. This decrease in Qm coincides with the I→ T transition,

as evidenced by the colouring of the data points indicating the flow regime as in figure 3.20.

In the maximal exchange flow predicted by the simple hydraulic theory of § 1.3.2, each layer has

a nondimensional uniform velocity in the middle of the duct u(x = 0) =±1/2 (see (1.26)). In the

absence of mixing, this maximal exchange corresponds to the hydraulic limit (or upper bound) of

Q = Qm ≤ 0.5. It is this hydraulic limit that we represent by in figures 3.22-3.23. The data in

these figures suggest that as the forcing θ or ∆ρ/ρ0 is increased, Qm tends towards this hydraulic

limit in the H and I regimes, eventually reaching or slightly exceeded it in the I regime. As the

forcing is further increased, Qm decreases below the hydraulic limit, which coincides with the I→ T

transition.
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Figure 3.22 MF data for the mSID for θ ∈ [0◦,3.5◦] by 0.5◦ increments (a-h). The symbols denote the mass
flux Qm computed according to the average estimated running time (see § 2.2 and (2.13)). The height of the
error bars correspond to half the difference between the extreme over- and underestimated fluxes using the run
durations τ = tC − tB (ignoring the transients) and τ = tD − tA (including all the transients). Each data point in
coloured by regime, as in figure 3.20. These diagrams contain the 161 successful MF measurements in mSID,
see table A.1) for which the error between mass balances in both reservoirs is small ∆Qm/Qm < 10 % (see
§ 2.2). : hydraulic limit (Qm = 0.5).
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Figure 3.23 MF data for tSID for θ ∈ [−1◦,3◦] by 0.5◦ increments (a-i). For details see caption of figure 3.22.
These diagrams contain the 92 data points of successful MF measurements in tSID (see table A.1).
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3.6.2 Fitting

To allow for a more quantitative comparison between duct geometries, we follow a similar approach

to the regime diagram data and least-squares fit all available MF measurements in the (θ , log∆ρ/ρ0)

plane using the following quadratic form, suited to the non-monotonic behaviour observed above:

Qm =



Γ00

Γ10

Γ20

Γ01

Γ02

Γ11


·



1

θ

θ 2

log ∆ρ

ρ0(
log ∆ρ

ρ0

)2
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[
θ log ∆ρ

ρ0
1
]
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︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΓΓΓ


θ

log ∆ρ

ρ0

1

 . (3.8)

This is the general equation of a conic section and ΓΓΓ is the matrix of the quadratic equation. Fitting

the subset of data points in figures 3.20a,c,d,e for which MF measurements were made, we obtain the

results shown in figure 3.24.

For mSID and tSID (panels a-b), the iso-Qm conic sections are concentric ellipses (det ΓΓΓ > 0),

having a maximum Qm for intermediate values of the forcing and a decay on either side for more

extreme values of the forcing, as anticipated from figures 3.22, 3.23. The fit is good, with a coefficient

of determination R2 = 0.87 (panel a) and R2 = 0.93 (panel b). We however note that, as was the case

for the flow regime diagrams, the fitted functions are distinct for mSID and tSID. This proves again

that we cannot find a universal function Qm(θ ,∆ρ/ρ0), and that we must seek appropriate scaling

laws, possibly taking into account more input parameters (such as the geometry). For LSID and

HSID (panels c-d), the data is sparser and cover a smaller range of parameters. For HSID, we also

have ellipses, however for LSID, det ΓΓΓ < 0 and we have hyperbolas. The fit is both cases is poorer

than for mSID and tSID: R2 = 0.75 (panel c) and R2 = 0.61 (panel d). For these reasons, we do not

discuss the LSID and HSID data further.

In order to compare the properties of the ellipses of panels a-b to guide the finding of a universal

scaling law, we seek the perpendicular eigenvectors vvv1 and vvv2 spanning the basis in which the ellipse

can be written is its canonical form. by diagonalising the matrix of the associated quadratic form, i.e.

the upper left 2×2 block of ΓΓΓ: Γ20 Γ11/2

Γ11/2 Γ02

=
[
vvv1 vvv2

]λ1 0

0 λ2

vvvT
1

vvvT
2

 (3.9)
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(a) mSID (b) tSID

(c) LSID (d) HSID

Figure 3.24 All MF data fitted in the (θ , log∆ρ/ρ0) plane. We plot contours of the fitted Qm for (a) mSID , (b)
tSID, (c) LSID, (d) HSID. The symbols indicate the regime of the MF data used to fit the contours according
to (3.8) and correspond to the data in (a) figure 3.22 and (b) figure 3.23. Each panel consist of (a) 161 (b)
92, (c) 20, (d) 34 data points and the MF contour plot fit based on them (see table A.1). The coefficient of
determination R2 is higher for (a) R2 = 0.87 and (b) R2 = 0.93 than for (c) R2 = 0.75 and (d) R2 = 0.61.
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Figure 3.25 Schematics of the parameters of an iso-Qm ellipse, showing the minor axis of length a, and major
axis of length b, tilted at an angle γ with the horizontal axis and centre C at which Qm is maximum.
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Table 3.3 Ellipse properties of the Qm quadratic form fit of MF data for the mSID and tSID.

Parameter Ellipse property mSID tSID

tanγ slope of major axis −0.51 −0.19

relative to regime transition slope 1.6 0.65

λ1/λ2 major/minor axis (b/a) 12.5 8.9

θ |C
 values at centre C (max Qm)

4.0 3.5

log ∆ρ

ρ0

∣∣∣
C

-2.6 -1.6

Qm|C 0.57 0.50

where λ1 > λ2 and vvv1,vvv2 point in the direction of the minor and major axis respectively. As illustrated

in figure 3.25, any iso-Qm ellipse is characterised by the same tilt angle of the major axis with respect

to the horizontal γ (defined in the negative direction) and ratio of the major to minor axis b/a = λ1/λ2.

Furthermore, the maximum of Qm is reached at the tip of the cone C, i.e. the centre of the concentric

ellipses, whose coordinates are given by

 θ

log ∆ρ

ρ0


C

=

 Γ20 Γ11/2

Γ11/2 Γ02

−1Γ10/2

Γ01/2

 . (3.10)

The parameters deduced from the fit for mSID and tSID are given in table 3.3. We find that the

slope of the major axis (tanγ) is about in 2.7 times greater in mSID than tSID. Further, the major

axis does not coincide with the respective iso-regimes (transitions) lines found in table 3.2. In mSID,

the major axis has an (absolute) slope 60 % times larger than the slope of the transitions, and in

tSID the major axis has an (absolute) slope 35 % smaller than the slope of the transitions. This

observation reveals that the relationship between regime transitions and mass flux is far from being

straightforward. We also observe that the ratio between major and minor axis is different between

mSID and tSID. In particular, this means that the gradient of Qm along the minor axis (the steepest

growth of Qm for increasing forcing and the subsequent steepest decay) is more intense in mSID

than in tSID. Finally, the centre C of the cone at which the maximum Qm is achieved is located at

a similar angle: θ |C = 4.0◦ vs θ |C = 3.5◦ but rather different density difference: ∆ρ/ρ0|C = 10−2.6

vs ∆ρ/ρ0|C = 10−1.6. The maxima predicted at the centre C are also different: Qm|C = 0.57 vs

Qm|C = 0.50, the latter being in excellent agreement with the hydraulic limit.
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3.7 Questions raised by these observations

The empirical observations of the previous sections § 3.2-3.6 have raised a number of specific

questions which have yet to be clearly formulated. In this section, we build on these observations

and their discussion to formulate 20 concrete questions, numbered from QQQ1 to QQQ20, roughly in the

order in which they arose in the previous sections. Our aim in Chapters 4, 5, 6 will be to address and

attempt to provide satisfactory answers to these questions. We end this section by classifying them by

the wider theme and guiding thread they fall under, as well as by the chapter in which they will be

addressed (table 3.4).

• QQQ1: Why are HWs only observed in salt experiments and not in heat experiments?

• QQQ2: What controls the presence of symmetric or asymmetric HWs (H-1 vs H-2 regime)?

• QQQ3: What sets the key characteristics of HWs, such as their wavelength, phase speed, and

amplitude (figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.8)? Can they be predicted by linear theory?

• QQQ4: How do the HWs observed in the confined geometry of the SID compare to HWs observed

in other experimental setups, or simulated numerically?

• QQQ5 What gives rise to the robust tilde-shaped structure of the spanwise vorticity field character-

istic of asymmetric HWs (figure 3.8a-e)? How is it sustained in time?

• QQQ6: Where do HWs originate in space and time? Can we trace their presence back to

disturbances somewhere in the duct (figures 3.6, 3.7)?

• QQQ7: What are the transient, low-amplitude, interfacial gravity waves in the tSID (W-1

regime, figure 3.10) and why do they look different from HWs, which would be expected in

this region of the parameter space?

• QQQ8: What are the tilde-shaped, large-amplitude, internal waves characteristic of heat-stratified

experiments in the mSID (W-2 regime, figure 3.11)?

• QQQ9: What are the detailed spatio-temporal dynamics of the intermittent turbulent regime in

salt-stratified experiments (I-1 regime, figure 3.13a-d) and heat-stratified experiments (I-2

regime, figure 3.14a-c)? What are their similarities and differences? Why is the I-2 regime

characterised by a greater periodicity and what sets the period of its laminar-turbulent cycles?

• QQQ10: What triggers the repeated transitions of the flow from a relatively laminar to a turbulent

state in the I-2 regime (figure 3.14d-i) and, to a less extend, in the I-1 regime (figure 3.13e-l)?
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• QQQ11: Is there a relationship between flows structures observed in mostly laminar flows and

flow structures observed in turbulent flows? In particular, does the visual resemblance between

the coherent, tilde-shaped vorticity structure observed in the H-2 regime (figure 3.8a-e), I-1

regime (figure 3.13f,h,j,l) and T-2 regime (figure 3.17j) hint at a robust exact coherent state

(ECS) underpinning both laminar and turbulent stratified shear flows?

• QQQ12: What are the similarities and differences between the intense ‘braided’ turbulence (T-1

regime, figure 3.15a) and the weaker ‘wispy’ turbulence (T-2 regime, figure 3.15b)? What

determines the existence of each regime?

• QQQ13: How much viscous energy dissipation and interfacial mixing do the H, I and T regimes

achieve? How efficient is this mixing? In other words, how much energy does the flow spend

in irreversibly mixing the density field for each unit of energy that is viscously dissipated?

• QQQ14: How does each regime achieve energy dissipation and mixing? In particular, what are

the relationships between the observed flow structures (tilde-shaped vorticity structures, braids

or wisps in the density field as seen by SG visualisations) and energy dissipation and mixing?

• QQQ15: What are the commonalities between flows in the same regime but obtained under a

different set of input parameters (θ , Re, Pr, A, B)? In other words, what are the precise,

quantitative characteristics of the ‘regimes’, which we have hitherto defined qualitatively to

group apparently ‘similar’ flows obtained under different conditions (see figure 3.20)?

• QQQ16: Conversely: what are the differences between flows obtained under the same set of input

parameters (see figures 3.8, 3.9, table 3.1)? In other words, which dynamical characteristics

have comparable long-time evolutions (i.e. are reproducible) under an apparently similar set of

input parameters and initial conditions?

• QQQ17: Are there universal transition curves that predict the transitions between each regime in all

five setups studied (mSID , mSID , tSID , LSID and HSID , see figures 3.20, 3.21)?

What input parameters do these transition curves depend on?

• QQQ18 Can universal transition curves be expressed as simple 1D curves in a 2D plane of

non-dimensional input parameters (or combination thereof) as previously attempted?

• QQQ19: Can we predict the volume flux Q and mass flux Qm from nondimensional input

parameters? Are there universal laws valid in all five setups studied (see figures 3.22-3.25)

depending on a limited number of input parameters (e.g. two, as attempted so far)?

• QQQ20: Is there a general relationship between flow regime, volume flux, mass flux, and mixing?
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Table 3.4 Summary of the main questions raised and addressed in this thesis. The left column indicates what guiding thread identified in § 1.1 (bold) and what sub-theme the
question addresses. The top row indicates in what chapter the question is addressed, with brackets [ · ] denoting a secondary interest in the question (i.e. only hints are given).
Note that single questions can appear in multiple boxes if they span multiple themes and/or are addressed in multiple chapters (explaining why this double-entry table was
preferred over a linear classification).

Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Flow regimes, transitions and mixing properties

Characteristics of regimes (H-1,2, W-1,2, I-1,2, T-1,2) QQQ3, [QQQ1, QQQ2, QQQ7, QQQ8] QQQ15 QQQ9, QQQ15, QQQ16

transition curves between L, H/W, I, T flow regimes QQQ17, QQQ18 QQQ18, [QQQ17]

Volume flux and mass flux QQQ19 [QQQ20]

Energy dissipation and mixing QQQ13, QQQ14

Coherent structures, instabilities and turbulent transition

Properties and structure of HWs QQQ3, QQQ4, QQQ5, [QQQ2, QQQ6] QQQ3

Properties and structure of other waves [QQQ1, QQQ7, QQQ8, QQQ10] QQQ10

Spatio-temporal turbulent intermittency QQQ9, QQQ10

Coherent vorticity structures QQQ5, [QQQ11] QQQ11, QQQ14

Turbulent structures QQQ11, QQQ12, QQQ14



4 | Confined Holmboe waves: structure,

linear origin, and sustenance

4.1 Introduction, literature review and motivation

The aim of this chapter is to answer questions QQQ3, QQQ4, and QQQ5 (formulated in § 3.7): characterising

the Holmboe waves observed in § 3.2.2 and understanding the physical mechanisms giving rise to

and sustaining them. As we shall see, the coherent structure that we observed (especially in the

spanwise vorticity field) has connections to the finite amplitude waves arising from the traditional

(2D) Holmboe instability, but exhibits three-dimensionality and spanwise confinement within the

duct. Therefore, we refer to this structure as a ‘confined Holmboe wave’ (hereafter CHW).

We will demonstrate that many aspects of the observed CHW are consistent with the predictions

of a linear normal mode stability analysis of the experimentally measured, quasi-steady background

flow which develops within the flow. We call this instability the ‘confined Holmboe instability’ (CHI).

Note that, in this thesis, we aim to distinguish in general between

1. an infinitesimally small perturbation that is linearly unstable, which we refer to as an instability;

2. a finite amplitude, nonlinear wave, which we refer to as a wave.

In the next sections, we review relevant previous work, particularly on the traditional, two-

dimensional Holmboe instability (§ 4.1.1), and on laboratory observations and numerical simulations

of Holmboe waves (§ 4.1.2). We then explain the limitations of previous research in § 4.1.3 to

contextualise and motivate our study, which we outline in § 4.1.4.

4.1.1 Holmboe instabilities

Holmboe (1962) first considered the stability of an idealised two-layer stratification embedded within

a shear layer of finite depth, and demonstrated that, for sufficiently strong stratification, such inviscid
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flows are always linearly unstable over a finite band of wavenumbers. He considered a symmetric

configuration, with the density interface located at the midpoint of the shear layer, so there are two

normal modes (with equal and opposite phase speeds) with equal growth rates in this instability band

of wavenumbers.

This instability, which we refer to as the ‘traditional’ Holmboe instability, can be interpreted

physically as being due to a resonance between infinitesimal internal wave-like perturbations localised

at the density interface and infinitesimal Rayleigh (or ‘vorticity’) wave-like perturbations localised

at the edges of the shear layers (Caulfield, 1994, Baines & Mitsudera, 1994). This interpretation

is a particular example of the ‘wave interaction theory’ for the identification and classification of

instabilities (see Carpenter et al., 2011 for a review). The symmetric problem considered by Holmboe

(1962) has two such resonances simultaneously, leading to two instabilities: one localised in the upper

half of the shear layer, the other in the lower half of the shear layer. However, this physical internal

wave–vorticity wave interaction instability mechanism is generic and gives rise to instabilities sharing

the same essential features as the traditional Holmboe instability in more general stratified shear

flows with finite depth shear layers and embedded ‘sharp’ density interfaces. It is this generic class of

instabilities that we, for simplicity, refer to as Holmboe instabilities (HIs).

Lawrence et al. (1991) generalised the original stability calculations of Holmboe to consider

asymmetric flows where the sharp density interface and the midpoint of the shear layer are not coinci-

dent. This breaks the symmetry of the traditional stability problem, giving rise to two instabilities

with different growth rates, phase speeds and wavenumber bands for a given stratification. For flows

in domains that are not bounded vertically, the resonance between the infinitesimal internal wave-like

perturbation localised at the density interface and the vorticity wave-like perturbation localised at the

further edge of shear layer gives rise to the assumed dominant instability band, with larger maximum

predicted growth rate, smaller magnitude phase speed and smaller wavenumbers. Haigh & Lawrence

(1999) further demonstrated that vertical confinement by sufficiently close top and bottom boundaries

could switch the dominant branch of instability, consistent with the seminal work of Hazel (1972).

4.1.2 Holmboe waves: laboratory observations and numerical simulations

Finite amplitude manifestations of HIs, which we refer to as Holmboe waves (HWs), have been

observed experimentally in a wide range of shear flows containing relatively sharp density interfaces

(see e.g. Reynolds, 1883, Macagno & Rouse, 1961, Thorpe, 1968, Browand & Winant, 1973,

Maxworthy & Browand, 1975, Caulfield et al., 1995, Zhu & Lawrence, 2001, Hogg & Ivey, 2003,

Tedford et al., 2009, Carpenter et al., 2010, Meyer & Linden, 2014). Generically, cusped waves are
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observed at the interface, propagating at a phase speed intermediate between the propagation speed

of the density interface and the maximum speed of the sheared fluid, in qualitative agreement with

linear stability theory.

Zhu & Lawrence (2001) observed both symmetric (up-down) and asymmetric (only up or only

down) HWs in a laboratory exchange flow. They compared their observations with two different

normal mode stability calculations. One calculation used the piecewise-linear profiles originally

considered by Holmboe (1962), while the other used smooth parallel velocity and density profiles,

calculated as solutions to the Taylor-Goldstein equation by Nishida & Yoshida (1990). They found

only qualitative agreement with the predicted phase speeds and wavelengths, perhaps unsurprisingly

due to the highly idealised nature of the theoretical calculations compared to the actual laboratory

flows. Tedford et al. (2009) and Carpenter et al. (2010) conducted further experiments, and the

latter made the first comparison with 3D direct numerical simulations (DNS). They attributed the

discrepancy between experiments and linear theory to wave stretching (increasing wavelength by

the streamwise convective acceleration of the mean flow), and the discrepancy between DNS and

linear theory to wave merging (increasing wavelength by vortex merging events). They also found

that the wave amplitude was larger in the DNS than in the experiments, although the simulations did

not correspond exactly to the experimental situation, in particular in the choice of the Prandtl number.

In the first 2D DNS of HWs, Smyth et al. (1988) established that the counter-propagating trains

of HWs above and below the (symmetrically located) density interface accelerate when the crests of

the characteristic cusped waves are aligned vertically, and slow down when they are laterally far apart.

As is apparent in their figure 7, this behaviour is associated with the relative location of the elliptical

spanwise vortices that develop in front of the density crests, with the slowing occurring when the two

vortices are close to being aligned vertically (corresponding to density crests being far apart).

Indeed, for sufficiently weak stratification, these two vortices ‘lock’ and then roll up the interface

into an array or ‘train’ of elliptical billows, i.e. the finite amplitude manifestation of the Rayleigh

instability of a finite-depth shear layer (see Rayleigh, 1879, and for further discussion of this

phenomenon for ‘marginal’ HWs, Smyth & Peltier, 1991). Such structures are commonly referred to

as ‘Kelvin-Helmholtz billows’, even though Kelvin (Thomson, 1871) and Helmholtz (1878) only

considered a discontinuous velocity profile, which does not exhibit the scale selection characteristic

of billow trains.

The elliptical vortices of HWs develop close to the critical layers of the linear instability (i.e.

where the predicted phase speed of the linear instability matches the flow speed). Due to the relatively

strong baroclinic vorticity generation associated with the cusped waves, these vortices do not typically
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correspond to the maximum vorticity magnitude within the flow, although they typically induce the

entrainment of ‘wisps’ of fluid from the crest of the propagating cusped waves.

Smyth & Peltier (1991) used secondary linear Floquet stability analysis, (i.e. the linear stability

analysis of non-parallel flow fields extracted from 2D numerical simulations under the assumption

that these flow fields were ‘frozen’ in time) in an attempt to understand how a 2D saturated HW

becomes 3D, breaks down, and hence has the potential to undergo the transition to turbulence.

Simulations at moderate Reynolds number suggested that HWs could be robust and identifiable over

relatively long times (see for example Smyth & Winters, 2003, Carpenter et al., 2007 and Smyth

et al., 2007). However, through simulations at significantly higher Reynolds number, Salehipour et al.

(2016) demonstrated that finite amplitude symmetric HWs are prone to a wide range of secondary

instabilities of both convective and shear-driven types, which destroy the coherence of the primary

instability and trigger a relatively long period (at least in comparison to KH billow trains) of turbulent

motions characterised by enhanced turbulent dissipation and irreversible mixing. Nevertheless, these

behaviours at higher Reynolds numbers may well be inherently linked to the transient run-down

nature of such simulations, with no forcing acting to re-energise the initial shear flow, and the initial

profiles and computational domain geometry being chosen to be susceptible to specific (and typically

monochromatic) linear instabilities.

4.1.3 Limitations of previous research

In this chapter, we attempt to address some of the limitations of the previous studies of HWs, which

we classify in three categories: steadiness, dissipation, and three-dimensionality.

Steadiness

To the best of our knowledge, all numerical calculations have considered the time evolution of

an initially unstable state, analogous to the time-dependent instabilities observed in ‘tilting tank’

experiments of Reynolds (1883) and Thorpe (1971). This setup is convenient for comparison with

the predictions of linear stability theory in an initial value problem. However, many geophysically

relevant flows – such as exchange flows in straits, estuaries (e.g. Geyer et al., 2010), coastal inlets

(e.g. Farmer & Armi, 1999), deep ocean overflows (e.g. van Haren et al., 2014) and stratified flows

in the atmospheric boundary layer (e.g. Mahrt, 2014) – are sustained in time through slowly-varying

forcing, such that a quasi-steady nonlinear state can exist. Such natural flows are not the product

of carefully designed initial conditions chosen to trigger specific primary instabilities, which as,
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noted above, lead to inherently transient flow evolution and, in particular, preclude any possibility of

finite-amplitude coherent structures emerging which are both robust and long-lived.

In contrast, the SID experiment sets up a statistically steady flow that is not the result of carefully

designed initial conditions. HWs propagate throughout the duct and nonlinearly influence the mean

flow that sustains them. This situation is more representative of environmental flows, yet there is no a

priori rigorous argument justifying a connection between observed saturated nonlinear waves and

linear instabilities predicted to grow from infinitesimal perturbations using the horizontally-averaged

mean flow as a notional, though not actually realised, base flow. In this chapter we show that despite

the undoubted challenge to this modelling approach, the comparison is, perhaps fortuitously, good.

Dissipation

The majority of the experiments and numerical calculations of which we are aware considered flows

at relatively low Reynolds number of O(10−100) (based on the definition (1.7) adopted throughout

the thesis), with the recent exception of Salehipour et al. (2016). Moreover, the ‘run-down’ character

means that a strictly restricted amount of energy, set at the beginning of the flow evolution, is available

to dissipate, and that this dissipation is inherently limited in time. Indeed, the stratified turbulence

literature (see e.g. the review of Ivey et al., 2008) increasingly highlights the importance of the

‘buoyancy Reynolds number’ Reb, defined as

Reb :=
ϵ0

νN2
0
. (4.1)

Here, ϵ0 is a characteristic (volume-averaged) value of the dimensional rate of dissipation of kinetic en-

ergy ϵ := 2νsi jsi j (where si j is the dimensional symmetric strain rate tensor defined, nondimensionally,

in (2.37)) and N0 is a characteristic value of the dimensional buoyancy frequency N :=
√
−(g/ρ0)∂zρ .

The nondimensional number Reb, sometimes referred to as the ‘activity parameter’ or ‘Gibson

number’ Gn (Portwood et al., 2016), is the (square) ratio of the frequencies associated with kinetic

energy dissipation
√
ϵ /ν and buoyancy N. An alternative and illuminating interpretation is to

express Reb as a ratio of length scales: Reb = (Lo/Lk)
4/3 where Lo = (ϵ /N3)1/2 is the Ozmidov

scale, the vertical scale below which turbulent eddies are not significantly affected by stratification,

and Lk = (ν3/ ϵ)1/4 is the Kolmogorov scale, below which viscous dissipation dominates. The ratio

Reb therefore measures the range of scales that are not significantly affected either by stratification

(suppressing vertical scales ≳ Lo) or by viscosity (damping scales ≲ 10Lk). Although caution needs

to be exercised when comparing different studies and flow geometries where Reb may be defined in

different ways, consensus is developing, not least motivated by the arguments of Gibson (1980) and
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Gibson (1999), that Reb ≳ 20−30 is required for the flow to exhibit any of the key characteristics of

stratified turbulence (see Portwood et al., 2016, Bartello & Tobias, 2013 for further discussion).

A characteristic buoyancy Reynolds number Reb can be estimated for θ > 0◦, assuming complete

dissipation of the instantaneous power gained by the fluid moving at a layer-averaged dimensional

velocity ∆U/4 (corresponding to the hydraulic limit Q = 1/2) in the streamwise gravity field g′ sinθ ,

i.e. the characteristic dissipation scale is ϵ0≈ g′(∆U/4)sinθ . Using the characteristic buoyancy

frequency N2
0 = g∆ρ/(2ρ0)/(H/2) = g′/H, we find that

Reb ≈
g′

∆U
4

sinθ

ν
g′

H

=
∆UH

4ν
sinθ = Resinθ . (4.2)

Note that this is a volume-averaged estimate that includes the dissipation due to viscous stresses on

the duct walls, and that the actual dissipation can be highly heterogeneous in space. Therefore, it is

necessary to be cautious when comparing the specific numerical values of Reb reported here with

other studies where other definitions have been used.

Based on the regime diagrams (figure 3.20, but more specifically figure 5.9 in the next chapter,

showing the (Re,sinθ ) plane), we find that, in mSID, HWs are typically observed for 20 ≲ Reb ≲ 50

(H regime), intermittent turbulence is observed for 50 ≲ Reb ≲ 100 (I regime) and steady turbulence

for Reb ≳ 100 (T regime). Fewer observations were made of HWs in other geometries (especially

at θ > 0◦). As we shall see in Chapter 5 (figure 5.9) HWs are also observed for Reb < 50 in LSID,

but Reb < 100 in HSID (it is not possible to give a lower bound as no L regime was observed with

the parameters used in LSID and HSID). We are therefore able to generate waves that maintain

relatively high dissipation for hundreds of ATUs, making this experiment a viable attempt to reproduce

inertia-dominated flows of geophysical relevance in the laboratory.

Three-dimensionality

Temporal linear stability analyses of parallel shear flows with a background streamwise velocity

U(z)x̂ focus on wave-like disturbances, i.e. normal modes, of the form

Ψ
′(x⊥,z, t) := Ψ̂(z)exp(ik ·x⊥+σt), (4.3)

where Ψ̂(z) is the one-dimensional complex eigenfunction of any perturbation variable; z is the

vertical coordinate; x⊥ := xx̂+ yŷ is the horizontal coordinate vector; k := |k|(cosβ x̂+ sinβ ŷ) is

the real horizontal wave vector; and σ is the complex growth rate. Conventionally, k is taken to
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be aligned with the background flow along x, i.e. β = 0. We refer to such an analysis as ‘2P-1B’,

for 2D perturbations on a 1D base flow and to the more general analysis with β ̸= 0 as ‘2.5P-1B’,

for its intermediate character between 2D and 3D perturbations. The focus on 2P-1B analyses can

generically be justified by appealing to a corollary of ‘Squire’s theorem’ (Squire, 1933) in unstratified

flows at finite Reynolds number, and the analogous ‘Yih’s theorem’ (Yih, 1955, Smyth et al., 1988)

in (inviscid) stratified flow.

Both theorems rely on the observation that ‘3D’ normal modes aligned at some angle β ̸= 0 to

the background flow, having growth rate σ , wavenumber |k| in a flow with Reynolds number Re and

bulk Richardson number Ri are equivalent to ‘2D’ normal modes having β = 0 with lower growth

rate (σ cosβ ) and larger wavenumber (|k|/cosβ ) in an equivalent flow with lower Reynolds number

(Recosβ ) and higher bulk Richardson number (Ri/cos2 β ). This statement is summarised by the

relation (see Smyth & Peltier, 1990):

σ(|k|,β ,Re,Ri) = cosβ σ

( |k|
cosβ

,0,Recosβ ,
Ri

cos2 β

)
. (4.4)

It is then natural to consider the locus of the 2D modes (β = 0) with maximum growth rate σm

across all wavenumbers for given values of the external flow parameters Re and Ri. For an unstratified

flow, if σm(Re) decreases more slowly than 1/Re (i.e. σm(Re)×Re increases with Re), then the most

unstable 2D modes have higher growth rates than any 3D mode, a circumstance which is generic

for shear flow instabilities (indeed, σm tends to increase with Re). In particular, if instability occurs

only above a critical Reynolds number (i.e. for Re ≥ Rec), this condition implies that the marginal

instability mode must be 2D (as any 3D mode in a flow with Re = Rec experiences an equivalent flow

with Re < Rec, and hence is stable).

The equivalent statement for (inviscid) stratified flows is: if σm(Ri) increases more slowly than
√

Ri (i.e. σm(Ri)/
√

Ri decreases with increasing Ri), then the most unstable 2D modes have higher

growth rates than any 3D mode. For stratified flows, the dominance of 2D modes is not so clear-cut,

as HIs (for example) only occur in stratified flows, and occur for all bulk Richardson numbers, thus

making it at least plausible that σm(Ri) increases more rapidly than
√

Ri. Indeed, in a stratified flow

at finite Reynolds number, Smyth & Peltier (1990) identified a small parameter range in Re−Ri space

where σm(Ri) does increase more rapidly than
√

Ri, and HIs at an angle β ̸= 0 were predicted to be

dominant, but it has proved difficult to test these predictions either experimentally or numerically.

It is important to recognise that such ‘3D’ modes considered by the 2.5P-1B analysis (in this

precise sense of travelling at angle β ̸= 0 to the background flow) are strictly only well-defined in

infinite domains with translational invariance in x and y. As another example of a ‘3D’ stability
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analysis, Drazin (1974) considered the linear instability of an inviscid flow with two layers of different

density, where the upper layer has a non-zero streamwise velocity which varies slowly in the spanwise

direction. This flow is prone to a 3D variant of the conventional Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, yet

the background flow was still not confined or localised in any sense. Such flow instabilities, just like

the flow instabilities ‘propagating at an angle’, are therefore unlikely to be observed experimentally.

Furthermore, the modal structure (4.3) assumed for such perturbations inevitably imposes the same

spanwise periodicity on the perturbation density and velocity components, thereby strongly restricting

the possible range of spatial structures. As we discuss in more detail in this chapter, perturbations

with a more complex spatial structure are actually consistent with our experimental observations.

Indeed, experimental observations of HWs are typically compared to HI ‘2P-1B’ predictions

(often representing U(z) by hyperbolic-tangent or error-function vertical profiles in unbounded

domains). Analogously, 3D numerical simulations typically consider periodic boundary conditions

in both horizontal directions, avoiding potential issues with horizontal no-slip boundary conditions

interacting with HWs. However, viscous effects and the presence of confining side walls in an

experimental tank make any experimental mean flow inherently dependent on the spanwise (y) and

vertical (z) coordinates and affect any waves which may develop by requiring the perturbations to

decay to zero at these walls. Many of the geophysical flows mentioned above also exhibit 2D or 3D

base flows and significant spatial confinement. It is therefore desirable to understand the effects of

this inherent three-dimensionality and confinement and model them appropriately.

4.1.4 Outline

As discussed above and in Chapter 3, HWs are observed for a wide range of parameters (θ ,Re).

In this chapter, we employ 3D-3C measurements to characterise the 3D structure of the CHW, and

therefore we focus exclusively on the mSID geometry in which those measurements were made. In

mSID, for θ = 0◦, the HWs are typically symmetric and are observed for 2000 ≲ Re ≲ 4500; for

θ = 5◦ the HWs are typically asymmetric and observed for 300 ≲ Re ≲ 600.

In the rest of this chapter, we decide, for the sake of brevity, to focus on describing a single

experiment, exp. m133 (θ = 5◦, Re = 440, corresponding to Reb = 38, shown in figures 3.8e,j, 3.9e,j)

for three reasons:

1. Analysing the propagation of an asymmetric HW train, propagating only in one direction

proves more straightforward;

2. As discussed in § 2.5.4, the current limitation of our system in terms of scanning speed and the

maximum displacement that can be achieved by the oscillating mirror means that a forward or
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backward scan cannot be achieved in less than approximately one second. At the current values

of H and ν , a one-second scanning duration corresponds to ∆U/H = 4νRe/H2 = Re/482

ATU, making the measurement of flows with, for example, Re = O(500) in O(1 ATU) more

reasonably assumed to be near to instantaneous than those with Re = O(5000) in O(10 ATU).

3. As can be seen in figure 3.8, among the five 3D-3C experiments featuring asymmetric HWs at

Re = O(500), exp. m133 was of highest quality (higher signal to noise ratio due to successive

improvements in the way the experiments were carried out and analysed).

The data from experiments m122, m123, m124, m125 (figure 3.8) confirm that most conclusions

drawn from experiment m133 presented here are robust.

In § 4.2 present the experimental results to characterise the CHW. In § 4.3 we describe our linear

stability analyses and compare their predictions (including the CHI) with our experimental data in

§ 4.4. In § 4.5 we address the nonlinear sustenance of the CHW. Finally we present our conclusions,

and suggest possible future research directions in § 4.6.

4.2 Experimental results

4.2.1 Instantaneous snapshots

Figure 4.1 shows four snapshots of the flow (in nondimensional units), in the vertical mid-plane

of the duct y = 0. The spanwise component of vorticity (see (3.2)) ωy = ∂zu−∂xw (left panels) is

shown together with the density field ρ (right panels) at four different times t = 0, 250, 300, 335

(our choice of times is motivated by the analysis in § 4.2.3). Both fields exhibit a quasi-periodic wave

pattern corrugating the interface by upward-pointing cusps that propagate leftwards (with negative

phase speed), as already shown in figure 3.8j and will be discussed further in § 4.2.2. The vorticity

field shows concentration of negative vorticity that spans the interface downward to the right in

tilde-shaped bands. The wavelength of these patterns shows some temporal variation, but both fields

are coupled in the sense that their wavelength changes together. It is this wave that we refer to as a

confined Holmboe wave (CHW).

A small amount of mixed fluid is present above the sharp interface, consistent with thin wisp-

like ejections characteristic of asymmetric HWs, as discussed by Carpenter et al. (2007) (see their

figure 19). No wisp ejection was detected within the measurement volume; mixed fluid was either

advected from other regions inside the duct where ejection took place and/or was a residual from the

start of the experiment that had not been flushed out due to small velocities at the density interface.
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Figure 4.1 Snapshots of spanwise vorticity ωy (left column) and density ρ (right column) in the mid-plane
y = 0 at t = 0 (a-b), t = 250 (c-d), t = 300 (e-f) and t = 335 (g-h). Axes are to scale.

To gain insight into the 3D structure of the vorticity field, figure 4.2 shows, for the same times,

the isosurface ωy =−ωmax/2 =−2.5, where ωmax = 5.0 is the maximum value of |ωy| found in the

domain. This value represents a good intermediate value that shows the structure of interest. (Values

ωy ≳−2 mostly show the x-independent mean shear while values ωy ≲−3 show only a small part of

the wave structure.) To make observation easier, the z axis is stretched by a factor of three, so it is

important to remember that the actual structure is closer to horizontal than displayed.

The vorticity structure is confined both in the spanwise (y) and vertical (z) directions and takes

the form of inclined, distorted, prolate spheroids with a wide (in y) ‘body’ and a progressively (in the

negative x direction) narrower ‘head’ (as indicated by the arrows in figure 4.2a). A chevron shape at

the posterior side of the body is partially visible in figures 4.2c,d. The structures overlap one another

and are connected by their bodies at the edges (the extent of the connection naturally depends on the

chosen isosurface). It is unknown whether the observed regular annular banding of the isosurface is a

real, coherent signal or the result of the rendering of noise in the data.
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Figure 4.2 Isosurfaces of spanwise vorticity ωy =−2.5 of the CHW at the same times as in figure 4.1. The z
axis is stretched by a factor of 3 and only z ∈ [−0.5,0.3] is shown.
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Figure 4.3 Spatio-temporal diagrams of the CHW taken in the vertical mid-plane and horizontal interfacial
plane. (a) Vorticity ωy(y = 0,z = −0.11), identical to figure 3.8j. (b) Density ρ(y = 0,z = −0.22).
characteristics with phase speed c=-0.078 and wavelength λ = 2π/1.46 = 4.3. Start (t = 300) and end
(t = 335) of the phase averaging window, represented by .

4.2.2 Spatio-temporal behaviour

Figure 4.3 shows the spatio-temporal behaviour of the CHW. Slices of the vorticity field (figure 4.3a)

and density field (figure 4.3b) taken at the mean positions of the respective interfaces (z = −0.11

for the velocity interface, z =−0.22 for the density interface) are stacked in time to form a spatio-

temporal (Hovmöller) diagram.

The wave propagates mostly leftwards in both fields, i.e. with phase speed c < 0. The coupling

of the fields is confirmed, as both travel at the same instantaneous phase speed and undergo the same

gradual change in wavelength. The range of wavelengths observed from this figure is λ ∈ [3.5,6.0],

corresponding to a range in wavenumber k ∈ [1.05,1.80]. The range of phase speeds, as determined

by the slope of the characteristics, is c ∈ [−0.18,0.05].

There is evidence of a preferred wavelength, as splitting events occur when the wavelength

becomes ‘too large’, presumably due to wave stretching (e.g., at t ≈ 180 and t ≈ 270), consistent

with some development in x of the mean flow (Tedford et al., 2009, Carpenter et al., 2010). This

development of the mean flow along x is an inevitable consequence of the convective acceleration

of the flow as it travels along the duct. In experiments for which gravity forcing dominates over

the longitudinal pressure gradient, i.e. in flows in the IGV balance (see § 1.3) where θ ≳ ϕ =

tan−1 A−1 ≈ 2◦ as in the present case, this effect is small and the flow is nearly parallel, as will be

shown in Chapter 5. Splitting events require a difference in phase speed between the parent and
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Figure 4.4 Isosurface of phase-averaged spanwise vorticity ⟨ωy⟩=−2.5 under two different views (a) and (b).
Two wavelengths are shown by repeating the structure along x. Note the slight lack of periodicity evidenced by
the discontinuity at x = 4.30. The z axis is stretched by a factor of 3 and only z ∈ [−0.5,0.3] is shown.

daughter structures (stretching-splitting) and we indeed observe for a short time a daughter wave

propagating with slightly positive phase speed while the parent continues at unchanged, negative

phase speed (at x ≈−10, t ≈ 180 and x ≈−13, t ≈ 270 in figure 4.3).

4.2.3 Phase-averaged properties

To characterise the ‘typical’ structure of the CHW and reduce its spatio-temporal complexity, we

phase-average the flow variables over a single wavelength by following the wave along a characteristic,

an operation denoted by ⟨·⟩. To make this calculation, we determine the phase speed c and wavelength

λ by considering the interval t ∈ [300,335] at the end of the experiment. This period, indicated by

solid horizontal lines in figures 4.3, was selected as it is during this period that the wave has reached a

nearly steady negative phase speed and wavelength, making the analysis easier and more meaningful.

We determine this phase speed c = −0.078 and wavelength λ = 4.30 (wavenumber k = 1.46) by

fitting in time the location of the vorticity minimum contained within the wavelength denoted by two

thick solid sloping lines in figures 4.3. The dashed sloping lines having slope c and spacing λ , drawn

half a wavelength from the solid lines, extend over the entire spatio-temporal plot and demonstrate

that the phase-averaged properties are representative of the flow at earlier times.

The 3D structure of the resulting phase-averaged vorticity in the region x ∈ [0,4.30] is shown in

figure 4.4, using the same isosurface level ⟨ωy⟩=−2.5 as in figure 4.2. For better visualisation, this

region has been replicated to x ∈ [4.30,8.60] to show two wavelengths for the structure. The two

panels show views from different angles.

Naturally, we recover the features identified in figure 4.2, but are able to discern further details.

The structure is remarkably symmetrical about y = 0 and very nearly periodic (see the small disconti-
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nuity at x = λ = 4.30 where the replicated structures join), despite the slow stretching in x discussed

above. It is also triply connected, and its tilt with respect to x (the duct axis) is 10◦ (maximum angle

at the inflection point).

We discuss further details of the phase averaged structure of the CHW (including the other flow

variables ρ,u,v,w) in § 4.4 when comparing it with the linear confined Holmboe instability (CHI)

predicted by the stability analysis introduced in the next section § 4.3.

4.3 Linear stability: formulation

In this section, we derive the eigenvalue problem describing the linear stability of the experimental

flow from the governing equations. We model the flow by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

under the Boussinesq approximation, which, under the notation and conventions adopted in Chapter 1

take the following nondimensional form

∇∇∇ ·uuu = 0, (4.5a)

∂tuuu+uuu ·∇∇∇uuu = −∇∇∇p+Ri(−cosθ ẑ+ sinθ x̂)ρ +Re−1
∇∇∇

2uuu, (4.5b)

∂tρ +uuu ·∇∇∇ρ = (RePr)−1
∇∇∇

2
ρ, (4.5c)

where, for the experiment considered, θ = 5◦, Re = 440, Ri = 0.25, Pr = 700.

We first consider the general case of 3D perturbations on a 2D base flow (3P-2B) in § 4.3.1 before

showing how the equations can be simplified to the more commonly-used study of 2D perturbations

on a 1D base flow (2P-1B) in § 4.3.2. We discuss our choice of base flow in § 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Three-dimensional perturbations, two-dimensional base flow (3P-2B)

We assume a steady parallel 2D base flow U := [U(y,z),0,0] and 1D density distribution R(z) (note

that (4.5) does not support steady states with this base flow and R(y,z)). We superimpose 3D

infinitesimal perturbations, so that the full velocity field is

uuu :=


U(y,z)

0

0

+ ε


u′(x,y,z, t)

v′(x,y,z, t)

w′(x,y,z, t)

 , (4.6)
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and similarly ρ := R(z)+ ερ ′(x,y,z, t), p := P(z)+ ε p′(x,y,z, t), (|ε| ≪ 1). We assume that each

perturbation variable ψ ′ has periodic wavelike behaviour in x and t:

ψ
′(x,y,z, t) := ψ̂(y,z)exp(ikx+σt), (4.7)

where the real part is implied. Note the fundamental distinction between this 3P-2B form and the

2.5P-1B form in (4.3).

We start by combining the divergence of the linearised momentum equation (4.5b) and the

linearised continuity equation (4.5a) to obtain a diagnostic equation for the pressure perturbation:

−∇∇∇
2 p′ = 2(∂yU∂xv′+∂zU∂xw′)+Ri(cosθ ∂zρ

′− sinθ ∂xρ
′). (4.8)

We then use (4.8) in combination with the laplacian of the linearised momentum equation, in order to

eliminate p′. This operation reduces the dimensionality of our system by increasing its order. The

resulting linear system (4.9) fully describes the time evolution of the perturbations using prognostic

equations (4.9b)-(4.9d) for two velocity variables v′ and w′ and density ρ ′. The streamwise velocity

perturbation u′ is recovered independently by continuity (4.9a):

∂xu′ = −∂yv′−∂zw′, (4.9a){
(∂t +U∂x)∇∇∇

2 +(∂zzU − ∂yyU)∂x +2∂zU∂xz −Re−1
∇∇∇

4}v′

= 2(∂yzU∂x +∂zU∂xy)w′ (4.9b)

+Ri(cosθ ∂yz − sinθ ∂xy)ρ
′,{

(∂t +U∂x)∇∇∇
2 +(∂yyU − ∂zzU)∂x +2∂yU∂xy −Re−1

∇∇∇
4}w′

= 2(∂yzU∂x +∂yU∂xz)v′ (4.9c)

+Ri
{
− cosθ (∂xx +∂yy)− sinθ ∂xz

}
ρ
′,{

∂t +U∂x − (RePr)−1
∇∇∇

2}
ρ
′ = −∂zRw′. (4.9d)

We now transform the differential operators in x and t using our ansatz (4.7) (∂xn = (ik)n, ∂t = σ ),

reducing (4.9b)-(4.9d) to the following eigenvalue problem for the vector [ v̂, ŵ, ρ̂ ]T :

σ


∇∇∇

2

∇∇∇
2

I




v̂

ŵ

ρ̂

=


Lv Lvw Lvρ

Lwv Lw Lwρ

Lρw Lρ




v̂

ŵ

ρ̂

 , (4.10)
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where

Lv := −ikU∇∇∇
2 + ik(∂yyU −∂zzU)−2ik∂zU∂z +Re−1

∇∇∇
4, (4.11a)

Lw := −ikU∇∇∇
2 + ik(∂zzU −∂yyU)−2ik∂yU∂y +Re−1

∇∇∇
4, (4.11b)

Lvw := 2ik(∂yzU +∂zU∂y), (4.11c)

Lwv := 2ik(∂yzU +∂yU∂z), (4.11d)

Lρ := −ikU +(RePr)−1
∇∇∇

2, (4.11e)

Lvρ := Ri(cosθ ∂yz − ik sinθ ∂y), (4.11f)

Lwρ := Ri{cosθ (∂zz −∇∇∇
2)− ik sinθ ∂z}, (4.11g)

Lρw := −∂zR. (4.11h)

Here I is the identity, ∇∇∇
2 :=−k2 +∂yy +∂zz and ∇∇∇

4 := k4 +∂yyyy +∂zzzz +2∂yy∂zz −2k2(∂yy +∂zz).

The streamwise velocity eigenfunction is finally deduced from (4.9a) as:

û =− i
k
(∂yv̂+∂zŵ). (4.12)

We tackle the temporal stability problem by specifying the wavelength k > 0 ∈ R and solve

(4.10) for growth rate σ ∈ C and eigenfunctions ψ̂(y,z) ∈ C. We represent the rigid, impermeable

walls of the duct by imposing no-slip boundary conditions for velocity perturbations: v̂ = ŵ = 0

along y,z = ±1. To impose û = 0 along y,z = ±1, (4.12) requires that we further impose ∂yv̂ = 0

along y =±1 and ∂zŵ = 0 along z =±1. Since no salt diffuses through the duct walls, the boundary

conditions for the density perturbation are ∂yρ̂ = 0 along y =±1 and ∂zρ̂ = 0 along z =±1.

We solve the eigenvalue problem (4.10) numerically, using second-order finite-difference discreti-

sation with uniform spacing in both y and z. A resolution of 120×120 proved to be sufficient for

convergence of the results, and required solving a (3×1182)× (3×1182) eigenvalue problem. The

numerical code discretising and solving this eigenvalue problem was largely written by Dr Qi Zhou,

while the design of the problem, the testing and running of the code as well as the analysis of the

results were carried out by the author. The results are presented in § 4.4.1.

4.3.2 Two-dimensional perturbations, one-dimensional base flow (2P-1B)

To contextualise the results of the 3P-2B formulation introduced above, we will also discuss the

results of the more commonly used 2P-1B analysis, i.e. the special case for which the spanwise
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velocity perturbation v′ and all variations in the spanwise direction y are ignored, so that the full

velocity field is

uuu† :=


U(z)

0

0

+ ε


u′†(x,z, t)

0

w′
†(x,z, t)

 , (4.13)

and ρ† := R(z)+ ερ ′
†(x,z, t), p† := P(z)+ ε p′†(x,z, t), with all perturbations

ψ
′
†(x,z, t) := ψ̂†(z)exp(ikx+σt). (4.14)

Note that this 2P-1B form corresponds to the special case β = 0 of the 2.5-1B form in (4.3). Here

and below, the subscript/superscript † distinguishes the variables and operators of the 2P-1B analysis

from those of the 3P-2B analysis.

The equations for this problem are obtained from (4.10)-(4.12) by removing v̂ and setting ∂y = 0:

σ

∇∇∇
2
†

I

ŵ†

ρ̂†

=

L †
w L †

wρ

L †
ρw L †

ρ

ŵ†

ρ̂†

 , (4.15)

where

L †
w := −ikU∇∇∇

2
† + ik∂zzU +Re−1

∇∇∇
4
†, (4.16a)

L †
ρ

:= −ikU +(RePr)−1
∇∇∇

2
†, (4.16b)

L †
wρ

:= Ri{cosθ(∂zz −∇∇∇
2
†)− ik sinθ ∂z}, (4.16c)

L †
ρw := −∂zR, (4.16d)

and ∇∇∇
2
† :=−k2 +∂zz, ∇∇∇

4
† := k4 +∂zzzz −2k2 +∂zz. The streamwise velocity eigenfunction is simply

û† =−(i/k)∂zŵ†. As in § 4.3.1, we discretise (4.15) in z using second-order finite differences and

the boundary conditions at z =±1 are no-slip for ŵ†, û†: ŵ† = ∂zŵ† = 0 and no-flux for ρ̂†: ∂zρ̂† = 0.

The results are presented in § 4.4.2.

4.3.3 Experimental base flow

In order to obtain linear stability predictions which are most relevant for comparison with the CHW

observed in the experiment, we use averages of the experimental flow. To obtain a representative,

canonical U(y,z) for the 3P-2B analysis, the streamwise velocity u was first averaged along x and over

50 ATU before the start of the phase averaging window, i.e. for t ∈ [250,300], and symmetrised about
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Figure 4.5 Base flow used for the stability analyses using experimental flow averaged over t ∈ [250,300]
before the phase average window. (a) Streamwise velocity U(y,z) for the 3P-2B analysis. (b) U(z) =U(0,z)
for the 2P-1B analysis. Density: ⟨ρ⟩xyt conditioned at the interface, and R(z) the tanh fit with the
mixed layer removed as used for the 3P-2B and 2P-1P analyses (see text for details).

y = 0: U(y,z) := [⟨u⟩xt(y,z)+ ⟨u⟩xt(−y,z)]/2 (figure 4.5a). The profile used for the 2P-1B analysis

is U(z) :=U(y = 0,z) (figure 4.5(b)). Since the flow is close to steady, the duration of 50 ATU for

the phase averaging is arbitrary and the results were only weakly sensitive to this choice.

The measured density field was averaged over the same x and t windows, with an additional

averaging over y ∈ [−1,1] since only the one-dimensional base density profile R(z) enters the stability

problem. Being distorted by a finite amplitude HW, the interface does not lie on z = const. Since

the linear stability properties of HIs are known to be sensitive to the thickness of the interface, it is

important to ensure that R(z) has a thickness representative of undistorted local profiles. We achieve

this by conditionally averaging over x and y, i.e. shifting all profiles vertically in order to align them

at the interface before averaging them (shown in dashed green in figure 4.5c). Finally, our aim is to

elucidate the origin of the CHW (i.e. to identify and understand the underlying physical mechanisms

leading to their observed behaviour) and not to capture either the initial transient of the experiment

or the nonlinear wisp ejection dynamics, which presumably produces the slightly mixed region in

the region −0.2 ≲ z ≲ 0.1 described in § 4.2.1. We therefore eliminate this mixed region by fitting a

hyperbolic tangent function (shown in solid black) to the lower (unmixed) region (z ≤−0.2) of the

previously obtained conditional average. The best-fit base profile we use for the 3P-2B and 2P-1B

analyses is R(z) :=− tanh{(z− z0)/δ} with z0 =−0.22 and δ = 0.047.
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Figure 4.6 Dispersion relation: (a) positive growth rate σr and (b) phase speed c. 3P-2B analysis and
2P-1B analysis. (⋆ and mark the respective theoretically predicted fastest growing modes.) Experimental
range observed and values used for the phase average.

4.4 Linear stability: predictions, comparison and discussion

4.4.1 3P-2B results

Dispersion relation

Figure 4.6 shows the dispersion relation σ(k) where σ := σr + iσi (growth rate σr and phase speed

c :=−σi/k) is shown, for growing modes σr > 0 only ( ). We observe a lower wavenumber band of

positive growth rate signalling an unstable mode for the range of wavenumbers k ∈ [0.8,2.2], as well

as another band with lower growth rate for k ∈ [2.3,5.0]. The fastest growing mode (with largest σr,

indicated by ⋆) is predicted to occur at k = 1.32 with growth rate σr = 0.0824 (e-folding time = 12

ATU) and negative phase speed c =−0.213. The other mode of instability has maximum growth rate

of σr = 0.0192 (e-folding time = 50 ATU) and positive phase speed c = 0.55. As discussed in § 4.1,

the existence of a faster and a slower growing Holmboe modes with different phase speed magnitudes,

growth rates and wavenumbers is typical of asymmetric profiles (where the sharp density interface

and midpoint of the shear layer are not coincident). In the following we focus on the faster growing,

leftward propagating instability, which we identify as a confined Holmboe instability (CHI).

The ranges of wavenumbers and phase speeds observed in the experimental CHW (figure 4.3) are

shown as grey shading ( ): k ∈ [1.05,1.80], c ∈ [−0.18,0.05]; the phase average values (k = 1.46,

c =−0.078) are shown as black dashed lines ( ). The wavenumber of the fastest growing mode

compares well with the experimental values, and with the phase averaged structure (k = 1.32 vs

k = 1.46). The agreement in phase speed is qualitatively good overall, despite the fastest growing

mode travelling significantly faster (in magnitude) than the representative phase average value

(c =−0.213 vs c =−0.078). There is overlap between the unstable branch and the intersection of
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the two perpendicular grey boxes in figure 4.6b, i.e. the shortest observed CHWs having k ∈ [1.5,1.8]

and moving at the highest speeds c ∈ [−0.18,−0.15] are consistent with the slower-growing modes

of the CHI.

A variety of causes can be invoked for the discrepancy in phase speed:

1. The base velocity (i.e. with ∂xU(y,z) = 0) is only an approximation to the slowly developing,

non-parallel experimental flow, and such streamwise variation naturally affects the wavelength

and speed of HWs.

2. The base flow used in the stability calculation is a spatio-temporal average from the unsteady

experimental flow that contains the wave. The most obvious effects of this wave on the density

profile have been partially eliminated in R(z) by the conditional averaging, but not in U(y,z). It

is not a priori obvious that this intuitive choice of base flow should correctly predict the linear

instability that grows to finite amplitude and hence is observed in the experimental flow.

3. The experimental flow is not the result of an initial value problem. The nonlinear wave state

selected by the flow does not have to result from the saturation of a monochromatic instability

(the fastest growing mode), and there is therefore no reason to think that the nonlinear phase

speed should match closely the phase speed of the fastest growing mode.

To summarise, the analysis of the dispersion relation reveals reasonably good agreement between

the predicted CHI and the observed CHW, despite the challenge of inferring the nonlinear properties

of our flow from a linear analysis. In the next section we focus on comparing the 3D structure of the

fastest growing CHI with the CHW.

Eigenfunctions

We turn to the 3D structure of the eigenfunction of the fastest growing CHI. To provide meaningful

comparison with experimental data, the vorticity eigenfunction is added to the base flow vorticity

ω
∗
y := ∂zU + γ Re{ω̂y(y,z)exp(ikx+φ)}, (4.17)

where the superscript * denotes this reconstruction and γ , φ are constants to be determined. The

phase parameter φ was simply chosen to compare directly with the phase of figure 4.4. The scaling

parameter γ contains the information relative to the finite amplitude of the wave observed in the

experiment. It was determined by imposing the condition that the volume-averaged root mean square

(rms) of the wave perturbation in the reconstructed vorticity ω∗
y −∂zU is equal to that of the wave
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Figure 4.7 Fastest growing mode of the CHI: isosurface ω∗
y =−2.5 (see (4.17) for definition of ω∗

y ). We show
a double wavelength under two different views (a) and (b) for direct comparison with figures 4.4(a) and (b),
respectively. As in these figures, the z-axis is stretched by a factor of 3 and only z ∈ [−0.5,0.3] is shown.

perturbation in the phase average vorticity ⟨ωy⟩−∂zU :

〈
(ω∗

y −∂zU)rms〉
xyz =

γ

2

√
⟨ω̂2

y ⟩yz =
〈
(⟨ωy⟩−∂zU)rms〉

xyz = 0.31, (4.18)

where rms denotes the operator ψ rms(x,y,z) :=
√
(ψ −⟨ψ⟩xyz)2. The first equality is a simple

consequence of the definition in (4.17), the second equality is our condition and the third is the

experimentally-measured value.

The isosurface ω∗
y =−2.5 of the resulting reconstruction for two wavelengths is shown in figure

4.7. A direct comparison with the phase average ⟨ωy⟩=−2.5 of figure 4.4 reveals excellent agreement

between the 3D structure of the CHI and the CHW. The tilt of the structure with respect to the duct

axis is 8◦ (maximum angle at the inflection point), slightly smaller than the 10◦ obtained from the

experimental phase average. The general geometry, including the detail of the triple connectedness of

the head-to-tail connection, is faithfully reproduced.

To reveal the structure of the wave further and to allow for more detailed comparison, we build, by

analogy with (4.17), a more complete picture of the wave field by considering the following variables

associated with the fastest growing mode:

ρ
∗ := R(z) + γ Re{ρ̂(y,z)exp(ikx+φ)}, (4.19a)

u∗ :=U(y,z) + γ Re{û(y,z)exp(ikx+φ)}, (4.19b)

v∗ := γ Re{v̂(y,z)exp(ikx+φ)}, (4.19c)

w∗ := γ Re{ŵ(y,z)exp(ikx+φ)}, (4.19d)
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Figure 4.8 Experimental phase average spanwise vorticity ⟨ωy⟩ (a-c), density ⟨ρ⟩ (d-f ), and velocity compo-
nents ⟨u⟩ (g-i), ⟨v⟩ (j-l), ⟨w⟩ (m-o). Shown are the vertical mid-plane y = 0 (left column), horizontal interfacial
plane (z =−0.11 for velocity and z =−0.22 for density) (middle column) and a cross-sectional plane x = 0.72
(right column). The colour bars are the same for a given variable. Ten black contours equally spaced across the
range of the colour bar are also shown, except for (b) and (h) where the ten contours are across [−4,−1] and
[−0.25,0.25] respectively, to highlight features of interest. planes in the other panels.
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Figure 4.9 Fastest growing CHI of the 3P-2B stability analysis superimposed on the base flow (see (4.17), (4.18)
and (4.19) for definitions of the variables). All panels plotted as in figure 4.8 for direct comparison.
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using the previously determined value of γ . We plot these wave variables in planar cuts in figure 4.8

(experimentally observed CHW) and figure 4.9 (theoretically predicted fastest growing CHI). These

figures combine views in the vertical midplane y = 0, horizontal interfacial planes (z =−0.22 and

z =−0.11 for density and velocity, respectively) and one cross-sectional plane for ωy,ρ,u,v,w for a

single wavelength.

There is good agreement between the observed and predicted structure in each of these variables.

Even though only the magnitude of the perturbation vorticity field was matched with the experimental

value, the other variables in figure 4.9 have amplitudes very close to those in figure 4.8 (colour bars

have the same limits in both figures and black contours are the same). The spanwise and vertical

velocities v and w are small relative to the streamwise velocity, with a maximum of about 6% of

the maximum of u. The quantitative and qualitative agreement extends to a number of interesting

features as follows.

1. The sheared vertical pattern in w, typical of Holmboe modes, is clearly identifiable in panels m

of figures 4.8 and 4.9.

2. The horizontal chevron pattern identified earlier in the 3D visualisation of the vorticity ωy

is again visible in panels b (highlighted by the contours). It is also found in the streamwise

velocity u (panels h), where it contributes the main signal in this interfacial plane where the

mean velocity is zero.

3. The relative phase of the density ρ and vorticity ωy reveals that the ‘head’ of the vorticity

structure is shifted slightly left of the top of the upward-pointing density cusp, while its ‘body’

appears to rest on the sloping interface of the cusp for which ∂xρ < 0 (panels a,b,d,e). This

gradient results in the baroclinic production of negative vorticity (reinforcing the negative

mean shear). The density crests and troughs have a distinct convex structure (their vertical

displacement peaks in the middle of the duct y = 0 and decays near the boundaries y =

±1), making the gradients ∂xρ larger in the middle of the duct, presumably responsible for

confinement of the vorticity and the nonlinear sustenance of the CHW at finite amplitude.

4. The variables clearly have different symmetries about the midplane y = 0, as is apparent in

panels e, h, k, and n. The structure of the CHI correctly predicts that the density ρ̂ , streamwise

velocity perturbation û and vertical velocity perturbation ŵ are even functions about this

midplane, while the spanwise velocity perturbation v̂ is an odd function, implying that the

CHI is of varicose rather than sinuous form. It is important to stress that we did not impose

these symmetries; they arose naturally as solutions to the 3P-2B stability eigenvalue problem.

Furthermore, and perhaps unsurprisingly, the 2.5P-1B description of a normal mode travelling
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at an angle as described in § 4.1.3 is not appropriate to describe this structure, as the spanwise

periodicity of v̂ is clearly different from the other perturbation quantities û, ŵ and ρ̂ . The odd

symmetry of v̂ seems to be inherently related (for reasons which are not yet fully understood)

to the spanwise boundary conditions v̂ = ∂yv̂ = 0 imposed by incompressibility at the duct

walls at y =±1. Indeed, a very similar eigenstructure was observed when we solved the 3P-2B

problem with these boundary conditions for the spanwise uniform base flow U(z). For reasons

of brevity we do not discuss this problem further here.

5. A consequence of the specific symmetry of the CHW/CHI is the horizontal, in-plane divergence

and convergence of v (panels k and l) around the upward density crest (panels e and f ). Due

to the relatively large stratification (Ri = 1/4), the horizontal flow around the density crest is

energetically preferred to the vertical flow above it. The convex structure of the density crest

allows the flow to move around it horizontally. An important consequence is that it gives rise

to relatively large spanwise gradients |∂yv|, positive in the centre of the duct y ∈ [−0.5,0.5]

and negative near the boundaries |y| ∈ [0.5,1]. These gradients have a vortex stretching effect

on ωy through the term ωy∂yv, producing negative vorticity in the centre (reinforcing the mean

shear), and positive vorticity near the boundaries (weakening the mean shear). As we will see

in § 4.5 these gradients play an important role in explaining the spanwise confinement (largest

values of |ωy| in the centre) and sustenance of the CHW at finite amplitude.

4.4.2 2P-1B results

Dispersion relation

The dispersion relation of the 2P-1B analysis in shown in figure 4.6 by the green dotted line ( ).

The fastest growing ‘traditional’ 2D HI has a growth rate higher than its 3D confined counterpart

CHI, at σr = 0.173 (indicated by ), which is achieved at a slightly larger wavenumber k = 1.52, well

within the experimentally range observed.

This mode is almost stationary, with a phase speed of c = 0.002. This positive value is slightly

surprising, as we are dealing with an originally leftward-propagating Holmboe mode. Further

inspection reveals that this is an effect of the positive tilt angle θ = 5◦ of the duct. Solving with

θ = 0◦ gives σr = 0.215, c =−0.045. We found that a small positive angle decreases the growth rate

and increases the phase speed to positive values. These effects are not thoroughly understood, but

the behaviour of these linear, inherently 2D modes is not of central interest to our study. In contrast,

the wavenumber and phase speed of the CHI predicted by the inherently three-dimensional 3P-2B
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Figure 4.10 Fastest growing mode of the 2P-1B analysis (see text for definition of the variables). Note the
higher colour bar limits of ŵ when comparing with figures 4.8 and 4.9. As in those previous figures, ten equally
spaced black contours span the range of the colour bar for each panels.

analysis are not sensitive to the angle. For example, setting θ = 0◦ increases the growth rate slightly

to σ = 0.10 > 0.0824 but similar k and c are predicted.

Eigenfunctions

By analogy with the approach followed in § 4.4.1, the 1D vorticity eigenfunction of the fastest

growing mode was added to the 1D base flow such that

ω
∗
y† := ∂zU + γ† Re{ω̂y†(z)exp(ikx+φ†)}, (4.20)

where the amplitude γ† was determined in the same fashion as for the 3P-2B analysis, i.e. by matching

the rms of the vorticity eigenfunction to the experimental perturbation in the midplane y = 0:

〈
(ω∗

y† −∂zU)rms〉
x,z =

〈
(⟨ωy⟩−∂zU)rms(y = 0)

〉
x,z = 0.58. (4.21)

The other flow variables ρ∗
† ,u

∗
†,w

∗
† were then obtained using γ† similarly to (4.19a), (4.19b), (4.19d)

and are shown with ω∗
y† in figure 4.10.

From figure 4.10a, it appears that the ‘head’ of the distinctive vorticity structure observed in

the experimental CHW (figure 4.8a) and predicted by the CHI (figure 4.9a) is lacking. The vertical

velocity pattern in figure 4.10d has a similar appearance to figures 4.8m and 4.9m but has a larger

amplitude (approximately 60% larger, requiring different colour bar limits of ±0.1 instead of the

previously used ±0.06). The relative magnitude of the vertical velocity w vs the spanwise vorticity ωy
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(and hence the streamwise velocity u) in the 2P-1B analysis is therefore different from the equivalent

relative magnitude in the 3P-2B analysis and poorly compares with the experimental observations.

Moreover, this analysis is, by construction, incapable of reproducing the 3D structure of the CHW

discussed in § 4.4.1, which we have shown depends on the spanwise coordinate y and velocity v.

4.4.3 Possible relevance to geophysical field observations

The distinctive tilde-shape of the CHW and CHI is reminiscent of the field observations of Geyer et al.

(2010) in the sustained stratified shear flow of the Connecticut River estuary, as shown in figure 4.11,

reproducing their figures 2 and 3. Through the combined use of acoustic backscattering and high

frequency conductivity sensors around the sharp density interface (pycnocline), they observed a

near-periodic signal of large sheared tilde-shaped regions of high density gradients with average

wavelength around 10 m and height around 1 m. Those structures are oriented in the same direction

as our vorticity structures (the mean shear has the same direction in both our work and their work)

and we estimate their maximum angle at the inflection point around 5−6◦, somewhat smaller than

that of the CHW (10◦) and CHI (8◦). Note that the z axis has been stretched by factors ranging from

6 to 19 in panels a-d, and 3 in panel e (reproducing panel d) for direct comparison with the aspect

ratio adopted in figures 4.2, 4.4, 4.7).

Geyer et al. (2010) identified these regions as the braids connecting Kelvin-Helmholtz billows,

and argued convincingly, in particular from the conductivity measurements, that these inclined

‘braids’ were the locations of the most vigorous turbulent motions, and that the large density gradients

resulted from turbulent mixing within the braids, an inherently high-Re phenomenon which was

unlikely to be observed experimentally or numerically. Mashayek & Peltier (2012a,b) identified

secondary instabilities localised in the braid regions connecting Kelvin-Helmholtz billows as a

possible explanation for the observations of Geyer et al. (2010).

Here we have identified a primary instability, the CHI, whose finite-amplitude manifestation is

also consistent with these observations. Since the background profiles of the estuary flow are not

known with sufficient accuracy to distinguish between flows susceptible to the Holmboe instability or

flows susceptible to the Rayleigh instability, we cannot eliminate either of these explanations at this

stage. However, unlike the simulated secondary braid instabilities of Mashayek & Peltier (2012a,b),

which occur as a transient event in an initial value problem, the observed CHWs occur in a flow in

which the forcing is sustained in time as is the case in the estuary flow.

The experimental observations of figures 3.13f,h,j,l, and 3.17j revealed a variety of smaller-scale,

shorter-lived vorticity structures in the I and T regime whose appearance resembles that of the
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Figure 4.11 Geophysical fields observations of tilde-shaped coherent structures in an estuary flow, reproduced
from Geyer et al. (2010). Echo sounding images at two sampling locations (a) ‘inner transect’ (zoomed-in
detail in (c) and (b) ‘outer transect’ (zoomed-in detail in (d) and flattened in (e). Warmer colours indicate high
acoustic backscatter associated with density gradients. Dark red at the bottom of (a), (c) indicate the sea bed.
The z axis is stretched respectively by a factor of (a) 19, (b) 6, (c) 11, (d) 6, and (e) 3 (this aspect ratio of 3 is
chosen to compare this structure directly with isosurfaces of the vorticity of the CHW and CHI).

CHW. In particular, figure 3.13f,h,j,l suggest that those small-scale structures appear to come from

the cascade break-down of larger-scale structures akin to the CHW through successive stretching

and splitting. We therefore argue that it is at least possible that the angled structures we observed

experimentally (CHW) and predicted theoretically (CHI), through their local coherent intensification

of spanwise vorticity due to the spanwise confinement, also have the potential to leave a ‘signature’

at higher Re, even when incoherent, turbulent small scale motions have been triggered. In particular,

in the spirit of the dynamical systems approach discussed in the introduction, we conjecture that

the CHW might be sufficiently robust, even at substantially higher Re, to constitute an alternative

nucleation site for secondary instabilities and hence turbulent break down, distinct from the strained

braid-like region that occurs between finite amplitude Kelvin-Helmholtz billows proposed by Corcos

& Sherman (1976) and invoked by Geyer et al. (2010).

4.5 Finite-amplitude nonlinear sustenance: vortex dynamics

This finite amplitude of the CHW has been represented by the single constant γ , which was determined

experimentally (see (4.18)), but not explained by linear theory (which assumes exponential growth of

the CHI, and cannot predict the nonlinearly saturated amplitude) In this section, we develop a vorticity
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equation to investigate the dynamics of the vorticity of the phase-averaged CHW and understand how

it is sustained in a quasi-steady state, at a relatively constant amplitude.

We start by taking the curl of the momentum equation (4.5b):

∂tωωω + uuu ·∇∇∇ωωω︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection

= ωωω ·∇∇∇uuu︸ ︷︷ ︸
stretching/tilting

+Ri ∇∇∇×
{
(−cosθ ẑ+ sinθ x̂)ρ

}︸ ︷︷ ︸
baroclinic

+Re−1
∇∇∇

2
ωωω︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

. (4.22)

The standard interpretation of each term is indicated below. Since we focus on the sustenance of the

spanwise vorticity of the CHW, we rewrite the y component of (4.22) as

∂tωy +


u

v

w

 ·


∂xωy

∂yωy

∂zωy

=


ωx

ωy

ωz

 ·


∂xv

∂yv

∂zv

+Ri(∂xρ cosθ +∂zρ sinθ)+Re−1(∂xxωy +∂yyωy +∂zzωy).

(4.23)

We now place ourselves in the reference frame moving with the phase-averaged wave structure,

at constant speed c =−0.078, i.e. we apply the following Galilean coordinate transformationx◁

t◁

 :=

1 −c

0 1

x

t

 , (4.24)

where x◁ is the new horizontal coordinate in this reference frame. We also apply the corresponding

transformation to the streamwise velocity u◁ := u − c, and using ∂x = ∂x◁ − c∂t◁ , ∂xx = ∂x◁x◁ −
2c∂x◁∂t◁ + c2∂t◁t◁ , we rewrite (4.23) as:

∂tωy +


u− c

v

w

 ·


∂x◁ωy − c∂t◁ωy

∂yωy

∂zωy

=


ωx

ωy

ωz

 ·


∂x◁v− c∂t◁v

∂yv

∂zv


+Ri

{
∂zρ sinθ +(∂x◁ρ − c∂t◁ρ)cosθ

}
+Re−1(∂xx −2c∂x◁t◁ + c2

∂t◁t◁ +∂yy +∂zz)ωy.

(4.25)

To simplify the notation, we remove the ◁ superscript in the remainder of § 4.5, and denote by x the

streamwise coordinate in the moving reference frame. Below we gather all the time derivative of

(4.25) in the first line of (4.26), and recognise in the second line that since |c| ≪ 1, the dominant

unsteady term is ∂tωy. Furthermore, since we are chiefly interested in the dynamics of the quasi-steady
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state of the CHW, we cancel the unsteady terms in the third line, and eventually arrive to:

∂tωy + c
{
− (u− c)∂tωy +ωx∂tv+Ri ∂tρ cosθ +Re−1(2∂xt − c∂tt)ωy

}
≈ ∂tωy

= 0

= −(u− c)∂xωy︸ ︷︷ ︸
ADV x

−v∂yωy︸ ︷︷ ︸
ADV y

−w∂zωy︸ ︷︷ ︸
ADV z

(advection)

+ωx∂xv︸ ︷︷ ︸
T ILx

+ωy∂yv︸ ︷︷ ︸
ST R

+ωz∂zv︸ ︷︷ ︸
T ILz

(stretching + tilting)

+Ri ∂xρ cosθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
BARx

+Ri ∂zρ sinθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
BARz

(baroclinic)

+Re−1
∂xxωy︸ ︷︷ ︸

DIFx

+Re−1
∂yyωy︸ ︷︷ ︸

DIFy

+Re−1
∂zzωy︸ ︷︷ ︸

DIFz

(diffusion)

(4.26)

We apply (4.26) to the phase-averaged structure of the CHW (i.e. replacing all flow variables

in the equation by their phase averaged values) and investigate the relative contribution of each of

the ‘source and sink’ terms (fourth to last lines) in figure 4.12. Each bar represents the volume-

averaged L1 norm of the term applied to the phase-averaged structure, i.e. the ‘ADVx’ bar represents

⟨|− (⟨u⟩− c)∂x⟨ωy⟩|⟩xyz, the ‘ADVy’ bar represents ⟨|−⟨v⟩∂y⟨ωy⟩|⟩xyz, etc. In addition, we plot the

volume-averaged L1 norm of the sum of all terms (‘SUM’ bar) and of the actual phase-averaged

temporal variation of ωy, i.e. ⟨|⟨∂tωy⟩|⟩xyz (‘|∂tωy|’ bar).

We observe that the advective terms are dominant (they represent 46 % of the sum of all volume-

averaged L1 norms), particularly the horizontal (ADVx) and vertical (ADVz) advection of spanwise

vorticity. The next dominant terms are, by decreasing order of importance, the vertical diffusion

(DIFz, ≈ 19 %), stretching of spanwise vorticity (STR, ≈ 13 %), tilting of vertical vorticity to

spanwise vorticity (TILz, ≈ 9 %) and baroclinic production by vertical density gradients (BARz,

≈ 6 %).

We also note that the sum of all terms has a large value relative to each contribution, suggesting

that all contributions do not locally cancel to satisfy the steady state vorticity equation (4.26). This

non-zero sum be due to the amplification of experimental noise by differentation (the terms involve

second-order and third-order spatial derivatives, and were computed using second-order-accurate

finite-differences). Alternatively, this non-zero sum could be due to the fact that the experimentally

phase-averaged structure is not a perfectly steady structure. Upon comparison of the value of this sum

(= 0.09) to the volume-averaged L1 norm of ⟨ωy⟩ (= 1.36), we find that this non-cancellation of the

vorticity budget would amount to a volume-averaged exponential growth at rate 0.09/1.36 ≈ 0.066,
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Figure 4.12 Relative contribution of each vorticity source/sink term on the phase-averaged CHW. The first 11
bars represent the volume-averaged L1 norm of each respective term labelled in (4.26). The percentage above
each bar refers to the relative contribution to the sum of all bars (hence they add up to 100 %). We also show
the volume-averaged L1 norm of the sum of all terms (‘SUM’), and of the phase-averaged temporal variation
in ωy (‘|∂tωy|’), which should both be close to zero if the structure is close to steady.

or e-folding time of 15 ATU). This is almost an order of magnitude higher than the average growth

rate of the vorticity over the phase-averaging window, i.e. the rightmost bar ≈ 0.01 corresponding to

a growth rate ≈ 0.07, or e-folding time of 136 ATU, consistent with the near-steadiness of the wave

observed in figure 4.3. We note, however, that these two quantities do not exactly correspond to one

another: the first is the predicted growth rate from the vorticity budget of the phase-averaged structure

while the second is the phase-averaged instantaneous growth rate. Nevertheless, we note that the

sum of all terms is no greater than any individual terms, and indeed less than a quarter of the upper

bound of the triangle inequality (SUM := |∑11
i=1 termsi|= 0.09 ≈ 0.23∑

11
i=1 |termsi|), indicating that

to a reasonable approximation, the terms cancel each other out.

To gain a more detailed view of this vorticity balance, we plot slices of the 3D structure of the six

terms with largest contributions in figure 4.13, by decreasing order of importance: ADVx, ADVz,

DIFFz, STR, TILz, BARz, together with the sum of all 11 terms in (4.26). The figure is laid out as

figures 4.8-4.9, i.e the left column shows a vertical y = 0 slice, the middle column shows a horizontal

z = −0.11 slice at the velocity interface, and the right column shows a cross-sectional x = 0.72

slice. To show the relation between the sources and sinks of vorticity in the RHS of (4.26) and the

vorticity structure of the CHW itself, we superimpose black contours of ⟨ωy⟩ (as in figure 4.9a-c).

We recall that the distinctive tilde-shaped vorticity structure of the CHW contoured here has strong

negative vorticity −5 ≲ ⟨ωy⟩≲−2, resulting from the localised enhancement of the (negative) mean

shear ⟨∂zU⟩xyz ≈−1.5 (averaged over the shear layer z ∈ [−0.5,0.3] only, where it is negative). We

therefore expect terms contributing to the growth of the CHW to be local sinks of vorticity (in blue)
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Figure 4.13 Spatial structure of the six dominant terms of the vorticity budget of the CHW, as well as the sum
of all 11 terms, in the reference frame moving at phase speed c, see (4.26). (a-c) ADVx, (d-f) ADVz, (g-i)
DIFz, (j-l) STR, (m-o) TILz, (p-r) BARz, and (s-u) sum of all 11 terms. Black contours represent ⟨ωy⟩ of the
CHW as shown in figure 4.9a-c (spaced here by 0.8, in the [−4,4] range). Left column: vertical y = 0 slice;
middle column: horizontal z =−0.11 slice; right column: cross-sectional x = 0.72 slice, as in figure 4.8-4.9
( represents the planes of the other slices). All panels share the same colour bar, which is only saturated for
(a), (c) (where ADVx reaches a maximum of 1.54). The six terms in (a-r) as shown by decreasing order of
importance (top to bottom), as measured by their volume-averaged L1 norm in figure 4.12.
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where ⟨ωy⟩≲−1.5 (i.e. in the tilde-shaped region indicated by the innermost contours), and to be

local sources of vorticity (in red) where ⟨ωy⟩≳−1.5 (i.e. outside the tilde-shaped region indicated

by the innermost contours). Conversely, we expect terms contributing to the decay of the CHW to

exhibit the opposite properties. The CHW should be sustained in time if the terms contributing to its

growth and decay approximately cancel locally (see panels s-u).

We observe the following:

1. The streamwise advection ADVx and vertical advection ADVz terms (panels a-f ) primarily act

as sources (in red) in the tilde-shaped region of strong negative vorticity ⟨ωy⟩≲−2. Hence, they

primarily contribute to the decay of the CHW, as expected from the advection of surrounding

fluid with vorticity close to the shear layer average of ∂zU ≈−1.5. Note that the colours in

panels a, c are saturated (ADVx reaches values up to 1.54, higher than the ±1 colour bar used

for all panels).

2. The vertical diffusive term DIFz (panels g-i), by definition, contributes to the thickening of the

tilde-shaped structure, as can be seen by the alternate distribution of source and sinks on either

side of sharp gradients. DIFz acts as a mechanism counteracting the influence of ADVx, as can

be seen from their almost opposite sign throughout the volume (especially in the vertical slice,

see panels a and g).

3. The stretching term STR (panels j-l), and to a weaker extent, the vertical tilting terms TILz

(panels m-o) contribute to the growth of the CHW, by a distribution of sinks almost coincident

with the structure of the CHW and sources around it, as seen by the tilde-shaped sink in the

vertical (panel j), and chevron-shaped sink in the horizontal (panel k). As hypothesised earlier

in the discussion of figures 4.8, 4.9. The most important contribution, the stretching, is due to

the horizontal divergence of spanwise velocity ∂yv resulting from the odd symmetry of v with

respect to y, an important feature of the CHW/CHI that we believe relies on the key influence

of spanwise confinement by solid boundaries.

4. The barotropic term BARz (panels p-r) is everywhere a sink term, reinforcing the negative

mean shear around the density interface, as expected since ∂zρ is strongly negative as the sharp

density interface. Since the density interface coincides with the level of the ‘body’ of the CHW,

it contributes to its growth over approximately half of the wavelength (i.e. in the region which

is also blue in panel j), while it contributes to its decay over the other half (corresponding to the

triply-connected connection between bodies, i.e. the region which is red in panel j). We note

that the direct contribution of the density field via the baroclinic term BARz is relatively weak,

and interestingly, the vertical baroclinic term BARz in Risinθ∂zρ , resulting from the presence
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of a relative sharp and horizontal interface in the inclined duct, is about twice as strong (see

figure 4.12) as the horizontal baroclinic term BARx Ricosθ∂xρ (not shown here), resulting

from the streamwise corrugation of the interface by the CHW.

5. The balance of the vorticity equation, SUM (panels s-u), has a non-zero and non-trivial

distribution of sources and sinks. The region near the top wall features (negative) noise (panel

s) which does not appear to come from any of the above terms. The region within the shear layer

(z ∈ [−0.5,0.3]) has a rather coherent signal mostly consisting of sources (red) which bears the

signature of the ADVx term. Thus we believe that the non-zero value of this sum results partly

from the sum of inherent noise in each term, and partly from the lack of compensation of a

possibly anomalously strong ADVx source term by other terms.

To conclude, we have shown that the finite-amplitude sustenance of the CHW could be understood

by a detailed vorticity balance between a variety of terms, representing different competing physical

mechanisms. While advection and diffusion have complex spatial distributions and mixed roles,

they mostly tend to distort and contribute to the decay of the CHW, which is mostly counteracted

by the stretching term, whose spatial distribution matches well the CHW. While to leading order,

vorticity sources and sinks cancel one another out, the total budget does not equal zero. This non-zero

budget is not particularly surprising given the fact that the phase-averaged CHW is not perfectly

steady, and that the effect of the time-dependent terms on the LHS of (4.26) are complex and difficult

to estimate. In addition to unsteadiness, we attribute this non-cancellation partly to experimental

noise, exacerbated by double or triple finite-difference differentiation, and partly to the apparently

overwhelming importance of streamwise advection. Since it is the only term in the budget that

involves the phase speed of the wave c, and since c has a relatively large impact in the shear layer

where |u| ≈ 0 (and therefore |u− c| ≈ |c|) we hypothesise that the finite-amplitude sustenance of

the CHW is sensitive to the phase speed of the wave. This hypothesis of a fine balance of the

finite-amplitude waves involving local phase speed (affecting streamwise advection) and wavelength

(affecting ∂x gradients) is consistent with the stretching and splitting events observed in figure 4.3.

4.6 Conclusions

4.6.1 Summary

We have investigated the structure and origin of a ‘confined Holmboe wave’ (CHW), a finite-

amplitude, nonlinear wave at the sharp density interface of a sustained stratified shear flow. The

steady forcing provided by gravity for hundreds ATUs allows the flow to maintain relatively high
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levels of dissipation, as measured by the buoyancy Reynolds number Reb ≈ Resinθ (see (4.1)). In

the mSID geometry on which we focused on, for 20 ≲ Resinθ ≲ 50, the coherent H regime features

robust, propagating symmetric or asymmetric Holmboe waves (HWs), confined within the square

cross-section of the duct. In order to characterise the structure of CHWs, we focused on the simpler

case of upward-pointing, asymmetric HWs found in a flow in which θ = 5◦ and Re = 440.

In § 4.2, we employed the novel 3D-3C time-resolved, near-instantaneous measurement technique

of the three-component velocity field (u,v,w) and density field ρ simultaneously over a 3D volume

to characterise the structure of this CHW (see figures 4.1, 4.2). We also revealed its spatio-temporal

behaviour (figure 4.3) by quantifying its range of wavelengths λ ∈ [3.5,6.0], or wavenumbers

k ∈ [1.05,1.80] and phase speeds c ∈ [−0,18,0.05]. We first focused on the 3D structure of its

spanwise vorticity, where the wave field periodically reinforces and weakens the mean shear to form a

pattern of inclined, distorted, prolate spheroids with a wide ‘body’ and a narrower ‘head’ (figure 4.2).

Using phase averaging we extracted a typical, robust representation of the CHW and characterised its

salient features (figure 4.4) which differ from observations in other setups (answering QQQ4, see § 3.7).

In § 4.3, we undertook a linear stability analysis to understand the origin (i.e. the underlying

physical mechanisms that lead to the observed behaviour) of this apparently previously unreported

structure. We studied 3D velocity (u′,v′,w′) and density ρ ′ perturbations having 2D, cross-sectional

eigenfunctions of y,z and a normal streamwise mode in x: ψ ′ := ψ̂(y,z)exp(ikx + σt). Those

perturbations were analysed on the 2D (y,z, i.e. x and t-averaged) experimental mean flow (figure 4.5)

and were confined with the appropriate boundary conditions in the square duct. This computation

revealed the existence of a ‘confined Holmboe instability’ (CHI) with wavenumber band k ∈ [0.8,2.2],

phase speed band c ∈ [−0.35,−0.08] and fastest growing mode k = 1.32, c =−0.21, consistent with

the properties of the CHW (figure 4.6). By matching the volume-averaged root-mean-square (rms)

of the spanwise vorticity eigenfunction to the experimentally observed value, we reconstructed the

3D structure of the CHI to compare it with the CHW. The side-by-side comparison of the vorticity

isosurfaces (figures 4.4 and 4.7) and slices of flow variables ωy,ρ,u,v,w (figures 4.8 and 4.9) showed

excellent agreement between the finite-amplitude wave and the predicted instability, which we believe

answers QQQ3 and part of QQQ5. This view revealed further details including the spanwise mid-duct

localisation, the convexity of the density crests and troughs, the resulting localisation of the baroclinic

production of vorticity, as well as the divergence/convergence of the flow around density crests,

causing vortex stretching.

We then compared these results with those of the more commonly used stability analysis of 2D

perturbations (u′,w′,ρ ′) with an associated 1D eigenfunction in z and a streamwise normal mode

in x of the form ψ ′
† := ψ̂†(z)exp(ikx+σt) on the 1D, mid-duct base flow. Despite the dispersion
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relation showing some agreement (figure 4.6), the 2D predicted structure (figure 4.10) compares

less favourably with the experimental results and fails, by construction, to capture any spanwise

confinement and behaviour. Crucially, the spanwise velocity perturbation v′ of the CHI is an odd

function of the spanwise y coordinate, possessing a different spanwise periodicity from the other

perturbation variables. This key property cannot be captured by such purely one-dimensional

eigenfunctions, or even by normal modes ‘propagating at an angle’ to the base flow. We also argued

that the coherent structure associated with the CHW bears a passing resemblance to the distinctive

angled structures observed in the Connecticut River Estuary by Geyer et al. (2010) (figure 4.11).

While perhaps fortuitous, this resemblance, as well as previous observations in I and T flows, lead us

to conjecture that the angled coherent structures of the CHW may retain at least a partial signature

in higher-Re flows with lateral confinement and sharp density gradients (thus addressing, but not

answering QQQ11) .

Finally, in § 4.5, we derived a steady vorticity equation for the phase-averaged CHW in the

reference frame moving at constant phase speed c (equation (4.26)). We identified a limited number

of dominant physical mechanisms relevant to the CHW (figure 4.12) and investigated their 3D spatial

structure (figure 4.13). We confirmed the importance of vortex stretching to counteract the effects of

advection and diffusion and sustain the CHW at an approximately constant amplitude (addressing the

remaining part of QQQ3). We also hypothesised that the advective term, involving the phase speed of

the wave, played an important role in the fine vorticity balance behind the observed stretching and

splitting events (whereby the CHW alters its phase speed and wavelength).

4.6.2 Future directions

In this section we discuss some of the questions raised by the above results in order to give possible

future research directions.

1. Can we use the 3P-2B linear stability analysis to predict the other waves observed in the SID?

Our 3P-2B analysis has been applied to one particular experiment in this chapter, and it would

be interesting to see if it allows to answer various questions concerning the physical origin

of other waves that we formulated in QQQ1, QQQ2, QQQ6, QQQ7, QQQ8 and QQQ10. We make a number of

conjectures relating to these questions below.

We believe that the presence of symmetric or asymmetric HWs is simply determined by the

offset between the density and velocity interfaces (QQQ2), but the existence of this offset is still

enigmatic.
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We believe that HWs are not observed in heat experiments (QQQ1) because the density interface

is too thick (assuming a laminar boundary layer, it is ≈
√

700/7 = 10 times thicker in heat

experiments than in salt experiments). The diffuse, sheared density profile in heat experiments

may be prone to at least one different type of instability with larger growth rate than the CHI,

which would give rise to the finite-amplitude tilde-shaped waves of the W-1 regime (QQQ8). We

believe that this instability of a diffuse or a three-layer stratification may also be responsible for

the repeated turbulent transitions in the I-2 regime (QQQ10). Whereas the instability may saturate

to a ‘steady-state’ amplitude under W-regime forcing, it may grow large enough to trigger a

turbulent transition under I-regime forcing (we return to this in § 6.5.3).

Finally, we believe that the CHW and other instabilities in the SID are primarily excited by

disturbances localised at the ends of the duct (QQQ6), where SG observation revealed that the

density interface appears to show the largest vertical oscillations. Under H regime conditions,

the CHI may well be an absolutely unstable global mode, while under W-1 regime conditions,

it may only be convectively unstable (see the review of Huerre, 2000 for more details on this

distinction). This would explain the observations in § 3.2 of HWs being synchronised over

the whole length of the duct (H regime), and of low-amplitude transient waves localised at the

ducts ends (QQQ7), decaying in amplitude as they travel inwards (W-1 regime). However, more

work is needed to test this conjecture, as well as the previous ones.

2. How generic is the effect of confinement on shear flow instabilities? This chapter focused on

an asymmetric HW found in a particular laboratory flow, and the four additional experiments

of figure 3.8 with similar parameters confirmed that the qualitative results outlined in this

chapter are robust. Asymmetric HWs might be more generic than symmetric HWs due to

some inevitable degree of asymmetry present in environmental flows; however, they introduce

another nondimensional parameter (the degree of asymmetry) to the problem. More work

is needed to investigate the effect of confinement in the parameter space spanned by HWs.

Varying the level of confinement by considering rectangular ducts or other geometries would

add further complexity but may be worth pursuing. Moreover, little work has been done to

study the effect of confinement on other instabilities, such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

As outlined in our review in § 4.1, laboratory observations in confined geometries are often

compared to stability analyses that ignore confinement, and numerical simulations usually

impose periodic boundary conditions in the spanwise direction. The results presented here, as

well as other preliminary results, suggest that the properties of 3D confined waves may differ

significantly from those predicted by such analyses.
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3. What sets the amplitude of the CHW? The quasi-steady forcing provided by the SID experiment

sustains the observed CHW at an approximately constant amplitude for hundreds of ATUs.

We determined this amplitude by computing the volume-averaged rms of the phase-average

vorticity perturbation, and used it to compare with the most unstable linear eigenfunction. We

examined the structure of the CHW and the nonlinear vorticity dynamics mechanisms (which

rely on confinement) sustaining this wave (such that it does not grow nor decay significantly)

but we did not address the actual value of its amplitude. The relatively well-defined parameter

range for which the CHW is observed is also particularly interesting. The wave studied here

at θ = 5◦, Re = 440 would be replaced by intermittent turbulence at slightly higher angles

θ ≳ 6◦ and/or values of Re ≳ 600. This suggests that the amplitude of this wave results from a

fine-tuning of energy input (through θ ) and dissipation (through Re), and that the dissipation

that the CHW structure can generate through higher amplitudes no longer suffices beyond a

certain threshold in the θ −Re plane, at which it must transition to more dissipative turbulent

structures. We return to these considerations in detail in § 6.6.

4. Is the coherent structure of the CHW dynamically relevant to more turbulent flows?

Does this structure generically emerge in miniature around the fine scale density gradients

of high-Reynolds number and high-Prandtl number confined flows such as estuarine flows

discussed above? Can the large-scale coherent intensification of vorticity catalyse the formation

of nucleation sites for secondary instabilities and turbulent break down? These considerations

(see QQQ11) are central to the dynamical systems modelling mentioned in § 1.1.3, using a

reduced set of exact coherent states (ECSs), i.e. exact (yet unstable) nonlinear solutions of the

Navier-Stokes equations. Recently, Lucas et al. (2017) successfully converged two ECSs from

direct numerical simulations of body-forced, horizontally-sheared stratified turbulence in a

triply-periodic domain. These ECSs were found to be striking representations of the mean flow

and could account for the organisation of the stratified turbulence into inclined shear layers. By

constructing a bifurcation diagram they demonstrated that the ECSs originate from a sequence

of instabilities, including the stratified linear instability of the base flow. Our results suggest

that the experimental long-lived coherent structure of the CHW originates from the linear CHI,

but it is still unknown whether it is the signature of a relatively robust ECS that would carry its

dynamical significance into confined stratified turbulent flows at geophysically relevant scales.
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frictional hydraulics

5.1 Introduction, literature review and motivation

The aim of this chapter is to answer questions QQQ15, QQQ17, QQQ18, and QQQ19 (see § 3.7): characterising

the flow regimes quantitatively and explaining their transitions curves and volume and mass fluxes by

scaling laws involving the few parameters identified as relevant in Chapter 1: θ , Re, Pr, A and B.

After a brief history of buoyancy-driven exchange flows in § 5.1.1, we review in § 5.1.2 some of

the early experimental studies of exchange flows through pipes and ducts, with a particular focus on

their observations of flow regime transitions and mass fluxes. In § 5.1.3, we review the developments

of the theoretical framework of two-layer hydraulic theory adopted by most of the literature since the

early 1990’s (complementing the introduction given in § 1.3.2) and the attempts to model the effects

of interfacial friction within this framework. Finally, we explain in § 5.1.4 the limitations of previous

research to motivate the work in this chapter.

5.1.1 Buoyancy-driven exchange flows

Buoyancy-driven exchange flows have been recognised and pondered by man for millennia, at least

since the first recorded explanation of the movement of salty water within the Mediterranean Sea

by Aristotle (Dalziel, 1988; Deacon, 1971, p. 8-9). Ever since, buoyancy-driven exchange flows

(hereafter simply referred to as exchange flows) in seas, rivers and estuaries have received a great

deal of attention. In particular, the exchange flows through the straits of Gibraltar and the Bosphorus

have historically driven much speculation and research, due to their crucial roles in the water and salt

balances of the Mediterranean Sea (and hence in its very existence), as first demonstrated by Marsigli

in the 1680s (Deacon, 1971, chap. 7)
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Exchange flows of gases also have a great variety of – perhaps even more tangible and ancient –

applications to man, that can be grouped under the general term of natural ventilation. It would

be surprising indeed if some ice-age prehistoric man or woman did not ponder the inflow of cold

air or outflow of fire combustion products when choosing a cave suitable for living. More recently,

engineering problems related to the air flow through open doorways or the escape of dense gas from

ruptured industrial containers have stimulated experimental research.

However, it was not until the second half of the 20th century that a number of general, unifying

characteristics behind these apparently very different flows were fully recognised and that their

systematic study began. Since then, and particularly since theoretical progress was made in the late

1980’s, the exchange flows literature has vastly increased, making a comprehensive review of it

daunting and outside the scope of this chapter.

5.1.2 Early empirical studies

Macagno & Rouse (1961)

As introduced in § 1.4.2, the earliest experimental study of exchange flows through ducts we are

aware of is due to Macagno & Rouse (1961) (MR61) (some aspects of it were apparently reported in

the unpublished MSc thesis of G. H. Mittendorf entitled ‘The instability of stratified shear flows’,

1961). MR61 were motivated, much as we are, by predicting the onset of interfacial instabilities

and mixing, as well as the nondimensional shear stress and turbulent mixing at the interface, from

nondimensional input parameters. Their setup (see figure 1.9), which they attribute to Helmholtz and

refer to as the “Helmholtz experiment”, apparently differs from the SID setup in that they were able

to prescribe the volume flux by controlling the inflow of salt water in their closed system. By varying

this volume flux together with the inclination of the duct, and by adjusting the level of a splitter plate

on either end of the duct, they ensured that “two layers of equal thickness would form” and focused

on varying the total velocity jump as their main parameter, which in our notation is approximately

2Q∆U (since we defined ∆U to be the total velocity jump when the layer-integrated velocity was

Q = 1/2).

They discussed their results in terms of two nondimensional parameters, based on the observed

velocity jump: a Reynolds number R∗ ≈ 2Q∆U(H/2)/ν ≈ 4QRe using our notation; and a Froude

number F∗ ≈ 2Q∆U/
√

g′(H/2) ≈ 2Q
√

2/Ri (both R∗ and F∗ were actually constructed using the

distance, that they called h∗, between the two velocity peaks, which also varied and measured;

however we assume h∗ ≈H/2 here for simplicity). It appears that they only used a single given density

difference ∆ρ for all experiments, resulting in a single Reynolds number estimated around Re ≈ 2000.
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Their Froude number varied over the range 0.5 ≲ F∗ ≲ 2.5, corresponding to 0.3 ≲ Ri/(2Q)2 ≲ 8, the

lower bound being consistent with our values of Ri = 1/4 and Q ≈ 0.45 in the SID setup (presumably

corresponding to relatively large angles), and the upper bound being consistent with Ri = 1/4 and

Q≈ 0.1 (presumably corresponding to relatively small or even slightly negative angles). This maximal

inferred values of Q = 0.45 helped us estimate Re ≈ 2000 from their maximal R∗ = 4QRe ≈ 3600

and leads us to conjecture that their exchange flow was actually maximal, i.e. the volume flux is

hydraulically controlled at the two duct ends (with friction acting to reduce Q below the hydraulic

limit of Q = 0.5 as we shall see in this chapter), rather than controlled by the experimenter as

they imply. Indeed, an extra imposed volume flux that would violate Q ≤ 0.5 can always by-pass

the duct and simply flow from the bottom to the top of reservoir A (see figure 1.9). With the

limited information presented in their paper, it is however impossible to ascertain that their flow was

hydraulically controlled (the splitter plates could prevent the ends of the duct to act as control by

preventing the propagation of long interfacial waves), and to know what values of Q and Ri they

achieved.

MR61 based their mapping of flow regimes (L, W, I, T, see § 1.4.2), interfacial stress and mixing

coefficients in the (R∗,F∗) on heuristic arguments that flows above a certain interfacial Reynolds

R∗ or Froude number F∗ would be unstable. They hypothesised regime transition curves (using our

language), as well as iso-curves of interfacial shear and mixing coefficients, of the form R∗ F∗ =

const. (i.e. roughly ReQ = const. in our notation), which is supported by their data (see their

figures 8, 12, 13).

In summary, MR61 correlated the transitions to increasingly turbulent regimes, higher interfacial

shear stress and mixing with higher Reynolds numbers and volume fluxes but lacked a theory to

substantiate a scaling law. As we shall see, the formalisation of their insight about interfacial shear

stress within hydraulic theory will allow us to consider the relevant parameters of the problem Re, θ

(input parameters) and Q (output parameter), which were entangled in their definitions of R∗ and F∗,

both varied in a non-independent way by varying θ , and the position of the splitter plates.

Leach & Thompson (1975) and Mercer & Thompson (1975)

Leach & Thompson (1975) (LT75) and the companion paper Mercer & Thompson (1975) (MT75)

studied the mass flux in salt water/fresh water and CO2/air experiments. They were motivated by pre-

dicting the consequences of depressurisation accidents in early nuclear reactors (so-called ‘Magnox’

reactors), caused by a breach in the pressurised heat exchanger circuit. Following depressurisation,

the pressure in the circuit equalises with the atmospheric pressure, and an exchange flow establishes

through the broken pipe between the air and the denser coolant gas (CO2). To characterise these
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flows in controlled laboratory conditions, LT75 and MT75 used circular pipes of various diameters

(d = 150 mm to 200 mm) and various lengths (aspect ratio A = L/d ∈ [0.5,20]) for salt experiments,

as well as a large pipe of diameter d = 1140 mm and aspect ratio A = 8 for air/CO2 experiments.

LT75 considered horizontal pipes (θ = 0◦) for Re ∈ [1.5 × 104,7.5 × 105] and showed that

the dimensional time-averaged mass flux followed the IH scaling ∼ √
g′d(∆ρd2) (figure 5) and

determined that, once nondimensionalised, Qm ≈ 0.23 was a good fit, both for their liquid and gas

data (using the conversion Qm = (8/π)q∗ between our and their nondimensional mass flux q∗).

MT75 considered tilted pipes (θ ∈ [0◦,90◦], A ∈ [3.5,18]) and observed great variability of Qm in

the (θ ,A) plane. The mass flux increased from Qm ≈ 0.2 at θ ≈ 0◦ to Qm ≈ 0.4 at θ ≈ ϕ/2 (recall

that ϕ := tan−1 A−1), and decreased to Qm ≈ 0.01− 0.1 at θ = 90◦ (figure 5), with approximate

scaling Qm ∼ A−1(1− sinθ). This non-monotonic dependence of Qm on θ is consistent with our

observations (see § 3.6 and figure 3.24a,b).

However, LT75 and MT15 failed to recognise the importance of the Reynolds number in their

analysis, which they considered large enough for viscous effects to be ignored. As we shall see in

this chapter, this assumption turns out to be incorrect.

Wilkinson (1986)

Motivated by the same industrial application as LT75 and MT75, Wilkinson (1986) (W86) studied

the exchange flow through horizontal (θ = 0◦) circular pipes of diameter d ∈ [14 mm,25 mm] and

aspect ratio A ∈ [1.6,9.6] with salt stratification, using a setup very similar to the SID. To the best

of our knowledge, Wilkinson is the only author cited in this thesis who cites the pioneering study

of MR61. He was also aware of the contemporaneous developments of hydraulic theory, and W86

focused on the influence of the viscous stresses at the pipe walls on Q.

Wilkinson developed a Bernoulli model for the inviscid exchange flow through the pipe which

predicted an upper bound of Q = π/8 ≈ 0.4 (nondimensionalising using the pipe diameter d, instead

of the duct height H as done previously). The analogy was made with the hydraulic control arguments

already present in Wood (1970), who correctly predicted the equivalent hydraulic limit of Q = 0.5

in rectangular ducts. Using an analytical model for the development of viscous boundary layers

at the circular walls, he predicted and verified experimentally the increase of Q with increasing

A−1Re (the shorter the pipe and the higher Re, the less developed the boundary layers are and the

higher Q is). At the lowest Re compared to the length of the pipe Re ≈ 20A, it was observed that

Qm = 0.13, i.e. Qm was reduced by a factor of three compared to its hydraulic limit (note that

Wilkinson measured Qm in much the same fashion as our MF measurements technique). For the
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highest Reynolds numbers Re ≈ 500A, he found Qm ≈ 0.35, and predicted that the hydraulic limit

was therefore only approximately achieved at very high Reynolds numbers Re ≫ 500A (this factor

500 being chosen somewhat arbitrarily).

In this high-Re limit, however, Wilkinson recognised that interfacial instabilities and mixing

would play major roles in influencing Q. He indeed reported observing “shear-induced instabilities

and turbulent mixing between the layers [...] initially in the form of cusp-like waves, but as the

shear was further increased, Kelvin-Helmholtz billows were seen to grow and collapse creating a

turbulent shear layer”. He finally suggested a scaling for the flow transitions, based on a limited

number (≈ 18) of experiments: “the interface in the pipe remained laminar” for Re < 2450 (our L

regime), “interfacial waves were observed to radiate in both directions from the mid-point of the pipe”

(our H regime) for Re ≈ 2600, and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and mixing across the layers for

Re > 2700 (our I or T regime), i.e. the upper limit of his Re ∈ [230,3000] range. He also reported

that these values of Re were not affected by the aspect ratios A used in his experiments.

Whereas the fundamental distinction between viscous stresses in the wall boundary layers and at

the interface was already acknowledged in MR61, W86 was first to quantify it, identify A−1Re as

the relevant group of parameters controlling the wall boundary layers, and discuss their influence

on reducing the volume flux Q from its inviscid hydraulic limit (seen as an output parameter rather

than an input parameter as it was, erroneously, in MR61). He also experimentally measured the

corresponding expected decrease in Qm, although he does not appear to make a distinction between

the predicted volume flux Q and the measured mass flux Qm.

Kiel (1991)

Kiel (1991) (K91) reviewed LT75, MT75 and W86 (but not MR61) and studied more systematically

the influence of θ and A on the flow regimes (by SG and laser sheet visualisations), mass flux (similar

to our MF measurements), and level of interfacial mixing (thickness of the density mixed layer by

conductivity probe measurements).

Kiel carried out a number of salt-stratified experiments through ducts of various lengths (A∈ [1,8])

using a setup similar to the SID. Most of his data were obtained with a duct very similar to mSID in

cross-section (H =W = 50 mm, i.e. B= 1), while the rest were obtained with a duct identical to LSID

and HSID in cross-section (H =W = 100 mm, i.e. B = 1), or a wide rectangular duct (H = 50 mm,

W = 100 mm, i.e. B = 2). In order to reduce his study to the parameters θ and A (the influence of B

is not discussed), Kiel did not varying systematically the density difference ∆ρ (and thus Re), arguing

that flows above the Re > 500A limit suggested by Wilkinson were not affected by viscosity. The
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range of density differences used was ∆ρ ∈ [7.5×10−2,1.5×10−1]), suggesting Re ∈ [4600,18400]

for the geometries used (and indeed we verify that Re > 500A even for the largest A = 8). However

Kiel did not communicate the density differences used for each particular experiment and did not

discuss the effects of Re on his observations.

He mapped the regimes introduced in § 1.4.3 in the (θ ,A) plane (see his figure 5.12) and noticed

that laminar flow (‘regime I’) was only observed for negative angles (θ < 0◦), and that the transition

line between ‘regime II’ (I or T regime with interfacial mixed layer) and ‘regime III’ (T regime with

fully developed interfacial mixed layer spanning the whole duct height) followed an approximate

scaling θA = const. (or θA1/2 = const.). He also observed the non-monotonic behaviour of Qm on

θ (first reported by MT75), with maximum values Q ≈ 0.4−0.45 for θ ≈ ϕ (his figure 5.15). The

nondimensional interfacial density mixed layer thickness δ
ρ

I was a monotonically increasing function

of θ and A (his figure 5.13), and the higher A was, the lower θ needed to be for the mixed layer to

span the whole duct height (‘regime III’).

The analyses of the results in K91 relied on an inviscid Bernoulli model of the exchange flow

through a tilted duct. In this model, the two counter-flowing layers have equal thickness throughout

the duct, and the volume flux is predicted Q ≈
√

Asinθ +(4/9)cosθ in our notation, which, at

the small angles discussed in this thesis (cosθ ≈ 1) corresponds exactly to the IG balance (Q is

nondimensionalised using the IH scaling ∆UIH and ∆UIG/∆UIH =
√

Asinθ , see § 1.3). His figure

7.5 demonstrates that assuming Qm ≈ Q, the Qm data supports this expression for Q for small

angles only (after an ad hoc correction is made to account for a “discharge coefficient” due to

presumed recirculation bubbles at the duct ends, since the predicted flux at θ = 0◦ is already above

the hydraulic limit Q(θ = 0◦) = 2/3). At larger angles, the flow transitions to the turbulent regime

and Qm drops. To collapse the Qm curves obtained for different A over the range of θ ∈ [0◦,90◦],

K91 argued heuristically that the turbulent transition responsible for this drop in Qm and Q happens

when the predicted Q “that potentially exists” (i.e. the IG scaling that is not realised) exceeds a

threshold dependent on the “stabilising effect of g′ cosθ”. This argument motivated his definition of

a “geometric Richardson number” based on the IG scaling, which in our notation is defined as

RiG :=
Ricosθ

Asinθ +(4/9)cosθ
=

1
4A tanθ +16/9

. (5.1)

A good collapse of his Qm data was achieved when plotted against RiG. The transition from regime I to

II correlated with RiG ≈ 0.6, and the transition from regime II to III correlated with RiG ≈ 0.08−0.1.

From his figure 7.6, we deduce the following approximate scaling for Qm in the region RiG ≲ 0.1, i.e.

sinθ ≳ 2A−1:

Qm ∼ Ri1/2
G ∼ A−1/2 sin−1/2

θ . (5.2)
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Finally, conductivity probe measurements of the normalised mean density gradient are shown

to collapse on ∂z⟨ρ⟩xyt ≈ 6Ri2/3
G (this gradient is proportional to 1/δ

ρ

I in regime II when δ
ρ

I < 1

and to {⟨ρ⟩xyt(z = −1)−⟨ρ⟩xyt(z = 1)}/2 in regime III once the fluid is mixed across the whole

duct height and δ
ρ

I = 1). Since regime III is not observed with the parameters used in this thesis

(and remembering that tanθ ≈ sinθ in our case), we restate this scaling for ∂z⟨ρ⟩xyt in the case

sinθ ≫ A−1 (i.e. θ ≫ ϕ) as

δ
ρ

I ≈ 0.07A2/3 sin2/3
θ . (5.3)

Kiel recognised that his observed scalings with RiG were not substantiated by theoretical ar-

guments. He reviewed the early work on hydraulic theory by Wood (1968), Armi (1986) and in

particular commented on the similarity between his observed values Qm < 0.5 and the maximum

volume flux Q = 0.5 predicted by critical control of exchange flows (the hydraulic limit, see (1.22)

and (1.25)). He did not however pursue this theory, noting that its sensitivity to the influence of a

non-uniform velocity profile in the cross-sectional plane and of a non-zero tilt angle θ > 0◦ was

unknown and thus could affect the location of the critical control, as well as the exact value of the

critical composite Froude number, making predictions speculative. He also noted that in general the

two counterflowing layers were not of equal depth all along the duct, and in particular the thickness

of the outflowing layer at each end of the duct was particularly important in the calculation of Q.

Although he assumed equal layer thickness in his Bernoulli model by lack of better alternative,

he recognised that the influence of frictional stresses, including “mixing induced interfacial shear

stresses” (his p. 59) was important to make progress in the modelling of these flows.

5.1.3 Two-layer hydraulic theory and frictional effects

The development of hydraulic (i.e. steady, inviscid, irrotational, hydrostatic) theory for two-layer

flows is comparatively more recent than for single layer flows (e.g. Turner, 1973, § 3.2), and began

with the short paper of Stommel & Farmer (1953). Stommel and Farmer demonstrated that the mixing

between salt water and fresh water at the mouth of an estuary was limited by a hydraulic transition,

an idea that was subsequently refined, in particular by Wood (1968, 1970). Armi (1986) substantiated

the concept of hydraulic transitions by writing the nonlinear shallow water equations for the two fluid

layers as a quasi-linear system of ODEs. Imposing physical regularity conditions (constraints) on this

system, he showed that the locations where the composite Froude number was unity (G2 = 1, see its

definition in (1.22)) established the uniqueness of the flow.

These findings were subsequently interpreted, expanded and generalised by Lawrence (1990),

Dalziel (1991) and multiple other authors, who studied the effects of rotation, channel geometry,
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barotropic flow (net volume flux), topography etc. The single most important idea that emerged

from two layer hydraulic theory is that of control, which we introduced in § 1.3.2. At the locations

where G2 = 1, called (hydraulic) control points, the relative phase speed of long interfacial waves is

zero: any subcritical region in which G2 < 1, separated by two supercritical region in which G2 > 1,

is thus controlled in the sense that it is isolated of any external disturbances and thus insensitive

to external (reservoir) conditions. The volume flux in the subcritical region is determined by the

condition G2 = 1 at the controls and is maximal in the sense that no solution with greater volume

flux exists. As explained in § 1.3.2, in an idealised two-layer flow where each layer has a constant

thickness equal to 1, the G2 = 1 controls at each end of the duct (due to the sharp change in geometry)

impose a volume flux of Q = 1/2 in the duct, which, as we saw, is an upper bound for laboratory

values.

The inclusion of viscous effect in two-layer hydraulic theory allowed to make progress on the

modelling of laboratory and natural flows where, even at high Reynolds number, viscous effects have

a discernible, subtle influence. In what we henceforth call frictional hydraulic theory, these frictional

effects are parameterised by shear stresses localised at the duct walls and at the interface. This idea

dates back to Schijf & Schönfled (1953), and was found again in MR61 as we have seen, as well as in

a number of other papers (e.g. Assaf & Hecht, 1974, Anati et al., 1977) but it was not formalised

until the PhD thesis of Gu (2001) and subsequent paper of Gu & Lawrence (2005). The latter showed

that once the parameterised shear stresses were properly modelled and accounted for in the Bernoulli

potential, the equations could be solved analytically and predict an interface sloping down, and a

reduced volume flux Q < 0.5 as the friction is increased, in qualitative agreement with observations.

As far as the author is aware, quantitative verifications of this theory have however been little pursued

beyond Gu (2001) and Gu & Lawrence (2005).

5.1.4 Outline

The literature review of § 5.1.2 highlighted the fact that the early attempts at answering QQQ15, QQQ17,

QQQ18 and QQQ19 have introduced many key concepts but offered a fragmented view of the problem and

always ignored at least one key nondimensional parameter: θ , A in MR61, θ in W86 and Re in LT75,

MT75 and K91, as well as Pr and B in all of them.

In this chapter we attempt to offer a more unified view of the problem by creating a frictional

hydraulics framework taking into account and allowing variations in all these relevant parameters. In

§ 5.2 we revisit the model of Gu (2001), Gu & Lawrence (2005) to obtain a formulation appropriate

to SID flows. In particular, we parameterise the interfacial shear stress by the product of the local
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the hydraulic exchange flow model. Contrary to the general case depicted here, we
demonstrate in § 5.2.1 that in the absence of frictional losses and tilt angle, the interface must be flat in the
duct reference frame, i.e. η(x) = 0 (it coincides with the midplane z = 0 depicted by ).

shear through a prescribed enhanced momentum diffusivity (due to wave activity or turbulence). We

then show in § 5.3 that the volume flux and this diffusivity must follow a given scaling for viscous

shear stresses to balance the gravitational forcing by the tilt θ > 0◦. In § 5.4 we hypothesise that the

regime transitions correspond to transitions in the interfacial momentum diffusivity and compare the

observed scaling with theoretical predictions. In § 5.5 we compare the frictional hydraulic model to

3D-3C data to validate it, and we conclude in § 5.6.

5.2 Frictional hydraulic theory of an inclined duct

5.2.1 First principles: frictionless, horizontal duct

We start by considering a frictionless, horizontal duct to introduce the first principles of two-layer

hydraulic theory and derive the ‘canonical’ (frictionless, horizontal) results regarding the interface

profile and volume flux, which will serve as useful references later on.

Bernoulli equation

We assume a 2D, steady, incompressible, inviscid, Boussinesq, hydrostatic, two-layer exchange flow

(see figure 5.1). The flow is rigidly bounded at the top and bottom z = ±1 by the duct walls, and

we denote the nondimensional position of the interface separating the two layers with respect to the

midplane as η(x) ∈ (−1,1); it is positive when the interface is raised above z = 0 ( ) and negative

otherwise. The two layers only communicate via long internal gravity waves at the interface.

Following K91 § 3.2., we define three imaginary points in the lower, dense layer (labelled 1) and

in the upper, buoyant layer (labelled 2). Points A1, A2 are located sufficiently far away from the duct

in the reservoirs that the fluid velocity is approximately 0, and they have equal pressure pA1 = pA2,
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as discussed in § 1.2.2. Points B1, B2, C1, C2 are located at an arbitrary but equal x coordinate; B1,

B2 have arbitrary vertical coordinate z within their respective layer, and C1, C2 are very close to the

interface. We apply Bernoulli’s integral equation from points A1 to B1 and from A2 to B2, leading to

the following non-dimensional relations:

pA1 = pB1 +
u2

B1
2

+Ri zB1 (5.4)

pA2 = pB2 +
u2

B21
2

−Ri zB2 (5.5)

We repeat the same operation from A1 to C1 and A2 to C2 and obtain:

pA1 = pC1 +
u2

C1
2

+Ri zC1 (5.6)

pA2 = pC2 +
u2

C2
2

−Ri zC2 (5.7)

By the hydrostatic assumption, the pressure in each layer is a simple function of the vertical coordinate.

For the lower layer:

pB1 = pC1 +Ri (zC1 − zB1), (5.8)

which, combined with (5.4) and (5.6), gives

uB1 = uC1, (5.9)

and similarly for the upper layer: uB2 = uC2. This confirms that in our hydrostatic model, the velocities

are uniform within each layer and only a function of x; we denote them by u1(x), u2(x) respectively.

Next, we bring C1 and C2 infinitely close to the interface, to another imaginary point, called

C, where the pressure is continuous pC1 = pC2 = pC but the velocities are discontinuous u2
C1 ̸= u2

C2.

Using (5.6)-(5.7), we obtain:

2Ri zC =
u2

2 −u2
1

2
. (5.10)

Recalling that Ri = 1/4 and since the x coordinate of C1 and C2 is arbitrary, we express (5.10) for

any general x as:

η(x) = u2
2(x)−u2

1(x). (5.11)
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By conservation of volume and the zero-net-volume-flux condition, the volume flux in each counter-

flowing layer is equal to Q:

u1(1+η) =−u2(1−η) = Q, (5.12a)

u1(1+η)+u2(1−η) = 0. (5.12b)

Combining (5.12) with (5.11) gives

u1(x) =
1−η(x)

2
, (5.13a)

u2(x) = −1+η(x)
2

, (5.13b)

and
dQ
dx

=−η
dη

dx
= 0. (5.14)

This equation requires η(x) = η ′(x)≡ 0 all along the duct (by symmetry). We therefore conclude

that in frictionless, horizontal ducts, the flow is streamwise invariant (d/dx = 0), the interface must

be flat, and the volume flux is

Q = u1 =−u2 =
1
2
. (5.15)

Generalisation: internal energy

We now slightly formalise the above discussion based on the Bernoulli equation by considering the

so-called internal energy of both layers E(x)

E := η +u2
2 −u2

1, (5.16)

For frictionless, horizontal ducts, the Bernoulli equation that led to (5.11) is equivalent to the

conservation of internal energy all along the duct: E(x)≡ 0.

However, in flows subject to frictional losses and gravitational forcing, applying the Bernoulli

equation between two points such as A and C requires us to account for the removed/added energy

between these two points, such that the internal energy generally varies along the duct. Differentiating

(5.16) with respect to x, and using (5.12)-(5.13) we have:

dE
dx

=
dη

dx
+

d
dx

( Q2

(1−η)2 −
Q2

(1+η)2

)
=

dη

dx
(1−G2) (5.17)
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Figure 5.2 Schematics of the stresses in the frictional hydraulic model. Each layer (1,2) is subject to top and
bottom wall stresses τZ

1,2 (in blue), side wall stresses τY
1,2 (in green) and interfacial stresses τ I

1,2 (in red). The

colours also highlight the surface area dS j
1,2 on which each stress operates (see (5.20)).

where G2 is the composite Froude number defined in (1.22) as the sum of the squared layer Froude

numbers G2 = F2
1 +F2

2 . Its nondimensional expression is:

G2 = 2
( u2

1
1+η

+
u2

2
1−η

)
= 2Q2

( 1
(1+η)3 +

1
(1−η)3

)
= 4Q2 1+3η2

(1−η2)3 . (5.18)

We recall from § 1.3.2 that the subcritical region (G2 < 1) inside the duct is bounded and controlled

by critical regions (G2 = 1) at both duct ends. Equation (5.17) expresses the fact that in the subcritical

region, the ‘slope’, or gradient of the internal energy dE/dx is directly proportional to the slope of

the interface dη/dx. In frictionless, horizontal ducts, no energy source or sink are present, thus both

slopes are 0. In the next section we modify this situation by adding energy sources and sinks.

5.2.2 Frictional stresses and inclined duct

Introduction of tilt and friction

The slope of the local internal energy is now obtained by the sum of a local frictional stress −S f (x)< 0,

and gravitational body forcing by sinθ > 0:

dE
dx

=
dη

dx
(1−G2) = sinθ −S f (x), (5.19)

where the first equality is simply a restatement of (5.17). By analogy with the topographic slope

sinθ , we call S f the ‘frictional’ slope. It is computed by a balance of all the stresses acting on an
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infinitesimal slice of thickness dx (figure 5.2):

S f =

∑stresses j
layer 1

τ
j

1dS j
1

dV1
+

∑stresses j
layer 2

τ
j

2dS j
2

dV2
. (5.20)

The index j = Z,Y, I represents the origins of the stresses in the model: top and bottom wall stresses

(Z, in blue in figure 5.2), side wall stresses (Y , in green) and interfacial stresses (I, in red). Note that

the interfacial stress has equal magnitude on both sides τ I := τ I
1 = τ I

2.

This frictional hydraulic model, originally formalised by Gu (2001), Gu & Lawrence (2005) and

adapted and extended here, relies on the two apparently conflicting assumptions that:

1. the pressure is hydrostatic, and the layer velocities u1,u2 only depend on x (hydraulic model)

such that the internal energy equation (5.19) makes sense;

2. the real flow is of finite Re and as a result the underlying velocity profile u(x,y,z) is prone to

dissipative shear stresses.

Those assumptions are consistent provided that the departure from hydrostaticity is small |v|, |w|≪ |u|
and that the actual profiles u(x,y,z) are only substantially varying along y and z in thin regions near

the walls and the interface, such that the viscous stresses are indeed localised and acting on surfaces

rather than in entire volumes.

From figure 5.2, we rewrite the balance in (5.20) as:

S f =
(2Bdx)τZ

1 +{4(1+η)dx}τY
1 +(2Bdx)τ I

1
2B(1+η)dx

+
(2Bdx)τZ

2 +{4(1−η)dx}τY
2 +(2Bdx)τ I

2
2B(1−η)dx

=
1

1+η
τ

Z
1 +2B−1

τ
Y
1 +

1
1+η

τ
I
1 +

1
1−η

τ
Z
2 +2B−1

τ
Y
2 +

1
1−η

τ
I
2 (5.21)

where all the stresses in this equation and henceforth are norms and have positive values.

Viscous origin of the frictional stresses

We now aim to relate the stresses τ
j

i to the underlying viscous flow profiles. We start by considering

the bottom wall stress of the lower layer τZ
1 in order to introduce the key concepts and definitions,

before extending them to the other stresses. Using nondimensional variables for τZ
1 and u(x,y,z), we

first write the dimensional equation for this stress as a simple function of the local shear:

(
∆U
2

)2
τ

Z
1 (x) = ν

∆U/2
H/2

〈∣∣∣∂u(x,y,z)
∂ z

∣∣∣
z=−1

〉
y

(5.22)
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where the ∆U/2 and H/2 factors come from nondimensionalising τZ
1 , u, z. This simplifies to the

following nondimensional equation

τ
Z
1 (x) =

1
Re

〈∣∣∣∂u(x,y,z)
∂ z

∣∣∣
z=−1

〉
y

(5.23)

where the spanwise averaging is, as usual, over y ∈ [−B,B]. Note that (5.23) relates the local shear

stress to the local velocity gradient and does not make any assumptions about the flow profile. The

relation between the ‘hydraulic’ velocity u1(x) and the layer-averaged ‘viscous’ velocity u(x,y,z) is:

u1(x) =
√

α1(x) ⟨u(x,y,z)⟩yz1 , (5.24)

where ⟨·⟩z1 denotes averaging over the lower layer z ∈ [−1,η ] (see figure 5.3a,c). The velocity

distribution coefficient of the lower layer α1 (also called kinetic energy correction coefficient or

Coriolis coefficient) accounts for the non-uniformity of the profile in the calculation of the effective

Bernoulli head and is defined as

α1(x) =
⟨u3(x,y,z)⟩yz1

⟨u(x,y,z)⟩3
yz1

> 1, (5.25)

(see e.g. Chow, 1959, § 2.7-2.8 and Chanson, 2004, § 3.2.2). The greater the non-uniformity

of the velocity profile u, the larger α1 is compared to its minimal value of 1 corresponding to a

uniform profile. For the SID flows at Re ≫ 102 in the geometries considered here, α1 varies over a

relatively relatively small range (typically 1 < α1 ≲ 2.5). In order to simplify the following discussion

and mathematical expressions, we therefore make the approximation that the velocity distribution

coefficient in each layer is α1(x)≈ 1 (and similarly in the upper layer where we could define α2 by

analogy with (5.25)). We therefore assume, until further explicit notice, that

u1(x) = ⟨u(x,y,z)⟩yz1 , (5.26)

This assumption will be examined in light of 3D-3C measurements in § 5.5.2.

Consistently with this approximation, we define the cross-sectional ‘shape’ (y− z dependence) of

the local velocity profile in the lower layer as

û1(x,y,z) =
u(x,y,z)

u1(x)
, (5.27)
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such that ⟨û1(x,y,z)⟩yz1 = 1 (see figure 5.3b,d). This decomposition allows us to rewrite (5.23) as

τ
Z
1 (x) =

1
Re

u1(x)
〈∣∣∣∂ û1(x,y,z)

∂ z

∣∣∣
z=−1

〉
y
, (5.28)

which, again, is an exact expression for the local shear stress, which does not require any assumptions

about the value of the velocity gradient. Next, we define a ‘layer-rescaled’ coordinate ẑ1 as

ẑ1 :=
z

1+η
= z

Q
u1(x)

(5.29)

such that layer 1 has thickness one (ẑ1 ∈ [−1,0]), giving us

τ
Z
1 (x) =

1
Re

u2
1(x)
Q

〈∣∣∣∂ û1(x,y, ẑ1)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣
ẑ1=−1

〉
y
. (5.30)

This form motivates the definition of a constant, bottom friction parameter fZ1 :

τ
Z
1 (x) =

fZ1

Re
u2

1(x)
Q

, (5.31)

where

fZ1 :=
〈∣∣∣∂ û1(x,y, ẑ1)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣
ẑ1=−1

〉
xy
. (5.32)

Note that despite the rescaling of u(x,y,z) by u1(x) and the stretching of z to ẑ1 such that the interface

is at ẑ1(x) = 0 (see figure 5.3), û1 still has a residual (relatively weak) x dependence. Since for

simplicity, we model fZ1 as independent of x, the velocity gradient ∂ û1(x,y,z)/∂ ẑ|ẑ1=−1 must now

technically be averaged not only over y but over x and y, as in (5.32).

We also note that the u2
1(x)/Q factor in (5.31) results from the product of u1(x) (by definition of

û1) by u1(x)/Q (by definition of ẑ1). Physically, this quadratic dependence corresponds to the vertical

shear being enhanced not only by the magnitude of u1, but also by the enhanced vertical gradient due

to the thinner layers where u1 is larger. This u2
1(x)/Q scaling will be found in the interfacial stress τ I

as well. By contrast, the equivalent formulation to (5.30) for the side wall stress in layer 1, τY
1 , is:

τ
Y
1 (x) =

1
Re

u1(x)
〈∣∣∣∂ û1(x,y,z)

∂y

∣∣∣
y=±1

〉
z1

(5.33)

where we assume identical shear at y =±1. Since this y derivative does not experience any rescaling

and is not affected by the layer thickness, it follows a u1(x) scaling (as opposed to u2
1(x)/Q).

To derive precise definitions for a global, constant friction parameter fZ and its equivalents fY

and fI , we generalise the above definitions of û1 and ẑ1 to both layers. As sketched in figure 5.3, we
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Figure 5.3 Link between friction coefficients and viscous flow profile. Left column: original profiles u
averaged over (a) the spanwise direction ⟨u⟩y(z) and (c) vertical direction (layer-wise) ⟨u⟩z1,2(y). We also
show the hydraulic velocities u1,2 obtained by further layer-averaging. Right column: rescaled profiles û(x,y, ẑ)
with layer-averaged unit value and interface centred at 0, averaged in the (b) spanwise and (d) vertical. The
coloured arrows represent the shear that appears in the definition of fZ (blue), fY (green) and fI (red). The
eddies represent potential interfacial turbulence modelled by the enhanced momentum diffusivity Km.

define a global û as

û(x,y,z) :=



u(x,y,z)
u1(x)

for z ∈ [−1,η ]

u(x,y,z)
u2(x)

for z ∈ [η ,1]

(5.34)

and a global ẑ as:

ẑ :=


z

1+η
= z

Q
u1(x)

for z ∈ [−1,η ]

z
1−η

= z
Q

u2(x)
for z ∈ [η ,1]

(5.35)
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The definition of the bottom and side wall stresses in (5.23), (5.30) and (5.33) as product or the

molecular diffusivity ν by the wall shear are best suited to describe laminar flows. In particular, it

contrasts with the quadratic dependence of the shear stress on the magnitude of the velocity τZ
i ∼ u2

i

assumed by Gu & Lawrence (2005) (see their equation 2), which we believe to be better suited to

describe turbulent shear stresses. The majority of SID flows studied in this thesis are indeed laminar

in the immediate vicinity of the walls.

However, in flows beyond the L regime, the interfacial stress, or vertical diffusion of streamwise

momentum, is not only caused by molecular diffusivity. Spatio-temporal fluctuations in all the flow

variables cause additional diffusivity, and in particular the fluctuations of velocity uuu′ := uuu−⟨uuu⟩t

(around the pointwise temporal average) caused by wave activity or turbulence contribute Reynolds

stresses. In the following, we simplify their divergence ∇∇∇ · ⟨−u′uuu′⟩xyzIt by considering that the vertical

gradient ∂z⟨−u′w′⟩xyzIt dominates over the other gradients ∂x⟨−u′u′⟩xyzIt and ∂y⟨−u′v′⟩xyzIt . Although

the fluctuations u′, v′, w′ can be of similar magnitudes (and indeed ⟨|v|⟩xyzt ≳ ⟨|w|⟩xyzt in the turbulent

flow of figure 3.17), the mean flow gradients are typically largest in the vertical, at least at the

interface (no mean spanwise gradient exists by the no-slip boundary condition). We follow the

standard approach of modelling the flux ⟨−u′w′⟩ by the product of a constant diffusivity, the effective

momentum diffusivity Km (also called eddy viscosity) and the mean shear across the interface. We

write this product in its usual form using dimensional variables in the following equation only as:

⟨−u′w′⟩xyzIt = Km

〈
∂ ⟨u⟩xyt

∂ z

〉
zI
, (5.36)

Defining K̃m := Km/ν as the momentum diffusivity nondimensionalised by its molecular value, and

reverting back to nondimensional variables until further notice, we have

⟨−û′w′⟩xyzIt =
1

Re
K̃m

〈
∂ ⟨û⟩xyt

∂ ẑ

〉
zI
. (5.37)

We henceforth drop the tilde and denote by Km the nondimensional momentum diffusivity. Note that

for consistency between both sides of (5.37), we only rescale u and u′ (to û and û′) but not w′.

Under these conditions, the interfacial turbulent stress τ I can be expressed precisely as:

τ
I(x) =

1+Km

Re
(u1(x)−u2(x))2

Q

〈∣∣∣∂ û(x,y, ẑ)
∂ ẑ

∣∣∣〉
yẑI

(5.38)

Note that ẑI also denotes averaging over the interfacial mixed layer (this definition is admittedly

loose since the derivative is not uniquely defined at ẑ = 0 based on the definition of ẑ). By definition,

laminar flows have Km = 0, while turbulent flows have Km ≫ 1.
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Based on the above, we are now able to give a more precise definition of fZ , fY and fI as

τ
Z
1,2(x) =

fZ

Re

u2
1,2(x)

Q
, (5.39a)

τ
Y
1,2(x) =

fY
Re

|u1,2(x)|, (5.39b)

τ
I
1(x) = τ

I
2(x) =

fI

Re
(u1(x)−u2(x))2

Q
. (5.39c)

where

fZ :=
〈∣∣∣∂ û(x,y, ẑ)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣
ẑ=±1

〉
xy
, (5.40a)

fY :=
〈∣∣∣∂ û(x,y, ẑ)

∂y

∣∣∣
y±1

〉
xz
, (5.40b)

fI := (1+Km)
〈∣∣∣∂ û(x,y, ẑ)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣〉
xyzI

. (5.40c)

The y and ẑ derivatives at y, ẑ = ±1 should be very similar, and the average of the two is implied.

Figure 5.3b-d depicts schematically how these friction parameters, which were mostly estimated

empirically in previous studies, can determined from the averages of the shear of the rescaled, i.e.

more ‘universal’, profile û(x,y, ẑ). We determine these parameters from 3D profiles in § 5.5.

Interface profile: equation

Based on definitions (5.40), as well as (5.12)-(5.13), we rewrite the frictional slope (5.21) as

ReS f =
fZ

Q

( u2
1

1+η
+

u2
2

1−η

)
+2 fY B−1(u1 −u2)+4

fI

Q
(u2

1 −u2
2)

(1+η)(1−η)

=
2Q fZ

(1−η2)3

{
(1+3η

2)+2
fY
fZ

B−1(1−η
2)2 +8

fI

fZ

}
. (5.41)

We then combine the expression of the frictional slope S f in (5.41) and of the composite Froude

number G2 in (5.18) to obtain a simplified expression for the interfacial slope dη/dx in (5.19):

dη

dx
=

Resinθ(1−η2)3 −2Q fZ{1+3η2 +2rY (1−η2)2 +8rI}
Re{(1−η2)3 −4Q2(1+3η2)} (5.42)

where we define the spanwise and interfacial friction ratios as:

rY := B−1 fY
fZ
, (5.43a)

rI :=
fI

fZ
, (5.43b)
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representing the relative magnitude of side wall and interfacial friction to top/bottom wall friction.

The estimation of the magnitude and scaling of fZ, rY , rI is given in § 5.2.3.

Solving for the interface profile and volume flux

By symmetry of the problem (guaranteed under the Boussinesq approximation), η is an odd function

of x. We impose the boundary condition η(0) = 0 and need only solve the differential equation (5.42)

in half of the domain (say x ∈ [0,A]). The solution is not obtained by straightforward integration

since the volume flux Q parameterising the problem is unknown. To obtain a unique solution, we

must solve a coupled problem imposing the additional condition of hydraulic control and maximal

exchange discussed in § 1.3.2. We remember that the volume flux Q is linked to the composite Froude

number G2 at all x by (5.18). In particular, at each duct end, the interface position is η∗ (see figure

5.4a) where

η
∗ := η(−A) =−η(A) =−

∫ A

0

dη

dx
(Q,θ , fZ,rY ,rI)dx, (5.44)

and the corresponding end composite Froude number is G∗2:

G∗2 := G2(−η
∗) = 4Q2 1+3η∗2

(1−η∗2)3 (5.45)

The hydraulic control condition that we impose is G∗2 = 1. This condition is only compatible with a

unique flow rate for any given η∗:

Q =
1
2

√
(1−η∗2)3

1+3η∗2 . (5.46)

The coupled problem to be solved to determine η(x) and Q for any given set of forcing and

friction parameters θ , Re, fZ , rY , rI does not have an analytic solution, in contrast to the simpler one

considered in Gu & Lawrence (2005) (who had θ = rY = 0 and no top friction). We must therefore

resort to the following iterative algorithm (see figure 5.4b-c):

• Guess a volume flux Q;

• Integrate (5.42) numerically from x = 0 to A to find the end thickness η∗ given by (5.44);

• Get the volume flux Q corresponding to this η∗ by the criticality condition (5.46);

• Compare this Q with the initial guess and update the guess;

• Repeat until convergence of Q.
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Figure 5.4 Schematics of the frictional hydraulics model and solution. (a) Setup, evidencing the two important
variables in the model: the volume flow Q (or mid-duct velocity u1(0) =−u2(0)) and end interface position
η∗. (b) Iterative algorithm to solve for the interface profile η(x) and Q using the criticality condition G∗2 = 1.
(c) Functions underlying the solution in the (η∗,Q) plane: the (known) criticality condition in red, and the
(unknown) dynamical solution in blue, implicit function of both Q and the forcing/friction parameters via the
solution of the differential equation dη/dx, requiring iterative solving.

This algorithm is applied in a schematic way in figure 5.4c: the ‘criticality’ red curve given by

(5.46) is known, but the ‘dynamical’ blue curve given by (5.44) is a complicated, implicit function of

Q,θ , fZ,rY ,rI , and is a priori unknown.

Iterations with increasingly better Q guesses allow us converge to the intersection of the the

red and blue curve and find the unique solution Q,η(x) (and hence η∗). The series of dashed blue

curves in figure 5.4c represents the qualitative impact of increasing the forcing θ or decreasing the

dissipation fZ, rY , rI . Flows that have lower dissipation compared to their gravitational forcing

experience lower η∗ (i.e. flatter interfaces since the mean gradient is ⟨dη/dx⟩x = A−1η∗) and higher

volume fluxes Q (with a maximum Q = 1/2, corresponding to the frictionless limit of (5.15)). We

apply this algorithm in § 5.5.1 to predict η(x) and Q using friction parameters computed from 3D-3C

data.
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Note on the velocity distribution coefficient approximation

We note that (5.18), (5.45) and (5.46) are only true under the approximation made previously that the

velocity distribution coefficients in each layer are unity (α1,2(x) = 1). In the general case when the

underlying profile is viscous, α1,2 > 1 and we find from (5.24) that the composite Froude number

(5.18) is modified to

G2 = 2Q2
(

α1

(1+η)3 +
α2

(1−η)3

)
(5.47)

and, as a result, the criticality condition (5.46) is modified to

Q =
1
2

√
(1−η∗2)3

α1(A)(1−η∗)3 +α2(A)(1+η∗)3 . (5.48)

We limit ourself in this discussion to note that the qualitative effect of the non-uniformity of the

velocity profiles at the duct ends α1, α2 > 1 is to reduce the volume flux Q compared to the value

(5.46). Note that α1, α2 do not influence the expression of the interfacial slope (5.42) because the

stresses have been correctly expressed in terms of u1(x), u2(x) (they do not rely on the vertical

averaging of streamwise momentum as in the Bernoulli equation leading to the definition of G2).

In the case of layers of approximately equal depth (η∗ ≈ 0), we can assume a relative streamwise

independence α1(x)≈ α2(x)≈ α , where α is a representative average. From (5.48), we see that the

first order correction of non-unity velocity distribution coefficients is to reduce Q by a factor of
√

α ,

making the hydraulic limit Q = 1/(2
√

α). We discuss this effect further in § 5.5.2.

5.2.3 Scaling of the friction parameters

We now turn to the estimation of the scaling of parameters fZ, rY , rI . The rescaling that gave us û

and ẑ allows us to estimate the order of magnitude of the derivative ∂ẑû, ∂yû based on simple laminar

boundary layer theory arguments. The diffusion of momentum in any finite-Re flow will create

boundary layers smoothing out velocity discontinuities, be they at a wall or between layer 1 and 2. A

discontinuity in initially irrotational, streamwise velocities u=O(1) will cause vorticity to be diffused

perpendicularly (along y and z), as depicted by the coloured lines in figure 5.5. The resulting boundary

layer of this simple advection-diffusion problem has a thickness that we may – somewhat arbitrarily

– take as being δ99, defined as the thickness at which 99 % of the free stream velocity is attained.

This problem was first solved in 2D by Blasius (1908) whose solution gives δ99 ≈ 2.5
√

xBLRe−1 for

each side of the interfacial layer (velocity jump ≈ 2 in û) and δ99 ≈ 5
√

xBLRe−1 for the wall layers

(velocity jump ≈ 1 in û) (Batchelor, 1967, p. 311), where the origin of xBL is the first contact with

the discontinuity. As shown in figure 5.5, this diffusion of vorticity occurs at the interface as well as
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Figure 5.5 Scaling of the laminar friction parameters based on boundary layer theory. Side view (a-b) and
top view (c-d) of hypothetical rescaled velocity profiles û in the duct (a,b show the y = 0 plane, and c,d the
z =±0.5 plane). The blue, red and green dotted lines illustrate the development of viscous boundary layers
by which velocity discontinuities are smoothed out. At moderate Re (a, c), the boundary layers overlap in
the center of the duct and û is affected by viscosity, resulting is gradients of order 1. At high Re (b, d), the
irrotational core (in grey) fills most of the duct and the wall/interfacial shear is confined in the boundary layer,
resulting is much enhanced gradients.

at each wall y,z =±1.

We assume the above Blasius (‘flat-plate’) solution to be approximately valid in our rectangular

geometry, which seems reasonable provided the boundary layers are sufficiently far apart. As a rule

of thumb to judge when vorticity has diffused throughout most of the duct, we check for the overlap

of 99 % boundary layers. If the edge of the internal boundary layer (in red in panels a-b) at mid-duct

i.e. when xBL = A (corresponding to x = 0 in duct coordinates) overlaps the edge of the top and

bottom wall boundary layers (in blue in panels a-b), no ‘irrotational core’ (in grey shading) remains

at mid-duct level, and only little remains within the duct. Hence our criterion for û to be strongly

affected by viscosity in the vertical is

(2.5+5)
√

ARe−1 > 1 ⇐⇒ Re < 50A, (5.49)

when approximating the prefactor 7.52 ≈ 50. We therefore estimate the order of magnitude scaling of

the wall and interfacial vertical gradients of û (with layer-integrated unit value) as

∂ û
∂ ẑ

≈

 1 for Re < 50A

0.2
√

A−1Re for Re ≫ 50A
(5.50)
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Figure 5.6 Scaling of the vertical friction parameter fZ and side wall friction ratio rY with A, B, Re in different
duct geometries: (a) square or near-square ducts (mSID, LSID, HSID), (b) tall ducts (tSID) and (c) wide ducts.

These two cases are depicted in panels a and b respectively. Note that we did not use the Blasius

‘flat-plate’ solution beyond the prediction of the limiting case where the layer overlap (after which

it ceases to be valid in our geometry). In the intermediate case where we have Re > 50A but not

Re ≫ 50A, it is not clear what the precise scaling is. The corresponding statement for the overlap

of the side wall boundary layers, and therefore significant influence of viscosity in the spanwise

direction is when

(5+5)
√

ARe−1 > 2B ⇐⇒ Re < 25AB−2, (5.51)

and the corresponding scaling for the gradients

∂ û
∂y

≈

 B−1 for Re < 25AB−2

0.2
√

A−1Re for Re ≫ 25AB−2
(5.52)

These two cases are depicted in panels c and d respectively.

The scalings (5.50) and (5.52) lead to a variety of different scalings for f , rY depending on Re,

A and B that we summarise in figure 5.6. In square or near-square (B ≈ 1) ducts, as in the case of

mSID, LSID and HSID, 50A ≈ 25AB−2 (panel a) we simply have:

fZ ≈

 1 for Re < 50A

0.2
√

A−1Re for Re ≫ 50A
(5.53a)

rY ≈ 1 (5.53b)

rI ≈ 1+Km (5.53c)
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In tall ducts (B ≪ 1, panel b) or wide ducts (B ≫ 1, panel c), the situation is more complicated and

a different scaling appears in the intermediate range 50A ≪ Re < 25AB2 (tall ducts) or 25AB−2 ≪
Re < 50A (wide ducts), if this range is large enough to be relevant.

Regarding the interfacial friction ratio, by definition of Km, we expect rI ≈ 1 in the L regime (the

interfacial boundary layer is laminar), and rI ≫ 1 in the H, I, T regimes, due to enhanced Reynolds

stresses caused by interfacial waves or turbulence.

Note that the condition for a viscously-dominated û profile in either direction can be expressed as

Re < min(50A,25AB−2). (5.54)

This expression has a similar form to the condition expressed in (1.16)

Re <
HL
4Ξ2 =

1
4

min(A,AB−2), (5.55)

for which viscosity dominated over inertia as a whole, and which is only based on dimensional

arguments on the horizontal momentum equation (see § 1.3). This reveals that there is a prefactor of

order 100-200 (the precise value being somewhat arbitrary, as it is based on 99 % boundary layers)

between the two boundaries of the three main Re ranges that we henceforth refer to as

• low-Re flows: Re < 0.25min(A,AB−2) in which the viscous velocity scalings ∆UHV or ∆UGV

are expected and hydraulic theory is not relevant (not investigated in this thesis).

• moderate-Re flows: 0.25min(A,AB−2)≪Re<min(50A,25AB−2) in which the inertial scaling

∆UIH is expected, but the actual profiles are still significantly affected by viscosity in the sense

that the viscous boundary layers are fully developed. Even laminar, these flows challenge the

assumptions of frictional hydraulic theory, whose relevance must be assessed critically.

• high-Re flows: Re ≫ min(50A,25AB−2) in which the inertial scaling ∆UIH is expected, the

actual profiles are mostly irrotational except in thin boundary layers. Unless turbulent, these

flows satisfy most assumptions of frictional hydraulic theory, which is expected to hold.

Note that our model for the growth of the interfacial vorticity boundary layer relies on the fact that

it is always much thicker than the interfacial density boundary layer. In flows where the gravitational

forcing is dominant (θ > ϕ), the streamwise velocity is dominantly forced by the density profile,

whose own streamwise boundary layer development thus contributes to additional growth of the

interfacial vorticity boundary layer. Assuming that the interfacial vorticity boundary layer is not

fully developed (i.e. in the case Re ≫ 50A), the thickness ratio of interfacial vorticity to density
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boundary layer is of order
√

Pr. It is large enough so that the growth of the density boundary

layer can be neglected for the scaling of the vorticity boundary layer in salt-stratified experiments

(
√

Pr ≈ 26), but not in heat-stratified experiments (
√

Pr ≈ 2.6), where we expect our estimate of the

interfacial vorticity boundary layer to be slightly below its actual value. This issue will not affect

the following discussion since all heat-stratified experiments are at moderate-Re, in which case the

vorticity boundary layers are fully developed and not influenced by the density boundary layers.

5.3 Scaling of the volume flux Q and momentum diffusivity Km

We recall the main goal of this chapter and for which the frictional hydraulic model is developed:

relating the transition between flow regimes L, H, I, T and the corresponding volume and mass fluxes

to the input parameters θ , Re, Pr, A, B. In particular, we are not motivated by comparing the details

of the predicted interfacial profile η(x) with experimental measurements (the frictional hydraulics

model was validated by such comparisons by Gu & Lawrence, 2005, see their figure 6a). We expect

the transitions to be linked to the momentum diffusivity Km, which we identified in the interfacial

friction ratio rI . The volume flux Q depends on the forcing and friction parameters too, yet nothing in

the solution algorithm of the frictional hydraulic problem predicts what values of Q (output in the

formulation of the problem) and rI (input in the problem, but output in experiments) are obtained for

a given set of input parameters. This is the issue we address in this section.

5.3.1 Existence of solutions

Despite being unable to find a useful analytical solution to the frictional hydraulic model in the

general case, we can make progress by examining the circumstances under which a solution exists.

The model has three important properties:

1. The lower layer accelerates convectively from left to right (u1du1/dx > 0) and conversely

(u2du2/dx < 0); therefore the interface must slope down dη/dx < 0 everywhere.

2. For the flow to exist, the end thickness of the outflowing layer must be non-zero (i.e. the

interface must remain in the duct), therefore η∗ < 1

3. The plane of symmetry x = 0 is an inflection point for the interface profile, i.e. at x = 0, dη/dx

reaches a maximum ( |dη/dx| reaches a minimum).
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From properties 1 and 3, the mid-duct slope must be negative for a solution to exist:

dη

dx
<

dη

dx

∣∣∣
x=0

< 0. (5.56)

Yet, by virtue of property 2, the mid-duct slope must not be too steep:

(
− dη

dx

∣∣∣
x=0

)
A < η

∗ =
∫ A

0

(
− dη

dx

)
dx < 1. (5.57)

These inequalities can be combined to yield

−A−1 <
dη

dx

∣∣∣
x=0

< 0. (5.58)

The upper bound 0 is tight (it is the lowest), whereas the lower bound −A−1 is loose (it is not the

highest). Note that a tight lower bound can be written analytically, since it is possible to solve the

ODE dη/dx (5.42) formally as a Taylor series (of odd powers of x). In particular, at x = A we have

η
∗ =−

∞

∑
i=0

d(2i)

dx2i

(dη

dx

)∣∣∣
x=0

A2i+1

(2i+1)!
=−dη

dx

∣∣∣
x=0

A− d3η

dx3

∣∣∣
x=0

A3

6
−·· ·< 1, (5.59)

but we note that the additional accuracy provided by the third and higher derivatives comes at the

cost of more complicated expressions and is not required for the following discussion.

5.3.2 Implied forcing/dissipation balance

We now recast inequality (5.58) into a more useful form by recalling from (5.42) that

dη

dx

∣∣∣
x=0

=
Resinθ −2Q fZ(1+2rY +8rI)

Re(1−4Q2)
=

Resinθ −2QS
Re(1−4Q2)

, (5.60)

where we define the composite friction parameter S, or mid-duct (x = 0) friction slope, as

S := fZ(1+2rY +8rI). (5.61)

Since Q < 1/2, the denominator is always strictly positive, therefore for every solution:

Resinθ < 2QS < Resinθ(1+b) where b =
1−4Q2

Asinθ
. (5.62)

The first inequality is a tight lower bound (infimum) that ensures that enough friction through

fZ , rY and rI takes place mid-duct (x = 0) to balance the gravitational slope. Indeed, without

enough friction, any positive angle θ > 0◦ would make the interface slope up rather than down
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Figure 5.7 Schematics of four scenarios predicted by the frictional hydraulic theory: (a) Large friction S
compared to forcing (forcing may be absent altogether, as in θ ≈ 0◦): the interface ( ) is greatly sloping
(high η∗) and the flow is weak (low Q). (b)-(c) Forcing is increased compared to friction, the interface flattens
and the volume flux increases. (d) The friction is too low for this forcing, leading to a reversal of the interface
slope and a solution ceases to exist (i.e. higher friction S is required to recover a solution). The right panels
sketch the criticality curve ( ) and supposed dynamical curves ( ) as in figure 5.4c. The solution (η∗, Q)
is found at their intersection ( ) .

(dη/dx|> dη/dx|x=0 > 0), which would contradict the necessary convective acceleration of each

layer. The second inequality, involving the bounding function b(Q,θ ,A)> 0, is a loose upper bound

(it is not the lowest, i.e. not a supremum) that ensures that the net mid-duct friction is not too large

such that the interface does not slope down too much, resulting in layers unable to reach the ends

of the duct at x = ±A. (Note that 2QS is not a direct measure of energy dissipation; therefore the

presence of this bounding function does not mean that the model does not conserve energy).

In figure 5.7, we illustrate four different scenarios of the relative importance of forcing vs

friction to build physical intuition in such flows and understand the importance of the lower bound

2QS > Resinθ . The qualitative discussion that follows and the right column panels of figure 5.7 are

based on the qualitative behaviour of the dynamical ODE dη/dx in (5.42) sketched in figure 5.4c.

Starting from a horizontal duct, we slowly increase the forcing Resinθ , increasing the numerator

of (5.60) from very negative values to less negative values. This has the effect of decreasing the

values of |dη/dx| and η∗ and leading to shallower interface slopes and higher volumes fluxes (see

panels a and b), until Q approaches its frictionless hydraulic limit of 1/2 (panel c). At this point
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2QS ≈ S > Resinθ and if the forcing is further increased to Resinθ > S, a solution ceases to exist

(panel d). In practice, this apparent paradox is solved by the flow transitioning to higher values of S,

which we anticipate to lead to flow regime transitions, as we discuss in the next section.

5.3.3 Interpretation: transitions of the composite friction parameter S

In figure 5.8 we combine the above qualitative arguments and the quantitative bounds of (5.62) to

propose a more detailed picture of the transitions as the forcing Resinθ is increased:

• At very weak or zero forcing Resinθ ≈ 0 (i.e. the duct is horizontal θ ≈ 0◦ since Re ≫
min(A,AB−2) for inertia to dominate and hydraulic theory to be relevant), the flow is laminar

(in blue) and 2QS can potentially be much larger that Resinθ since in the limit θ ≈ 0◦, b → ∞

(panel a). This situation (previously shown in figure 5.7a) typically corresponds to low volume

fluxes Q ≪ 1/2 (panel b), low values of S representative of the L regime (in the moderate-Re

limit where Re < min(50A,25AB−2) and since Km ≈ 0, we expect S ≈ 2(5+B−1)).

• As the forcing is slightly increased along the horizontal axis, 2QS must increase correspondingly

(although the upper bound is still loose given the large values of b). For laminar flows (depicted

in blue) Km ≈ 0 and we see from figure 5.6 that for all Re and in all geometries, fZrY , and as a

result, S are either a constant function of Re or increase as ∼ Re1/2. Therefore, the increase

in 2QS dictated by Resinθ must be achieved by an increase of Q with the scaling Q ∼ Re or

∼ Re1/2, until it reaches its hydraulic limit of 1/2. When 2QS reaches the lower bound Resinθ

(left-most vertical grey dotted line), no further significant increase in Q or S is possible in the L

regime, since in a given geometry laminar friction is limited by S ∼ Re1/2 at most (and constant

at least) and the volume flux is limited by the hydraulic limit Q = 1/2.

• As the forcing Resinθ is further increased, the flow approaches Q ≈ 1/2, hence 2QS ≈ S, i.e.

the friction S must now balance the forcing Resinθ without the contribution of Q. At the same

time, since θ ≫ 0◦, the upper bound is becoming tighter (b → 0) such that to an increasingly

better approximation S ≈ Resinθ . This scaling is only possible by an increase in the interfacial

friction parameter rI = Km ∼ Re1/2 sinθ or ∼ Resinθ depending on the scaling of f and rY .

This situation corresponds to the H or W regime (depicted in green), in which the increasing

interfacial parameter reflects higher wave activity and Reynolds stresses. Eventually, the wave

regime is unable to ‘keep up’ with the scaling of energy input ∼ Re1/2 sinθ or ∼ Resinθ (a

fact represented by the small height of the green box in panel c). At this point, the flow must

transition to a more dissipative regime I (in yellow) with larger rI .
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Figure 5.8 Scaling of the volume flux and composite friction parameter predicted by the frictional hydraulic
model, showing the scaling of (a) 2QS, (b) Q, and (c) S as a function of the transition parameter Resinθ

(common horizontal axis). Regime transitions ( ) are expected at critical values of S (via rI). The range of
values of S (or rI) corresponding to each regime is qualitatively represented by coloured boxes in (c) (which
may or may not be disjoint). i. and ii. denote two different scenarios.

• Further increase in Resinθ must be followed by S (increasingly closely since b → 0), until a

point where the interfacial friction ratio rI must reach such high levels that the flow is in the

fully turbulent regime T (in red). As depicted here, it is conceivable that the I−T transition is

more continuous in terms of S (or rI) than the previous ones (i.e. the yellow and red regions may

not be much disjoint or may even slightly overlap). In the T regime, two different scenarios

are possible. In scenario i, S ∼ Resinθ and Q = 1/2; in scenario ii, S may increase slightly

faster than Resinθ and Q decreases in order for 2QS ∼ Resinθ (in which case the bounding

function b can be slightly larger than 0, making 2QS less tightly bounded). The current model

does not appear to give any hint as to what scenario is more likely to occur. The decrease in Qm

observed after the I→ T transition observed in § 3.6 may be primarily caused by a decrease in
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Q (scenario ii) or by intense interfacial mixing at a maximum Q = 1/2 (scenario i). Because

we are not able to assess the relative importance of each process with MF measurements of Qm

alone, we are not able to support either scenario.

Incidentally, we note that Resinθ corresponds exactly to the bulk estimation of the buoyancy

Reynolds number Reb in (4.2), widely used to characterise stratified turbulence intensity (see § 4.1.3).

5.3.4 Scaling of the interfacial friction ratio rI and momentum diffusivity Km

The above discussion of (5.62) and figure 5.8 revealed that if the bounding function is small enough

b(Q,θ)→ 0, the following approximation holds:

2QS ≈ Resinθ if Q ≈ 1
2

and/or sinθ ≫ A−1, (5.63)

i.e. if the volume flux is close to its hydraulic limit and/or gravitational forcing exceeds hydrostatic

forcing (θ ≫ ϕ , where we recall that tanϕ := A−1, see (1.15)). Using the language of § 1.3.1,

this restriction corresponds to the IGV balance, a simplification of the full IGHV balance (see

figures 1.5, 1.6). Enforcing that Q ≈ 1/2, we can also write

S ≈ Resinθ if Q ≈ 1
2

and sinθ ≫ A−1. (5.64)

Upon investigation of the detailed scalings of f , rY , rI (see figure 5.6), we find that the Re =

25AB−2 curve becomes irrelevant for the scaling of S (since it involves the product f rY ) provided that

rI ≫ 0.2B−1, a condition satisfied for all flows beyond the L regime in the geometries investigated

here. Assuming that interfacial friction dominates over wall friction (rI ≫ 1), we rewrite (5.61) as

S ≈

 8rI for Re < 50A

1.6A−1/2Re1/2rI for Re ≫ 50A
if Q ≈ 1

2
, sinθ ≫ A−1, and rI ≫ 1. (5.65)

This expression links the relation between the composite friction S and the interfacial friction ratio rI ,

which we believe is the relevant parameter of the model to characterise flow regimes. This simplified

expression, linear in rI , is only valid for flows beyond the laminar regimes when interfacial friction

dominates over vertical and spanwise wall friction (rI ≫ 1). If instead rI ≈ 1, (5.65) would include

constants, making S an affine function of rI and complicating the following discussion.
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In order to link rI and thus, Km and the flow regime transitions, to the input parameters sinθ , Re

and A, we now combine (5.64)-(5.65) and arrive to:

Km = rI −1 ≈

 0.12Resinθ for Re < 50A

0.6A1/2Re1/2 sinθ for Re ≫ 50A
if Q ≈ 1

2
, sinθ ≫ A−1, and Km ≫ 1.

(5.66)

The Re1/2 scaling for high-Re flows (as opposed to the Re scaling for moderate-Re flows) is due to

the fact that the interfacial shear layer, assumed to scale with the laminar boundary layer until now,

becomes thinner with increasing Re. This has the effect of increasing the mean interfacial shear,

thereby requiring a lower momemtum diffusivity Km to achieve the required interfacial stress.

5.4 Comparison with regime transitions

The development of the frictional hydraulic model in the previous sections allowed us to obtain

the scaling of the expected momentum diffusivity Km in (5.66) using only three input parameters

θ , Re, A, under a number of assumptions. We are now in the position to verify whether the regime

transitions can be explained in terms of increasing values of Km, an hypothesis that we formally write

using the regime function reg (defined in (3.3)) as:

reg = reg(Km), (5.67)

where reg is a monotonically increasing function of Km only. In the next section, we investigate

whether the observed experimental transition data, i.e. the observed scaling of reg is consistent with

the predicted scaling of Km (5.66) and our hypothesis (5.67).

5.4.1 Observed reg scaling vs predicted Km scaling

In figure 5.9 we plot the flow regimes in the (sinθ ,Re) plane, for each geometry and type of

stratification (each panel corresponding to the respective panel of figure 3.20).

Where MF measurements are available (panels a, c, d, e) we superimpose black contours of the

mass flux Qm fitted by least-squares from the MF data, assuming a quadratic form in log(sinθ) and

log(Re) (see § 3.6.2 for more details). Note that the regime data plotted and MF data used to fit Qm

represent the subset of the data plotted in figures 3.20 and 3.24 for which θ > 0◦, since the frictional

hydraulic model developed here is restricted to these positive tilt angles.
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Figure 5.9 Regime transitions and mass flux in the (sinθ ,Re) plane (log-log scale) for: (a) mSID , (b)
mSID , (c) tSID , (d) LSID , and (e) HSID . These diagrams contain the subset of the regime data of
figure 3.20 for which θ > 0◦ (identical colour coding). Black contours in panels a, c, d, e represent the mass
flux Qm fitted from the MF data as done in figure 3.24. The fit is reasonably good is panels a, c (R2 > 0.7) and
relatively poor in panels d, e (R2 < 0.7). The straight lines and represent the estimated power law
scaling of the regime transition curves reg = 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 and the special threshold values sinθ = A−1 and
Re = 50A of interest in the model.
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In each panel, we also indicate by the thresholds above which gravitational forcing dominates

over hydrostatic forcing (sinθ ≫ A−1, for the scaling (5.66) to hold), and above which the flow is

considered high-Re (Re ≫ 50A, at which the scaling (5.66) changes).

Finally, we superpose transition lines in good agreement with the data which have one of two

different slopes corresponding to Resinθ = const. ( ) and Re2 sinθ = const. ( ).

Before discussing the figure panel by panel, we start by explaining the scaling of reg implied by

either of the slopes, and whether it is consistent with either of the scalings for Km in (5.66).

Resinθ = const. transitions

transition lines (specific iso-values of reg) following the equation Resinθ = const. ( ) are the

signature of a regime function reg of the form

reg = c
{

b+ log(Re)+ log(sinθ)
}a (5.68a)

⇐⇒ g(reg) := 10c−1rega−1−b = Resinθ (5.68b)

where a, b, c are positive constants with respect to sinθ and Re which depend on the precise spatial

location and spacing of the transition curves in the (log(Re), log(sinθ)) plane (these ‘constants’ are

potentially functions of the other input parameters Pr, A, B and will in general have different sets of

values for each panel). For example, we note that a < 1 if the two lines reg = 1.5 (L→ H) and reg =

2.5 (H→ I) are closer apart than the two lines reg = 2.5 (H→ I) and reg = 3.5 (I→T) and conversely.

The function g is necessary since we plotted reg (and not log(reg)) in the (log(Re), log(sinθ)); note

that g is a monotonically increasing function of reg.

This transition scaling g(reg) = Resinθ is only consistent with the Km scaling predicted in (5.66)

for moderate-Re flows (Re < 50A), since in this case:

g(reg) ≈ 8Km (5.69a)

=⇒ reg ≈ g−1(8Km) =
[
c
{

log(8Km)+b
}]a

. (5.69b)

This agrees with the simple relation reg(Km) in (5.67), provided we can further prove that a, b, c

in the reciprocal function g−1 are independent of other parameters such as A, B, Pr (this requires

comparing transition curves, i.e. values of a, b, c, between panels having different A, B, Pr).
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This transition scaling is however not consistent with the Km scaling predicted in (5.66) for

high-Re flows (Re ≫ 50A), since in this case

g(reg) ≈ 1.6A−1/2Re1/2Km (5.70a)

=⇒ reg ≈ =
[
c
{

log(1.6A−1/2Re1/2Km)+b
}]a

, (5.70b)

which, because of the residual dependence on Re (not suppressible by a, b, c), violates the simple

relation reg(Km). For high-Re flows, only a scaling g(reg) = Re1/2 sinθ would be consistent with

(5.66) and (5.67), but it is not observed in the regime diagrams.

Re2 sinθ = const. transitions

transition lines following the equation Re2 sinθ = const. ( ) correspond to:

reg = c
{

b+2log(Re)+ log(sinθ)
}a (5.71a)

⇐⇒ g(reg) = Re2 sinθ (5.71b)

This regime transition scaling g(reg) = Re2 sinθ is never consistent with the Km scaling predicted in

(5.66). The reason is that for Re < 50A, it yields

g(reg) ≈ 8Re Km (5.72a)

=⇒ reg ≈
[
c
{

log(8Re Km)+b
}]a

, (5.72b)

and for Re ≫ 50A, it yields

g(reg) ≈ 1.6A−1/2Re3/2 Km (5.73a)

=⇒ reg ≈
[
c
{

log(1.6A−1/2Re3/2 Km)+b
}]a

. (5.73b)

As was the case for (5.70b), the residual dependence on Re in (5.72b) and (5.73b) is not suppressible

by a, b, c and violate (5.67).

Based on these remarks, we discuss figure 5.9 panel by panel below. We organise the discussion

to facilitate the simultaneous reading of table 5.1, which provides a summary.
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Panel a

The available mSID data show that the reg transition curves follow two distinct scalings in two

distinct regions of the (sinθ ,Re) plane:

• a region where g(reg) = Re2 sinθ ( ), which is inconsistent with (5.66) and (5.67) (symbol

× in table 5.1). We note that this region is characterised by: (i) Qm increasing from ≈ 0.2

(L regime) to ≈ 0.5 (I and T regimes). This increase is roughly normal to the major axis of

the hyperbolas, which has slope −0.67 ≈−2/3 (computed from the eigenvectors of the fitted

quadratic form as explained in § 3.6.2). Since little mixing occurs over most of this regime

(until the T regime), we are confident that the low values in the mass flux Qm are caused by low

values in the volume flux Q; (ii) Re not greatly exceeding 50A (moderate Re); (iii) sinθ < A−1.

We formulate three hypotheses for this apparent inconsistency between our expected relation

(5.67), the observed reg scaling, and the predicted Km scaling (5.66):

– HYP-0: the predicted Km scaling (5.66) is expected to hold and is correct but our

assumption reg(Km) in (5.67) is incorrect. In this case, HYP-0 would suggest that (5.67)

should be modified to (5.73b). Given the high weight we give to the assumption (5.67),

this hypothesis will only be invoked as a last resort (after the next two hypotheses).

– HYP-1: the assumption reg(Km) is correct, the predicted Km scaling (5.66) is correct,

but it is not expected to hold in this region (therefore observing a different scaling is not

inconsistent). Since characteristics (i) and (iii) violate the necessary conditions for the

scaling (5.66) (i.e. the bounding function b is too large to impose strict bounds on 2QS),

we give this hypothesis a high rating of in table 5.1, indicating it is likely correct.

– HYP-2: the assumption reg(Km) is correct, the predicted Km scaling (5.66) is expected

to hold, but it is incorrect. In this case, this hypothesis suggests that (5.66) should be

modified to be Km ∼ Re2 sinθ for Re < 50A. Given the relatively higher likelihood of

HYP-1 in this case, we give HYP-2 a lower rating of .

• a region where g(reg) = Resinθ ( ). In this region: (i) Qm ≈ 0.5, which reflects Q ≈ 0.5

(given that Qm < Q ≲ 0.5); (ii) moderate Re (the I→ T curve is on either side of Re = 50A but

no regime transition occurs in the high-Re limit Re ≫ 50A); (iii) sinθ > A−1.

We conclude that, in this region, the observed reg scaling is consistent with the predicted Km

scaling (5.66) (which should hold in this region based on characteristics (i) and (iii)) and our

assumption (5.67). We indicate this encouraging agreement by the symbol ✓ in table 5.1.
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Panel b

The available mSID transition data follow g(reg) = Re2 sinθ ( ), which is inconsistent with

(5.66) and (5.67). In this moderate-Re region, according to HYP-0, reg(Km) would need to be

replaced by (5.70b). Furthermore, we note that θ > A−1 in this region, but we do not have the mass

flux data required to fully assess HYP-1 (hence we give it a low rating to be conservative). Finally,

HYP-2 suggests that the Km scaling for Re < 50A (and Pr = 7) flows should be Km ∼ Re2 sinθ , which

seems the most likely hypothesis at this point.

Panel c

The available tSID transition data follow g(reg) = Re2 sinθ ( ), which is inconsistent with

(5.66) and (5.67). In this Re ≫ 50A region, HYP-0 suggests the scaling (5.73b). We note that in this

region, the contours of mass flux Qm are hyperbolas whose major axis has slope −0.34 ≈−1/3 (i.e.

half of the slope in mSID , see panel a). As in panel a, Qm is increasing roughly normal to this

slope and 0.3 ≲ Qm ≲ 0.5 over most of the region, suggesting Q < 0.5. Since in addition θ < A−1,

we give HYP-1 a higher rating than HYP-2, which suggests a Km ∼ Re2 sinθ scaling for Re ≫ 50A.

Panel d

The available LSID transition data follow a g(reg) = Re2 sinθ scaling ( ), which is inconsistent

with (5.66) and (5.67). As in panel c, in this Re ≫ 50A region, HYP-0 would suggests the scaling

(5.73b) and HYP-2 suggests Km ∼ Re2 sinθ scaling. Despite the relatively poor fit (perhaps partially

due to the lack of MF data), we note that Qm appears close to constant over most of this ‘saddle’

region (0.4 ≲ Qm ≲ 0.5) suggesting that Q ≈ 0.5 (since in the I and T high-mixing regime, Qm can

be substantially smaller than Q). We therefore give a relatively low rating to HYP-1 compared to

HYP-2 in the sinθ < A−1 region. In the sinθ > A−1 region, we give the lowest rating to HYP-1 and

highest rating to HYP-2 (very likely).

Panel e

Finally, the HSID transition data follow a g(reg) = Resinθ scaling ( ), which is inconsistent

with the (5.66) scaling for Re ≫ 50A and (5.67). HYP-0 suggests the scaling (5.70b) and HYP-

2 suggests the scaling Km ∼ Resinθ . As in panel d, despite the relatively poor fit, we note that

0.4 ≲ Qm ≲ 0.5 in this ‘saddle’ region, such that we estimate Q ≈ 0.5. We therefore give a relatively

low rating to HYP-1 (even though sinθ < A−1 over most of the region) compared to HYP-2.
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Table 5.1 Summary of the comparison between the frictional hydraulic scaling of Km and experimental regime data. In the first four rows, we summarise the observations of
figure (5.9). In the next two rows, we compare the predicted Km with the observed reg scaling, which only agrees with our assumption (5.67) in one column (✓). In other
columns (×), we formulate three hypotheses to explain the discrepancy and rate HYP-1 and HYP-2 based on the observed Qm and sinθ regions (the more stars, the more
likely, with a total of three stars shared between HYP-1 and HYP-2).

(a) mSID (b) mSID (c) tSID (d) LSID (e) HSID

Observed g(reg)∼ Re2 sinθ Resinθ Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Resinθ

Observed Qm < 0.5 ≈ 0.5 ? < 0.5 ≈ 0.5 ≈ 0.5

Re region ≲ 50A ≲ 50A ≲ 50A ≫ 50A ≫ 50A ≫ 50A

sinθ region < A−1 > A−1 > A−1 < A−1 < A−1 > A−1 < A−1

Predicted Km ∼ Resinθ Resinθ Resinθ Re1/2 sinθ Re1/2 sinθ Re1/2 sinθ Re1/2 sinθ

Agree with reg(Km)? × ✓ × × × × ×

HYP-0: reg ̸= reg(Km),
instead

(5.72b) (5.72b) (5.73b) (5.73b) (5.73b) (5.70b)

HYP-1: Km scaling
not expected (b ≫ 1)

HYP-2: Km scaling
wrong, should be ∼

Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Re2 sinθ Resinθ
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5.4.2 Discussion and assessment of the hypotheses

In this section, we draw on the observations of the previous section, summarised in table 5.1, to

discuss the likelihood and implications of each of the three hypotheses proposed to explain the

inconsistency of the Km scaling in (5.66) with the assumption that reg = reg(Km) in (5.67) and the

experimentally observed transition reg scaling in figure 5.9.

As mentionned in the previous section, the hypothesis HYP-0 that reg is not simply a function of

the interfacial momentum diffusivity Km but also a function of Re and sinθ would undermine the

simple explanation of flow transitions sought in this chapter. Furthermore, since each set of data

suggests a scaling with mutually inconsistent powers of Re and sinθ ((5.72b) for panels a, b, (5.73b)

for panels c, d and (5.70b) for panel e), we consider it unlikely to be the right hypothesis.

The hypothesis HYP-2 that our assumption (5.67) is correct, and that Km should follow a function

of Re, sinθ and A predictable by frictional hydraulic theory (i.e. the bounding function is small b ≈ 0)

but that the scaling (5.66) is incorrect, appears to be the most likely at this stage (higher overall rating

than HYP-1). We now investigate what scaling for Km is suggested by the data as summarised in the

last row of table 5.1, in order to guide a reassessment of the frictional hydraulic model panel by panel.

Km scaling for Re < 50A, Pr = 700 (panel a)

In this region of the (Re, Pr, A) parameter space, we concluded from data in the sinθ > A−1 region

that HYP-1 is more likely than HYP-2; therefore we do not consider the scaling Km ∼ Re2 sinθ . On

the other hand, data in the sinθ > A−1 region strongly supports the Km ∼ Resinθ scaling, which we

assume correct.

Km scaling for Re < 50A, Pr = 7 (panel b)

For Re < 50A and Pr = 7, HYP-2 is more likely than HYP-1, therefore we consider the possibility

that for Re < 50A, Pr = 7, the scaling should be Km ∼ Re2 sinθ instead of Km ∼ Resinθ . We do not

understand this suggested scaling yet and do not investigate it further.

Km scaling for Re ≫ 50A, Pr = 700 (panels c, d, e)

Upon investigation of the last four columns of table 5.1, we find that despite the varying degree of

confidence given to HYP-1 and HYP-2, it appears that HYP-2 is overall more likely than HYP-1. We

therefore consider the possibility that for Re ≫ 50A, Pr = 700, the scaling should be Km ∼ Re2 sinθ
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(panels c, d) or Km ∼ Resinθ (panel e) instead of Km ∼ Re1/2 sinθ . Given the two different scalings

suggested respectively by panel e and panels c, d, it seems unlikely at this stage that we will be able

to find a universal scaling.

In the next section we reassess our original model leading to the scaling (5.66) to find a scaling

for Km more consistent with the scalings suggested by data at Re ≫ 50A, Pr = 700 (panels c, d, e).

5.4.3 Revised Km scaling for Re ≫ 50A, Pr = 700

Turbulent mixed layer

The Km scaling for high-Re flows (Re ≫ 50A) of (5.66) was based on a number of assumptions and

approximations. In particular, when estimating the scaling of the friction parameters fZ , fY and fI in

§ 5.2.3, we assumed that the average wall and interfacial vertical gradients dû/dẑ followed the same

laminar boundary layer scaling (5.50). This assumption led us to deduce rI ≈ 1+Km in (5.53c),

based on the definition of rI (see (5.43b) and (5.39)) that we explicitly reformulate here:

rI :=
momentum diffusivity×mean interfacial shear

mean vertical wall shear
:=

(1+Km)
〈∣∣∣ ∂ û(x,y,ẑ)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣〉
xyzI〈∣∣∣ ∂ û(x,y,ẑ)

∂ ẑ

∣∣∣
ẑ=±1

〉
xy

. (5.74)

However, the empirical observations of Chapter 3, particularly in the I and T regimes (§ 3.3, 3.4),

revealed the presence of an interfacial mixed layer in intermittently and fully turbulent flows, whose

thickness far exceeds the thickness expected from a laminar boundary layer. We denote the half

thickness of this turbulent (velocity) mixed layer by δI (nondimensionalised by H/2, i.e. δI ∈ [0,1]),

which is separated from the top and bottom layers by relatively sharp density gradients (and relatively

less sharp, but presumably colocated, velocity gradients). Because of its turbulent nature, we do

not expect this interfacial mixed layer to follow the laminar boundary layer scaling, i.e. δI ̸=
2.5A1/2Re−1/2 (using the 99 % thickness of § 5.2.3). In fact, observations suggest that in the I and

T regimes, δI is of order 1 and is an increasing function of Re and sinθ , rather than a decreasing

function of Re, as suggested by the laminar scaling. Based on this revised ‘mixed layer’ assumption,

and assuming that the wall boundary layers are still laminar (supported by our observations), we

rewrite (5.74) to revise (5.53c) to:

rI ≈ (1+Km)
1/δI

1/(5A1/2Re−1/2)
≈ (5A1/2Re−1/2

δ
−1
I )(1+Km), (5.75)

where the scaling of δI is still unspecified.
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Revised Km(θ ,Re,A,δI)

In order to link Km (and then the flow regime assuming reg(Km)) to the input parameters Re, sinθ ,

we still rely on the bound provided by the existence of a frictional hydraulic solution S = f (1+

2rY +8rI)≈ Resinθ and its assumptions (see (5.64)). However, in order to simplify this expression

to obtain a scaling as in (5.66), we need to further assume, as in (5.65) that S ≈ 8 f rI , i.e. that the

interfacial turbulent shear stress dominates over the laminar wall stresses (8rI ≫ 1+2rY ). Although

this was straightforward to verify previously when rI = 1+Km ≫ 1, this assumption now requires

that 8× 10A1/2Re−1/2δ
−1
I (1+Km)≫ 1+ 2, i.e. 1+Km ≫ 0.04δIA−1/2Re1/2 (assuming rY ≈ 1 in

the SID geometries studied here). In other words, as Re is increased, energy dissipation in the laminar

wall boundary layers increases, and the momentum diffusivity must increase with δIRe1/2 in order

for turbulent energy dissipation to continue to dominate. To summarise, we revise, for Re ≫ 50A,

(5.65) to

S ≈ 8 fZrI ≈ 16Aδ
−1
I (1+Km) if Km ≫ 0.04δIA−1/2Re1/2 (5.76)

and (5.66) to

Km ≈ 1+Km ≈ 0.06AδIResinθ if Q ≈ 1
2
, Re ≫ 50A, and sinθ ≫ A−1. (5.77)

We check, a posteriori, that (5.77) is consistent with the approximation behind (5.76): since the

momentum diffusivity in the mixed layer Km has a scaling allowing it to balance the forcing Resinθ ,

it does indeed always dominates over laminar wall dissipation since

0.06AδIResinθ ≫ 0.04δIA−1/2Re1/2 ⇐⇒ sinθ ≫ 0.6Re−1/2A−3/2, (5.78)

which is always true for any slightly positive tilt angle θ .

Scaling for δI?

The next natural step appears to be to simplify (5.77) by estimating δI based on turbulent boundary

layer arguments. Naively, we expect the 99 % boundary layer thickness using the turbulent momentum

diffusivity Km to be given by

δI ≈ 2.5A1/2Re−1/2K1/2
m (5.79)

such that we can rewrite (5.77) by eliminating δI:

Km ≈ 0.02A3Resin2
θ if Q ≈ 1

2
, Re ≫ 50A, and sinθ ≫ A−1, (5.80)
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which implies

δI ≈ 0.35A2 sinθ if Q ≈ 1
2
, and sinθ ≫ A−1, (5.81)

However this last equation is inconsistent: it is only valid for large angles sinθ ≫ A−1 where

the bounding function b ≈ 0, but the suggested growth of δI is far too rapid such that we get the

maximum thickness (δI = 1 imposed by the solid top and bottom boundaries) for very small angles

sinθ ≈ 3A−2 ≪ A−1. In other words, (5.80) and (5.81) are not valid: assuming that δI is given by a

simple turbulent boundary layer with diffusivity Km massively over-predicts it.

In the next section we present experimental observations to gain insight into the scaling of δI .

5.4.4 Observed mixed layer thickness scaling

In this section we present some estimates of the thickness of the density interface, that we call δ
ρ

I ,

using SG observations. Such measurements are valuable to gain insight into the scaling of the velocity

mixed layer thickness δI if we assume that, for high-Re flows (Re ≫ 50A), the thickness of the

turbulent velocity and density mixed layer are comparable δI ≈ δ
ρ

I (which, based on I and T regime

2D-2C and 3D-3C measurements, seems reasonable, see figures 3.13a,b and 3.18a,b).

The procedure used to estimate δ
ρ

I is illustrated in figure 5.10. We first selected a number of SG

snapshots for a large fraction of all the available SG experiments at θ > 0◦. For some experiments,

only a single SG image was available (especially for LSID and HSID, for which the data was collected

by previous experimenters prior to the start of this thesis); for other experiments, a random sample of

typically three to five snapshots per movie were selected. For each experiment, the selected images

were averaged and a random location in the streamwise direction was selected (represented by

in figure 5.10) for the determination of a representative density interfacial thickness. The greyscale

intensity profile I(z) at this particular x location was then displayed (represented by ), allowing

the author to click on the vertical positions corresponding to extrema of I(z): two positions for the top

and bottom duct boundaries (yellow ×) and two positions for each side of the mixed layer (yellow ∗).

The ratio of pixel distances between the selected edges of the density interface and the top and bottom

walls yielded an estimate of the (nondimensional) thickness δ
ρ

I . Note that because of the imperfect

quality of SG images, the I(z) profiles had many artificial extrema due to bubbles, scratches or texture

on the duct walls, which is why this process could only be semi-automated and still required the

author’s input to judge the position of the interface thickness aided by the superposed graph of I(z)

for increased accuracy and consistency.

This method has a number of shortcomings, including: (i) the number of snapshots used for

averaging varied between experiments; (ii) the choice of snapshots and streamwise positions was
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Figure 5.10 Example of the determination of δ
ρ

I from SG snapshots. : chosen streamwise slice where the
greyscale intensity I(z) ( ) is plotted using an arbitrary horizontal scale. The yellow × denote the positions
of the top and bottom walls while the yellow ∗ denote the positions of the edges of the mixed layer (δ ρ

I is the
ratio of the pixel separations between the two pairs of symbols). (a) In the H regime (exp. 2.10, LSID), the
interface is generally sharp and here we select positions on either side of the sharp I(z) peak (δ ρ

I = 0.069). (b)
In the I regime (exp. r015.09, mSID), the interface is thicker and here we identify it by the two local extrema of
I(z) (δ ρ

I = 0.14). (c) In the T regime (exp. 1.2, LSID), we usually identify it by two extrema as shown here
(δ ρ

I = 0.47). These examples show clear, single snapshots (not averages); in general the determination of δ
ρ

I
can be more difficult.

random and very limited in number; (iii) the difficulty of judging a representative thickness δI in many

low-quality images, especially since SG contrast is reduced after averaging (prohibiting this approach

for heat experiments); (iv) the non-trivial over-estimation of the thickness due to diverging light

rays, especially as the setups (light source positioning etc) sometimes varied between experiments

even within in a given SID geometry. Note that we do not make use of 2D-2C or 3D-3D data in this

discussion to respect consistency (SG data were evaluated based on the same criteria) and because

the number of 2D-2C and 3D-3C experiments in comparatively smaller and would not add much data

influencing the following discussion.
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(d) HSID
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Figure 5.11 Interfacial density layer thickness δ
ρ

I in salt experiments, measured from SG (filled circles) and
fitted (contours and background colour), for (a) mSID: 91 data points, R2 = 0.80; (b) tSID: 87 data points,
R2 = 0.75; (c) LSID: 115 points, R2 = 0.88; (d HSID: 58 data points R2 = 0.97. Circle fill colours matching
the background (fit) indicate good fit and conversely.

Despite these shortcomings, we believe these estimations provide a worthwhile measure of the

dependence of δ
ρ

I , as a proxy for δI , on Re and sinθ . Note that while we present δ
ρ

I data for all

salt experiments in the whole (sinθ , Re) plane, this analysis is originally motivated by revising

the scaling of Km for Re ≫ 50A, Pr = 700 flows. The results are plotted in figure 5.11, where we

superpose contours of a quadratic fit in the (log(sinθ), log(Re)) plane on top of the data points (good

fit is indicated by the fill colour of the circles matching the contours background colour). Overall, we

note that the fit varies between passable to very good (0.75 ≤ R2 ≤ 0.97).

We find that δ
ρ

I is overall a complicated function of the input parameters, but a few general

statements can be made. At small tilt angles (sinθ ≲ A−1), δ
ρ

I is mostly a function of Re (contours

are near-horizontal). At moderate Re < 50A and large sinθ > A−1, the fit indicates that δ
ρ

I is mostly

a function of sinθ (contours are near-vertical). In the high-Re, high angles region of interest in
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Table 5.2 Power law scaling of the interfacial density layer thickness δ
ρ

I determined by linear fit of log(δ ρ

I ) in
the (log(sinθ), log(Re)) plane

mSID tSID LSID HSID

δ
ρ

I 0.0055Re0.81 sin0.58
θ 0.00025Re0.95 sin0.47

θ 0.055Re0.49 sin0.65
θ 0.14Re0.35 sin0.59

θ

R2 0.73 0.67 0.75 0.93

this discussion, (Re ≫ 50A, sinθ > A−1), we find that the thickness is typically large δ
ρ

I ≳ 0.5 and

strongly depends on both sinθ and Re, which (unsurprisingly) contradicts the inconsistent scaling

(5.81).

To get a better idea of the actual power law scaling of δ
ρ

I (≈ δI), the results of a linear fit of

log(δI) in the (log(sinθ), log(Re)) plane are given in table 5.2. We notice that, except for HSID, this

fit is generally poor (R2 ≈ 0.7, presumably due to the linear assumption and the use of log(δ ρ

I ), as

opposed to the quadratic assumption and the use of use of δ
ρ

I in figure 5.9). Nevertheless, we notice

that all geometries suggest a scaling comprised approximately between δI ≈ δ
ρ

I ∼ Re1/2 sin1/2
θ and

∼ Resin1/2
θ .

Although the reasons for these empirical δI scalings are not presently understood, we use them to

estimate the Km scaling that would be self-consistent. We find that (5.77) can be rewritten:

Km ∼ (Resinθ)3/2 or Re2 sin3/2
θ if Q ≈ 1

2
, Re ≫ 50A, and sinθ ≫ A−1. (5.82)

Note the use of ∼ symbolising the limited scaling with Re and sinθ instead of the more precise ≈
that also included prefactors and the scaling with A (the dependence of δI on A and the numerical

prefactors have not been determined here).

We find that the empirical scaling δI ∼ Re1/2 sin1/2
θ , which matches approximately HSID data

(last column in table 5.2), and leads to Km ∼ (Resinθ)3/2 in (5.82), is consistent with the regime

transitions in HSID g(reg) = Resinθ . We can indeed write Km ∼ g3/2(reg), which is consistent with

our assumption that reg(Km) (provided that the δI scales approximately like ∼ A−1 to cancel the A

dependence in (5.77), and that a, b, c in g also behave appropriately).

On the other hand, neither of the empirical scalings δI ∼ Re1/2 sin1/2
θ or δI ∼ Resin1/2

θ leading

to the Km scalings in (5.82) are consistent with the regime transitions in tSID and LSID g(reg) =

Re2 sinθ , since then we would have Km ∼ Re−2/3g3/2(reg) or Km ∼ Re−1g3/2(reg) respectively,

which violate reg = reg(Km) because of the residual Re dependence.
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5.5 Validation: comparison with 3D-3C data

In section § 5.4, we compared the observed scaling of transition curves with the scaling for the

momentum diffusivity Km predicted in § 5.3 by the existence of a solution to the frictional hydraulic

problem formulated in § 5.2. We have seen that good agreement was found in the mSID data

(which is mostly for Re < 50A) where it was expected (i.e. for sinθ > A−1), and to some extent, in

the HSID (Re ≫ 50A) data once the Km scaling was revised to include a mixed layer, whose scaling

was estimated empirically. In the other data (mSID , tSID, LSID), poor agreement is found, in the

sense that the observed reg power law scaling in Re is different than predicted for Km.

Before investigating this poor agreement in § 5.6.2, we aim in this section to validate the frictional

hydraulic model and examine the assumptions used to derive a scaling for Km to determine whether

or not the agreement found in mSID is confirmed by 3D-3C data or merely coincidental.

5.5.1 Friction parameters and scaling

For all 14 successful 3D-3C experiments (see table A.4), we computed the vertical fZ , spanwise

fY , and interfacial fI friction parameters according to their definition (5.40), as well as the ratios

rY = fY/ fZ , rI = fI/ fZ , and the composite parameter S = fZ(1+2rY +8rI) (see, (5.61). These 3D-3C

data correspond to a small subset of the data plotted in figure 5.9a, and are spread throughout the

(θ ,Re) plane with θ ∈ [1◦,5◦] and Re ∈ [400,2025].

In figure 5.12a we plot the mid-duct (x = 0) net friction 2QS (■), against the forcing Resinθ .

As we have seen in (5.62), the existence of a solution imposes the net friction to be bounded by

Resinθ below ( ) and Resinθ(1+b) above (see ×, and the fit ). The coloured bars under 2QS

represent the relative importance of each stress in its composition 2QS = 2Q( fZ +2 fY +8 fI) (top

and bottom walls in blue, side walls in green and interface in red). We also plot the corresponding

volume flux Q and mass flux Qm (panel b) as well as fZ , rY , rI , Km (panel c). The regimes, determined

from figure 5.9a, are indicated above panel a: we have nine H experiments (Resinθ ∈ [20,50]), four

I experiments (Resinθ ∈ [50,100]) and one T experiment (Resinθ > 100). This figure should be

compared, panel by panel, with the theoretical predictions sketched in figure 5.8. We observe the

following:

• Panel a: The measured net friction 2QS is very close to or within the theoretical bounds

Resinθ < 2QS < Resinθ(1+b) (i.e. ■ is between and ) for Resinθ ≲ 40 (H regime),

proving that the modelling of the stresses in the hydraulic model is consistent with measured

values (see the insert showing a more detailed view in the region Resinθ ∈ [35,40] where
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Figure 5.12 Estimation of the parameters in the frictional hydraulic model from all available 3D-3C data (total
14 experiments in mSID , see table A.4). (a) Mid-duct (x = 0) net friction 2QS (■)) and its composition due
to top and bottom (blue), side wall (green) and interfacial (red) stresses. The existence of a solution requires
2QS to be bounded by and (fit to the measured ×). (b) Corresponding volume and mass fluxes and
(c) friction parameters and effective momentum Km and diapycnal Kρ diffusivities (note the log scale). All
panels should be compared with the theoretical predictions in the respective panels of figure 5.8 (noting that
S = fZ(1+2rY +2rI) in (c)). Flow regimes are indicated above (a).

seven experiments were performed). The friction is however significantly below the forcing

for Resinθ ≳ 40 (late H, I and T regimes), suggesting that the localised stresses measured

in experimental data underestimate the total friction achieved. We recall that these flows

are of moderate-Re (i.e. none of them have Re ≫ 50A = 1500) and therefore the wall and

interfacial boundary layers are almost fully or fully developed. Viscous stresses therefore occur
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throughout the 3D volume of the fluid, such that the approximation of frictional hydraulic

theory of modelling them as acting on 2D surfaces is questionable. These data suggest that it is

nevertheless a good approximation in mostly laminar flows but that it may underestimate the

impact of interfacial waves or turbulent stresses once a mixed layer has formed.

• Panel b: The behaviour of the volume flux Q is close to the theoretical predictions of figure 5.8.

The mass flux Qm, which we used as proxy for Q earlier in MF measurements, is indeed very

close to Q for Resinθ ≲ 80 and becomes noticeably lower beyond, as expected because of

increasing levels of interfacial mixing. We also observe that Q ≳ 0.5 in the T experiment,

which apparently violates the hydraulic limit ( ).

• Panel c: Upon comparison of the values of fZ , rY and rI with the predicted approximations in

(5.53), we find some discrepancy:

The top and bottom wall stresses (in blue) are significantly higher than the predicted fZ ≈ 1.

As Resinθ is increased, fZ increase from ≈ 5 to ≈ 10. We find that values of order 5 are

simply the signature of local wall gradients higher than the layer-averaged, order-of-magnitude

estimate of ≈ 1 in (5.50), simply due to the convexity of u(z) in each layer. Values of order

10, however, are more representative of the additional impact of the growth of the interfacial

mixed layer, which confines the unmixed layers below and above it, creating larger gradients at

the walls.

At low Resinθ , we also find that the convexity of u(y) in each layer leads to intense side wall

shear fY ≈ 5, in agreement with the predicted rY ≈ 1. At higher Resinθ , rY ≪ 1 because fY

is virtually unchanged since the intensification of top and bottom shear by the growth of the

interfacial mixed layer does not have an equivalent in the spanwise direction.

Finally, the growth of the interfacial mixed layer at high Resinθ causes a slight decreases in

the mean interfacial shear, causing rI = fI/ fZ to first decrease before increasing (as indeed

expected) for Resinθ ≳ 100. The apparent paradox of rI decreasing with increased forcing is

due to the fact that the increase in fZ is not initially compensated by a corresponding increase

in Km, which remains below the molecular value Km = 1 until the T regime (where Km = 3.3).

The diapycnal diffusivity Kρ will be defined and discussed in § 5.6.2.

In summary, the qualitative picture sketched in figure 5.8c of S= 2 fZ(1+2rI +8rI) monotonically

increasing with Resinθ is certainly confirmed, but its relationship to rI and Km is different than

anticipated. We do not observe Km ∼ Resinθ as predicted and we therefore cannot support the

hypothesis in (5.67) that reg(Km) and regime transitions are caused by thresholds in Km ≫ 1. The

H→ I regime transitions is correlated with Km < 1, while the I→ T transition is correlated with
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Figure 5.13 Velocity distribution coefficients of all 3D-3C velocity profiles: lower layer α1 ( average
across experiments = 2.02) and upper layer α2 ( average = 1.97). These values are around twice the
minimum value of 1 ( ) for uniform profiles, that we assumed in hydraulic theory.

Km ≈ 1, which is much lower than expected, and does not even satisfy the necessary condition in (5.66)

for Km ∼ Resinθ to hold. As Resinθ is increased above 135, fZ would likely keep increasing due to

the growth of the mixed layer, together with Km, which would therefore have a lower dependence on

Resinθ than anticipated. However, since the flows are already in the T regime for Resinθ > 135,

even if Km ≫ 1 and Km ∼ Resinθ at this stage, it would be of no help to predict regime transitions...

5.5.2 Velocity distribution coefficient

We now examine our earlier assumption that the velocity distribution coefficients α1(x) = α2(x) = 1

in each layer (see the definition (5.25)). We compute, for each 3D-3C experiment, a representative

averaged coefficient for each layer i = 1,2 as

αi =
⟨⟨u⟩3

xt⟩yzi

⟨u⟩3
xyzit

. (5.83)

The results are plotted in figure 5.13, and we find values comprised between 1.5 and 2.5, with no

obvious correlation with Re or sinθ . The average value for both layers are very close to 2, suggesting

that our original assumption needs revising.

From (5.48), we know that the effect of revising α1(x)≈ α2(x)≈ α with α = 2 instead of 1 is

to rescale all theoretically expected volume and mass fluxes by 1/
√

α = 1/
√

2 ≈ 0.7, leading to a

hydraulic limit of Q = Qm = 0.35 (or even lower, noting that the relevant value is αi(x =±A) at the

ends of the duct, where the hydraulic control occurs, and that it may be even higher there due to the

thinner outflowing layer). Somewhat paradoxically, this revised hydraulic limit does not agree with
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Figure 5.14 Interfacial profile: comparison between frictional hydraulic model and 3D-3C data (θ = 1◦,
Re = 1455, Resinθ = 25). Predicted η(x) using the 3D-3C coefficients fZ = 6.2, rY = 0.97 rI = 0.61 and
in colour ⟨u⟩yt(x,z) in the measurement window x ∈ [−17.4,−7] (the interface corresponds to ⟨u⟩yt(x,z) = 0
in white). The z axis is stretched by a factor of 10 (the duct is actually much thinner). The model predicts
Q = 0.38, which upon rescaling by

√
α =

√
1.7, closely matches the observed value of Q = 0.30.

either the MF data of Qm < Q presented in figures 3.22, 3.23 3.24, or the 3D-3C data of Q and in

figure 5.12b, all suggesting a hydraulic limit Q ≈ 0.5−0.55.

These results suggest that, at least for data near the hydraulic limit, the velocity distribution

coefficient is either irrelevant (i.e. it should always be assumed to be 1, which would be surprising), or

the critical value assumed for G∗2 = 1 (which corresponds to a maximum Q = 0.5/
√

α when η∗ = 0)

should actually be G∗2 ≈ 2− 2.5 (which appears even more unlikely) to agree with the observed

maximum Q = 0.5−0.55 and α = 2.

5.5.3 Interfacial profile

In § 5.5.1, we compared 3D-3C data to the bounds Resinθ < 2QS < Resinθ(1+b) predicted by

the existence of a solution of the frictional hydraulic model, and the resulting scaling of the friction

parameters. In this section, we aim to provide further, more direct evidence for the validation of the

model by comparing directly the predicted interfacial profile η(x) with 3D data.

We apply the iterative solution algorithm sketched in figure 5.4b-c to exp. m135 (Resinθ = 25,

see leftmost data in figure 5.12, respecting the Resinθ < 2QS < Resinθ(1+b) condition). Using

the parameters fZ, rY , rI estimated by 3D data (some of which is shown in figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5),

we solve for η(x) for x ∈ [−30,30] and superimpose the 3D-3C profile ⟨u⟩yt(x,z) in figure 5.14.

Excellent agreement in the position the interface is found (the predicted matches the measured

⟨u⟩yt(x,z) = 0 in white). The volume flux predicted by the solution is Q = 0.38, higher than the

measured Q = 0.30. However, upon rescaling by the 3D-3C measured, representative α = 1.7 (see

rightmost data in figure 5.13), we find a predicted Q = 0.38/
√

1.7 = 0.29, in excellent agreement

with the measured value. Contrary to the findings of the previous section, this result suggests that,
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at least in this flow far from the hydraulic limit, the non-unity value of the velocity distribution

coefficient might be important to correctly predict the volume flux, and is consistent with G∗2 = 1.

5.6 Conclusions

5.6.1 Summary

In § 5.2, we have developed a two-layer hydraulic model (figure 5.1), where frictional stresses

localised at the duct walls and at the interface (figure 5.2) balance the forcing provided by a positive

tilt angle θ > 0◦. We linked the shear stresses, parameterised by friction parameters ( fZ, fY , fI for

the top and bottom walls, the side walls and the interface respectively), to the underlying viscous

flow profile (figure 5.3, equations (5.39), (5.40)). We explained how to solve the frictional hydraulic

model for a given set of parameters θ ,Re, fZ, fY , fI to obtain the interfacial profile η(x) and volume

flux Q (figure 5.4). Since the friction parameters are a priori unknown, we estimated their scaling

(defining the ratios rY := fY/ fZ, rI := fI/ fZ) with the Reynolds number Re, duct aspect ratio A, and

momentum diffusivity Km resulting from interfacial Reynolds stresses, which is in turn unknown

(figures 5.5, 5.6, and equation (5.53)). This allowed us to distinguish between moderate-Re flows

(Re < 50A) in which the vorticity boundary layers are fully developed and the flow profiles are

affected by viscosity throughout the cross-section of the duct, and high-Re flows (Re ≫ 50A) in

which the profiles are only affected by viscosity in thin wall boundary layers (and of course, in the

interfacial mixed layer in the I and T regimes).

In § 5.3 we explained that the existence of a solution to the frictional hydraulic model (equations

(5.42), (5.46)) imposed bounds on the mid-duct (x = 0) friction S = fZ(1+2rY +8rI) that guarantee

a fine balance with the forcing Resinθ (figure 5.7, equation (5.62)). Interpreting these bounds

(figure 5.8), we predicted that the volume flux Q would increase from Q ≪ 0.5 with increased

forcing Resinθ towards the hydraulic limit Q ≈ 0.5, after which S ≈ Resinθ holds. Flows with

increasingly large forcing Resinθ must therefore have increasingly large net friction S, a condition

which we argued can only be met with a corresponding increase in interfacial momentum diffusivity

Km. We thus managed to predict the scaling of the hitherto unknown Km (equation (5.66)) under the

assumptions that the flow was close to the hydraulic limit Q ≈ 0.5, in IGV balance (sinθ > A−1) and

in a regime in which wave or turbulent diffusion was higher than molecular diffusion (Km ≫ 1).

In § 5.4, we hypothesised that the regime transitions were caused by threshold values in Km, which

followed the scaling in Re, sinθ (and A, at high-Re) determined above. We tested this hypothesis,

specifically that the regime function reg was a monotonically increasing function of Km, by comparing
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the observed reg scaling with the predicted Km scaling (figure 5.9). Detailed analysis in all geometries

and for both stratification methods (table 5.1) revealed that good agreement was only found in

mSID (where both reg and Km follow a Resinθ scaling, predicted at moderate-Re). In the other

cases, reg followed a Re2 sinθ (mSID , tSID, LSID) or Resinθ (HSID) scaling, in disagreement

with the predicted Km scaling of Resinθ (mSID at moderate Re) or Re1/2 sinθ (tSID, LSID, HSID at

high-Re). To understand the discrepancy in salt experiments, we revised the Km scaling for Re ≫ 50A

to include the presence of an interfacial mixed layer (as opposed to the hitherto incorrectly assumed

laminar boundary layer, see equation (5.77)). Upon determination of empirical scaling laws for the

thickness of the interfacial mixed layer (figures 5.10, 5.11 and table 5.2), we found that the revised

scaling (5.82) was only consistent with HSID data, but not with LSID and tSID data. This, in turn,

left the question of the scaling of the mixed layer thickness open.

In § 5.5, we sought to validate the frictional hydraulic model in light of the mixed results

obtained previously. We first compared the predictions of the scaling of Q and friction parameters

S, fZ,rY ,rI,Km with Resinθ given by the model (figure 5.8) to the measured values using 3D-3C

experiment data in mSID (figure 5.12), where the reg and Km scaling agreed. We found good

agreement (especially in the H regime where quantitative agreement is excellent) despite some of

our assumptions being incorrect. In particular, we had underestimated the importance of top and

bottom wall friction through fZ , which contributes more to the total required friction than expected

due to increasingly high gradients forced by the growth of an interfacial mixed layer. As a result,

although the interfacial momentum diffusivity Km qualitatively follows the increase in Resinθ , it

contributes much less than expected to the total friction in the I and T regime. Since Km < 1 in the

H and I regimes, the transitions cannot be caused by large threshold values of Km as hypothesised

throughout the chapter, and since Km > 1 only in the turbulent regime, the scaling Km ∼ Resinθ is

not expected to hold until then, at which point this scaling is of no use to predict regime transitions.

We however subsequently showed that the full solution of the frictional hydraulic model correctly

predicts the interfacial profile η(x) and volume flux Q when using friction parameters measured by

3D-3C data in the H regime (figure 5.14), despite some ambiguous evidence about the importance of

the velocity distribution coefficient (figure 5.13).

To conclude, we believe we can answer questions QQQ17, QQQ18, QQQ19 by stating that we have not

been able to find universal regime transition curves or law for Q and Qm. The observed transition

curves in figure 5.9 have at least two distinct scalings Resinθ and Re2 sinθ , and a clear dependence

on A, B and Pr that we have not been able to explain. Interestingly, the Re2 sinθ scaling in tSID

and LSID (but not mSID nor HSID) is in agreement with the ML14 scaling of transitions following

Gr = 4ARe2 sinθ = const., but unfortunately the argument justifying the construction of the Grashof
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number (see (1.30)), does not have a satisfactory physical basis. The nondimensionalisation of

‘excess’ kinetic energy (∆UIG)
2 = g′Lsinθ by ν2/H2 amounts to the square ratio of the IG velocity

scale by the velocity scale ν/H, i.e. Gr = {∆UIG/(ν/H)}2, which does not have any obvious

physical relationship with regime transitions (in a gas, this velocity scale would be ∼ urmsℓmfp/H

where urms is the rms molecular speed and ℓmfp is the mean free path). We also reject the transition

scaling suggested by K91 following Ri−1
G ≈ (∆UIG/∆UIH)

2 ∼ 4Asinθ which is clearly incorrect as

it ignores Re. Therefore we stress that neither ν/H in ML14 nor ∆UIH in K91 appear adequate to

nondimensionalise ∆UIG and predict transitions. Within the frictional hydraulic model we developed

in order to provide a rigorous physical basis for the regime transition scaling, the assumption that

transition are caused by increasing values of the momentum diffusivity and that reg ∼ Km ∼ Resinθ

(for Re < 50A) and ∼ A1/2Re1/2 sinθ (for Re ≫ 50A) appeared promising but did not convincingly

agree with regime and 3D-3C data. To answer QQQ15, it was therefore impossible to confirm our initial

hypothesis that Km represented an adequate quantitative measure for the regimes. The frictional

hydraulic model has however been broadly validated by 3D-3C data and has been very valuable to

allow us to formulate the problem in a clear way, by including all input parameters Re, θ , A, B (except

Pr), analysing forcing/friction balances in a quantitative way, predicting the qualitative behaviour

of Q and Qm (as output and not input parameters). We thus believe that we have made significant

progress, compared to previous studies discussed in § 5.1.2-5.1.3, towards providing satisfactory

answers to QQQ15, QQQ17, QQQ18, QQQ19; yet further efforts are clearly required, as we discuss next.

5.6.2 Future directions

The work presented in this Chapter has raised a number of questions which we discuss next. These

questions may help direct further efforts towards using frictional hydraulic theory to predict regime

transitions, or at least proving its potential unfitness to do so.

1. How to explain the regime transitions when the tilt angle is small (θ ≤ ϕ) or even negative

(θ < 0◦), as observed in figure 3.20? The model developed in this chapter does allow for

negative angles, but any sinθ < 0◦ contributes, together with the friction parameters fZ, fY , fI

to an additional downward tilt of the interface (see equation (5.42)), until the flow stops for

too large friction and too negative angles (when η∗ = 1 and Q = 0). Negative tilt angles are

therefore a special case of weakly forced flows S ≫ Resinθ (sketched in figure 5.5), which are

simply flows in the IHV balance. For such flows, we explained it was not possible to provide

simple expressions for the bounds on the total friction as we did in (5.62) for strongly forced

flows (i.e. flows in the IGV balance) where sinθ > A−1 and Q ≈ 1/2. As mentioned in (5.59),
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it is possible to write an analytical expression η∗(Re,sinθ , fZ,rY ,rI,Q) using Taylor series,

which would provide an upper bound for the friction. However the practical usefulness of this

upper bound, especially given the coupling with the critical control condition Q(η∗) (5.46),

is not guaranteed. In addition, because the mid-duct interfacial slope is always negative, the

fundamental problem of the lack of a lower bound for the friction remains (which used to be

given by the condition that the interface slope must not be positive). Without this lower bound,

it appears difficult to obtain any scaling law for the interfacial friction. It is therefore not clear

how practical the frictional hydraulic model is for θ ≤ 0◦ and more generally, for any weakly

forced (IHV) flows where the bounding function b is large.

2. Is the hydraulic theory still valid and accurate for flows in the H, I and T regimes? The

notion of hydraulic control, and the equations leading to the expression for the interfacial

profile both rely on the hydraulic assumptions of steady, inviscid, irrotational, hydrostatic,

two-layer exchange flow, which are all violated in these regimes. In particular, we note: (i)

the propagation of large-amplitude (i.e. nonlinear), ‘short’ (i.e. non-hydrostatic) waves such

as Holmboe waves, as opposed to the small-amplitude (i.e. linear), ‘long’ (i.e. hydrostatic)

waves through which information is assumed to propagate in hydraulic theory (see § 1.3.2);

(ii) the presence of interfacial turbulence (in which hydrostaticity may be violated (vertical

accelerations may not be very small compared with the reduced gravity if |v|, |w| are not ≪ |u|),
and of a thick mixed density layer apparently preventing the propagation of long waves on

a sharp interface; (iii) the unsteady character of each regime, and particularly of the I and T

regime, etc. Hydraulic theory is generally believed to be sufficiently robust to apply even when

some of its assumptions are violated. In particular, Killworth (1992) and Winters & Armi

(2012) showed that the concept of hydraulic control carried over in continuously stratified

flows (despite the lack of sharp density interface), and hydraulic theory has previously been

applied in the context of unsteady flows (Helfrich, 1995), as well as flows where mixing is

present (Winters & Seim, 2000, Hogg et al., 2001). However, a comprehensive view of the

circumstances under which it remains relevant and accurate is lacking, and given the mixed

success of its application to SID flows, would be worth pursuing. We detail three points of

particular interest below.

3. What is the effect of distributed shear stresses? Our modelling of localised shear stresses acting

on surfaces might be responsible for some of the discrepancy, in particular in moderate-Re

(Re < 50A) flows where viscous stresses are found throughout the volume of the duct, and in

high-Re (Re ≫ 50A) in the presence of a thick turbulent mixed layer. Is it not clear whether

it is possible to reconcile hydraulic theory with distributed shear stresses, or at least quantify
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the errors involved, but it would be desirable. In particular, it would be interesting to resolve

the practical problem of estimating a representative momentum diffusivity Km from 3D data,

i.e. given the vertical profile Km(z) across the mixed layer, what value should be input into the

model (e.g. the vertical average, as we did, the maximum value, etc)?

4. What are the effects of unsteadiness and intermittency on hydraulic theory? We note that the

largest discrepancy between the measured mid-duct friction S and the expected Resinθ scaling

occurred in the I regime (see figure 5.12). We conjecture that the reason for this discrepancy

is that the measured values of the momentum diffusivity were abnormally low (Km < 1, i.e.

below the molecular value), which do not correspond to the expectation that the intermittently

turbulent flows depicted in § 3.3 clearly must have Km ≫ 1. Considerable uncertainty lies in

the determination of Reynolds stresses by spatio-temporal averaging as we have done. Indeed,

mathematically, the Reynolds averaging procedure is only justified by ensemble averaging of

random realisations of the flow, an averaging which in particular must commute with spatial

and temporal derivatives (this is not the case of our spatio-temporal averaging operator). Thus

we conjecture than our determination of the Reynolds stresses (e.g. the simple arithmetic

spatio-temporal averaging procedure in (5.37)) does not capture the effective interfacial stress,

at least, in the intermittent regime. Progress on this matter would be welcome.

5. What is the effect of mixing and three-layer stratification on hydraulic theory? The frictional

hydraulic model introduced only considered the streamwise evolution and vertical diffusion of

streamwise momentum (that we called friction). We represented enhanced interfacial friction

by the turbulent momentum diffusivity Km, yet there is no doubt that the hitherto neglected

vertical diffusion of density, which can be modelled by a turbulent diapycnal diffusivity also

plays an important role. We define it by analogy with (5.37) as

⟨−w′
ρ
′⟩xyzIt =

1
RePr

K̃ρ

〈
∂ ⟨ρ⟩xyt

∂ ẑ

〉
zI
, (5.84)

where K̃ρ := Kρ/κs is nondimensionalised by the molecular diffusion of salt κs. We hence-

forth drop the tilde, as for the momentum diffusivity, and call the nondimensional diapycnal

diffusivity Kρ . Estimates of Kρ from 3D data are given in figure 5.12c, presented as Kρ/Pr,

which amounts to nondimensionalising the diapycnal diffusivity by the kinematic viscosity ν ,

for a more direct comparison with values of Km. We find that in the T regime, Kρ/Pr ≈ 1, i.e.

≈ 30 % of Km, indicating that the additional contribution of Kρ in the overall energetics of the

flow (kinetic energy being used for stirring and mixing the density field) is not negligible. It

is however not clear how this diapycnal diffusivity should be included within the hydraulic
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framework (e.g. as some additional friction). Finally, the extension of the frictional hydraulic

model to include a third, mixed, layer between the two counterflowing layers (as attempted in

Engqvist, 1996) could also give promising results.





6 | Dissipation, intermittency, structures:

energetics analysis

6.1 Introduction and motivation

Our main goal in this chapter is to answer QQQ15, QQQ18, i.e. find the precise quantitative features shared

by flows hitherto categorised only qualitatively in the same regime, and thus being able to predict

the transition curves. In Chapter 5, we hypothesised that flows in the same regime shared a similar

range of momentum diffusivity Km, parametrising the interfacial shear stress, but the application of

frictional hydraulic theory to experimental data did not allow us to confirm this hypothesis. In this

chapter, we study the energetics of SID flows by detailed energy budgets in 3D control volumes, in

an attempt to provide a rigorous basis for the quantitative description of each regime. Since this 3D

energetics analysis will primarily be applied to 3D-3C data, only available in the mSID geometry, we

will not be able to give more than a few hints to QQQ17, which concerns the regime transitions in other

geometries. As we shall see, the energetics analysis borrows concepts from the frictional hydraulic

theory of Chapter 5, but will go beyond its restrictive assumption to form a more general and rigorous

basis not only for regime identification and transitions, but also to address a wealth of other questions

raised in § 3.7. The Chapter is laid out as follows.

In § 6.2, we formulate the energetics analysis framework by introducing the evolution equations

(budgets) for the volume-averaged kinetic and potential energies, which, although not conceptually

novel, possess a number of features specific to SID flows.

In § 6.3 we interpret these budgets in the context of SID flows, allowing some simplifications

assuming a small departure from two-layer hydraulic assumptions. We present a hierarchy of de-

creasingly complex models and carefully discuss them and select the model best suited for modelling

progress in the rest of the Chapter.

In § 6.4 we apply this energy budget model to time- and volume-averaged 3D-3C data, assess

its relevance, and substantiate the discrepancies with experimental data. We explain how this model
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allows to predict the viscous dissipation in SID flows (primarily) from input parameters (answering

part of QQQ13) and may provide an answer to the quantitative characterisation of regime and transitions

(QQQ15, QQQ16, QQQ18).

In § 6.5, we investigate the temporal dynamics of the various energy fluxes in each of the H, I and

T regimes. We contrast the intermittent dynamics in the I-1 regime (salt experiments) and in the I-2

(heat experiments) regime (QQQ9) and try to elucidate the repeated laminar-turbulent transitions in the

I-2 regime (QQQ10). We also discuss and compare our results by extensive reference to experimental

results and theoretical arguments in the literature.

In § 6.6, we investigate the spatial structure of the energy budgets by splitting the kinetic energy

budget into a 2D and a 3D component. We validate this detailed framework by experimental data

and use it to refine our hypotheses about regime transitions (QQQ15, QQQ18) and address other questions

such as the finite amplitude of confined Holmboe waves (QQQ3). We then investigate the local spatial

structure of energy transfers and the relation between viscous dissipation and flow structures (QQQ11,

QQQ12, QQQ14).

In § 6.7, we motivate and address the modelling of mixing and mixing efficiency in SID flows

(QQQ13). Following recent modelling progress in the literature, we further refine our energetics model

by explicitly including the effects of mixing. We discuss how this model deepens our understanding

of the physics of SID flows, as well as a number of difficulties when applying it to experimental data.

In § 6.8, we summarise the main results and answers in this Chapter, the remaining open questions,

and suggest future directions.

6.2 Energetics analysis: volume-averaged budgets

In this section we introduce the time evolution equations for the kinetic energy and potential energy,

as well as their averages in a control volume formed by the whole duct or a section thereof. The

governing equations on which all subsequent analyses are based are the incompressible Navier-Stokes

equation under the Boussinesq approximation in (4.5). As we will show, the analysis of the evolution

of the volume-averaged kinetic and potential energies in SID flows has a number of important

differences from other analyses found in the literature. In particular, the duct is inclined at an angle

θ ̸= 0◦ and the control volume is partially bounded by solid boundaries (the walls of the duct).
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6.2.1 Kinetic energy

Instantaneous, local evolution

We define the kinetic energy field K as

K (xxx, t) :=
1
2

uiui, (6.1)

where, here and in the following, we adopt the summation convention over repeated indices. The

evolution equation for K is obtained by the dot product of the momentum equation (4.5b) with uuu:

ui
∂ui

∂ t
+uiu j

∂ui

∂x j
=−ui

∂ p
∂xi

+Ri(sinθ δi1 − cosθ δi3)ρui +
1

Re
ui

∂ 2ui

∂x jx j
, (6.2)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta. Using incompressibility (4.5a) and standard manipulations, we

rewrite (6.2) as

∂K

∂ t
= − ∂

∂xi
( uiK︸︷︷︸

advection

− ui p︸︷︷︸
p work

)+Ri(sinθ ρu− cosθ ρw)︸ ︷︷ ︸
buoyancy flux

+
2

Re

{
∂

∂x j
(uisi j)︸ ︷︷ ︸

viscous diffusion

− si jsi j︸︷︷︸
dissipation

}

= − ∂

∂xi
(uiK −ui p)+

2
Re

∂

∂x j
(uisi j)+Bx −Bz− ϵ , (6.3)

where we define the horizontal buoyancy flux Bx, the vertical buoyancy flux Bz and the positive-

definite viscous dissipation ϵ > 0 as

Bx := Ri sinθ ρu, (6.4a)

Bz := Ri cosθ ρw, (6.4b)

ϵ :=
2

Re
si jsi j. (6.4c)

We recall that the symmetric strain rate tensor si j is defined in (2.37), and that Ri = 1/4, see (1.29).

Volume-averaging

We now consider a rectangular control volume V , bounded by the duct cross-section, and of arbitrary

nondimensional length ℓ∈ [0,2A] centred around x̄, i.e. (x,y,z)∈ [x̄−ℓ/2, x̄+ℓ/2]× [−B,B]× [−1,1].

Note that since our analysis will be applied to 3D-3C measurements, only available in mSID, we

restrict ourselves to this geometry in this Chapter and consider that B = 1 (i.e. V has volume

ℓ×2×2 = 4ℓ). When applied to 3D-3C data, the control volume V will be the measurement volume
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(where typically ℓ≈ 10−12 and x̄ ≈−12), but in the discussion of the equations below we will also

consider the case where V consists of the whole duct (ℓ= 2A = 60, x̄ = 0).

The volume-averaged kinetic energy K is defined as

K(t) := ⟨K ⟩xyz :=
1
4ℓ

∫
V

K dV =
1
4ℓ

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ x̄+ℓ/2

x̄−ℓ/2
K dxdydz, (6.5)

where in this Chapter, ⟨·⟩xyz denotes averaging over the control volume V .

We obtain the evolution equation of K by volume-averaging (6.3):

dK
dt

= −
〈

∂
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⟨uK ⟩yz

〉
x
−
〈

∂

∂y
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〉
y
−
〈

∂
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〉
z

−
〈

∂
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⟨up⟩yz

〉
x
−
〈

∂

∂y
⟨vp⟩xz

〉
y
−
〈

∂

∂ z
⟨wp⟩xy

〉
z

(6.6)

+
2

Re

〈
∂

∂x
⟨uisi1⟩yz

〉
x
+
〈

∂

∂y
⟨uisi2⟩xz

〉
y
+
〈

∂

∂ z
⟨uisi3⟩xy

〉
z

+ ⟨Bx⟩xyz −⟨Bz⟩xyz −⟨ϵ⟩xyz.

Applying the divergence theorem, we integrate by parts all the divergence (diffusive) terms in the

first three lines of the RHS of (6.6) as

〈
∂

∂x
⟨uK ⟩yz

〉
x

=
1
ℓ
⟨uK ⟩yz

∣∣∣x̄+ℓ/2

x=x̄−ℓ/2
, (6.7a)〈

∂

∂y
⟨vK ⟩xz

〉
y

=
1
2
⟨vK ⟩xz

∣∣∣1
y=−1

, (6.7b)〈
∂

∂ z
⟨wK ⟩xy

〉
z

=
1
2
⟨wK ⟩xy

∣∣∣1
z=−1

. (6.7c)

...

All the mean gradients along y and z (of the form (6.7b)-(6.7c)) cancel by the no-slip conditions

ui = 0 on the solid boundaries y,z =±1. The mean gradients along x (of the form (6.7a)) take the

general form (1/ℓ)⟨·⟩yz|R−L where ·|R−L denotes the difference between the value of · on the right of

the volume (‘R’, x = x̄+ ℓ/2) and its value on left of the volume (‘L’, x = x̄− ℓ/2). We thus have

dK
dt

= ΦK +Bx −Bz −D, (6.8)
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where we define the sum of kinetic energy boundary fluxes ΦK , the volume-averaged horizontal and

vertical buoyancy flux Bx, Bz, and volume-averaged viscous dissipation D as

ΦK :=
1
ℓ

(
⟨uK ⟩yz|L−R︸ ︷︷ ︸

advection

+⟨up⟩yz|L−R︸ ︷︷ ︸
pressure

− 2
Re

⟨uisi1⟩yz|L−R︸ ︷︷ ︸
viscous

)
:= Φ

adv
K +Φ

pre
K +Φ

vis
K , (6.9a)

Bx := ⟨Bx⟩xyz, (6.9b)

Bz := ⟨Bz⟩xyz, (6.9c)

D := ⟨ϵ⟩xyz. (6.9d)

The rate of change of volume-averaged kinetic energy is therefore given by the sum of

• boundary fluxes at the left and right boundaries of V , ΦK , which we have split into an advective,

a pressure and a viscous contribution;

• internal fluxes within the volume V : two distinct buoyancy fluxes and a negative viscous

dissipation term. This last term acts as a source to the internal energy of the flow that we denote

by I .

The estimation and relative role of each term are discussed in § 6.2.3, after the derivation of the

evolution of the potential energy in the next section.

6.2.2 Potential energy

Instantaneous, local evolution

We define the potential energy field P as

P(xxx, t) := Ri(zcosθ − xsinθ)ρ, (6.10)

since the duct (x,y,z) coordinate system is tilted at angle θ with respect to the direction of gravity.

The evolution equation for P is obtained from the density conservation equation (4.5c):

Ri(zcosθ − xsinθ)
∂ρ

∂ t
=−Ri(zcosθ − xsinθ)

∂ (ρui)

∂xi
+

Ri
RePr

(zcosθ − xsinθ)
∂ 2ρ

∂xixi
, (6.11)
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which, after some manipulation, becomes

∂P

∂ t
= − ∂ (uiP)

∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection

−Ri (sinθρu− cosθρw)︸ ︷︷ ︸
buoyancy flux

+
Ri

Re Pr

[
∂

∂xi

{
(zcosθ − xsinθ)

∂ρ

∂xi

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

−
(

cosθ
∂ρ

∂ z
− sinθ

∂ρ

∂x

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
conversion to internal energy

]
. (6.12)

Volume-averaging

We define the volume-averaged potential energy similarly to (6.5) as

P(t) := ⟨P⟩xyz :=
1
4ℓ

∫ 1

−1

∫ 1

−1

∫ x̄+ℓ/2

x̄−ℓ/2
P dxdydz. (6.13)

By volume averaging (6.12) and using the formulas for the integration by parts in (6.7), we derive the

evolution of P as
dP
dt

= ΦP −Bx +Bz, (6.14)

where Bx, Bz are the internal buoyancy fluxes defined in (6.9b)-(6.9c) and we define the sum of

potential energy fluxes ΦP and its three distinct contributions as

ΦP := Φ
adv
P +Φ

dif
P +Φ

int
P , (6.15a)

Φ
adv
P := Ri

1
ℓ

(
cosθ ⟨zρu⟩yz|L−R − sinθ ⟨xρu⟩yz|L−R

)
, (6.15b)

Φ
dif
P :=

Ri
RePr

1
ℓ

(
sinθ ⟨x∂ρ

∂x
⟩yz

∣∣
L−R − cosθ ⟨z∂ρ

∂x
⟩yz

∣∣
L−R

)
, (6.15c)

Φ
int
P :=

Ri
RePr

(
− 1

ℓ
sinθ⟨ρ⟩yz|L−R +

1
2

cosθ⟨ρ⟩xy|B−T

)
. (6.15d)

By analogy with the notation ·|L−R, the notation ·|B−T indicates the difference between the value of ·
at the bottom (‘B’, z =−1) and at the top (‘T’, z = 1). The potential energy flux ΦP is composed of

an external advective term Φadv
P , an external diffusive term Φdif

P , and an internal term Φint
P converting

internal energy I to potential energy (this conversion does not necessitate macroscopic fluid motions

and is always positive for stable stratification whether the fluid is at rest or in motion).

6.2.3 Summary: complete K and P budgets

The temporal evolutions of the volume-averaged kinetic energy (6.8) and potential energy (6.14) are

summarised in figure 6.1. The control volume V is composed of three energy reservoirs: kinetic energy

K, potential energy P and internal energy I. All energy of fluid not contained in V is represented by
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K

external energy

kinetic energy potential energy

internal energyV

boundary fluxes       

buoyancy fluxes 

dissipation diffusion

E

P

I

Φ     Φ     Φ
K K K

adv dif vis Φ     Φ     
P P

adv dif

Φ
P

int
D

B     Bx z

Figure 6.1 Schematics of the complete energy budgets in a control volume V . The V -averaged kinetic K(t),
potential P(t) and internal I(t) energy reservoirs exchange energy with one another via internal fluxes, with
the external (to V ) energy reservoir E via boundary fluxes. Solid arrows indicate one-sided, time-irreversible
transfer, and dashed arrows indicate a priori two-sided, time-reversible transfer (until assessed and possibly
proven otherwise in § 6.3). The reversible transfer between E and I is acknowledged but indicated by a thinner
line to denote that we did not derive it explicitly and it is not central to the discussion.

an external energy reservoir denoted by E (including kinetic, potential and internal energy).

The internal reservoirs (K, P, I) exchange energy via internal fluxes: K and P exchange energy

with one another via a priori reversible buoyancy fluxes Bx, Bz, which we denote by a dashed line

(they are sign-indefinite until proven otherwise in § 6.3); K is irreversibly dissipated at rate D > 0 to

I; and I is irreversibly converted at rate Φint
P > 0 to P. We denote these irreversible transfers by solid

lines.

In addition, K, P and I also exchange energy via boundary fluxes with the exterior E. These

boundary fluxes are all a priori sign-indefinite, i.e. reversible. The boundary flux of I is necessary

to close the budget. However, since we are primarily concerned with K and P, we do not consider

explicitly the evolution of I (hence we denote it by a thinner line). We will demonstrate in the next

section that we are indeed justified in neglecting the evolution of I (i.e. it does not feed back on either

K or P).

In the next section we give physical interpretation and quantitative estimates of each of these

boundary and internal fluxes in order to simplify the picture of figure 6.1.

6.3 Physical interpretation and hierarchy of simplified budgets

In this section we aim to interpret the energy fluxes introduced in the previous section and estimate

them in the SID. In order to simplify this task, we adopt a number of assumptions from hydraulic
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η(x)u 1L

u 2R
V

ηL

ηR
u 1R

u 2L

p (z)z

              x 

L
p (z)

R

Figure 6.2 Schematics and notation used for the evaluation of energy fluxes under hydraulic assumptions. The
control volume V is shaded in grey, and as before, 1 (resp. 2) denotes the lower (resp. upper) layer, and L (resp.
R) denotes the left (resp. right) boundary of V . The interface is denoted by , the neutral level z = 0 by ,
the pressure distribution on the L and R boundaries by , and p = 0 at the interface by

theory, essentially that the flow is two-layer, hydrostatic, with uniform velocities, etc. We then

gradually relax these assumptions to build a hierarchy of simplified budgets.

6.3.1 Interpretation and estimation of energy fluxes

As sketched in figure 6.2, we assume that the left (L) boundary of the volume V (shaded in grey) has

a lower layer velocity u1L > 0, an upper layer velocity u2L < 0, and that the right (R) boundary of V

has a lower layer velocity u1R > 0, and an upper layer velocity u2R < 0. The interface position η(x)

( ) takes the respective values of ηL and ηR (in the case where V is the whole duct, ηL =−ηR = η∗

and as seen in Chapter 5, figure 5.4a). In agreement with hydraulic theory, we further assume a

uniform streamwise velocity profile in each layer, and a hydrostatic pressure distribution where

the reference pressure is 0 all along the interface p(x,z = η(x)) = 0 (subtracting the hydrostatic

streamwise pressure gradient due to sinθ ) and the local gradient is ∂z p = Ricosθρ (where in the

lower layer ρ1 = 1, in the upper layer ρ2 =−1). This results in p(x,z) = Ri cosθ{η(x)− z} (shown

by in figure 6.2).

This setup and set of assumptions essentially describe flows in the IGH balance, using the

classification introduced in Chapter 1 (see § 1.3 and figures 1.5-1.6). In other words, we assume they

are inertial (I), forced both by the gravitational (G) tilt θ > 0◦ and the hydrostatic pressure gradient

(H). We neglect viscous dissipation temporarily (required to estimate D), but will introduce it in due

course.

Boundary fluxes of K

We estimate the boundary fluxes in the IGH balance as follows:
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• Φadv
K (see (6.9a)): the inflow of kinetic energy by fluid entering V at velocities u1L, u2R is

always lower than the outflow at velocities u2L, u1R:

Φ
adv
K =

1
ℓ
⟨uK ⟩yz|L−R =

1
2ℓ

{
⟨u3

L⟩yz −⟨u3
R⟩yz

}
=

1
4ℓ

{
(1+ηL)⟨u3

1L⟩yz1 +(1−ηL)⟨u3
2L⟩yz2 − (1+ηR)⟨u3

1R⟩yz1 − (1−ηR)⟨u3
2R⟩yz2

}
= −Q3

ℓ

{
ηL

(1−η2
L)

2 −
ηR

(1−η2
R)

2

}
≤ 0 since ηL ≥ ηR, (6.16)

i.e. the advective flux is always negative if the interface is sloping down, a necessary condition

for the existence of a hydraulic solution (see § 5.3.1). In other words, any control volume

always continuously loses kinetic energy since the interface slopes down.

Even more negative Φadv
K would be obtained by relaxing the assumption of uniform flow in

each layer. Indeed, for a general u(x,y,z), the velocity distribution coefficient (see (5.25)) must

be taken into account when evaluating ⟨u3⟩yz, and the velocity distribution coefficient of the

thin, outflowing layers are generically larger than those of the thick, inflowing layers, but by a

factor of ≈ 2 at most.

Importantly, this boundary flux cancels, i.e. Φadv
K = 0, if the control volume is approximately

‘periodic’ in x, i.e. if velocities and interface position are identical at the left and right

boundaries. For any general V , this requires that the interface is flat everywhere η(x) = 0,

which we explained in Chapter 5, corresponds to ‘strongly forced’ flows, or flows in the IGV

balance (see § 5.3) where gravitational forcing by θ > ϕ balances frictional losses and the

hydraulic limit of Q = 1/2 is reached.

We also note that if the control volume V consists of the whole duct (x,y,z) ∈ [−A,A]×
[−1,1]× [−1,1], the flux reduces to

Φ
adv
K =− Q3η∗

A(1−η∗2)2 . (6.17)

• Φ
pre
K (6.9a): the boundary flux of K due to the work of pressure forces cancels out since

Φ
pre
K =

Ri cosθ

ℓ
⟨u(η − z)⟩yz|L−R =

Ri cosθ

ℓ

(
ηL⟨u⟩yz|L −ηR⟨u⟩yz|R︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0 since ⟨u⟩yz=0
(no net volume flux)

−⟨uz⟩yz|L−R
)

= −Ri cosθ

ℓ

{1+ηL

2
u1L⟨z⟩z1 +

1−ηL

2
u2L⟨z⟩z2 −

1+ηR

2
u1R⟨z⟩z1 −

1−ηR

2
u2R⟨z⟩z2

}
= −Ri cosθ

ℓ

Q
2

{
ηL −1

2
− 1+ηL

2
− ηR −1

2
+

1+ηR

2

}
= 0, (6.18)

hence under the hydraulic assumptions (in particular if u does not depend on z), Φ
pre
K = 0.
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• Φvis
K (6.9a): we estimate the boundary flux of K due to the work of viscous forces as

Φ
vis
K = − 2

Re
1
ℓ
⟨uisi1⟩yz|L−R =− 2

Re
1
ℓ
⟨udu

dx
⟩yz

∣∣∣
L−R

= − 2
Re

1
ℓ

1
Q
⟨u3

η
′⟩yz

∣∣∣
L−R

=
8Q2

ℓRe

{
ηLη ′

L

(1−η2
L)

2 −
ηRη ′

R

(1−η2
R)

2

}
, (6.19)

where η ′ = dη/dx is the local slope of the interface. We note that Φvis
K cancels for IGV,

‘periodic’ flows, and that for all inertial flows (high-Re) investigated here, it is in general much

smaller than the advective flux, hence it will be neglected from now on.

Boundary fluxes of P

• Φadv
P (6.15b): we estimate the boundary advective flux of P as

Φ
adv
P =

Ri
ℓ

(
cosθ⟨zρu⟩yz|L−R − sinθ⟨xρu⟩yz|L−R

)
=

Ri
ℓ

[
cosθ

Qm

4
{ 4ηL

1−η2
L
− 4ηR

1−η2
R

}
− sinθ

{(
x̄− ℓ

2
)
⟨ρu⟩yz|L −

(
x̄+

ℓ

2
)
⟨ρu⟩yz|R

]
= Qm Ri cosθ

1
ℓ

(
ηL

1−η2
L
− ηR

1−η2
R

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0 (‘H’ contribution)

+ Qm Ri sinθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 (‘G’ contribution)

> 0. (6.20)

noting that by definition Qm := ⟨ρu⟩yz and that Qm = Q := ⟨|u|⟩yz in the absence of mixing (as

assumed here). These definitions of Q(x, t), Qm(x, t) differ slightly from our earlier definition

of Q, Qm in (2.10)-(2.11) as the spatial and temporal average (i.e. Q= ⟨|u|⟩xyzt and Qm⟨ρu⟩xyzt).

We note however that by conservation of volume (continuity) Q(x, t) = Q(t), and that under

the Boussinesq approximation, this implies conservation of mass Qm(x, t) = Qm(t).

We note that Φadv
P has two distinct positive components: a component due to the hydrostatic

forcing (‘H’) in cosθ and a component due to the gravitational forcing (‘G’) in sinθ . As

before, the ‘H’ component cancels for flows in the IGV balance (where the hydrostatic forcing

is negligible).

Taking V as the whole duct we obtain:

Φ
adv
P = Qm Ri

( cosθη∗

A(1−η∗2)
+ sinθ

)
. (6.21)

• Φdif
P (6.15c): to evaluate the average derivatives ⟨∂xρ⟩z and ⟨z∂xρ⟩z (which are technically delta

functions), we assume that the density interface has a small but finite thickness δ . The interface

η(x) slopes at a local angle η ′(x) (under the hydrostatic assumption this slope is small and
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the angle is approximately equal to its tangent), such that over the vertical thickness δ , the

mean gradient is ∂xρ ≈−2/(δ/η ′) =−2η ′/δ (the horizontal extent of the interface is δ/η ′),

i.e. over z ∈ [−1,1], ⟨∂xρ⟩z = −η ′. Applying the same method, we find ⟨z∂xρ⟩z = −ηη ′,

therefore:

Φ
dif
P =

Ri
ℓRePr

[
sinθ

{(
x̄+

ℓ

2
)
η
′
R −

(
x̄− ℓ

2
)
η
′
L
}
+ cosθ(ηLη

′
L −ηRη

′
R)
]
, (6.22)

which, for the large Re used here, is very small compared to the advective flux, and cancels

Φdif
P = 0 for IGV, ‘periodic’ flows where η ′(x) = 0 everywhere.

Internal fluxes

The internal fluxes under hydraulic assumptions in the IGH balance are as follows:

• Bx (6.9b): the horizontal buoyancy flux is straightforward to compute:

Bx = Ri sinθ⟨ρu⟩xyz = Qm Ri sinθ > 0, (6.23)

which is exactly equal to the gravitational (‘G’) component of the advective flux of P in (6.20).

• Bz (6.9c): while hydraulic theory assumes zero vertical velocity w = 0, we can nevertheless

give an order of magnitude estimate of the volume averaged ⟨ρw⟩xyz by considering that the

center of mass of a slab of dense (ρ = 1) fluid drops by ηL −ηR over the length of V (i.e. it

has a negative vertical velocity), and conversely for a slab of buoyant (ρ =−1) fluid, resulting

in the approximation

Bz = Ri cosθ⟨ρu⟩xyz =−Qm Ri cosθ
ηL −ηR

ℓ
< 0. (6.24)

In the absence of any other vertical motion other than those consistent with hydraulic theory, it

is thus negative, meaning that it acts as a source term for K (where it appears as −Bz, see (6.8))

and as a sink for P (where it appears as +Bz, see (6.14)).

However, we note that Bz = 0 for IG, ‘periodic’ flows, and that in general, when relaxing

the hydraulic assumptions (such as in IGV or IGHV flows), non-trivial vertical motions

(waves, turbulence) can result in Bz being sign-indefinite. We therefore consider this flux to

be irreversible (negative-definite) in flows close to the hydraulic assumptions and potentially

reversible (sign-indefinite) in flows where vertical motions are potentially large.
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• Φint
P (6.15d): the conversion of internal energy is straightforward since ⟨ρ⟩yz = η (by definition

of η , assuming collocation of the velocity and density interfaces) and ⟨ρ⟩xy|B−T = 2:

Φ
int
P =

Ri
RePr

{
− sinθ

ηL −ηR

ℓ︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0 and ≪cosθ

+cosθ

}
≈ Ri

Re Pr
cosθ , (6.25)

which given the Re used, is always negligible compared to the advective or buoyancy fluxes for

any slightly positive angles (tanθ ≫ (QRePr)−1 ≈ 0).

• D : under the assumptions of hydraulic theory, D = 0; however in reality D > 0 but is unknown

(it will only be possible to estimate it in a particular simplified budget).

Summary

To summarise, we established that Φ
pre
K = 0, and that Φvis

K , Φdiff
P , Φint

P can safely be neglected for all

flows in an inertia-dominated balance of interest to us (i.e. not labelled in white in figures 1.5-1.6).

Next, we use the physical interpretation and estimates of the energy fluxes to build the energy budget

of any control volume V under a hierarchy of decreasingly complex physical balances in figure 6.3.

We first consider the full IGHV balance (panel a), in which inertia (‘I’), gravitational forcing (‘G’),

hydrostatic forcing (‘H’) and viscosity (‘V’) are all in balance (see § 1.3 for the discussion). We

then consider the simplified IHV balance (panel b) and IGV balance (panel c) in which one of the

sources of forcing is dominant (i.e. the tilt angle θ is either very small or very large compared to the

geometric slope of the duct ϕ := tan−1 A−1). We eventually simplify them to the ‘extreme’ IH, IGH,

and IG balances (panels d-f ) where viscous effects are ignored altogether (resulting in irrelevant or

ill-posed budgets).

6.3.2 IGHV budget

The budget of the most general IGHV balance (in which viscous effects are as important as inertial,

gravitational and hydrostatic effects) includes all remaining non-zero and non-negligible fluxes

Φadv
K < 0, Φadv

P > 0, Bu > 0, Bw and include the hitherto unknown, but positive dissipation D > 0

(figure 6.3a).

In this balance, as well as in all the following balances, the only source of energy in V is the

advective flux of P from the exterior at rate Φadv
P . In the IGHV (and all ‘GH’ balances), this flux is

composed of both a ‘G’ contribution (in sinθ ) and an ‘H’ contribution (in cosθ ), see (6.20). This flux

(power) of potential energy is then converted to kinetic energy at a rate Bx (in sinθ , see (6.23)). If the

mean vertical buoyancy flux is negative (i.e. on average, dense fluid is transported down and buoyant
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Figure 6.3 Schematics of the hierarchy of simplified energy budgets in the: (a) Full four-way IGHV balance
(see § 1.3 and figures 1.5-1.6). (b-c) Simplified three-way IHV and IGV viscous balances. (d-f) Over-simplified
IH, IGH and IG inviscid balances. Each budget is based on evolution equations (6.8), (6.14) and neglecting of
certain terms discussed in § 6.3.1. Arrow direction indicates sign of the flux (acts as a source to the reservoir it
points into, and conversely). As in figure 6.1, two-sided arrows and dashed lines denotes potentially reversible
(sign-indefinite) flux. Grey colour denotes a flux that cancels when averaged over sufficiently long times.

fluid is transported up, as assumed by hydraulic theory), P is converted to K at an additional rate Bz

predicted in (6.24) (i.e. the arrow should point from P to K and be solid). If the flow is turbulent, and

if the vertical buoyancy flux is instead positive (i.e. dense fluid is transported upwards on average and

conversely), it is K that is on average converted to P by Bz (i.e. the arrow should point from K to

P and be solid). However, the dominance of either of these two scenarios depends on the level of

turbulence and large-scale stirring motions in the flow, and in general Bz is sign-indefinite and may

change in time (especially in the I and T regimes). We thus consider Bz reversible (represented by a

double arrow and a dashed line) in all viscously-influenced flows (having ‘V’ in their balance).
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The K reservoir has two distinct sinks, other than the potential sink due to vertical advection by

Bz: viscous dissipation at rate D > 0, and advective flux Φadv
K < 0 (see (6.16)) caused by convective

acceleration of each layer due to the sloping interface (this flux is more intense for larger Q and

steeper slopes (ηL −ηR)/ℓ). Note that while the outflux of K by Φadv
K depends on the volume flux

Q, the influx of energy by Φadv
P depends on the mass flux Qm, and is therefore reduced by increased

levels of mixing in the flow.

The I reservoir is only relevant in its role of recipient of viscous dissipation D, controlled by K. It

does not act either as a bottleneck for D, nor as a source to any other internal reservoir and thus does

not feedback on either K or P. Since we now recognise that the boundary flux between I and E is the

only possible sink in I, it must indeed, on average, be a sink (which, as for other sinks, we represent

by a solid line with an arrow pointing to the destination E). However because of the irrelevance of

the dynamics of I in the K and P dynamics, we continue to depict it here and in subsequent budget

schematics for completeness, but do not discuss it further.

It is possible to make two direct parallels between this IGHV energy budget and the frictional

hydraulic theory developed in Chapter 5. First, the derivation of the equation for the interfacial

slope dη/dx (see § 5.2.2 and (5.42)) is equivalent to the IGHV budget on a control volume V

taken as an infinitesimal slice 0 < ℓ = dx ≪ 1 (see figure 5.2). Second, the opposite extreme to

taking V as an infinitesimal slice is to take V as being the whole duct. In this case, the potential

energy advective fluxes into the duct and the kinetic energy advective flux out of the duct take the

respective forms (6.17) and (6.21) and depend on θ ,A,Q,η∗ (assuming Qm = Q in the absence of

mixing). The dissipation D is unknown but was parametrised in Chapter 5 by Re and a number of

friction parameters (which essentially parameterised the unknown strain rate si jsi j at the walls and

interface). Finding the volume flux Q, exit interface thickness η∗ and dissipation parameters (such as

the momentum diffusivity Km) requires solving the problem of cancelling out all the fluxes such that

in steady state the budgets are balanced, i.e. formally:

〈d(P+K)

dt

〉
t

=
d⟨P⟩t

dt
+

d⟨K⟩t

dt
(6.26)

= ⟨Φadv
P ⟩t(A,θ ,Q,η∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
source, see (6.21)

−|⟨Φadv
K ⟩t(A,Q,η∗)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
sink, see (6.17)

−⟨D⟩t(Re, friction parameters)︸ ︷︷ ︸
sink

= 0

Naturally, this single nonlinear equation has several unknowns (Q, η∗, friction parameters) and thus

cannot be solved. To close the problem and expect a solution, we require at least n+1 additional

equations, where n is the number of friction parameters, and the ‘+1’ equation is the criticality

condition of hydraulic theory imposing the maximum exchange flow in the form given in the form of

Q(η∗) (see (5.46)).
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The inherent difficulty of the IGHV balance lies in its number of non-zero fluxes in the energy

budget. To make theoretical progress and gain insight into the scaling of each flux, it is therefore

desirable to simplify the physical picture of the IGHV balance. This will also allow us to make

a clearer connection between the energetics framework and the frictional hydraulics framework

developed in Chapter 5.

6.3.3 IHV, IGV budgets

We now consider the simplified IHV balance 0◦ ≤ θ ≪ ϕ (panel b) and IGV balance θ ≫ ϕ > 0◦

(panel c).

The IHV budget (panel b) is somewhat simplified in that the ‘G’ contribution in Φadv
P is negligible

compared to the ‘H’ contribution, and the horizontal buoyancy flux Bx is negligible compared to

the vertical buoyancy flux Bz. Since Bz is the only sink in P, in order to close the K −P budget, Bz

must be negative on average. Note that this negative average does not preclude vertical motions and

mixing, which, if they are present, simply reduce the magnitude of Bz (sink of P) by making it less

negative (and indeed our observations of Chapters 3 and 5 show that for sufficiently high Re, flows at

0 ≤ θ ≪ ϕ can be in any regime). In order to close the budget, this reduced Bz in the presence of

vertical motions must be accompanied by a reduced Φadv
P (source of P) due to a reduced Qm (precisely

caused by mixing).

The frictional hydraulic theory developed by Gu (2001), Gu & Lawrence (2005) was indeed

aimed at studying IHV flows (they only considered θ = 0◦). However, as we saw in Chapter 5,

solving the IHV problem in the sense of closing (i.e. cancelling) the ⟨K +P⟩t budget is not easier

than solving the full IGHV problem stated in (6.26); indeed the internal flux Bx, which constitutes the

main difference between the IHV and the IGHV balance does not even affect the K +P budget. To

be able to close the K+P budget more easily, we must remove a number of unknowns, such as Q, η∗

and ⟨D⟩t .

The IGV budget (panel c) is crucially simplified by Φadv
K = 0 (flat interface, i.e. no convective

acceleration). Consequently, the P and K reservoirs each have a single source and a single sink

which are therefore all equal in a time-averaged sense. The source term controlling the power input

is (as always) Φadv
P , but in the absence of interfacial slope, the ‘G’ contribution is dominant and does

not depend on the unknown η∗, such that all fluxes take an exceedingly simple form:

⟨Φadv
P ⟩t = ⟨Bx⟩t = ⟨D⟩t =

1
4
⟨Qm⟩t sinθ > 0. (6.27)
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The first two equalities reflect the equality of all single sources and sinks in the expected steady

state over sufficiently long times, i.e. the idea that the volume V can ‘store’ or ‘lose’ energy only

intermittently. At the moment it is still unclear what a ‘sufficiently long’ time is, i.e. how long

V can store energy for, but we hypothesise that it may be large compared to 1 ATU (perhaps, say,

10 but not 100 ATU). The temporal average equalities in (6.27) thus do not imply equalities of

instantaneous powers nor do they preclude intermittent non-zero values of Bz i.e. intermittent and

reversible exchange between P and K. However this exchange must cancel and become irrelevant

over ‘long’ times (which is why we denote Bz by a light grey colour in figure 6.3).

Unsurprisingly, and as already noted in Chapter 5, the IGV balance precisely corresponds to the

flows for which the existence of a solution to the frictional hydraulic problem was sufficient to derive

a precise scaling for the composite friction parameter S: 2QS = Resinθ (see § 5.3.1). Within the

energetics framework, we are able to derive the more precise approximation (6.27) for the time- and

volume-averaged dissipation si jsi j (which we henceforth simply denote by s2), which can also be

written

⟨s2⟩xyzt =
Re
2
⟨D⟩t =

1
8
⟨Qm⟩t Re sinθ . (6.28)

We believe that this statement is a major result of this Chapter, and that it is stronger and more

general than the equivalent statement of frictional hydraulic theory 2QS = Resinθ (where time-

averaged Q and S are implied), since it addresses the global volume-averaged energy dissipation

rather than the sum of stresses localised at the walls and interface. In moderate-Re flows (Re < 50A,

see § 5.2.3), the velocity profile is significantly affected by fully-developed viscous boundary layers

and shear stresses/viscous dissipation occurs throughout the volume V . Even more importantly, in

both moderate-Re (Re < 50A) and high-Re (Re ≫ 50A), the interfacial turbulence in an interfacial

layer occupying a large fraction of V undermines the frictional hydraulic description of a localised

interfacial shear stress. Interestingly however, this result suggests a direct link between the volume-

averaged dissipation and the composite friction parameter:

S =
4

⟨Q⟩t ⟨Qm⟩t
⟨s2⟩xyzt . (6.29)

To conclude, we stress again that the IGV balance is unique in that it is the only balance in which

it is possible to estimate the time- and volume-averaged dissipation in a straightforward way from

only three parameters Re, sinθ and ⟨Qm⟩t (note Qm ≈ 0.5 in the absence of mixing, and lower and a

priori unknown in the presence of mixing). By contrast, in the IGHV and IHV balances, the non-zero

advective flux ⟨Φadv
K ⟩t and the in general non-zero averaged vertical buoyancy flux ⟨Bz⟩t complicate
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the picture. The budget depends on additional unknown parameters such as Q (which can be well

below its hydraulic limit of 0.5), η∗, and D and is an under-determined problem.

Moreover, the periodicity in x assumed by the IGV balance, makes the choice of V nearly

irrelevant. Under the IGV approximation, it thus becomes possible to study the volume-averaged

energetics of the whole duct by only measuring a small fraction of it in the streamwise direction

(ℓ≪ 2A), and all subvolumes V (i.e. x̄ and ℓ) are equivalent. We believe this is a major modelling

result of this Chapter.

The elegance of the IGV balance explains why it will be the focus of the remainder in this Chapter.

We illustrate this choice by a checkmark ✓ in panel c, and by the labelling ‘too complex’ (in red) in

panels a-b. Before discussing experimental data, we conclude this section on the hierarchy of energy

budgets by discussing the last three possible budgets to justify why we dismiss them in favour of the

IGV budget.

6.3.4 IH, IGH, IG budgets

In the last three possible inertia dominated balances (IH, IGH, and IG, see panels d-f ), the effects of

viscosity are neglected and the internal energy reservoir I is absent.

In the IH balance (panel d), the absence of tilt or friction results in a flat interface § 5.2.1, in no

advective fluxes hence a necessary temporal steadiness. Such extremely idealised flows are thus of

little relevance to SID flows.

In the IGH balance, a positive tilt angle θ > 0◦ is added. Without the addition of viscous

stresses/dissipation, we explained in § 5.3.1 that this results in an interface sloping upwards, which

violates the existence of a solution. In the energetics, this aberration is seen in the reversal of the

sign of Φadv
K : it now acts as a source to K (implying convective deceleration in each layer), which

is impossible since the fluid is coming from a state of rest in the left and right reservoirs. While

Bx > 0, the sign of Bz and Φadv
P is undecided. This aberrant budget simply reflects the fact that the

IGH balance is ill-posed and does not admit a solution.

The IG balance is simpler, with positive Φadv
P and Bx and a time-averaged zero Bz. However the

K reservoir does not have any sink (i.e. no steady-state solution is possible). This problem can be

understood from a different perspective: as we have seen in frictional hydraulic theory, in the absence

of a ‘negative’ frictional slope to compensate the ‘positive’ forcing slope θ > 0◦, the interfacial

slope will always be positive and cannot be approximately flat (dη/dx = 0) as assumed under the IG

balance. This balance is therefore self-contradictory and, as the IH balance, equally ill-posed.
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As explained in Chapter 5 and contrary to what previous authors assumed (such as LT75, MT75,

and K91), the simplification consisting in ignoring the effects of viscosity is an oversimplification

for any buoyancy-driven flows forced by a positive tilt angle θ > 0◦. In other words, any balance

involving gravitational effects (‘G’) must also involve viscous effects (‘V’) to avoid ill-posedness.

6.4 Experimental time-averaged budgets

The aim of this section is to investigate whether the volume-averaged energy budgets derived in § 6.2

and simplified in § 6.3 are consistent with 3D-3C experimental data in a time-averaged sense.

6.4.1 Experimental budgets and validation of the IGV approximation

Figure 6.4 shows the time-averaged fluxes of the full IGHV balance (figure 6.3a) based on the

definitions (6.9), (6.15), for all 11 3D-3C experiments for which both velocity and density data

are available (exp. m125-m135, see table A.4). The time-average corresponds to the full recorded

duration τ of the experiment ⟨·⟩t = (1/τ)
∫

τ

0 ·dt. In order to compare these experimental budgets to

the simplified IGV budget predicted in § 6.3.3, we plot in panel a all fluxes (coloured circles) against

the measured ⟨Bx⟩t (horizontal axis and ). If the predictions of § 6.3.3 are valid, flow close to the

IGV balance should obey (6.27), i.e. ⟨Φadv
P ⟩t ≈ ⟨D⟩t ≈ ⟨Bx⟩t (i.e. and should collapse onto )

and ⟨Φadv
K ⟩t ≈ ⟨Bz⟩t ≈ 0 (i.e. and should collapse onto ).

We observe overall good agreement with this expected behaviour. As indicated at the top of

the figure, the data are composed of three groups ⟨Bx⟩t ≈ 0.001 (corresponding to θ = 1◦ < ϕ),

⟨Bx⟩t ≈ 0.003−0.004 (θ = 2◦ ≈ ϕ) and ⟨Bx⟩t ≈ 0.009−0.010 (θ = 5◦ ≫ ϕ). It is thus interesting

to note that, despite the fact that the θ = 2◦ data and a fortiori the θ = 1◦ data (exp. m135, whose

interfacial profile was shown and discussed in figure 5.14) are strictly speaking in the full IGHV

balance, they nevertheless agree well with the predictions of the simplified IGV budget.

The ⟨Φadv⟩t data ( ) clearly follow the ⟨Bx⟩t data ( ) more accurately than the ⟨D⟩t data ( )

does. We also note the presence of one aberrantly high ⟨D⟩t ≈ 0.013 value (exp. m127, θ = 2◦).

The cause of this aberrant value is not fully understood, but we give more details about the causes

for error in the experimental determination of dissipation rates in the next section. We note that the

time-averaged vertical buoyancy flux ⟨Bz⟩t is very close to 0 in all experiments.

Finally, we plot in panel b the measured ⟨P⟩t ( ), ⟨K⟩t ( ) as well as their predicted value by the

sum of IGHV fluxes of panel a. The measured values are all very close to zero ( ), indicating that

when averaged over the time interval of the measurements t ∈ [0,τ] (where 300 ATU ≲ τ ≲ 500 ATU,
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Figure 6.4 Time- and volume-averaged energy budgets from all 11 3D-3C experiments for which density
and velocity data are available (exp. m125-m135, see table A.4). (a) All relevant IGHV energy fluxes (see
figure 6.3a) plotted against ⟨Bx⟩t to assess goodness of the simpler IGV budget approximation (figure 6.3c),
assuming Φadv

P = Bx = D ( ) and Φadv
K = BZ = 0 ( ). (b) Measured budgets and predicted values based

on the sum of fluxes in (a). Steady state ( ) is expected for the long time-averaging periods 300 ATU ≲ τ ≲
500 ATU used here.

see table A.4), the energy reservoirs are indeed in steady state. We investigate their time dependence

over periods significantly shorter than τ , i.e. at the temporal resolution of the measurements ∆t = τ/nt ,

in § 6.5.

By contrast, the predicted ⟨dP/dt⟩t (⋆) and ⟨dK/dt⟩t budgets (⋆) substantially deviate from 0

(particularly ⟨K⟩t , which is less than 0.002 in magnitude for eight experiments and between 0.003

and 0.007 in magnitude for the remaining three). Based on the all-experiments averages ⟨K⟩t ≈ 0.14,

⟨P⟩t ≈ 0.11 we conclude that the predicted exponential growth rate for the data points with magnitude

below 0.002 is of order (1/⟨P⟩t)⟨dP/dt⟩t ≈ (1/⟨K⟩t)⟨dK/dt⟩t < 0.02 (i.e. a relatively large, but still

unrealistically low, e-folding time > 50 ATU) whereas for the data point furthest from zero at −0.007

it is (1/⟨K⟩t)d⟨K⟩t ≈ 0.05 (i.e. an unacceptably low e-folding time ≈ 20 ATU). This suggest an

imperfect closure of the budgets due to experimental errors, which we will stress again in the next

section and try to substantiate in § 6.4.3.
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6.4.2 Scaling of ⟨s2⟩xyzt and regime transitions

We showed in the previous section that the theoretical predictions for the time- and volume-averaged

energy budgets were broadly validated by the 3D-3C data, and in particular, the IGV approximation

(6.27) featuring a single source of potential energy ⟨Φadv
P ⟩t , a single potential-to-kinetic energy transfer

⟨Bx⟩t and a single sink of kinetic energy ⟨D⟩t . In this section, we investigate the consequences of this

scaling for ⟨s2⟩xyzt and its relation to the prediction of regime transitions.

As noted in (6.28), the IGV budget offers a very simple scaling law for the time- and volume-

averaged L2 (i.e. square) norm of the strain rate tensor ⟨s2⟩xyzt =(1/8)⟨Qm⟩t Resinθ , which resembles

the corresponding result of frictional hydraulic theory S = Resinθ (see (6.29)). Here we argue

that ⟨s2⟩xyzt appears to be the most relevant quantitative proxy for the flow regimes. Based on

our nondimensionalisation of velocities and lengths, one would expect s2 = O(1) is the L regime

(where O(1) velocities have O(1) gradients), and much enhanced in the I and T regimes. This

justifies our subsequent focus on the square norm of the strain rate, s2, which we henceforth usually

refer to as dissipation for simplicity. Although it is more common to call viscous dissipation the

quantity D = ⟨ϵ⟩xyz = (2/Re)⟨s2⟩xyz, this quantity is not a good proxy for flow regimes because of

the multiplicative factor 2/Re.

Assuming Qm ≈ Q ≈ 0.5 (hydraulic limit without mixing), (6.28) would simply reduce to

⟨s2⟩xyzt =
1

16
Resinθ . (6.30)

This is very close to the scaling for the momentum diffusivity and interfacial friction ratio Km ≈
rI ≈ 0.12Resinθ derived in (5.66) for Re < 50A flows, obtained under the same IGV approximation

(Q ≈ 0.5, θ ≫ A−1) and the assumption that Km ≫ 1 (i.e. the friction in S is mostly achieved by

interfacial rather than laminar wall friction). Recalling that the regime transitions scale with Resinθ

in mSID (figure 5.9a), the prediction in (6.30) is consistent with experimental regime data and our

hypothesis that ⟨s2⟩xyzt and the flow regime are directly proportional to one another.

Figure 6.5a shows that the simple scaling (6.30) ( ) is only approximately followed by the

data (this panel should be compared with figure 5.12, where we plotted parameters of the frictional

hydraulic model against the same horizontal axis Resinθ ). We find slightly better agreement by

plotting the same values against the full expected scaling (1/8)⟨Qm⟩tResinθ in panel b (similar

to figure 6.4a), showing that some of the discrepancy with (6.30) in panel a is due to ⟨Qm⟩t < 0.5.

However, most of the discrepancy is due to the discrepancy between the estimated 3D-3C dissipation

s2 and its required value to close the ⟨K⟩t budget.
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Figure 6.5 Time- and volume-averaged dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyzt (same data as in figure 6.4a) plotted against (a)
the simplified scaling (6.30), (b) the full IGV scaling (6.28) involving the measured but a priori unknown
⟨Qm⟩t . Values before and after imposing a divergence-free velocity field by the wDCS scheme are shown
(both coincide exactly for seven out of 11 experiments, and the pre-wDCS data for the largest, anomalous
dissipation of exp. m127 is above the vertical axis limit). In both panels, the expected scaling is shown by .
The regimes transitions follow a Resinθ scaling, as observed in Chapter 5, and are indicated at the top. (c)
Kolmogorov lengthscale based on the expected dissipation (given by in panel b). The range of typical
resolutions dx, dy, dz is shown by the red and blue shading for comparison.

We believe that the IGV budget and its prediction (6.28) are a major step in explaining the scaling

of the regime transitions in mSID. The precise statement that the flow regime is directly proportional

to the volume-averaged dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyzt is similar but more satisfactory and rigorous than the

corresponding statement for the parameterised momentum diffusivity Km (see (5.67)), which relied on

a number of questionable assumptions. In particular, the scaling (6.28) highlights the importance of

Qm (and therefore, of mixing) in the energy balance, which causes scatter in the data when neglected

in (6.30) and figure 6.5a, and which was evidently absent in the frictional hydraulic model. However

the agreement between the expected ⟨s2⟩xyzt and the measured value is not perfect, and we discuss

potential reasons for this in the next section.
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6.4.3 Experimental errors in s

Figure 6.4 strongly suggests that imperfect measurements of s are most probably responsible for

the non-zero ⟨K⟩t budget. We thus believe that the discrepancy observed in figure 6.5b between the

measured ⟨s2⟩xyzt ( ) and its required value to close the ⟨K⟩t budget ( ) is due to inherent limitations

in our measurements, as we discuss next.

First, as discussed in § 2.5.7, the computation of s must be made on divergence-free velocity

fields. For this reason, we applied the weighted divergence correction scheme (wDCS) introduced

in § 2.5.7 to all 3D-3C data discussed in this Chapter. In panel b we see that for three out of ten

experiments (excluding exp. m127 which has anomalously high dissipation), values of s2 prior to

the divergence correction ( ) over-estimate the post-wDCS values ( ) which we believe must be

closer to the true values. In the remaining seven experiments (most of which are more recent than the

previous three and have better-quality data), both computations yield exactly the same dissipation,

which is encouraging (as we already noted when discussing the wDCS results applied to exp. m134

in figure 2.11, corresponding here to the right-most data point).

Second, faithful measures of s require a fine enough spatial resolution, i.e. a grid size (dx,dy,dz)

small enough to capture the smallest dynamically active scale. As discussed in § 4.1.3, it is generally

acknowledged that the spectral content of s becomes negligble below a few Kolmogorov lengths

Lk. Its dimensional form was defined in § 4.1.3 Lk := (ν3/ϵ)1/4 (where, here only, Lk and ϵ are

dimensional). We henceforth consider the nondimensional Kolmogorov length Lk, which we define

and estimate using the volume-averaged dissipation as:

Lk :=
1

(H/2)

(
ν3

2ν
g′H

(H/2)2 ⟨s2⟩xyzt

)1/4

= 2−1/4Re−1/2(⟨s2⟩xyzt)
−1/4 (6.31a)

≈ 21/2(⟨Qm⟩t Re3 sinθ)−1/4 assuming the IGV scaling (6.28) (6.31b)

≈ 23/4(Re3 sinθ)−1/4 assuming the ⟨Qm⟩t = 0.5 simplified form (6.30) (6.31c)

For each experiment, we plot in panel c the expected value of Lk (6.31b), i.e. the value based

on the expected (and not the measured) value of ⟨s2⟩xyzt from the input parameters Re, sinθ and

the measured ⟨Qm⟩t (which we simply refer to as Qm when the context is clear). We superimpose

in red and blue shading the typical range of spatial resolution used dx, dz ∈ [0.022,0.044] and

dy ∈ [0.033,0.077] (see table A.4). Data points for which the expected Kolmogorov lengthscale is

relatively larger (Lk ≳ 0.02) appear to have ⟨s2⟩xyzt values closer to the expected value (panel b) than

data points for which it is relatively smaller (0.01 ≲ Lk ≲ 0.02).
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Figure 6.6 Predicted volume-averaged Kolmogorov lengthscale log(Lk) based on (6.31c) (assuming a max-
imum Qm = 0.5) in the (θ ,Re) plane. transition curves Resinθ = 20, 50, 100 in the mSID geometry are
superimposed to show that for a given regime, the larger Lk (which are easier to resolve) are found at low Re
and large θ .

Note that Lk is not a monotonically decreasing function of the horizontal axis coordinate due to

the strong Re3 dependence in (6.31b). This is illustrated in figure 6.6 where we plot contours of the

lower bound of Lk based on (6.31c) (note the log scale) in the (θ ,Re) plane, and we superimpose

the regime transition curves. Given the constraints on the resolution of video cameras (i.e. dx, dz)

and more importantly, on the thickness of the laser sheet for sPIV (i.e. dy), a better resolution of the

scale Lk, i.e. smaller (dx,dy,dz)/Lk, will always be achieved in the low-Re and large-θ region of any

given regime.

To conclude we believe that the fact that our spatial resolution, and especially our spanwise

resolution, becomes at worst dy ≈ 3Lk −7Lk in the highest Re experiments (smallest expected Lk)

may be partly responsible for the underestimation of s2 is these experiments, as observed in panel b

(this is consistent with the maximum grid scale of 3Lk − 6Lk recommended by Moin & Mahesh,

1998). We also note that our estimation of Lk is based on the volume-averaged dissipation rate and

therefore lengthscales smaller than Lk are inevitably present, at least locally and intermittently, in

the I and T regimes, where our spatial resolution may actually be very insufficient. However, it

is worth recalling that, as discussed in § 2.5.4, the current 3D-3C scanning setup only allows us

to decrease ∆y = 2/ny at the expense of increasing ∆t, the time between successive 3D snapshots,

and therefore, of achieving less instantaneous snapshots. Ultimately, and despite the encouraging

results of the relatively weak impact of the divergence correction in estimating s2, we believe that the

non-instantaneous character of the measurements must have some impact on of ⟨s2⟩xyzt (by distorting

the fine-scale and short-lived structures responsible for dissipation), which is harder to quantify.
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6.5 Experimental instantaneous budgets and intermittency

In this section we investigate the temporal dynamics of the volume-averaged kinetic and potential

energies as well as their fluxes, and attempt to answer QQQ9 and QQQ10. We investigate the time series

of 3D-3C budgets in § 6.5.1, focus on the different intermittent (I regime) dynamics observed in

salt vs heat experiments in § 6.5.2 and discuss the physical origin of the repeated laminar-turbulent

transitions in the heat experiment in § 6.5.3. We conclude by discussing these results in light of the

available literature in § 6.5.4.

6.5.1 Instantaneous budgets: general observations

For a typical salt experiment in each of the three regimes H, I, T, figure 6.7 shows the time series

of the exchange volume flux Q(t), mass flux Qm(t), net (barotropic) volume flux |u|xyz(t), energy

reservoirs K(t), P(t) (panels a, c, e) as well as all their IGHV fluxes multiplied by Re/2 to compare

between experiments and with s2 (panels b, d, f ).

In the H regime (Resinθ = 38, panels a-b), the time series shows little temporal variability

after the initial transients (slight decay of K, P and slight non-zero net volume flux ⟨u⟩xyz due to

the adjustment of the free surfaces in each water reservoir). Despite the temporal dynamics of the

Holmboe waves (this is the same experiment as that discussed in Chapter 4), all fluxes are practically

constant, at least on this vertical axis scale chosen to compare with panels c-f. As already noted

in figures 6.4-6.5, the IGV approximation is excellent (Φadv
K , Bz ≈ 0, as shown by the cyan and

magenta curves) and the measured ⟨s2⟩xyz = 2.2 is close to the target (Re/2)Φadv
P = (Re/2)Bx =

(Qm/8)Resinθ = 2.0 (the green, black and blue curves all fall on top of one another).

In the I regime, (Resinθ = 83, panels c-d) we naturally observe more temporal variability. The

oscillations of K and P appear, to some approximation, to be out of phase, suggesting episodic

exchanges between K and P over timescales of tens of ATU. These exchanges are confirmed and

accounted for by the positive (resp. negative) correlation between the time series of K (resp. P) and

the largest internal flux Bx (we recall that Bx > 0 acts as a source to K and as a sink to P). This

evidence suggests that instantaneous increases in P and decreases in K (such as the one at t ≈ 150 or

t ≈ 270) are due to episodic deficits of the horizontal buoyancy flux Bx > 0 (e.g. caused by deficits

of Qm, i.e. increased mixing), rather than by enhanced vertical buoyancy flux Bz (in magenta) which

remains very close to zero throughout. We also note the good correlation between the main source

of P (Φadv
P , in green) and its main sink (Bx, in black). It is unknown whether the higher-frequency

oscillations (over timescales of a few ATU) in the boundary fluxes Φadv
P and Φadv

K are a real, coherent
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Figure 6.7 Dynamics and intermittency of budgets of three 3D-3C experiments (all at θ = 5◦): (a)-(b) H
regime (exp. m133, Re = 440, Resinθ = 38), (c)-(d) I regime (exp. m126, Re = 955, Resinθ = 83), (e)-(f) T
regime (exp. m134, Re = 1515, Resinθ = 132). (a), (c), (e): volume flux Q(t), mass flux Qm(t), net volume
flux |u|xyz(t), 5K(t) and 5P(t) (the factor 5 aiding visualisation on a common vertical axis). P is defined up to
an arbitrary additive constant, which was chosen so that ⟨P⟩t = ⟨K⟩t to facilitate comparison. (b), (d), (f): all
IGHV fluxes of figure 6.3a multiplied by Re/2 to compare between experiments and with s2. The time average
of each flux can be found in figure 6.4a using the same colour code.
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signal, or whether they arise due to experimental measurement errors. We do expect higher levels of

noise in experimental boundary fluxes because they only involve y and z averaging (as opposed to an

additional x averaging for volume-averaged internal fluxes) and because the measurements are only

near-instanteanous (in this experiment, the duration of each scan, and thus the temporal resolution is

∆t = 1.27 ATU, see table A.4). We thus believe that some of this high-frequency component may

be caused by slight differences between the volume reconstructions of forward scans and backward

scans, but it is unknown whether the amplitude of this higher-frequency oscillations exceeds this

error and contains a real signal.

In the T regime (Resinθ = 132, panels e-f ), the oscillations in K and P are comparable in ampli-

tude to those in the I regime, and they also appear to be out-of-phase, consistently with approximate

instantaneous conservation of total energy d(P+K)/dt ≈ 0. This observation demonstrates that the

control volume V does not ‘store’ or ‘lose’ much energy over periods of more than a few ATU. As

expected, the advection of turbulent fluid with varying levels of kinetic and potential energy into and

out of V causes even larger oscillations in the boundary fluxes Φadv
P , Φadv

K , which however remain

close to 0 in a temporal average sense (IGV, periodic approximation). As in the I regime, the spectrum

of these oscillations appear to contain a relatively slow O(50 ATU) component, similar to that of the

volume-averages fluxes (Bx, D), as well as a fast O(5 ATU) component. (in this experiment the scan

duration, i.e. resolution of these measurements, is ∆t = 2.29 ATU). The analysis of the spectrum

(Fourier transform) of K, P and all fluxes did not reveal clear, convincing peaks in frequency space

and we therefore do not discuss it further here. We note that the time-scale of the Bx, D oscillations

is comparable to, but lower than, the transit time through the duct (of order 2A = 60 ATU for a fluid

parcel moving at the ‘maximal’ Eulerian velocity 1, and of order 4A = 120 for a fluid parcel moving

at the volume-average velocity Q ≈ 0.5). The oscillations in the volume flux Q and mass flux Qm

are of relatively lower amplitude (about 10 % of their average, compared with about 20−30 % of

their average for Bx, D). Finally, the initial transients of the experiments t ≲ 150 feature damped

oscillations of period ≈ 60 = 2A ATU in the net volume flux (barotropic flow) |u|xyz, due to the

adjustment in imperfect free surface levels in the two water reservoirs. These changes in free surface

height by a barotropic flow appear consistent with long interfacial waves propagating this information

across the duct of length 2A at phase speed c = 1.

Comparing the I and T time series (panels c, d and e, f ), we find similar dissipation rates ⟨s2⟩xyz

(in blue), which as noted earlier, is most likely due to the underestimation of s2 in the T experiment

(it should be ≈ 40 % larger to agree with Φadv
P and Bx, which we trust more, to be consistent with a

closed, zero time-averaged IGV budget). Beyond the obvious fact that dissipation rates should be

higher in the T experiment than in the I experiment, we find little qualitative difference between the
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two time series. The amplitude of oscillations in all fluxes is slightly higher in the T regime than in

the I regime in absolute terms, but no relative to their respective value. Therefore, we conclude that in

these salt experiments, there appears to be no major qualitative difference between the dynamics of

energy budgets in the I regime (or more specifically the I-1 regime) and the T regime. We also note that

the amplitude of these oscillations is expected to depend on the length ℓ of V , with smaller volumes

experiencing larger oscillations (hence caution should be exercised when comparing experiments

with widely different ℓ, which is not the case here).

6.5.2 Intermittent regime: salt vs heat dynamics

We now turn our attention to the laminar-turbulent cycles characteristic of the I regime with heat

stratification (I-2 regime). In figure 6.8 we compare the only available 2D-2C measurements in a

heat experiment (exp. m112, , θ = 4◦, Re = 1080, Resinθ = 75, already discussed in § 3.3.2

and figure 3.14) with equivalent 2D-2C measurements in a salt experiment with similar parameters

(exp. m109, , θ = 4◦, Re = 940, Resinθ = 66, already discussed in § 3.3.1 and figure 3.13). This

discussion therefore complements the qualitative discussion of § 3.3 contrasting the I-1 intermittent

regime of salt experiments and the I-2 intermittent regime of heat experiments.

In panels a-b ( ) and e-f ( ), we plot the plane-averaged (y = 0) energy reservoirs, volume and

mass fluxes, as well as the buoyancy flux and dissipation as in figure 6.7 (identical colour coding).

Boundary fluxes are not shown, because (i) in 2D they only involve averaging along one dimension z

and are consequently very noisy; (ii) we verified earlier that the IGV approximation that Φadv
P ≈ Bx

and Φadv
K ≈ 0 is generally satisfied, except for potential higher frequency oscillations in boundary

fluxes which are not relevant to this discussion. Also, note that we compare 4P and K since the y = 0

plane-averaged kinetic energy is expected to be much higher than the volume average, of a factor ≈ 4

assuming that y = 0 velocities are typically twice the y-averaged value (this is not the case for P). All

values shown here have been rescaled by this assumed factor of 2 (i.e. the volume average is half the

measured plane-average) to compare more readily with the volume-averaged budgets of figure 6.7

(hence Q ≈ 0.5, K ≈ 0.2, Bx ≈ 4, etc as in the 3D-3C I experiment of figure 6.7c-d).

In the salt experiment (Pr = 700), the 2D-2C time series (figure 6.8a-b) exhibits very similar

dynamics to the 3D-3C time series (figure 6.7c-d), which is expected and encouraging. Naturally, we

do not expect quantitative accuracy for the 2D-2C dissipation ⟨s2⟩xz (in blue), and we indeed find that

it is overestimated here (i.e. higher than Bx). This apparent paradox (2D-2C dissipation should be

smaller than 3D-3C dissipation) is resolved by recalling that (i) most of the dissipation is achieved by

2D ∂zu gradients which are indeed captured in 2D-2D data (as we will see in § 6.6); (ii) the squaring
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Figure 6.8 I-1 (salt) and I-2 (heat) dynamics from 2D-2C data. We compare a salt experiment (a)-(d) exp. m109,
, θ = 4◦, Re = 940, Pr = 700 (shown in figure 3.13) to a heat experiment (e)-(h) exp. m112, , θ = 4◦,

Re = 1080, Pr = 7 (shown in figure 3.14). (a), (e) the 2D y = 0 plane-averaged energy reservoirs and volume,
mass and barotropic fluxes; (b), (f) the buoyancy fluxes and dissipation; (c), (g) the spatio-temporal diagram of
the gradient Richardson number Rig(z, t) defined in (6.33); (d), (h) its average value in the shear layer ( )
and in the mixed density layer ( ). These layers are identified in (c), (g) by and .
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of velocities in the square norm s2 means that it should have been rescaled by a factor of 22 = 4 (and

not 2 as for other quantities) to be comparable with volume-averaged ⟨s2⟩xyz (in which case it would

slightly underestimate Bx, as indeed expected).

In the heat experiment (Pr = 7), the equivalent 2D-2C time series (figure 6.8e-f ) exhibits markedly

different dynamics. The laminar-turbulent cycles with approximate period of ≈ 180 ATU observed

in figure 3.14 are evidenced here by quasi-periodic oscillations of generally much higher relative

amplitude than in the salt experiment. Relatively ‘laminar’ events are characterised by ‘ramps’ of

O(100 ATU) (see, e.g. t ∈ [80,180]) featuring a slowly increasing volume flux (Q ≈ 0.4 to ≈ 0.6

i.e. at 50 % increase), a slowly increasing kinetic energy (K ≈ 0.1 to ≈ 0.3 i.e. a 200 % increase)

and relatively constant potential energy P. The triggering of turbulent events marks the end of

such ‘laminar ramps’ (see, e.g. t ≈ 180) and are characterised by ‘cliffs’, i.e. shorter periods of

O(20−50 ATU) initiated by a transition from mostly laminar to mostly turbulent flow, where Q and

K decrease and P increases. Although the 2D-2C dissipation ⟨s2⟩xz is not quantitatively accurate

(as previously explained), its dynamics approximately follow that of K (as expected since its main

contribution, (∂zu)2, increases with u2) except during these K cliffs when ⟨s2⟩xz is temporarily higher.

The combination of higher ⟨s2⟩xz, lower Bx and higher Bz during these cliff phases all contribute to a

negative dK/dt = Bx −Bz −D < 0 budget (assuming Φadv
K ≈ 0), a positive dP/dt = Bz > 0 budget

(assuming Φadv
P −Bx ≈ 0) and thus to the observed decay of K and increase of P. We also note

that the net volume flux |u|xyz (or net barotropic flow from one water reservoir to the other) follows

the laminar-turbulent ramp-cliff dynamics. We observe, consistently, relatively strong negative

|u|xz ≈−0.1 ≈−0.2Q barotropic flow (excess of buoyant fluid flowing left) at the start of the cliff

phase (turbulent transition), followed by an a sharp increase to positive values |u|xz ≈ 0.05 (excess of

dense fluid flowing right) toward the end of the cliff, such that the overall time-average is close to

zero. It is possible that this behaviour is an artefact of the 2D measurements (the observed non-zero

⟨u(y = 0)⟩xz is neither necessary nor sufficient for the supposed non-zero ⟨u⟩xyz). However, the

amplitude and consistency (repeatability in time) of this dynamics suggests that it is likely not a

mere consequence of random fluctuations at y = 0, and that it likely indicates intermittency in the

volume-averaged barotropic flow ⟨u⟩xyz.

To gain insight into these laminar-turbulent cycles, we turn our attention to the dynamics of the

gradient Richardson number Rig, measuring the relative strength of the stratification vs the vertical

shear, defined as

Rig(x,y,z, t) :=−Ri
∂zρ

(∂zu)2 , (6.32)

where the pre-factor Ri = 1/4 comes from our nondimensionalisation of ρ and u, and the minus sign

ensures Rig > 0 for stable stratification (∂zρ < 0). Here we restrict our attention to the y = 0 plane
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and we use the x-averaged flow ⟨u⟩x, ⟨ρ⟩x in lieu of u, ρ to reduce the noise (partly due to the 2D-2C

PIV data being obtained in fluids with imperfectly matched refractive indices). We plot in panels c, g

the spatio-temporal diagram of

Rig(z, t) :=−1
4

∂z⟨ρ(y = 0)⟩x

(∂z⟨u(y = 0)⟩x)2 , (6.33)

as well as the time series of two vertical averages: one across the velocity shear layer z ∈ [−0.4,0.4]

( ) and one across the density well-mixed layer ( ) z ∈ [−0.1,0.1] (panel d) and z ∈ [−0.2,0.2]

(panel h). These two vertical averaging windows are represented by horizontal dashed lines of the

corresponding colour in panels c, g. In both experiments, we note the presence of large Rig ≫ 1

(saturated dark red in panels c, g) at z ≈±0.6−0.7 where each layer velocity reaches its maximum

magnitude and the shear vanishes (∂zu = 0). On either side of these maxima (in the top and bottom

unmixed layers), Rig ≈ 0 due to the weak stratification (∂zρ ≈ 0). We thus focus on the interesting

dynamics inside the main shear layer z ∈ [−0.5,0.5], where 0 ≲ Rig ≲ 1 shows great variability.

The vertical structure of Rig inside the shear layer has a consistent pattern typical of a uni-

formly sheared, three-layer stratification featuring two local maxima Rig ≈ 0.5 at z ≈±0.2−0.3 (in

green/yelllow) corresponding to relatively sharp density interfaces (large |∂zρ|) on either side of a

well-mixed density layer (low |∂zρ|), visible in figures 3.13a, 3.14a, in which Rig reaches a local

minimum Rig ≲ 0.2 (in dark blue). This basic vertical pattern is however modulated in time, relatively

modestly in the salt experiment, and more dramatically in the heat experiment. In the salt experiment

(panel d), the mixed-layer average Rig ( ) is not very far from its shear-layer average ( ), and

no obvious correlation between their dynamics and the dynamics of the energy fluxes in panels a-b

can be found. In contrast, in the heat experiment (panel h), the mixed-layer and shear-layer average

Rig follow the quasi-periodic dynamics with relatively large values Rig ≳ 0.2 during the turbulent

events (cliffs) and relatively low values Rig ≲ 0.2 during the laminar events (ramps). This can be

understood by recalling that the three-layer stratification is maintained throughout the experiment

but that the intensity of the shear increases during the ramps due to the acceleration of the flow (as

seen in panels e-f by the increase in Q, K and s2). Towards the end of each ramp phase, the shear

increased to such an extent that Rig drops to Rig ≈ 0.1 in the shear layer and to Rig ≈ 0 in the mixed

layer, which consistently coincides with the turbulent transition initiating a cliff phase. We discuss

the implications of these observations on the physical origin of the turbulent transitions (see QQQ10) in

the next section.
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6.5.3 Origin of the repeated transitions in the I-2 regime

The above observations suggest that all the laminar-turbulent transitions in the heat experiment are

caused by the same shear instability. This hypothesis is further supported by the snapshots of the

density field in figure 3.14d-f at the onset of the last turbulent transition at t = 737, 745, 747, clearly

showing an initially small perturbation of the lower density interface (figure 3.14e) grow in amplitude

over a very short period (O(1 ATU) with a clear wavelength (λ ≈ 3, figure 3.14f ) and eventually

overturn the interface in large-scale billows which quickly break turbulently (figure 3.14g).

The Rayleigh instability of a finite-depth shear layer (also loosely referred to as the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability) appears to be a potential candidate for the observed behaviour. As explained in

§ 4.1.2, this linear instability mechanism results from the interaction of vorticity ‘Rayleigh’ waves at

the edges of the shear layer and does not rely on stratification, but is inhibited by it (i.e. by ‘large’

Rig > O(0.1)). Although the Richardson numbers in SID flows are typically too large to support

the Rayleigh instability (certainly in the H regime, where it is replaced by the Holmboe instability,

see Chapter 4), we demonstrated above that these I-2 flows intermittently exhibit Rig ≈ 0 within the

mixed layer, making it at least plausible that they may be Rayleigh-unstable. However, figure 6.8g

reminds us that the density mixed layer is embedded within the shear layer, and that the density

interfaces of the mixed layer retain relatively large Rig ≈ 0.5 within the shear layer, which we believe

likely to disrupt the Rayleigh interaction mechanism at the origin of the Rayleigh instability.

Consequently, we believe it is likely that another linear mechanism, specific to three-layer

stratified shear flows, such as the Taylor-Caulfield instability, is a more likely candidate for the origin

of the turbulent transition. Similarly to that of the Holmboe instability (HI), the growth mechanism

of the Taylor-Caulfield instability (TCI) relies on a statically stable density profile (Taylor, 1931,

Caulfield, 1994, Caulfield et al., 1995). As explained in § 4.1.1, the HI can be physically interpreted

as being due to a resonance between infinitesimal internal wave-like perturbations localised at a

sharp density interface and infinitesimal vorticity wave-like perturbations localised at the edge of the

shear layer nearest to the density interface. Similarly, the TCI can be interpreted as being due to a

resonance between density wave-like perturbations localised at each of the two density interfaces and

Doppler-shifted by the background shear.

Recent numerical simulations by Eaves & Caulfield (2017) in the stratified plane Couette geometry

(where the three-layer density profile is embedded in a region of uniform shear of the form u(z) =−z)

confirmed the linear growth and finite-amplitude manifestation of the TCI, although they found that

unlike the Rayleigh instability, it was quickly destroyed by the background shear and thus unable to

cause a turbulent transition. However, it is difficult to extrapolate the results of these simulations to
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our experimental observations since their setup differed from ours in many important ways, including:

(i) the choice of their Reynolds number, Prandtl number and Richardson number; (ii) their linear

base flow u(z) did not have an inflection point, contrary to ours, and was therefore (on purpose) not

susceptible to the Rayleigh (Kelvin-Helmholtz) instability; (iii) their simulations were carried out

in 2D domains, and we have demonstrated in Chapter 4 that the effects of three-dimensionality and

confinement were important; (iv) their flow was not sustained in time in a quasi-steady nonlinear

state with mixed fluid being continuously replaced by unmixed fluid as in the SID, and their base

flow was not accelerating like ours in the ramp phase. (Note that (i), (iii), (iv) parallel the three major

limitations of previous studies of HWs highlighted in § 4.1.3.)

Furthermore, Caulfield (1994) and Caulfield et al. (1995) highlighted the importance of the ratio

of the depth of the mixed density layer to the depth of the shear layer (which we estimate around

0.5 in the heat experiment, see figure 6.8e and figure 3.14a-b) not only in the behaviour of the HI

(which is still expected at both interfaces of a three-layer flow) but also of the TCI, as well as of yet

another form of instability triggered by the interaction between gravity disturbance on each density

interface and their respective further vorticity interface. To further complicate the picture, Caulfield

(1994) raised the possibility that these multiple instabilities, caused by the possible combinations

of resonances of infinitesimally small perturbations at each of the two density and two vorticity

interfaces, may also nonlinearly interact with one another via resonant triad interaction. For these

reasons, we believe further work is required to identify the precise origin of the turbulent transitions

in the heat experiment.

6.5.4 Discussion

Laminar-turbulent cycles in salt-stratified lock-exchange tilted pipes

Similar observations of intermittency have been reported by Znaien et al. (2011) and Tanino et al.

(2012) who performed experiments in salt-stratified two-layer lock exchange flow in long, tilted,

closed circular pipes (diameter d = 20 mm, very large aspect ratio A = L/d = 180). They measured

the two-layer stratified shear flow away from the propagating front of the gravity current in a small

window inside the pipe, until the experiment was contaminated by the gravity currents reaching the

ends of the pipe. At a tilt angle of θ = 45◦, a regime that we identify as our L regime was observed

for Re < 180 (using our notation), a I regime for Re ∈ [180,360] and a T regime for Re > 360 (note

that their I and T transitions thus correspond to Resinθ = 90, 180 which is about a factor two higher

than our observations in mSID)). They also attempted to quantify the dependence of the ‘turbulent’
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fraction on Re based on the magnitude of the vertical velocity fluctuations (figure 3 of Tanino et al.

(2012)).

Tanino et al. (2012) focused on a I regime flow at Re = 200 for which clear laminar-turbulent

cycles were observed. Simultaneous 2D PIV/PLIF measurement over 260 s (850 ATU) revealed

four cycles very similar to the ones we observed in the heat experiment, with periods between 140

and 210 ATU (of the same order of our period ≈ 180 ATU). The similarities between the ramp-

cliff cycles in the streamwise velocity/kinetic energy (our figure 6.8e and their figure 4a) and the

successive minima in the gradient Richardson number (our figure 6.8h and their figure 4e) is striking.

However, they do not explain the repeated transitions by the behaviour of the local Richardson

number, and further claim that “stratification does not directly control the onset of instability”,

which would contradict our present hypothesis of a transition being initiated by inherently stratified

shear instabilities. Instead, they argue that the repeated transitions are caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz

instabilities growing after the local Reynolds number increases beyond a certain threshold (by |u|
ramping up). We find this explanation difficult to confirm given the limited evidence presented in

their paper.

An interesting point that the authors do not comment on is the apparently long measurement

period (850 ATU) compared with the typical transit time through the finite, closed pipe (of order

2A ≈ 360). We believe that end-effects inherent to the lock-exchange flow configuration in this closed

pipe might be responsible for additional physics not present in sustained SID flows. However, these

experimental results show that laminar-turbulent cycles may not be exclusive to heat-stratified flows,

and, while they do not answer our questions about the origin of such cycles, they at least revive and

confirm the relevance of the question: why have we not observed the same clear laminar-turbulent

cycles in salt-stratified SID flows?

Equilibrium Richardson number and marginal instability

According to Turner (1973) (his § 5.3.2), experimental observations of laminar-turbulent cycles in

salt-stratified SID-like experiments date back to 1961 in the unpublished MSc thesis of Mittendorf

(mentioned in the literature review in § 5.1.2), who first used the setup of Macagno & Rouse (1961).

Quoting Turner (1973) (hereafter T73):

Mittendorf (1961) showed that, after the Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism had led to the

breakdown of an interface between two accelerating layers in an inclined tube, the

turbulence in the mixing region was suppressed before the transition layer had spread out

very far. In one experiment he observed three successive breakdowns of the interfacial
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region, separated by quiescent periods. While turbulence is present the drag on the layers

increases and the velocity falls, but when it is suppressed the flow is accelerated again by

gravity. This behaviour can now be interpreted in terms of an increase of an appropriate

Richardson number to a stable value, because of the decrease of the velocity gradient

due to mixing.

This observation agrees very well with the laminar-turbulent cycles observed in heat-stratified

experiments in SID and in salt-stratified experiments in Tanino et al., 2012). Turner builds on this

observation, on other laboratory and geophysical field observations as well as on theoretical arguments

to propose an influential idea in his § 10.2 (entitled "Critical Richardson number criteria"). This idea

is best summarised by the opening statements of § 10.2.1 ("Examples of equilibrium conditions"),

which is motivated by resolving the apparent paradox that geophysical flows can sustain turbulence

within internal layers despite being generally overall very stable (i.e. have high Richardson number

based on the total depth of the atmosphere or ocean). He states (italics added):

It is less difficult to understand what is happening when localized processes can be

identified which impose the difference ∆ρ and ∆U over a much smaller lengthscale

than the whole depth of the ocean or atmosphere. When a sufficiently large shear is

applied across a density interface and is such that the gradient Richardson number falls

below a critical value of about 1/4, Kelvin-Helmholtz waves will grow and overturn to

produce patches of turbulent mixing. [...] If the shear is not sustained, this turbulence

will decay as the mixed layer spreads out (§ 5.3.2). If further kinetic energy is provided,

however, the arguments of § 5.1.4∗ have shown that there should be an ‘equilibrium’,

self-adjusting value of the gradient Richardson number Rie at which turbulence can

be maintained. In this state no external lengthscale is relevant, and the mixing region

adjusts its thickness to accommodate the imposed ∆ρ and ∆U. The earlier applications

to wakes (§ 5.3) and especially to the outer edge of inclined plumes (§ 6.2.4∗∗) were

in accord with these ideas, and suggested that Rie is of order 0.1 (somewhat smaller

than the critical value for the original breakdown). Various observers [...] have been

accumulating evidence in the atmosphere [...]. [They] deduce[d] values of minimum Rig

lying consistently in the range 0.15-0.3 in these regions, though [it] is poorly defined

elsewhere. An equilibrium value Rig can be sustained in this case, sometimes for several

hours, because the motion of a front tends to sharpen the gradients and decrease Rig,

while mixing acts to increase it again.
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The internal equilibrium arguments (in his § 5.1.4, see ∗ above) that Turner refers to are that under

strong stratification, “all levels of the fluid must behave in the same way and will not be directly

influenced by the boundaries” (assuming the mixed layer does not extend to the top and bottom duct

boundaries), therefore both profiles u(z) and ρ(z) are linear, and Rig is constant. The experiments on

“inclined plumes” that Turner refers to (in his § 6.2.4, see ∗∗ above) are those of Ellison & Turner

(1959) on the flow down an inclined plane of dense fluid beneath a deep buoyant layer (a setup that

inspired more recent studies, see e.g. Odier et al., 2014, Odier & Ecke, 2017).

This idea of an equilibrium Richardson number, i.e. of a state of equilibrium in sustained stratified

shear flows in which the destabilising effects of acceleration and the stabilising effects of turbulent

mixing equilibrate at a given value of Rig(z) = Rie ≈ 0.1−0.15 inside the mixed layer, was more

recently investigated by Thorpe & Liu (2009). They argued that the mean flow of some geophysical

sustained flows were in a state of “marginal instability”, resulting from sustained oscillations between

dynamical stability and instability (usually flagged by a threshold gradient Richardson number such

as the typical Miles-Howard value of Rig = 0.25, see Miles, 1961, Howard, 1961), but they also

found counter-examples.

Later studies provided a much-studied example of such a ‘marginally unstable’ flow. Smyth

& Moum (2013) and Smyth et al. (2013) reported on observations in the upper equatorial Pacific

Ocean that the surface shear produced by trade winds and the counteracting mixing maintains the

upper 60 m in marginal instability at Rig ≈ 0.25. Superimposed on this marginal mean flow are

diurnal cycles of enhanced turbulence and mixing, referred to as the deep cycle turbulence, which are

thought to arise when the wind-driven surface shear layer descends in the late-afternoon and tips the

marginally-stable ‘deep’ region into an unstable state. These studies probed the marginal instability

idea using linear stability analyses modified to take into account the effects of turbulence, and a

simple model for the deep cycle ‘pulsating turbulence’ was proposed recently by Smyth et al. (2017).

Although deep equatorial turbulence has clearly different dynamics and periodicity (set by the diurnal

wind forcing) than SID flows, these field observations support the idea of T73 that sustained stratified

shear flows may self-regulate to a state where both laminar and turbulent phases coexist in space

and/or time. This self-regulated state is characterised by a Richardson number Rig ≈ 0.1−0.3 close

to the marginal linear instability, allowing repeated transitions between laminar and turbulent phases.

We also note that, as pointed out by Thorpe & Liu (2009), marginal instability is reminiscent

of the interesting and far-reaching concept of self-organised criticality (SOC) originally introduced

by Bak et al. (1988) in statistical physics and widely applied across scientific disciplines since.

SOC refers to the spontaneous adjustement of continuously-forced, non-equilibrium systems with

a large number of degrees of freedom and a high level of nonlinearity to a critical state in which
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Figure 6.9 Median local Richardson number Rimed
g (z) (details in text) linearly interpolated in the Resinθ ∈

[25,132] space using 11 3D-3C experiments (vertical solid lines). Colours indicate log(Rimed
g ); dotted, dash-

dotted and dashed contours indicate values of interest Rimed
g = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 respectively.

spatio-temporal fluctuations are scale-invariant (i.e. fluctuations occur across a continuous spectrum

of scales, independently of the forcing, also called ‘1/f noise’). SOC provides a heuristic explanation

for the spontaneous emergence of complexity in many natural systems, but as of yet, constitutes

an incomplete theory; in particular it does not specify the circumstances under which a system is

expected to display SOC behaviour.

To investigate whether this equilibrium Rig (or marginal instability) argument is consistent with

the sustained stratified shear flows of the I and T regimes, we now focus on the vertical structure

of the mean flow in all 11 3D-3C experiments for which simultaneous measurements of velocity

and density are available. For each experiment, we first compute the local Rig(x,y,z, t) based on

(6.32) and then extract the median Rimed
g (z) profile based on the large ensemble of nxnynt profiles

(the average is contaminated by large values presumably resulting from experimental errors and

finite-difference derivatives). This procedure based on the median yielded a similar profile to the one

computed using a x-, y- and t-averaged based flow u(z), ρ(z), i.e. the 3D equivalent of (6.33) used to

plot Rig in figure 6.8. We then linearly interpolated the Rimed
g (z) obtained at the 11 different Resinθ

locations in the (z,Resinθ) ∈ [−1,1]× [25,132] space in order to give an idea of the variation of

typical Rig in each regime. The results shown in figure 6.9, with colours indicating log(Rimed
g ) and

three black contour lines indicating specific values of interest Rimed
g = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 (vertical

solid lines indicate the location of the 11 experiments, and thus the values of Resinθ used for the

interpolation).

For Resinθ ≲ 80 (in the H and halfway through the I regime), Rimed
g (z) is characterised by two

peaks delimiting the shear layer at z ≈±0.5 and a central peak corresponding to a relatively sharp

density interface (whose location varied between experiments, creating discontinuities in the vertical).
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For Resinθ ≳ 80 (in the most energetic part of the I regime and in the T regime), the central peak

disappears due to intense mixing and is replaced by a central turbulent region in |z|< 0.5 characterised

by a near constant Rimed
g ≈ 0.10−0.15 (see the dotted and dot-dashed contours).

We conclude that observations in SID indicate that turbulent flows in the upper end of the I

regime and in the T regime are indeed in a self-regulated equilibrium state with a (median) gradient

Richardson number of order Rig ≈ 0.1−0.2. This suggest that the thickness of the shear layer and

mixed density layer is set by internal processes that do not directly depend on the duct top and bottom

boundaries (as long as these are sufficiently far away). These internal processes, and the resulting

scaling of the mixed layer thickness, presumably depend on the detailed energetics and mixing and

remain an open question.

6.6 Spatial structure of kinetic energy dissipation

The aim of this section is to address QQQ11, QQQ12, and QQQ14 by investigating in more detail the

link between flow regime transitions and the spatial structure of viscous dissipation. We have

seen in previous sections that in the simplified model of (6.30) (assuming no mixing) the overall

dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyzt is directly proportional to the ‘forcing’ Resinθ . How is this increase in dissipation

achieved and how does it relate to the observed regimes? A natural answer to the above question

is that s2 increases proportionally to the level of three-dimensionality of the flow. We present a

simple model to motivate this idea in § 6.6.1, before introducing a useful and simple theoretical

framework decomposing the kinetic energy into a 2D and a 3D component in § 6.6.2. We apply

this decomposition to 3D-3C experimental data in § 6.6.3 and investigate the spatial structures of

dissipation in § 6.6.4.

6.6.1 Dissipation and three-dimensionality: a simple model

Parallel flow

Consider a steady, parallel, 2D base flow uuupar, as assumed for the 3P-2B linear stability analysis in

Chapter 4, and its associated dissipation s2
par:

uuupar =


U(y,z)

0

0

=⇒ spar =
1
2


0 ∂yU ∂zU

∂yU 0 0

∂zU 0 0

=⇒ s2
par =

1
2
{
(∂yU)2 +(∂zU)2}. (6.34)
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Such a hypothetical parallel flow is only representative of the L regime. If ⟨s2
par⟩xyz were to increase

with Resinθ for a given, fixed volume flux Q = ⟨|u|⟩xyzt ≈ 0.5, the flow U(y,z) would have to distort

in such a way that the gradients |∂yU | and |∂zU | increased accordingly.

In Chapter 5, we saw that our early estimate that ∂zU, ∂yU ∼ 1 in moderate-Re (Re < 50A) flows

(see § 5.2.3), based on the naive idea that the flow profile is approximately sinusoidal in y and z,

proved incorrect. The convexity and distortion of the U(y,z) profile allow for much higher gradients

of order 5−10 (see figure 5.12) to be realised even without the presence of intense turbulence or thin

wall boundary layers.

In high-Re flows (Re ≫ 50A), the presence of thin boundary layers at the duct walls, and

potentially at the interface, result in further distortion of U(y,z) and enhanced gradients (see § 5.2.3).

Limiting the discussion to square ducts for simplicity, (∂yU)2 = (∂zU)2 ∼ A−1Re over the thin

boundary layers representing a relative fraction ∼ A1/2Re−1/2 of the control volume, i.e. the volume-

averaged dissipation is ⟨s2
par⟩xyz ∼ A−1/2Re1/2 (in agreement with the scaling of the stresses estimated

in § 5.2.3).

Hence, the distortion of a parallel profile U(y,z) can at most yield a ∼ 5−10 (moderate-Re) or

∼ Re1/2 (high-Re) increase in ⟨s2
par⟩xyz which are insufficient to follow the Resinθ forcing. It thus

appears natural to argue that the flow must transition to a three-dimensional state to achieve the

additional dissipation required by Re and θ .

Additional 3D-3C flow

Now consider the additional dissipation provided by a 3D-3C velocity uuu′ = O(1) with finite amplitude

γ ∈ [0,1] added to the previous uniform base flow U =O(1) to form the full velocity field uuufull =O(1):

uuufull = (1− γ)


U(y,z)

0

0

+ γ


u′(x,y,z)

v′(x,y,z)

w′(x,y,z)

 (6.35a)

⇒ sfull =
1
2


2γ∂xu′ (1− γ)∂yU + γ(∂yu′+∂xv′) (1− γ)∂zU + γ(∂zu′+∂xw′)

sym. 2γ∂yv′ γ(∂zv′+∂yw′)

sym. sym. 2γ∂zw′

(6.35b)

where ‘sym.’ is used to avoid repeating symmetrical terms. The formulation (6.35a) is similar, but

not identical, to the ‘reconstructed’ wave field (4.19) introduced in Chapter 4, in which the 3D-3C

field uuu′ corresponded to the eigenfunction of the fastest growing confined Holmboe instability ûuu. In

(6.35a), the ‘three-dimensionality’ parameter γ quantifies the relative importance of 3D motion γuuu′
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Figure 6.10 Schematics of the dissipation achieved by a parallel and by a 3D-3D velocity field, as the forcing
Resinθ is increased in the four flow regimes. Hypothetical behaviour of the (a) parallel ( ) and 3D ( )
dissipation, adding up to the full ( ) dissipation (see (6.36)) which scales linearly with Resinθ in IGV flows;
(b) 3D parameter γ; (c) 3D velocity gradient terms.

versus parallel motion (1− γ)uuupar. The corresponding dissipation is:

s2
full = (1− γ)2 1

2
(∂yU)2 +(∂zU)2︸ ︷︷ ︸

s2
par

(6.36)

+γ(1− γ)
{

∂yU(∂yu′+∂xv′)+∂zU(∂zu′+∂xw′)
}︸ ︷︷ ︸

cross term

+γ
2 1

2
{

2(∂xu′)2 +2(∂yv′)2 +2(∂zw′)2 +(∂yu′+∂xv′)2 +(∂zu′+∂xw′)2 +(∂zv′+∂yw′)2}︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
′2

.

It is the sum of the γ-adjusted parallel dissipation (1−γ)2s2
par, the purely 3D-3C dissipation γ2s

′2, and

a cross term in γ(1− γ) resulting from the nonlinearity of the square norm of sfull and representing

the interaction of the parallel shear with non-parallel gradients ∂yu′, ∂zu′, ∂xv′, ∂xw′.

We recall from § 3.2.1 and § 3.4 that in the H and T regimes, ⟨|v|⟩xyzt and ⟨|w|⟩xyzt represented

respectively a maximum of ≈ 4 % and ≈ 8 % of ⟨|u|⟩xyzt , suggesting relatively small values of γ ≪ 1

even in moderately turbulent flows (i.e. 3D motions represent only a small fraction of the full velocity

field).

However, (6.36) shows that even at small levels of three-dimensionality γ ≪ 1, arbitrarily high

levels of dissipation can be achieved provided the gradients ∇∇∇uuu′ are large enough. We conjecture
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that as ⟨s2
full⟩xyzt ∼ Resinθ , both γ and ∇∇∇uuu′ increase in magnitude, as sketched in figure 6.10. In

other words, (i) the flow becomes increasingly 3D, and (ii) the lengthscale over which 3D motions

occur decreases. The relative importance of (i) and (ii) (i.e. the curve in panels b and c) remains

an open question. To illustrate the complexity of this question, an example of non-trivial feedback

between uuupar and uuu′ was discussed in figure 5.12; as turbulent levels are increased, the presence of an

interfacial mixed layer confines the unmixed layers closer to the top and bottom walls, increasing

|∂zU | (represented in panel b by the increase in s2
par in the I regime).

In the next section, we build on the basic ideas introduced here and derive evolution equations for

the 2D (streamwise-averaged) and 3D volume-averaged kinetic energy.

6.6.2 Two-dimensional and three-dimensional kinetic energies

The intuitive decomposition of any velocity field into a parallel (i.e. laminar) and a 3D-3C component

introduced in (6.35a) can be made more precise and practical to apply to experimental data by

defining, for any flow field φ , a decomposition into the streamwise-averaged ‘2D’ component φ 2d

and the complementary ‘3D’ component φ 3d :

φ(x,y,z, t) = φ
2d(y,z, t)+φ

3d(x,y,z, t), (6.37)

where

φ
2d(y,z, t) := ⟨φ⟩x, (6.38a)

φ
3d(x,y,z, t) := φ −⟨φ⟩x. (6.38b)

Applied to uuu, this definition is equivalent to the decomposition (6.35a) assuming that ⟨v⟩x = ⟨w⟩x = 0,

which is a good approximation in IGV, ‘periodic’ flows, but never exactly achieved in experiments.

This decomposition is inspired from similar decompositions applied to direct numerical simulations

(DNS) of stratified turbulence initiated by secondary instabilities developing on Kelvin-Helmholtz

(KH) billows (Caulfield & Peltier, 2000, Peltier & Caulfield, 2003, Mashayek & Peltier, 2012a,b,

Mashayek et al., 2013, Salehipour et al., 2015). These studies typically decomposed the kinetic

energy and associated fluxes into a 1D part, corresponding to their initial base flow varying along z, a

2D (x,z) part corresponding to the primary KH instability, and a 3D (x,y,z) part corresponding to the

‘zoo’ of secondary instabilities developing on the time-evolving KH billow. Our decomposition into

2D and 3D components is therefore slightly different and reflects the fact that due to confinement by

the duct boundaries, our parallel flow is an inherent function of y,z.
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Next, we define the volume-averaged 2D and 3D kinetic energies based on the respective velocity

fields:

K2d(t) := ⟨K 2d⟩yz :=
1
2
⟨u2d

i u2d
i ⟩yz, (6.39a)

K3d(t) := ⟨K 3d⟩xyz :=
1
2
⟨u3d

i u3d
i ⟩xyz. (6.39b)

Importantly, we verify that

K = K2d +K3d , (6.40)

since

⟨K ⟩x =
1
2
⟨(u2d

i +u3d
i )(u2d

i +u3d
i )⟩x = ⟨K 2d⟩x +u2d

i ⟨u3d
i ⟩x︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0

by definition

+⟨K 3d⟩x. (6.41)

In order to write the evolution of K 2d and K2d , we first x-average the momentum equation,

which involves a number of gradients and divergence terms of the form

〈
∂φ

∂xi

〉
x
=

〈
∂φ

∂x

〉
x︸ ︷︷ ︸

mean gradient

+
∂ ⟨φ⟩x

∂xi
, (6.42)

by integration by parts, where φ represents the tensor uiu j (convective term), p (pressure gradient), or

ui (diffusive term). At this point, the assumption of periodic boundaries in x (consistent with the IGV

balance) becomes essential in order to cancel all mean gradients along x (first term on the RHS) and

make analytical progress (avoiding very lengthy and complicated expressions). Under this essential

periodic assumption, we derive the following simple budgets:

dK2d

dt
= B2d

x −B2d
z −T −D2d , (6.43a)

dK3d

dt
= B3d

x −B3d
z +T −D3d , (6.43b)

where in addition to the volume-averaged buoyancy fluxes and dissipation, we define the transfer

term T as:

B2d
x := Ri sinθ ⟨ρ2du2d⟩yz, B3d

x := Ri sinθ ⟨ρ3du3d⟩xyz, (6.44a)

B2d
z := Ri cosθ ⟨ρ2dw2d⟩yz, B3d

z := Ri cosθ ⟨ρ3dw3d⟩xyz, (6.44b)

D2d :=
2

Re
⟨s2

2d⟩yz, D3d :=
2

Re
⟨s2

3d⟩xyz, (6.44c)

T := −
〈
⟨u3d

i u3d
j ⟩x

∂u2d
i

∂x j

〉
yz
. (6.44d)
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The full expression for the transfer term (6.44d) is

T = −
〈
⟨u3dw3d⟩x

∂u2d

∂ z

〉
yz︸ ︷︷ ︸

:= Tz

−
〈
⟨u3dv3d⟩x

∂u2d

∂y

〉
yz︸ ︷︷ ︸

≈0

(6.45)

−
〈
⟨(v3d)2⟩x

∂v2d

∂y

〉
yz
−
〈
⟨(w3d)2⟩x

∂w2d

∂ z

〉
yz
−
〈
⟨v3dw3d⟩x

(
∂v2d

∂ z
− ∂w2d

∂y

)〉
yz︸ ︷︷ ︸

≈ 0

,

which takes the simple form T ≈ Tz assuming that |∂yu2d | ≪ |∂zu2d | in the region where u3d , v3d ̸= 0,

and v2d ,w2d ≈ 0. In other words, it appears sensible to assume that the transfer between K2d and

K3d is mostly due to the interaction of 3D motions with the vertical shear of the 2D flow (this will

be confirmed later). We can make a clear parallel between Tz and the interfacial Reynolds stress

introduced in Chapter 5 in a different way, and between ⟨u3dw3d⟩x and the momentum diffusivity Km.

Although these quantities are related, they are not equal: Km is typically defined using impractical

ensemble averages and relies on a number of assumptions about the structure of the turbulence, while

the definition of Tz is practical, exact and require no restrictive assumptions.

The effects of the square nonlinearity in s2 which caused the cross term in γ(1− γ) in (6.36) (the

local dissipation due to the sum of 2D and 3D velocity fields is not equal to the sum of their respective

dissipation) conveniently disappears in a volume-averaged sense under the periodic assumption (zero

mean gradients along x by periodicity, and along y and z by the no-slip boundary condition). For the

same reason as K = K2d +K3d (see (6.40)-(6.41)), Bx, Bz and D are thus the sum of their respective

2D and 3D components:

dK
dt

=
d(K2d +K3d)

dt
= B2d

x +B3d
x︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Bx

−(B2d
z +B3d

z )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Bz

−(D2d +D2d)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=D

. (6.46)

Figure 6.11a shows a sketch of this more detailed picture of the IGV energy budget using the

K2d +K3d decomposition (refining the sketch of figure 6.3c). The a priori reversible buoyancy fluxes

B2d
z , B3d

x , B3d
z , which we believe are all much smaller than B2d

x in a time-averaged sense, are greyed

out, and the reversible transfer T is shown by a dashed double-sided arrow.

In panels b-c, we show the expected time-averaged budget as the source energy flux (or source

power) ⟨Φadv
P ⟩t = ⟨(1/4)Qm⟩t sinθ is increased, or equivalently, as the ‘forcing’ (Re/2)⟨Φadv

P ⟩t =

⟨(1/8)Qm⟩tResinθ is increased. In these panels, we multiply all fluxes (and therefore, implicitly,

all energy reservoirs) by Re/2 in order to focus on s2
2d , s2

3d , which, we argued previously, are more

intuitive indicators of the flow regimes than D2d ,D3d . Assuming Qm ≈ 0.5, we predict the following:
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Figure 6.11 IGV budget using the using the K = K2d +K3d decomposition in (6.43), (6.46) (refining the
sketch of figure 6.3c). (a) General budget, with fluxes assumed negligible in a time-averaged sense in grey.
(b), (c) Predicted budgets for low and high Resinθ , with the thickness of each arrow representing the relative
magnitude of each flux and the size of the K2d , K3d boxes the relative size of the reservoirs. At low forcing, the
power ReΦadv

P is low, K ≈ K2d and most of it can be dissipated by s2
2d , whereas at high forcing, K2d transfers

energy to a growing K3d to achieve additional dissipation by s2
3d . All fluxes and energy reservoirs are multiplied

by Re/2 to simplify the physical interpretation (though we do not explicitly represent the factor Re/2 in the
energy reservoirs for clarity).

• At very low Resinθ (≲ 20 in mSID), the volume-averaged power input is (Re/2)⟨Φadv
P ⟩t ≲

(1/16)× 20 = 1.25, and s2
2d alone is sufficient to dissipate this power. We therefore expect

the flow to be in the L regime, its 2D profile U(y,z) at moderate Re to have O(1) gradients,

K = K2d , and ⟨s⟩xyzt = ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt = (1/16)Resinθ . The shape of the 2D parallel flow adjusts

appropriately in order to reach the target dissipation power.

• At higher 20 ≲ Resinθ ≲ 50 (H regime in mSID), the volume-averaged power input is con-

strained between 20/16 = 1.25 and 50/16 = 3.12, and the distortion of the parallel, 2D flow

profile to increase s2
2d is either no longer sufficient to dissipate this power input, or, this distor-

tion can no longer be achieved without rendering the flow susceptible to instabilities triggering

a transition to a 3D flow (we return to this distinction in the next section). The net impact of

T is therefore to transfer part of the input power from K2d to K3d , rendering the flow slightly
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3D. For increasing Resinθ , the magnitude of this transfer (Re/2)T , the additional dissipation

⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt and the size of the (Re/2)K3d reservoirs presumably increase from being very small

and insignificant to being non-negligible. This incipient three-dimensionality corresponds to

the H (or W) regime and the confined Holmboe wave of Chapter 4.

• At yet higher Resinθ ≳ 50 (I and T regimes in mSID), the 2D dissipation ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt more or less

plateaus, and the required power dissipation is ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt > 3.12 (at the H→ I transition) and

> 6.25 (at the I→ T transition). This power dissipation is made possible by an ever increasing

transfer (Re/2)⟨T ⟩t , reservoir (Re/2)⟨K3d⟩t and ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt , corresponding to incipient turbu-

lence (at first intermittent in space and time, yielding moderately enhanced spatio-temporally

averaged dissipation in the I regime) and eventually fully-developed turbulence (yielding much

enhanced dissipation in the T regime).

Assuming a perfect plateau of ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt (which we recall is not true once the mixed layer

confines the unmixed layer against the top and bottom walls), we can estimate the rate of

production (and dissipation) of 3D kinetic energy as

Re
2

T =
1
8
⟨Qm⟩tResinθ −⟨s2

2d⟩xyzt (6.47a)

=⇒ ReT ∼ Resinθ if ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt ≫ ⟨s2

2d⟩xyzt (6.47b)

=⇒ Re⟨⟨u3dw3d⟩yz︸ ︷︷ ︸
= enhanced diffusivity

∼ Resinθ if, in addition, ⟨∂zu2d⟩yzt ≈ const. (6.47c)

The LHS of the last line parallels the definition of the momentum diffusivity Km in (5.37),

nondimensionalised by the molecular diffusivity (hence the factor Re). This expression shows

that in moderate-Re flows and in the turbulent limit where s2
3d is dominant, we recover the

concept of an enhanced diffusivity scaling with Resinθ , defined here in a more rigorous way

than Km. However, the general budget and predictions of figure 6.11 do not rely on these

assumptions.

In the next section we apply these K2d , K3d budgets to 3D-3C experimental data and test the

above predictions.

6.6.3 Experimental 2D and 3D kinetic energy budgets

Figure 6.12 shows the time-averaged total kinetic energies ⟨K⟩t , ⟨K2d⟩t , ⟨K3d⟩t (panel a), the respec-

tive buoyancy flux, transfer and dissipation (panel b) of figure 6.11b-c for six 3D-3C experiments

spanning the full range Resinθ ∈ [25,132] (the six most recent experiments, exp. m130-m135,

having better quality data and more accurate s2 than the five earlier experiments, exp. m125-m129).
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Figure 6.12 Experimental 2D and 3D kinetic energy budgets in the six most recent 3D-3C experiment (having
best quality data). (a) Time-averaged kinetic energy reservoirs. (b) Time-averaged buoyancy fluxes, dissipation,
transfer term, and 2D proxy for the 3D dissipation (see (6.48)). (c) Time series of the most relevant fluxes in
the T experiment (exp. m134, Resinθ = 132, also shown before the 2D-3D decomposition in figure 6.7e-f ).
The dot symbols superimposed on the Bx (black) and T (green) data show the temporal resolution of the
measurements.

We also show in panel c the time series of the relevant energy fluxes in the T experiment (largest

Resinθ = 132).

The tendency of K3d to grow with Resinθ is verified (panel a) but its contribution to the total

kinetic energy remains small for the Resinθ investigated here, between 0.8 % (lowest Resinθ )

and 4.5 % (highest Resinθ ). We also note (panel b) that the 3D horizontal buoyancy flux ⟨B3d
x ⟩t

is negligible (as assumed in figure 6.11b-c); it only contributes to between 0.2 % (lowest Resinθ )

and 1.4 % (highest Resinθ ). The transfer flux ⟨T ⟩t and its component ⟨Tz⟩t almost exactly match,

confirming our previous approximation in (6.45) that the K2d → K3d transfer is almost exclusively

achieved by the interaction of ⟨u3dw3d⟩x with the mean vertical shear ∂zu2d . As expected, ⟨T ⟩t and

⟨s2
3d⟩t increase with Resinθ . This increase appears approximately linear for small Resinθ < 80 (see

the insert, where ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt represents between 7 % and 11 % of ⟨s2⟩xyzt) and superlinear at higher

Resinθ (in the T regime) where as much as 25 % of the kinetic energy is dissipated in 3D. Despite
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the small size of K3d reservoir (less than 5 % of K), we see that its flux s2
3d may be significant, which

is due to 3D gradients being larger than 2D gradient (as anticipated in figure 6.10c).

We also note that the expected steadiness of the ⟨K3d⟩t budget over the time-averaging window

requiring ⟨T ⟩t = ⟨s2
3d⟩t is good in about half of the experiments, but imperfect in the other half. In

all but the T regime, our data indeed show that the transfer term and the 3D dissipation remain very

small. The time series of T and s2
3d in the T experiment show good positive correlation, but s2

3d is

consistently below (Re/2)T , and is therefore most likely underestimated. We recall from § 6.4.3

that limitations in the spatial resolution and non-instantaneous character of the 3D-3C measurements

probably caused the total dissipation to be underestimated (blue squares in panel b are well below the

black squares in the I and T data for which Resinθ > 50). We believe that this underestimation of

the dissipation overwhelmingly impacts the 3D dissipation, which occurs at the smallest, and thus

least-resolved, scales. We therefore consider is very likely that s2
3d is actually larger than measured in

the I and T regimes. Having a greater confidence in our 2D measurements ⟨B2d
x ⟩t ≈ ⟨Bx⟩t and ⟨s2

2d⟩xyzt

(which do not involve small scale gradients), and assuming a steady state budget over sufficiently

long times, we use them as proxy to estimate the transfer and 3D dissipation as

Re
2
⟨T ⟩t ≈ ⟨s2

3d⟩xyzt ≈
Re
2
⟨B2d

x ⟩t −⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt , (6.48)

These ‘proxy’ data are shown in panel b for comparison (yellow hexagram symbols) and suggest

that the 3D dissipation is only negligible below Resinθ ≈ 40−50 before dramatically increasing

in an approximately linear fashion above this threshold, corresponding to the H → I transition

(Resinθ ≈ 50).

The above observations qualitatively confirm the predictions of § 6.6.2, but to gain insight into the

precise implications of these observations for the understanding of the regime transitions, we make

a further subtle distinction (briefly mentioned in the previous section) between the two following

hypotheses:

• HYP-1: as Resinθ is increased beyond certain thresholds corresponding to the identified

regime transitions, the flow cannot increase ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt further by distortion of the 2D, parallel

flow and has to increase its three-dimensionality in order to achieve s2 = s2
2d + s2

3d ≫ s2
2d (i.e.

no 2D ‘parallel’ solution to the Navier-Stokes equation with the target dissipation exist). Within

this hypothesis, the extra 3D dissipation s2
3d is quantitatively significant and its precise value is

crucial to close the energy budget since it is the main adjustable flow variable. If HYP-1 is

correct, we can explain the L→ H transition by saying the u2d , ρ2d parallel flow profile in the

L regime might already be linearly unstable to the confined Holmboe instability (CHI), but that
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the CHI only saturates to a non-infinitesimal and observable amplitude throughout the duct

once Resinθ ≳ 20 in order to achieve extra dissipation. We then expect the amplitude of the

resulting finite-amplitude confined Holmboe wave (CHW) to increase in such a way that its 3D

dissipation follows Resinθ , until no such finite-amplitude CHW solution to the Navier-Stokes

equation exist to match the target dissipation and the flow must transition to an intermittently

turbulent solution (H→ I transition), etc.

• HYP-2: as Resinθ is increased, the flow can easily increase ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt beyond the typical laminar

values by distorting the 2D profile (e.g. by an increase in the intensity of the shear |∂zu2d |
within the interfacial shear layer) and this distortion incidentally renders the hitherto stable

flow, suddenly unstable. This instability grows, nonlinearly saturates to a finite, observable

amplitude, and generates some extra 3D dissipation s2
3d . The 2D flow and the 3D wave field

both adjust their respective amplitude and dissipation to close the K budget. In other words, the

flow does not become 3D because it has to but rather incidentally, and within this hypothesis,

s2
3d does not have to be significant, nor crucial to close the budget (i.e. the amplitude of the

3D wave may not have a direct link with Resinθ ) and is not the only adjustable variable (both

s2
2d and s2

3d are). If HYP-2 is correct, we can explain the L→ H transition by saying that the

u2d , ρ2d parallel flow profile in the L regime is stable and only become marginally unstable to

the CHI (e.g. because of a subtle increase in the shear) at Resinθ ≈ 20. At this point, the CHI

immediately saturates to an observable CHW, whose finite amplitude depends on processes

that are not correlated with Resinθ , and whose additional 3D dissipation is almost irrelevant to

the total dissipation (the 2D flow has to adjust to it, but ‘did not need it’). The H→ I transition

might then be caused by a further secondary instability of the CHW, brought about, again, by

an imposed and incidental interaction with an increasingly distorted 2D flow, etc.

The above discussion of figure 6.12b, and especially the proxy data for s2
3d , support HYP-1 for

Resinθ ≳ 40, i.e. for the H → I and I → T transitions. At around Resinθ ≈ 40, the dissipation

clearly appears to plateau to ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt ≈ 2.2 (before being later enhanced by about 50 % by the growth

of a mixed layer in the T regime confining the top and bottom unmixed layer) and the 3D proxy

dissipation becomes significant and a linear function of Resinθ . In contrast, the data support HYP-2

for 20 < Resinθ ≲ 40 (in the H regime) because the 3D dissipation is weak and it is hard to argue that

the CHW is required to close to budget. The CHW thus appears to be an incidental ‘by-product’ of the

increase of ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt , and its saturated amplitude is neither directly relevant to the overall energetics,

nor presumably directly influenced by it. The question of the processes setting the amplitude of the

CHW, briefly addressed in § 4.5, remains open.
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Figure 6.13 Spatial structure of the kinetic energy fluxes in the H regime (exp. m135, lowest Resinθ = 25).
2D cross-sectional structure of the t- and x-averaged (a) horizontal buoyancy flux; (b) 2D dissipation, (c)
K 2d-to-K 3d transfer (the four additional components of the full transfer term ⟨u3d

i u3d
j ⟩x∂x j u

2d
i are negligible);

(d) 3D dissipation. Once spatially averaged, the budget (Re/2)⟨∂tK 2d⟩xt should approximately equal the
sum (a)−(b)−(c) and (Re/2)⟨∂tK 3d⟩xt should equal the sum (c)−(d). 2D structure of the (e) t-averaged, 3D
dissipation in the vertical mid-plane y = 0, (f) instantaneous 3D dissipation in the vertical mid-plane y = 0 and
(g) horizontal mid-plane z = 0. The snapshots in (f), (g) are for t = 261, as the density and velocity snapshots
in figures 3.2, 3.3 for comparison. Note the different colour bars for each panel.

6.6.4 Experimental spatial structures of the kinetic energy budgets

We conclude this section on the spatial structure of kinetic energy dissipation by discussing the spatial

structure of the fluxes of K 2d(y,z, t) and K 3d(x,y,z, t) (i.e. prior to their plane- or volume-averaged

definitions (6.44)). We focus on two different experiments: one in the H regime in figure 6.13 (exp.

m135, symmetric HWs, lowest Resinθ = 25, leftmost data in figure 6.12a-b) and one in the T regime

in figure 6.14 (exp. m134, highest Resinθ = 132, rightmost data in figure 6.12a-b). In both figures,

we show the cross-sectional structure of the x- and t-averaged, (Re/2)-rescaled horizontal buoyancy

flux (panel a, main source term for K 2d), 2D dissipation (panel b, sink term for K 2d), transfer

(panel c, sink for K 2d , main source for K 3d) and 3D dissipation (panel d, main sink for K 3d). We

also show the t-averaged 3D dissipation in the vertical mid-plane y = 0 (panel e) and an instantaneous

snapshot of the 3D dissipation in both the vertical mid-plane (y = 0, panel f ) and the horizontal

mid-plane (z = 0, panel g). These snapshots were chosen at the same time as the snapshots of density,
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Figure 6.14 Spatial structure of the kinetic energy fluxes in the T regime (exp. m134, highest Resinθ = 132).
Same panels and legend as figure 6.13. The snapshots in (f), (g) are for t = 98, as in figures 3.16, 3.17 to allow
for direct comparison with the structures of ρ,u,v,w,ωy.

velocity and vorticity shown previously for the same experiments in figures 3.2, 3.3 (H experiment)

and figures 3.16, 3.17 (T experiment), to allow for direct comparison between the structures of 3D

dissipation and the structures of ρ,u,v,w,ωy. We recall from the previous section that the transfer and

3D dissipation are likely accurate in the H experiment but underestimated in the T experiment (by a

factor of 2 or 3, see figure 6.12b). Since the proxy estimation of the transfer and 3D dissipation (6.48)

is only valid in a time- and volume-averaged sense, they are not applicable locally and we cannot use

them in this analysis. We therefore acknowledge that the data of figure 6.14d-g are underestimates

because of insufficient spatial resolution, but we believe that they nevertheless possess robust and

insightful features.

In both experiments, the power input (panels a, main source of K 2d) is relatively uniformly

distributed within each layer, and low around the sharp interface (H experiment) and mixed layer (T

experiment). In contrast, the 2D dissipation (panels b, main sink of K 2d) is highly localised at the

four duct walls, as well as at the interface in the H experiment. The transfer term (panels c, source

of K 3d) is also highly localised, but rather than at the walls, it is exclusively in the ‘active core’

region of the flow, i.e. at the interface (H) or in the mixed layer (T). This localised power input of

K 3d is then dissipated by 3D motions preferentially in the ‘active core’ as well (panels c, sink of
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K 3d), yet this output is slightly more uniform in the cross-section than the input (indicating a sort of

diffusion). The vertical mid-plane distribution of the mean power output ⟨s2
3d⟩t (panels e) show good

streamwise uniformity (near-periodicity along x, as assumed for IGV budgets) and hints at some

of the structure of the instantaneous snapshot (panels f ). The snapshots (panels f-g) reveal that the

instantaneous power output in the active core is in fact further concentrated into small regions of

much enhanced 3D dissipation, several times larger than their respective volume-average (note the

difference in colourbar range between panels d-e and f-g). The high-s2
3d structures coincide well with

the high-|ωy| regions of figures 3.3j,l and figures 3.17j,l. This is especially true in the vertical y = 0

plane, rather unsurprisingly, since in this plane the main contribution to both s2
3d and |ωy| is |∂zu|.

We recall that only in the T regime is the 3D dissipation power output s2
3d quantitatively significant

and crucial to close the global kinetic energy budget. It therefore appears that in this regime, the

K = K 2d +K 3d power input (the horizontal buoyancy flux) is very uniform both spatially and

temporally (in the counterflowing layers), like the 2D part of its power output (s2
2d , at the walls), but

unlike the 3D part of its power output (s2
3d), which is highly heterogenous in both space and time,

typically localised in the distinctive tilde-shaped coherent structures discussed in Chapters 3, 4 within

the ‘active core’ of the flow.

In the next section we go beyond the analysis of the viscous energy dissipation and address the

question of mixing in the energy budgets.

6.7 Towards mixing

6.7.1 Motivations

In § 6.3-6.6, the main focus was on kinetic energy dissipation. We have been able to estimate the time-

and volume-averaged kinetic energy dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyzt in a control volume V of the duct (which

in the IGV approximation, is representative of the whole duct). We showed that this dissipation (or

transfer from the internal reservoirs K to I and power output from I to the external reservoir E) was

proportional to the advective flux of potential energy ⟨s2⟩xyzt = (Re/2)⟨Φadv
K ⟩t = (1/8)⟨Qm⟩tResinθ

(or net power input from the external reservoir E to the internal reservoir P).

The comparison between figures 6.5a and b confirmed that ⟨s2⟩xyzt was indeed proportional to

Qm ≤ Q (where Q ≈ 0.5 in the IGV approximation), as better collapse of the experimental data was

obtained using the measured values of Qm (panel b) as opposed to the canonical value Qm = 0.5

(panel a). We have therefore established that when mixing is present (Qm < Q), an understanding

of the behaviour of Qm, and the ability to predict it from input parameters, is desirable in order
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to achieve a detailed understanding of the volume-averaged flow energetics, and consequently, to

establish the link between flow regimes and mixing. This challenge was raised by QQQ19 and QQQ20 and

we have confirmed its relevance. It constitutes our first motivation for the study of mixing.

In addition, we consider that the time- and volume-averaged energetics in the SID presented in this

Chapter are a first necessary building block towards further study of the detailed, instantaneous, local

energetics of the flow. In particular, the ultimate goal raised by QQQ13, QQQ14 is to use the SID laboratory

experiment and its rich dynamics to shed light into the fundamental and general relation between

turbulent structures and intermittency on the one hand, and energy dissipation and mixing efficiency

on the other hand. Our second motivation is therefore to address the question of mixing in the SID

experiment, not because of its (relatively minor) role through Qm in the time- and volume-averaged

energetics, but because the instantaneous, local dynamics of mixing in the various regimes is the

ultimate research objective. In the following sections, we give some early directions towards the

study of mixing in the SID, and highlight the need for future work.

6.7.2 Mixing: definitions

Intuitively, mixing is the process through which the potential energy of a stratified fluid system is

increased, typically by conversion from a source of kinetic energy (fluid motion). This intuitive

definition however does not distinguishes irreversible mixing by small-scale molecular transfer of

heat or mass (diabatic processes) from reversible stirring by large-scale motion that involve no

molecular exchange of mass or heat occur (adiabatic). In other words, fluid motions lifting up a

parcel of relatively dense fluid will temporarily increase the potential energy of the system, but will

only do so irreversibly if this parcel subsequently mixes with ambient fluid and becomes neutrally

buoyant relative to its background. If, on the other hand, the parcel does not mix, the newly gained

potential energy remains available to be converted back to kinetic energy allowing the parcel to return

to its lower position and leaving the potential energy of the system unchanged. A rigorous definition

of irreversible mixing emerged after the work of Lorenz (1955) and subsequently of Winters et al.

(1995), Caulfield & Peltier (2000), Peltier & Caulfield (2003), which relies on the decomposition of

the volume-averaged potential energy into:

• a background potential energy PB defined as:

PB(t) := Ri ⟨z′ ρB(z′, t),⟩z, (6.49)

where z′ is the vertical coordinate along the direction of gravity (i.e. z′ = zcosθ − xsinθ in the

duct tilted coordinate system). In this definition, ρB(z′, t) is the 1D background density profile
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that would be obtained by a volume-conserving, adiabatic rearrangement of the density profile

ρ(x,y,z, t), that is everywhere statically stable (∂z′ρB < 0). The background potential energy

PB based on this notional (i.e. not actually realised) profile ρB is the minimum possible energy

of the system: none of it can be extracted to drive macroscopic fluid motion (i.e. PB has no flux

from and to K).

• an available potential energy PA defined as the complementary part to the total potential energy:

PA(t) := P−PB = Ri ⟨z′(ρ −ρB)⟩xyz ≥ 0. (6.50)

Any streamwise or spanwise dependence of the density profile ∂xρ, ∂yρ ̸= 0 or any statically

unstable region in the flow ∂zρ > 0 will contribute to ρ −ρB > 0 i.e. PA > 0, meaning that

potential energy is available in the system to drive macroscopic fluid motion by buoyancy

fluxes that feed K.

These definitions allow us to define the instantaneous rate of irreversible mixing M precisely as

the rate of conversion of available potential energy into background potential energy

M(t) :=
dPB

dt
=−dPA

dt
≥ 0, (6.51)

and the instantaneous mixing efficiency E as the ratio of mixing rate to the sum of mixing and viscous

dissipation rates D = (Re/2)⟨s2⟩xyz > 0 (see (6.25)):

E (t) :=
M

M+D
∈ [0,1], (6.52)

which is equivalent to

M(t) :=
E

1+E
D =

Re
2

E

1+E
⟨s2⟩xyz. (6.53)

It is the volume-averaged rate of mixing (6.51), (6.53) and the mixing efficiency (6.52) that we would

like to quantify in SID experiments. In (6.52)-(6.53) we conveniently assumed that for the high Re

and Pr considered here (required for the importance of inertia, ‘I’, in the IGV balance) the flux from

the internal energy to the (background) potential energy Φint
P (see (6.15)) is negligible, as discussed

in § 6.3.1.
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6.7.3 Mixing in the IGV budget

Evolution of PA, PB

We derive the evolution equations for PA and PB under the periodic, IGV approximation following

Winters et al. (1995) as

dPB

dt
= Φ

adv
PB

+Φ
d , (6.54)

dPA

dt
= Φ

adv
PA

+Bz −Bx −Φ
d , (6.55)

where the buoyancy fluxes Bx, Bz are defined in (6.9b)-(6.9c) and the respective advective fluxes Φadv
PB

,

Φadv
PA

and the diapycnal flux Φd are defined as

Φ
adv
PB

:=
Ri
ℓ
⟨ψu⟩yz|L−R, (6.56a)

Φ
adv
PA

:= Φ
adv
P −Φ

adv
PB

=
Ri
ℓ
⟨(z′−ψ)u⟩yz|L−R, (6.56b)

Φ
d :=

Ri
RePr

〈
− dz′B

dρ
|∇∇∇ρ|2

〉
xyz

> 0. (6.56c)

Here z′B(x,y,z, t) is the reference position z′ of the infinitesimal fluid parcel at (x,y,z, t) with density

ρ(x,y,z, t) in the background (vertically sorted) state ρB, and the field ψ is

∇∇∇ψ := z′B∇∇∇ρ i.e. ψ =
∫

ρ

z′B ρ̂ dρ̂. (6.57)

Next, we interpret, sketch and estimate the terms in this budget. We conclude this section by

discussing two challenges posed by its application to experimental data in § 6.7.4.

Interpretation, schematics and estimations

The PB and PA budget equations (6.54)-(6.55) refine the P budget of (6.14). The total advective flux

Φadv
P = (1/4)Qm sinθ > 0 (source to P) is the sum of:

• an advective flux of available potential energy Φadv
PA

(6.56b). Consider the simple model of

figure 6.15. We assume a mixed layer (delimited by horizontal dashed lines, see the density

profile ρ(z) and grey shading), and typical velocity profiles u(z) (solid lines) at the left and

right boundaries. Note that fluid entering V (represented as the whole duct here) comes from

each reservoir unmixed (u > 0 only in the bottom, unmixed dense layer on the left, and u < 0

only in the top, unmixed buoyant layer on the right). Entrainment and mixing along the duct
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Figure 6.15 Schematics of the advective fluxes of available and background potential energies when mixing is
present. Grey shading represent the stably stratified, three-layer density field ρ , and delimit the mixed
density layer. Hypothetical velocity field and u = 0 sloping interface sketched in solid lines. The inflow of
unmixed fluid in the horizontal gravity field g′ sinθ yields a positive flux Φadv

PA
> 0 into the control volume (in

green), while the outflow of mixed fluid yields a negative flux Φadv
PB

< 0 (in red).

result in a sloping up u = 0 interface (diagonal solid line), and in mixed fluid flowing out of the

duct through the left and right boundaries. Clearly, the inflow of unmixed fluid contributes a

strictly positive Φadv
PA

> 0 (see green arrows), i.e. a source term for PA.

• an advective flux of background potential energy Φadv
PB

(6.56a). The outflow of mixed fluid

through the left and right boundaries of V clearly contributes a strictly negative Φadv
PB

< 0 (see

red arrows), i.e. a sink term for PB. Background potential energy is created by mixing at rate

Φd > 0 inside V (see black arrows entraining and mixing fluid into the mixed layer). As mixing

is increased, Φadv
PB

becomes more and more negative (however its absolute value remains smaller

than the ‘source’ Φadv
PA

), such that Φadv
P = Φadv

PA
+Φadv

PB
= (1/4)Qm sinθ decreases, which is

consistent with a decreasing mass flux Qm.

Over sufficiently long times ≳ O(10 ATU), we expect all internal energy reservoirs to be

approximately steady dPA/dt = dPB/dt = dK/dt = dI/dt = 0. In particular, dPB/dt = 0 requires

that the internal creation of PB by Φd is balanced exactly by its advection out of V : Φadv
PB

= −Φd .

Assuming that mixing only takes place inside the duct (and not in the left and right external reservoirs),

and considering the background potential energy of the whole system PB +PE
B (where the superscript

E indicates the external reservoirs), we find that the instantaneous mixing rate in the duct, and thus

in the whole system (6.51), is simply given by a boundary flux or a volume-averaged flux in the

arbitrary subvolume V :

M =
d(PB +PE

B )

dt
=−Φ

adv
PB

= Φ
d > 0 (6.58)

The complete IGV budget summarising the above discussion is shown in figure 6.16. For

simplicity, we do not represent the K2d and K3d reservoirs, but they could easily be included in this

picture (see figure 6.11). All energy driving the sustained flow in the SID in steady state originates

from the large external reservoir of available potential energy PE
A . This is represented in figure 6.17a:

at the start of the experiment, dense fluid (ρ = 1, in grey) and buoyant fluid (ρ =−1, in white) are
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Figure 6.16 Schematics of the complete IGV energy budget including mixing (at rate M = Φd =−Φadv
PB

, which
was not included in figure 6.3c). The separation of K into K2d +K3d has been omitted for clarity but would be
straightforward to include, see figure 6.11a. The external energy reservoir E has been divided into its respective
kinetic, potential and internal energy reservoirs. Before the experiment starts, all reservoirs are zero, except PE

A .
The flux Φadv

PA
, steadily depleting the initial reservoir PE

A initial (see (6.61)) is the source of all other fluxes during
the sustained, approximately steady state of the experiment depicted here.

ρ
B ρ

final

  (a)        Initial state                (b) Background state             (c)      Final state with mixing

Figure 6.17 Schematics of the idealised potential energies in the reservoir in the (a) initial state, before the
start of an experiment (each reservoir is filled with fluids at densities ±1); (b) notional background state after
adiabatic rearrangement of the profile in (a) into the statically state ρB profile, also corresponding to the final
state of the experiment in the absence of mixing; (c) final state of the experiment with mixing (ρfinal profile
having large PB). Colour bar as in figure 6.15.

stored respectively in the left and right reservoirs. This configuration has total potential energy

PE
initial =

∫
left res.

z′ dz′+
∫

right res.
−z′ dz′ = 0, (6.59)

and a background potential energy, computed using the background state in panel b

PE
B =

Vres

Hres

∫ Hres/2

0
z′ dz′+

∫ Hres

Hres/2
−z′ dz′ =−1

4
VresHres, (6.60)

where Hres is the nondimensional height of the free surface from the bottom of the reservoirs and Vres

the total combined nondimensional volume of both reservoirs. The initial available potential energy

in this system is the difference

PE
A initial = PE

initial −PE
B =

1
4

VresHres. (6.61)
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This external initial reservoir PE
A initial is thus steadily depleted over the duration of the experiment by

Φadv
PA

to feed the internal reservoir PA. The horizontal buoyancy flux Bx then steadily transfers this

available potential energy PA into kinetic energy K. Part of this kinetic energy is viscously dissipated

by D, and part of it is used for large-scale stirring (entrainment), contributing a vertical buoyancy

flux Bz > 0 acting as a sink to K and a source to PA. Only a fraction of the energy in this large scale

stirring motion is converted into PB by mixing at rate Φd = M (see (6.58)), and this energy is advected

out to the external background potential energy PE
B at the same rate. At the end of this steady-state

exchange, lasting, say τfinal ATU, the experiment is stopped and the final state density distribution

is the reservoir resembles that in panel c (in general τfinal can be much greater than τ , the recorded

duration). This final state, unlike the initial state, has no available potential energy, and a background

(= total) potential energy

PE
final =

∫
left + right res.

ρfinal(z′)z′ dz′ = PE
initial +∆PE

B , where ∆PE
B > 0. (6.62)

Using an approach similar to that of Hughes & Linden (2016) in lock-exchange gravity currents, it

is therefore straightforward to estimate the time-averaged rate of mixing M over the duration of the

experiment as

⟨M⟩t ≈
∆PE

B

τfinal
. (6.63)

Since all the initially-available potential energy has either been viscously dissipated to IE by ⟨D⟩t or

used for mixing, we can also compute the time-averaged mixing efficiency as

⟨E ⟩t =
〈 M

M+D

〉
t
≈ ⟨M⟩t

⟨M+D⟩t
≈ ∆PE

B

PE
A initial

. (6.64)

The approximation that the temporal average of the quotient M/(M +D) is the quotient of the

temporal averages of M and M+D (first ≈ symbol) is only valid if M and D are not strongly varying

functions of time, which, as we have seen (at least for D), is questionable in the I and T regimes.

The above estimations of potential energies in the external reservoirs E and their use to infer the

time-averaged mixing ⟨M⟩t and mixing efficiency ⟨E ⟩t were mostly aimed at gaining a qualitative

understanding of the various energy sources and fluxes in the SID experiment, which is summarised

in figure 6.16. These estimations could be performed quantitatively by 1D conductivity probe

measurements of ρfinal, as in Hughes & Linden (2016). However, this approach has two major

limitations: (i) it assumes that all mixing occurs in the duct, yet we know that further mixing occurs

in the exit plumes outside the duct; (ii) it is inherently time-averaged, thus precluding the study of

the unsteady, intermittent dynamics of mixing. It is therefore desirable to obtain the accurate energy
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fluxes in figure 6.16, and in particular M = −Φadv
PB

= Φd by time-resolved 3D-3C measurements

inside the duct. We discuss two particular challenges posed by such measurements next.

6.7.4 Challenges in measuring mixing

In this section we discuss the two main challenges that currently limit our ability to experimentally

measure the fluxes in (6.56): first, the definition of PB in the SID; and second, the spatial resolution

of the measurements.

Definition of the background state in the SID

The definition of PB (and thus of PA) relies on the reordering of the profile ρ(x,y,z) into the notional,

statically stable profile ρB(z′) in the coordinate z′ = zcosθ − xsinθ . While the unique definition of

ρB (and thus, zB) is straightforward in most simulation domains and experimental configurations

found in the literature (see e.g. Salehipour et al., 2015, 2016, Hughes & Linden, 2016), it appears

challenging in the geometry of the SID. The ρB profile inside the duct, and thus in the control volume

V , must result from a minimisation of the potential energy and a reordering of fluid parcels not only

in V , but in the whole apparatus, composed of the duct and the reservoirs to which it is connected.

Mathematically, fluid parcels must not only be reordered in the vertical of the duct (along z) but also

in the streamwise direction (along x), a coordinate that extends beyond the ends of the duct into the

reservoirs.

Consequently, as sketched in figure 6.18, the background density profile ρB in the duct depends on

details about the configuration of the apparatus including the duct tilt angle (panels a-b), the vertical

position of the duct (panels c-d) and relative size of each reservoir (panels e-f ). The figure shows, for

three different hypothetical configurations, the profile ρB corresponding to: (i) the global minimum

of potential energy in the duct+reservoir system (left column); (ii) the experimentally realisable

minimum (right column). Because the driving force for the exchange flow stops once both ends of

the duct sit in fluid of the same density, the experimentally realisable minimum PB is generally higher

than the global minimum (except in special cases as was the case in figure 6.15b, where the tilt angle

was small θ < ϕ , which does not satisfy the IGV balance). This situation simply corresponds to a

potential well of the system (a large amount of kinetic energy would be required to take the system

out of the local minimum and into the global minimum). This problem ultimately results from the

double-connectedness of the SID apparatus, i.e. the fact that non-trivial solid boundaries (the duct

walls) are embedded in the two-reservoir system.
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(a)                      (b)                                                           

(c)                  (d) 

(e)                  (f)

  Global minimum of potential energy              Experimentally realisable minimum

Figure 6.18 Schematics of the global minimum (left colum) vs the experimentally realisable minimum (right
column) of potential energy in three different hypothetical configurations (top to bottom) of the apparatus
(duct+reservoirs system). We assume the same initial state as in figure 6.17a. In the left column we show ρB
after volume-conserving adiabatic rearrangement of fluid parcels, and in the right column the approximate
realistic final state of the experiment after the exchange flow has stopped. In figure 6.15a-b both reservoirs had
roughly the same volume, the middle of the duct was centred in the vertical (halfway between the bottom of the
reservoirs and the free surface) and the tilt angle was small θ < ϕ , such that both global and realisable minima
were equal. By contrast, here (a), (b) the tilt angle is large θ > ϕ (actually required for the IGV balance);
(b), (c) the duct is no longer centred; (d), (e) the reservoirs no longer have the same volume. In these cases, the
global and realisable minima are different and no single background state exists.

We thus believe that the question of the uniqueness and relevance of the definition of PB in a

control volume of the duct V , and its relation to the rest of the system (configuration of the reservoirs)

warrants further investigation. Is an interesting modelling question of practical importance for the

study of mixing in SID.

Resolution of the Batchelor lengthscale

The second challenge is the resolution of the 3D-3C measurements. We discussed in § 6.4.3 the

importance of resolving lengthscales of the order of the Kolmogorov length Lk to accurately measure

viscous dissipation (see (6.31) for its non-dimensional definition and a priori volume-averaged

estimation based on the expected dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyzt). However, for Prandtl numbers Pr > 1, the

spatial resolution requirement to accurately measure mixing is even more stringent: the smallest

scales involved in mixing through the diapycnal flux (6.56c) (involving ∇∇∇ρ) are of the order of the

Batchelor lengthscale Lb (Batchelor, 1959, Smyth & Moum, 2000):

Lb = Lk Pr−1/2. (6.65)
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It is generally accepted that resolving a few Lb is sufficient to capture most of the mixing, just as

resolving a few Lk is sufficient to capture most of the dissipation (state-of-the-art DNS of stratified

mixing typically resolve ≈ 5Lb and ≈ 3Lk, e.g. Salehipour et al., 2015, Salehipour & Peltier, 2015).

However, as discussed in § 6.4.3, resolving a few Lk already poses a significant measurement

challenge (see volume-averaged estimation of Lk in the (θ ,Re) plane in figure 6.6), especially in the

spanwise (y) direction. Given that Lb ≈ Lk/2.5 in heat experiments (where 3D-3C measurements are

very impractical, and certainly at such high spatial resolution due to non-matching refractive indices),

and Lb ≈ Lk/25 in salt experiments, resolving a few Lb appears indeed very challenging with the

current technology. All 3D-3C experiments presented here (for which there is some appreciable

level of mixing) have a much too coarse spatial resolution to measure Φd . Significant progress in

measurement techniques will have to be made in order to measure it.

6.8 Conclusions

6.8.1 Summary

In § 6.2, we derived the evolution equations for the kinetic energy K (equations (6.8), (6.9)) and

potential energy P (equations (6.14), (6.15)) averaged in a control volume of arbitrary length bounded

by the walls of the SID (see summary of the budget in figure 6.1).

In § 6.3 we estimated each term in the budget under the assumption of two-layer hydraulics

(figure 6.2), but carefully relaxed some assumptions to allow for the description of SID flows in

all regimes. This analysis allowed us to simplify the full budget by neglecting some energy fluxes,

to determine the sign of some previously sign-indefinite fluxes and eventually to build a hierarchy

of decreasingly complex simplified budgets (figure 6.3) corresponding to all the physical balances

identified in Chapter 1. By discussing and weighing the relative modelling power and complexity

of each budget, we argued that the IGV budget (figure 6.3c) was ideally suited to make modelling

progress in SID flows. This IGV budget describes flows in which inertial and viscous effects are

both important and gravitational forcing dominates over hydrostatic forcing (θ ≫ ϕ). It possesses a

number of attractive features over the ‘full’ IGHV budget and the IHV budget, as already recognised

in the frictional hydraulic model of Chapter 5. In particular, the flat interface makes the control

volume ‘periodic’ in x, thereby cancelling the advective boundary flux of kinetic energy, simplifying

that of potential energy, removing unknowns such as Q (equal to 0.5), and allowing to quantify the

volume-averaged energetics in the whole duct from those in a volume of arbitrary length.
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In § 6.4, we validated the relevance of the approximate IGV budget by comparing its time-

averaged predictions to the energy reservoirs and fluxes in all the available 3D-3C experimental

data (figure 6.4). We then explained that in the IGV model, to a good approximation, each reservoir

K and P only has a single source and sink, such that the kinetic energy dissipation, D = ⟨ϵ⟩xyz =

(Re/2)⟨s2⟩xyz must equal the boundary influx of potential energy Φadv
P ≈ (1/4)Qm sinθ when averaged

over sufficiently long times (in steady state), i.e. ⟨s2⟩xyzt ∼ Resinθ , assuming a weak dependence

of Qm (equation (6.30)), which we verified in figure 6.5. We then argued that the value of the

nondimensional volume-averaged square norm of the strain rate tensor ⟨s2⟩xyz appeared to be the

most relevant quantitative proxy for the flow regimes. Since the scaling of ⟨s2⟩xyz agrees with the

mSID regime transitions in Resinθ (Chapter 5), we believe this provides a partial answer to QQQ13,

QQQ15, QQQ16 and QQQ18. We then substantiated the discrepancy between the measured ⟨s2⟩xyzt and the

predicted scaling in the I and T regimes by our inability to resolve the finest scales of dissipation in

turbulent regions in 3D-3C measurements (figure 6.6).

In § 6.5, we investigated the temporal dynamics of energy reservoirs and fluxes (figure 6.7). The I

and T regime are characterised by relatively large oscillations in energy fluxes (including dissipation)

leading to episodic exchanges between the K and P reservoirs over tens of ATU, but a relative

steadiness in the total K +P energy. Beyond the quantitative difference in their respective dissipation,

we found no major qualitative difference between the energy budget dynamics of the I and T regimes

in salt experiments. We then contrasted the intermittent dynamics in salt (I-1 regime) vs heat (I-2

regime) using 2D-2C data (figure 6.8), and found oscillations of greater amplitude and periodicity

in the heat experiment. We found that each laminar-turbulent quasi-periodic cycles consisted of a

‘ramp’, mostly laminar phase, in which the flow rate, dissipation and interfacial shear slowly increase,

and a ‘cliff’ phase where they suddenly drop, coinciding with near-zero values of the interfacial

gradient Richardson number Rig. To answer QQQ10, we hypothesised that the repeated laminar-turbulent

transition may be caused by one of the many linear instabilities of a sheared three-layer stratified

flow, such as the Taylor-Caulfield instability, but we lacked substantial evidence to confirm it. It also

remains unclear why heat experiments are more susceptible to these quasi-periodic cycles than salt

experiments in the SID (QQQ9), especially given that they were observed in salt experiments by other

authors. We finally argued that our experimental observations of I and T flows, and especially of

the gradient Richardson number Rig in the mixed layer (figure 6.9), suggest a dynamic equilibrium

between the destabilising effects of the sustained gravitational forcing and the stabilising effects of

turbulent mixing consistent with the ideas and observations of ‘equilibrium Richardson number’,

‘marginal instability’, and ‘self-organised criticality’ found in the literature.
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In § 6.6, we investigated in more detail the physical relationship between the flow regimes and

the dissipation s2 by focusing on its spatial structure. We hypothesised that a higher dissipation rate

required increased levels of three-dimensionality in the flow (figure 6.10) and developed coupled

energy budgets for the 2D and 3D kinetic energies (equations (6.43), (6.44) and figure 6.11) that we

applied to 3D-3C data (figure 6.12). We found that flows approaching the H→ I transition, as well

as those in the I and T regimes (i.e. Resinθ ≳ 40) had a 2D (parallel) dissipation almost plateauing

(acting as a bottleneck) and a 3D dissipation therefore increasing almost linearly with Resinθ (mostly

using proxy measurements for the otherwise underestimated 3D dissipation, see equation (6.48)).

This confirmed the idea that the H→ I and I→ T transitions coincided with the required substantial

increase in the three-dimensionality of the flow. On the other hand, since most H flows were observed

to dissipate their energy almost exclusively in 2D, we argued that the confined Holmboe wave (CHW)

of Chapter 4 (observed for Resinθ ≲ 40) was likely an incidental by-product of the increased shear of

the parallel base flow rather than a necessary 3D dissipative mechanism, and the question of what sets

its (energetically insignificant) finite amplitude therefore remains enigmatic (QQQ3). We then compared

the spatial structure of the 2D and 3D kinetic energy budgets in a symmetric H regime (figure 6.13)

and T regime (figure 6.14). We demonstrated that the increase in 3D dissipation in the T flow was

due to locally extreme values concentrated in coherent, tilde-shaped structures akin to the vorticity

structure identified in Chapter 3 (QQQ14). To answer QQQ12, this suggests that ‘braided’ turbulent flows

(T-1 regime, § 3.4.1) may owe their appearance to finer-scale structures creating larger gradients

and dissipation ⟨s2⟩xyz required by larger Resinθ compared to ‘wispy’ turbulent flows (T-2 regime,

§ 3.4.2). The coherent structure of the CHW in the H regime also achieve some 3D dissipation, but its

quantitative impact is dwarfed by 2D dissipation at the duct walls, and its connection to the turbulent

structures (QQQ11) remains unclear.

In § 6.7, we switched our focus from viscous dissipation to irreversible mixing and mixing

efficiency. We completed the previous energy budgets by deriving evolution equations for the two

components of the potential energy reservoir P: the available potential energy PA and the background

potential energy PB (equations (6.54), (6.55), (6.56)). We interpreted their respective advective fluxes

(figure 6.15) and PA → PB transfer term (the diapycnal flux Φd , or mixing M in steady state (equation

(6.58)) and summarised the complete IGV budget including mixing in figure 6.16. In this budget,

we also clarified the energetics of the external fluid reservoirs and their relation to the energetics of

the measurement volume, in particular regarding the time-averaged mixing and mixing efficiency

(figure 6.17). Finally, we argued that the definition of a background state (figure 6.18) and the spatial

resolution of the measurements were current challenges to quantify mixing in experiments (QQQ13).
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6.8.2 Future directions

The energetics framework introduced in this Chapter appears to be a promising modelling approach

for SID flows. We discuss two specific questions below, that we believe relevant to future research.

1. Can we use the energetics framework to predict regime transitions in other geometries and at

high Re? We have not been able to assess QQQ17 quantitatively in this Chapter due to the lack

of 2D-2C or 3D-3C data in geometries other than mSID. It appears sensible to approach the

question of transitions in other geometries at/or at high Re (Re ≫ 50A) using one of the main

results in this Chapter, namely the statement that the time- and volume-averaged sum of 2D

and 3D kinetic energy dissipation must be equal to the influx of potential energy:

⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt + ⟨s2

3d⟩xyzt =
1
8
⟨Qm⟩tResinθ . (6.66)

First, we argued that the L→H transition did not correspond to a noticeable increase in ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt

(which is very close to 0). Confined Holmboe waves (CHWs) thus appeared to be caused

by the incidental triggering of the confined Holmboe instability (CHI) primarily due to an

increased shear, correlated with ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt ∼ Resinθ , but depending on a number of additional

effects such as the precise flow profiles, Re, and possibly θ . The different impact of these

additional effects in different geometries may be responsible for the different scaling Re, θ and

A observed in figure 5.9 (and in particular the Re2 sinθ scaling). We thus believe that future

work to understand the L→ H transition should be focused on the properties of the CHI rather

than on the flow energetics.

Second, we argued that the H→ I transition observed at Resinθ ≈ 50 in mSID could be ex-

plained by a sharp increase in ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt at Resinθ ≈ 40−50. How is this explanation consistent

with the Re2 sinθ transitions observed in other geometries and for high Re? Estimating the 2D,

parallel boundary layer dissipation at high Re as ⟨s2
2d⟩xyzt ∼ Re1/2A−1/2 (due to shear stresses

of order |∂zu| = |∂yu| ∼ A−1/2Re1/2, if B ≈ 1, localised in a boundary layer representing a

fraction A1/2Re−1/2 of the volume), we can rewrite (6.66) as

⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt ∼ ⟨Qm⟩tResinθ −Re1/2A−1/2. (6.67)

It is important to note that this scaling for the 3D dissipation, which we believe may be a proxy

for the H→ I transition, involves the subtraction of Re1/2A−1/2 from Resinθ , and also involves

Qm. By contrast, the scaling of the enhanced momentum diffusivity in frictional hydraulics

Km ∼ A1/2Re1/2 sinθ (see (5.66)), which we believed could be the proxy for the transition,
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involved the division of Resinθ by Re1/2A−1/2 and did not involve Qm. Whereas the Re2 sinθ

transitions of figure 5.9 were incompatible with transitions in Km, (6.67) shows that they are

now at least plausibly connected with transitions in ⟨s2
3d⟩xyzt , especially given the Qm(Re,θ)

observations. However, further work is required to confirm these conjectures, and to eventually

tackle the question of the general relationship between flow regime, volume flux, mass flux

and mixing (QQQ20).

2. Can we use the energetics framework to facilitate the numerical simulation of SID flows and

their comparison to experiments? The direct numerical simulation (DNS) of SID flows is

highly desirable to complement our experimental observations, but raises a number of important

modelling questions, in particular regarding the geometry of the domain and the boundary

conditions, that we believe can be addressed by the framework developed in this Chapter.

The question of the geometry of the SID is a first modelling question. Given the computational

cost of DNS calculations, especially given the resolution requirements for realistic Re and

Pr, the question arises: what are the minimum streamwise, spanwise and vertical extents

necessary to reproduce the desired physics? Encouragingly, we showed that the IGV balance

and its budget make it possible to study the volume-averaged energetics of the whole duct by

simulating a small streamwise extent of it. Reducing the spanwise extent of the computational

domain is also an attractive option to speed up DNS calculations. However, if no-slip boundary

conditions are retained, this will dramatically increase the shear stresses at the spanwise walls

and impact the volume-averaged dissipation, and thus, indirectly, the interfacial dissipation.

Another major modelling question concerns the boundary conditions in SID, which are not

straightforward to implement in available DNS codes. No-slip conditions at the four duct walls

could be replaced by free-slip conditions (in y and/or z) or by a periodic boundary conditions

in y, but again these choices all have obvious and important consequences on the shear and

energetics at the walls, which should not be underestimated. The x boundary conditions at

both ends of the domain (where it connects to the rest of the duct or to the external reservoirs)

could be replaced by a periodic condition, which, within the IGV balance, is indeed sensible.

However, the advective flux of background potential energy would cancel in a purely x-periodic

formulation, whereas it is crucially non-zero in the IGV budget. This non-zero flux results

from the sustained influx of unmixed fluid and outflux of mixed fluid by a u = 0 sloping, i.e.

non-periodic, interface (see figure 6.15) which needs to be properly modelled.
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In this chapter we discuss the main contributions of the work presented in this thesis and the future

directions it suggests towards a better understanding the phenomenon of stratified turbulent mixing.

First, we argue that the conclusions of this thesis confirm the relevance of the stratified inclined

duct (SID) experiment to make progress on stratified turbulent mixing. Then, we organise the

contributions and future directions into the two key ‘guiding threads’ or ‘angles of attack’ identified

in the introduction (§ 1.1.2-1.1.3) which we reformulate here:

1. connecting the dynamics (laminar, wavy, intermittent, turbulent regimes, their transitions,

mixing properties...) observed in controlled laboratory flows to a small number of key nondi-

mensional parameters that carry their relevance in more complex conditions;

2. connecting spatio-temporally coherent structures observed in laboratory flows to insightful

physical processes and to the dynamical systems modelling of turbulent dynamics using exact

coherent states (ECSs).

The SID is an excellent model experiment to study stratified turbulent mixing

• The sustained stratified shear flows of the SID experiment exhibits a wealth of dynamical

behaviours representative of geophysical stratified turbulence, such as: various finite-amplitude

waves (§ 3.2), various spatio-temporal intermittent behaviours (§ 3.3), and sustained turbulence

with various levels of dissipation and mixing (§ 3.4). Arbitrarily-large reservoirs allow us, in

principle, to sustain these flows for arbitrarily-long times.

• This wealth of behaviours, or attracting states, that we categorise under regimes and subregimes

in Chapter 3, are accessible by varying, at most, only five nondimensional input parameters

(the Reynolds number Re; the duct tilt angle θ ; the duct longitudinal and spanwise aspect ratios

A, B; and the stratification method Pr), allowing us to make use of the power of dimensional

analysis. Out of these five parameters, two of them (∆ρ/ρ0 and θ ) have a dominant influence:

varying one of them while keeping the remaining four constant allows us to visit all four major
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regimes. The remaining three parameters (A, B, Pr) have a weaker influence, either modulating

the effects of ∆ρ/ρ0 and θ or allowing access to a particular subregime.

• These attracting states can be mapped to disjoint areas of the parameter space, i.e. their general

characteristics are reproducible for a given set of parameters (except in the neighbourhood

of transition curves). Some of the details of these attracting states (wave properties, laminar-

turbulent cycle period, mixed layer thickness, etc) may not be reproducible and may depend

on the flow history (initialisation of the experiment), although this may be an artefact of the

difficulty to reach asymptotically-long times in the experiments.

• The simple geometry of the SID and the fact that turbulent flows achieving high dissipa-

tion can be obtained at relatively low flow speeds (thanks to positive tilt angles and the

hydraulic controls) make it ideally suited for state-of-the-art experimental diagnostics such as

the three-dimensional, three-component (3D-3C) volumetric measurements that we employed

(Chapter 2). We believe that the combination of all the points above constitute the first main

contribution of this thesis.

1. Some aspects of the dynamics of SID flows can be understood by nondimensional

arguments derived from first principles

• The conceptual simplicity of the SID flows make it possible to analyse some of their ‘order

one’ properties, such as the velocity scale, volume flux, and energy dissipation using two-layer

hydraulic theory and, particularly, the concept of maximal exchange/hydraulic control (§ 1.3).

• The frictional two-layer hydraulic theory of Chapter 5 (i.e. the inclusion of parameterised

frictional shear stresses in an otherwise irrotational and non-dissipative model) allows a clear

formulation the problem of determining flow regimes, exchange flow rate (volume flux)

and interface profile. In particular, it allows us to distinguish input parameters from output

parameters, and to identify dynamically-relevant nondimensional groups (such as A−1Re for

the influence of viscosity in the flow profiles, or Resinθ for the regime transitions). This clear

formulation as well as the correct qualitative explanation of the connection between some of

the dynamical characteristic of SID-like flows and nondimensional input parameters were not

evident in the literature (§ 5.1) and constitute the second main contribution of this thesis.

• The quantitative predictions of frictional hydraulics regarding the regime transitions generally

do not agree with the extensive available experimental data. In the only duct geometry where

they do, detailed measurements fail to categorically verify one of the key assumption of the
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theory, suggesting that the theory may be self-inconsistent and that the agreement may be

coincidental.

• The volume-averaged energetics framework of Chapter 6 allows us to resolve many of the

limitations of frictional hydraulics by considering the time-resolved kinetic and potential energy

budgets of any section of the duct. Within this rigorous and versatile framework, the derivation

of a simplified model using self-consistent assumptions inspired by hydraulic theory, and the

application of this model to 3D-3C measurements allow us to provide a self-consistent theory

for the transitions to the intermittent and turbulent regimes. We explained why the volume-

averaged energetics framework is a promising avenue to address many questions falling under

the ‘angle of attack 1’ such as intermittency and mixing (both experimentally and numerically),

and we thus believe it constitutes the third main contribution of this thesis.

• The further development and improvement of the 3D-3C volumetric measurements is a first

promising future direction. Current experimental limitations in the laser sheet optics, frequency

of the laser, and camera resolution impose severe restrictions on the spatial resolution and

near-instantaneous character of the measurements. Measuring viscous energy dissipation

in intermittently and fully turbulent flows, and a fortiori irreversible mixing, is currently

challenging due to the demanding requirements of resolving the Kolmogorov and Batchelor

lengthscales. Although direct measurements of mixing appear exceedingly ambitious in the

foreseeable future, indirect measurements of mixing from other terms in the budget, and direct

measurement of dissipation are realistic goals.

• The direct numerical simulation (DNS) of SID flows is a second promising future direction.

The results of the frictional hydraulics and volume-averaged energetics provide useful practical

guidelines for the choice flow parameters, domain geometry and boundary conditions. DNS

may allow us to make significant progress by isolating the effect of input parameters responsible

of some particular dynamics, by reaching regions of the parameter space inaccessible or

impractical in experiments (such as Pr ≪ 700), and by obtaining higher-resolution and more

accurate diagnostics than currently possible in the experiments, such as energy dissipation and

mixing. The powerful tool of DNS, used in conjunction with the 3D-3C measurements and

energetics framework, has the potential to bring much more than the initial confidence-building

step of ‘reproducing’ the experimental observations.
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2. An observed coherent wave structure can be traced back to a linear instability, and

may be the signature of an ECS underpinning more turbulent structures

• Finite-amplitude Holmboe waves in the SID have a robust three-dimensional structure char-

acterised by a spanwise vorticity concentrated in inclined, tilde-shape regions (§ 3.2 and

Chapter 4). This confined Holmboe wave (CHW) structure most likely results from the satura-

tion of the 3D linear confined Holmboe instability (CHI), which is crucially influenced by the

spanwise confinement by the solid boundaries of the duct. These findings constitute the fourth

main contribution of this thesis.

• The nonlinear mechanism sustaining the CHW at a finite amplitude appears to depend on this

confinement (§ 4.5) but has not been fully elucidated. In particular, the application of the

energetics framework to 3D-3C data (§ 6.6.3) does not allow us to confirm simple arguments

based on kinetic energy dissipation to explain either the transition from laminar, parallel flows

to flows exhibiting the CHW, or the amplitude of the CHW.

• Other coherent waves structures have been observed in SID flows (transient end-generated

waves § 3.2.3, transient ‘heat’ waves in § 3.2.4 and laminar-turbulent transitional instability in

§ 3.3.2). Their possible linear origin and nonlinear decay, growth or sustenance have all been

discussed but remain open questions. We believe that the investigation of the linear instabilities

of the variety of SID flow profiles in the multi-dimensional parameter space (Re,θ ,A,B,Pr),

as well as of their finite-amplitude manifestations is a third promising future direction.

• Inclined, tilde-shaped vorticity structures in intermittent and fully turbulent flows are remi-

niscent of the CHW, though they exhibit smaller spatial and temporal scales. Measurements

at high temporal resolution (figure 3.14e-l) provide evidence that the tilde-shape structures

in mostly-laminar wavy flows (such as the CHW) can undergo a series of stretching-splitting

events (in time), leading to the observed turbulent structures. It is thus tantalising to conjecture

that these turbulent structures may originate from a series of bifurcations (in parameter space)

of a robust exact coherent wave state (exact travelling wave solution), which can be itself be

traced back to a linear instability.

• The numerical investigation of the above conjecture, and more generally, of the connection

between experimental coherent structures and their hypothetical but tantalising underlying

ECS is a fourth promising future direction, and probably the most ambitious. The recent

study of Lucas et al. (2017) demonstrated that in a class of idealised triply-periodic flows,

a robust connection existed between observable coherent structures in chaotic flows, their
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embedded invariant solutions, and linear instabilities. ECSs have also been shown to provide

useful insights into the properties of the turbulent attractor, for example by allowing for

reduced-order-modelling of key quantities such a energy dissipation (Lucas & Kerswell, 2015)

and irreversible mixing in stratified flows (Lucas & Caulfield, 2017). Similarly, looking for

an invariant travelling wave solution underlying the CHW and continuing this solution in

parameter space (increasing Re and/or θ ) into the intermittent or turbulent regime would be

an interesting approach. Another interesting approach would be to systematically look for

near-recurrences in long intermittent or turbulent regimes datasets in order to identify unstable

periodic orbits (UPOs) that are regularly visited and thus may underpin the dynamics (for

more details on the numerical approach to the periodic orbit description of turbulence see

Chandler & Kerswell, 2013, Cvitanović, 2013, and subsequently application by e.g. Lucas

& Kerswell, 2015, Lucas & Caulfield, 2017). The major current challenges in this area of

research is to compute realistic invariant solutions in large domains and at large Reynolds

number (i.e. O(102) or even O(103)) and reproduce intermittently turbulent dynamics by

finding invariant solutions that display localisation (as opposed to periodicity) in space and/or

time (Kawahara et al., 2012). Future work in this direction will probably involve performing

extremely challenging UPO searches using a sophisticated combination of state-of-art 3D-3C

experimental and DNS data. Although daunting, this research programme has the potential to

bring unprecedented success in the understanding of turbulence, and to confirm, once more,

the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in the natural sciences...
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A | Summary of experiments

A.1 Overview

This appendix provides a summary of the experiments discussed in the thesis. We list shadowgraph
(SG) and mass flux (MF) measurements in § A.2 (table A.2), two-dimensional and two-component
(2D-2C) measurements in § A.3 (table A.3), and three-dimensional and three-component (3D-3C)
measurements in § A.4 (table A.4). For the 873 experiments listed below, we provide the following
information:

• Apparatus: geometry of the duct used (mSID, tSID, LSID or HSID, see table 1.1). A blank
indicates same as above.

• Name: for unique identification. Serial runs with decreasing density difference to measure
MFs efficiently have a name of the form XX.01, XX.02, XX.03 etc., as do serial runs with
fixed density difference and increasing angle to obtain SGs efficiently.

• Tilt angle θ in ◦.

• Relative density difference ∆ρ

ρ0
.

• Stratifying agent: salt ( ) or heat ( ).

• Date of run of the experiment (- indicates same as above).

• Experimenter(s): who ran the experiment. As outlined in § 1.2.1, a number of experimenters
were involved over the 2012-2017 time span that this work covers. In chronological order:

– Mr Colin Meyer (hereafter abbreviated CM), a Cambridge Part III Mathematics student,
mostly did SG-MF measurements on the LSID from 12/2012-08/2013.

– Mr Simon Vincent (SV), a student intern from ENSTA Paris Tech (France), mostly did
SG-MF measurements on the LSID, HSID and mSID from 11/2013-08/2014.

– Mr Adrien Lefauve (AL), the author, did SG and 2D-2C measurements on the mSID
from 10/2014-04/2016, and 3D-3C measurements on the mSID with JP (below) from
06/2016-11/2017.

– Dr Jamie Partridge (JP), did 3D-3C measurements on the mSID with AL from 06/2016-
11/2017.
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– Dr Ling Qu, (LQ) a visiting scholar from the South China Sea Institute Of Oceanology,
Chinese Academy of Sciences (China) did SG-MF measurements on the mSID and tSID
from 04-11/2016 under the supervision of AL, and with the occasional help of two student
interns (GF and LD) below.

– Mr Lilian D’Arracq (LD), a student intern from Ecole Polytechnique (France), offered
some technical help to LQ from 06-07/2016.

– Mr Giovanni Farina (GF), a student intern from University of Trieste (Italy), offered some
technical help to LQ from 10-11/2016.

For SG-MF measurements, we provide the additional field:

• ‘MF?’: whether MF measurements were successful (✓), i.e. the relative error between the
mass balance on the left and right reservoirs was low ∆Qm/Qm ≤ 10%; unsuccessful (×) if
∆Qm/Qm > 10%; or not attempted (blank).

For 2D-2C and 3D-3D measurements, we provide the following additional fields:

• Measurement: in 2D-2C, whether two cameras were used for PIV/PLIF or sPIV only (effec-
tively 2D-3C, but classified as 2D-2C as the third component was rarely reliable in those early
experiments). In 3D-3C it stresses the fact that the three cameras were used for sPIV/PLIF (-
indicates same as above).

• Repeat: number of repeat experiments (separate additional runs with the same parameters). In
general only the results of one run are presented, but several runs were done in series to check
the consistency of results, or two compare data obtained with different laser parameters on
similar flows.

• Usable fields: what fields (among the possible u,v,w,ρ) of what variables (among x,y,z, t)
were successfully post-processed using experimental data (× indicates poor data, such that no
post-processing was successful, and only qualitative flow regime data could be extracted) (-
indicates same as above).

• Data points: number of data points in each coordinate (nx,ny,nz,nt) that the current post-
processing yielded. The values of nx,nz are somewhat contingent and could be changed
based on the size of PIV interrogation windows and overlap. The ‡ symbol in a few 3C-3D
measurements signals that significant improvements (higher nx,nz and lower noise levels) could
be made using a newer version of the DigiFlow PIV algorithm, but that given the effort needed
and relative ‘small’ importance/lower quality of this data set for the present thesis, they have
not been pursued.

• Resolution: obtained by dividing the nondimensional (x,y,z, t) domain size [ℓ, 2, 2, T ] by the
corresponding number of data points. The lower, the better. 3D-3C measurements, because of
the scanning along y, have much poorer temporal resolution (i.e. higher values) than 2D-2C
measurements.
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Table A.1 provides a summary and the number count of the experiments listed in tables A.2, A.3,
A.4. Successful and unsucessful attempts at measuring MF are marked by ✓ and × respectively.
Poor data and no post-processing of 2D-2C and 3D-3C data are marked by ×. Subtotals for each
apparatus and measurement method are also shown, as well as the grand total of experiments (873).

Table A.1 Overview of the experiments used in the thesis. Shown are the number of measurements made for
each technique and apparatus, including subtotal and grand total.

SG (MF) 2D/2C 3D/3C Total

mSID 312 (161 ✓ 26 ×) 13 (5 ×) 21 (7 ×) 346

mSID 148 1 - 149

tSID 131 (92 ✓ 25 ×) - - 131

LSID 173 (20 ✓ 38 ×) - - 173

HSID 74 (34 ✓ 28 ×) - - 74

Total 838 (307 ✓ 117 ×) 14 (5 ×) 21 (7 ×) 873
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A.2 Shadowgraph (SG) and mass flux (MF) experiments

Table A.2 Summary of the SG and MF experiments (total= 845).

Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

LSID
01.01 1 2.05×10−1 18/12/12 CM
01.02 1 1.07×10−1 - CM
01.03 1 6.55×10−2 - CM
01.04 1 3.37×10−2 - CM
01.05 1 1.95×10−2 - CM
01.06 1 1.01×10−2 - CM
02.01 0 1.75×10−1 × 18/12/12 CM
02.02 0 1.28×10−1 × - CM
02.03 0 9.46×10−2 × - CM
02.04 0 7.66×10−2 × - CM
02.05 0 6.07×10−2 ✓ - CM
02.06 0 4.04×10−2 × - CM
02.07 0 3.18×10−2 × - CM
02.08 0 2.14×10−2 ✓ - CM
02.09 0 1.57×10−2 ✓ - CM
02.10 0 1.02×10−2 - CM
04.01 2 1.09×10−2 18/12/12 CM
04.02 2 8.92×10−3 - CM
04.03 2 7.92×10−3 - CM
04.04 2 5.93×10−3 - CM
04.05 2 3.95×10−3 - CM
05.01 3 9.40×10−2 - CM
05.02 3 6.08×10−2 - CM
05.03 3 3.89×10−2 - CM
05.04 3 2.41×10−2 - CM
06.01 3 2.60×10−2 18/12/12 CM
06.02 3 1.19×10−2 - CM
06.03 3 1.29×10−2 - CM
06.04 3 1.09×10−2 - CM
06.05 3 8.92×10−3 - CM
06.06 3 7.33×10−3 - CM
06.07 3 6.43×10−3 - CM
06.08 3 4.94×10−3 - CM
06.09 3 3.95×10−3 - CM
07.01 -1 1.43×10−1 18/12/12 CM
07.02 -1 1.17×10−1 - CM
07.03 -1 7.36×10−2 - CM
07.04 -1 2.93×10−2 - CM
08.01 0.5 1.46×10−1 18/12/12 CM
08.02 0.5 8.56×10−2 - CM
08.03 0.5 5.69×10−2 - CM
08.04 0.5 4.74×10−2 - CM
08.05 0.5 3.53×10−2 - CM
08.06 0.5 4.32×10−2 - CM

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

08.07 0.5 2.81×10−2 - CM
09.01 2 1.77×10−1 21/12/12 CM
09.02 2 9.52×10−2 - CM
09.03 2 5.63×10−2 - CM
10.01 1.5 1.74×10−1 × 25/06/13 CM
10.02 1.5 1.13×10−1 × - CM
10.03 1.5 7.45×10−2 × - CM
10.04 1.5 4.29×10−2 ✓ - CM
10.05 1.5 2.76×10−2 × - CM
10.06 1.5 1.86×10−2 ✓ - CM
10.07 1.5 1.46×10−2 × - CM
10.08 1.5 9.06×10−3 - CM
11.02 1 1.27×10−2 25/06/13 CM
11.03 1 9.26×10−3 - CM
11.04 1 7.36×10−3 - CM
11.05 1 1.19×10−2 - CM
12.01 1 3.85×10−2 × 25/06/13 CM
12.02 1 2.71×10−2 × - CM
12.03 1 1.81×10−2 × - CM
12.04 1 1.37×10−2 × - CM
12.05 1 1.03×10−2 ✓ - CM
12.06 1 7.47×10−3 - CM
13.01 0.5 4.02×10−2 26/06/13 CM
13.02 0.5 3.17×10−2 × - CM
13.03 0.5 1.72×10−2 × - CM
13.04 0.5 1.34×10−2 × - CM
13.05 0.5 1.08×10−2 ✓ - CM
13.06 0.5 8.19×10−3 - CM
14.01 0.25 9.48×10−2 ✓ 27/06/13 CM
14.02 0.25 6.29×10−2 × - CM
14.03 0.25 3.95×10−2 × - CM
14.04 0.25 2.88×10−2 × - CM
14.05 0.25 1.95×10−2 - CM
15.01 0.1 1.43×10−1 27/06/13 CM
15.02 0.1 8.49×10−2 - CM
16.01 0.1 1.70×10−1 28/06/13 CM
16.02 0.1 1.16×10−1 - CM
16.03 0.1 5.96×10−2 - CM
16.04 0.1 3.47×10−2 - CM
17.01 -0.25 1.03×10−1 02/07/13 CM
17.02 -0.25 8.17×10−2 - CM
18.01 -0.55 4.16×10−2 12/07/13 CM
19.01 -0.55 8.49×10−2 × 15/07/13 CM
19.02 -0.55 6.96×10−2 ✓ - CM
19.03 -0.55 5.73×10−2 × - CM
19.04 -0.55 4.32×10−2 × - CM
19.05 -0.55 3.27×10−2 - CM
20.01 -0.55 2.47×10−2 16/07/13 CM

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

20.02 -0.55 2.02×10−2 - CM
20.03 -0.55 1.58×10−2 - CM
21.01 -1 1.03×10−1 16/07/13 CM
21.02 -1 8.17×10−2 - CM
22.01 -1 1.03×10−1 17/07/13 CM
22.01 -1 8.17×10−2 - CM
23.01 -1 1.03×10−1 18/07/13 CM
25.01 -0.2 2.47×10−2 26/07/13 CM
25.02 -0.2 2.02×10−2 - CM
26.01 2.5 2.85×10−2 - CM
26.02 2.5 1.63×10−2 29/07/13 CM
26.03 2.5 1.05×10−2 - CM
26.04 2.5 7.86×10−3 - CM
26.05 2.5 5.10×10−3 - CM
27.01 0.75 2.51×10−2 30/07/13 CM
27.02 0.75 1.71×10−2 - CM
27.03 0.75 9.98×10−3 - CM
27.04 0.75 6.55×10−3 - CM
27.05 0.75 2.56×10−3 - CM
30.01 0.75 9.11×10−3 03/08/13 CM
30.02 0.75 5.81×10−3 - CM
30.03 0.75 3.71×10−3 - CM
31.01 0.75 1.75×10−2 05/08/13 CM
31.02 0.75 1.32×10−2 - CM
31.03 0.75 6.58×10−3 - CM
32.01 0.75 4.54×10−2 06/08/13 CM
32.02 0.75 3.13×10−2 - CM
33.01 1 2.08×10−2 07/08/13 CM
33.02 1 1.35×10−2 - CM
33.03 1 2.53×10−3 - CM
34.01 2 1.04×10−2 08/08/13 CM
34.02 2 6.35×10−3 - CM
35.01 3 1.71×10−2 08/08/13 CM
35.02 3 1.29×10−2 - CM
35.03 3 6.44×10−3 - CM
35.04 3 6.02×10−3 - CM
35.05 0.25 1.83×10−2 - CM
35.06 0.25 1.54×10−2 - CM
35.07 0.25 8.80×10−3 - CM
35.08 0.25 5.85×10−3 - CM
43.01 4 1.54×10−1 × 13/01/14 SV
43.02 4 1.17×10−1 ✓ - SV
43.03 4 8.62×10−2 ✓ - SV
43.04 4 6.02×10−2 ✓ - SV
43.05 4 4.26×10−2 × - SV
43.06 4 2.94×10−2 × - SV
43.07 4 2.24×10−2 × 14/01/14 SV
43.08 4 1.53×10−2 × - SV

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

43.09 4 9.43×10−3 × - SV
43.10 4 6.42×10−3 × - SV
43.11 4 1.32×10−3 - SV
44.01 3.5 4.80×10−2 × 29/01/14 SV
44.02 3.5 3.95×10−2 ✓ - SV
44.03 3.5 3.02×10−2 × - SV
44.04 3.5 2.31×10−2 × - SV
44.05 3.5 1.74×10−2 ✓ - SV
44.06 3.5 9.71×10−3 ✓ - SV
44.07 3.5 7.73×10−3 × - SV
44.08 3.5 4.91×10−3 × - SV
44.09 3.5 4.34×10−3 - SV
45.01 4 1.07×10−2 05/02/14 SV
45.02 4 5.54×10−3 - SV
45.03 4 6.51×10−3 - SV
45.04 4 5.25×10−3 - SV
45.05 4 3.82×10−3 × - SV
45.06 4 2.87×10−3 ✓ - SV
45.07 4 2.28×10−3 × - SV
46.01 1.5 4.53×10−2 ✓ 30/01/14 SV
46.02 1.5 3.32×10−2 × - SV
46.03 1.5 2.14×10−2 - SV
46.04 1.5 1.63×10−2 × - SV
46.05 1.5 1.15×10−2 ✓ - SV
46.06 1.5 8.27×10−3 × - SV
46.07 1.5 6.09×10−3 - SV
47.01 0.25 7.61×10−2 × 15/02/14 SV
47.02 0.25 6.08×10−2 ✓ - SV
47.03 0.25 4.57×10−2 × - SV
47.04 0.25 3.67×10−2 ✓ - SV
47.05 0.25 2.80×10−2 × - SV
47.06 0.25 1.91×10−2 × - SV
47.07 0.25 1.38×10−2 ✓ - SV

HSID
37.01 1 5.52×10−2 ✓ 15/11/13 SV
37.02 1 4.10×10−2 ✓ - SV
37.03 1 3.13×10−2 ✓ - SV
37.04 1 2.26×10−2 ✓ - SV
37.05 1 1.79×10−2 × - SV
37.06 1 1.42×10−2 - SV
37.08 1 9.30×10−3 × - SV
37.09 1 7.47×10−3 ✓ - SV
37.10 1 5.40×10−3 ✓ - SV
38.01 0 1.64×10−1 ✓ 18/11/13 SV
38.02 0 1.07×10−1 ✓ - SV
38.03 0 7.83×10−2 ✓ - SV
38.04 0 6.00×10−2 ✓ - SV
38.05 0 4.36×10−2 ✓ 19/11/13 SV

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

38.06 0 3.15×10−2 ✓ - SV
38.07 0 2.57×10−2 × - SV
38.08 0 1.95×10−2 × - SV
38.09 0 1.48×10−2 × - SV
38.10 0 1.28×10−2 × - SV
38.11 0 1.10×10−2 ✓ - SV
38.12 0 6.41×10−3 ✓ - SV
39.01 3 1.63×10−1 × 20/11/13 SV
39.02 3 1.36×10−1 × - SV
39.03 3 1.09×10−1 × - SV
39.04 3 8.95×10−2 ✓ - SV
39.05 3 6.70×10−2 × - SV
39.06 3 5.19×10−2 × 21/11/13 SV
39.07 3 3.48×10−2 × - SV
39.08 3 2.55×10−2 ✓ - SV
39.09 3 1.80×10−2 ✓ - SV
39.10 3 1.36×10−2 × - SV
39.11 3 1.03×10−2 ✓ - SV
39.12 3 6.31×10−3 ✓ - SV
39.13 3 5.04×10−3 - SV
39.14 3 2.51×10−3 22/11/13 SV
39.15 3 9.36×10−4 - SV
40.01 2 1.84×10−1 ✓ 04/12/13 SV
40.02 2 1.41×10−1 ✓ - SV
40.03 2 1.05×10−1 × - SV
40.04 2 8.50×10−2 ✓ - SV
40.05 2 6.66×10−2 ✓ - SV
40.06 2 4.73×10−2 ✓ - SV
40.07 2 3.23×10−2 ✓ - SV
40.08 2 2.35×10−2 × - SV
40.09 2 1.70×10−2 × - SV
40.10 2 1.24×10−2 × 05/12/13 SV
40.11 2 9.04×10−3 × - SV
40.12 2 7.01×10−3 - SV
40.13 2 4.63×10−3 - SV
40.14 2 4.49×10−4 - SV
41.01 1 1.75×10−1 × 11/12/13 SV
41.02 1 1.44×10−1 ✓ - SV
41.03 1 1.10×10−1 ✓ - SV
41.04 1 7.97×10−2 ✓ - SV
41.05 1 6.11×10−2 ✓ - SV
41.06 1 4.12×10−2 × - SV
41.07 1 2.99×10−2 × - SV
42.01 4 1.76×10−1 ✓ 07/01/14 SV
42.02 4 1.31×10−1 × - SV
42.03 4 9.39×10−2 ✓ - SV
42.04 4 6.28×10−2 ✓ - SV
42.05 4 4.35×10−2 ✓ - SV

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

42.06 4 3.30×10−2 ✓ - SV
42.07 4 2.38×10−2 - SV
42.08 4 1.74×10−2 09/01/14 SV
42.09 4 8.35×10−3 - SV
42.10 4 1.46×10−3 - SV
48.01 4 6.64×10−3 × 18/02/14 SV
48.02 4 5.99×10−3 × - SV
48.03 4 5.17×10−3 × - SV
48.04 4 4.47×10−3 ✓ - SV
48.05 4 3.99×10−3 × - SV
48.06 4 3.24×10−3 × - SV
48.07 4 2.57×10−3 × - SV

mSID
m1 0 2.94×10−2 12/03/14 SV
m2 0 1.51×10−2 14/03/14 SV
m3 1 1.66×10−2 21/03/14 SV
m4 2 1.21×10−2 10/04/14 SV
m5 2 6.51×10−2 30/04/14 SV
m6 2 6.52×10−2 01/05/14 SV
m7 2 4.86×10−3 05/05/14 SV
m8 2 4.17×10−2 22/05/14 SV
m9 2 1.97×10−2 30/05/14 SV

m10 2 7.34×10−3 12/06/14 SV
m11 2 4.13×10−2 25/06/14 SV
m12 2 2.94×10−2 25/06/14 SV
m13 2 2.08×10−2 25/06/14 SV
m14 2 1.41×10−2 25/06/14 SV
m15 2 1.17×10−2 16/07/14 SV
m16 2 5.12×10−3 17/07/14 SV
m17 2 8.98×10−2 29/07/14 SV
m18 2 6.47×10−2 29/07/14 SV
m19 2 5.15×10−3 31/07/14 SV
m20 2 8.72×10−2 02/08/14 SV
m21 3 1.46×10−2 29/10/14 SV & AL
m22 3 1.35×10−2 10/12/14 AL
m23 3 9.42×10−3 18/12/14 AL
m27 0.5 6.88×10−2 09/04/15 AL
m28 0 5.35×10−2 09/04/15 AL
m33 3 1.01×10−2 22/04/15 AL
m36 2 1.19×10−2 09/06/15 AL
m38 2 1.30×10−2 25/06/15 AL
m39 2 1.24×10−2 25/06/15 AL
m40 2 4.76×10−3 29/06/15 AL
m41 2 7.98×10−3 29/06/15 AL

m50.01 0 2.54×10−3 27/07/15 AL
m50.02 1 2.54×10−3 - AL
m50.03 2 2.54×10−3 - AL
m50.04 3 2.54×10−3 - AL

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

m50.05 4 2.54×10−3 - AL
m51.01 0 1.44×10−3 28/07/15 AL
m51.02 1 1.44×10−3 - AL
m51.03 2 1.44×10−3 - AL
m51.04 3.5 1.44×10−3 - AL
m51.05 4 1.44×10−3 - AL
m55.01 -1 1.90×10−2 21/08/15 AL
m55.02 0 1.90×10−2 - AL
m55.03 1 1.90×10−2 - AL
m55.04 2 1.90×10−2 - AL
m55.05 3 1.90×10−2 - AL
m56.01 -1 9.30×10−3 21/08/15 AL
m56.02 0 9.30×10−3 - AL
m56.03 1 9.30×10−3 - AL
m56.04 2 9.30×10−3 - AL
m56.05 3 9.30×10−3 - AL
m57.01 0 3.30×10−3 21/08/15 AL
m57.02 1 3.30×10−3 - AL
m57.03 2 3.30×10−3 - AL
m57.04 3 3.30×10−3 - AL
m57.05 4 3.30×10−3 - AL
m57.06 5 3.30×10−3 - AL
m57.07 6 3.30×10−3 - AL
m58.01 0 2.03×10−3 21/08/15 AL
m58.02 1 2.03×10−3 - AL
m58.03 2 2.03×10−3 - AL
m58.04 3 2.03×10−3 - AL
m58.05 4 2.03×10−3 - AL
m58.06 5 2.03×10−3 - AL
m59.01 0 8.75×10−4 21/08/15 AL
m59.02 1 8.75×10−4 - AL
m59.03 2 8.75×10−4 - AL
m59.04 3 8.75×10−4 - AL
m59.05 4 8.75×10−4 - AL
m59.06 5 8.75×10−4 - AL
m59.07 6 8.75×10−4 - AL
m60.01 1 1.29×10−4 21/08/15 AL
m60.02 2 1.29×10−4 - AL
m60.03 3 1.29×10−4 - AL
m60.04 4 1.29×10−4 - AL
m60.05 5 1.29×10−4 - AL
m60.06 6 1.29×10−4 - AL
m61.01 1 4.66×10−4 21/08/15 AL
m61.02 2 4.66×10−4 - AL
m61.03 3 4.66×10−4 - AL
m61.04 4 4.66×10−4 - AL
m61.05 5 4.66×10−4 - AL
m61.06 6 4.66×10−4 - AL

Continued on next page
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

m62.01 -1 2.61×10−2 23/08/15 AL
m62.02 0 2.61×10−2 - AL
m62.03 1 2.61×10−2 - AL
m62.04 2 2.61×10−2 - AL
m63.01 -1 2.61×10−2 23/08/15 AL
m63.02 -0.5 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.03 0 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.04 0.5 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.05 1 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.06 1.5 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.07 2 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.08 2.5 1.12×10−2 - AL
m63.09 3 1.12×10−2 - AL
m64.01 -1 5.75×10−3 23/08/15 AL
m64.02 -0.5 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.03 0 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.04 0.5 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.05 1 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.06 1.5 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.07 2 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.08 2.5 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.09 3 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.10 3.5 5.75×10−3 - AL
m64.11 4 5.75×10−3 - AL
r02.01 1.5 3.29×10−2 ✓ 21/04/16 LQ
r02.02 1.5 2.37×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r02.03 1.5 1.78×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r02.04 1.5 1.37×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r02.05 1.5 8.79×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r02.06 1.5 6.17×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r02.07 1.5 4.48×10−3 × - LQ
r02.08 1.5 2.69×10−3 × - LQ
r02.09 1.5 1.78×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r02.10 1.5 1.25×10−3 - LQ
r02.11 1.5 7.65×10−4 - LQ
r02.12 1.5 4.46×10−4 - LQ
r02.13 1.5 2.94×10−4 - LQ
r02.14 1.5 1.90×10−4 - LQ
r03.01 2.5 2.36×10−2 ✓ 25/04/16 LQ
r03.02 2.5 1.67×10−2 - LQ
r03.03 2.5 1.20×10−2 × - LQ
r03.04 2.5 8.91×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.05 2.5 6.73×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.06 2.5 5.17×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.07 2.5 4.09×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.08 2.5 3.10×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.09 2.5 2.48×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.10 2.5 1.96×10−3 ✓ - LQ
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

r03.11 2.5 1.41×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.12 2.5 1.11×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r03.13 2.5 8.72×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r03.14 2.5 6.58×10−4 × - LQ
r03.15 2.5 5.08×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r03.16 2.5 3.44×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r03.17 2.5 2.56×10−4 × - LQ
r04.01 3.5 1.31×10−2 27/04/16 LQ
r04.02 3.5 1.13×10−2 - LQ
r04.03 3.5 9.78×10−3 - LQ
r04.04 3.5 8.60×10−3 - LQ
r04.05 3.5 7.44×10−3 - LQ
r04.06 3.5 6.30×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.07 3.5 5.26×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.08 3.5 4.42×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.09 3.5 3.67×10−3 × - LQ
r04.10 3.5 3.05×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.11 3.5 2.47×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.12 3.5 2.06×10−3 × - LQ
r04.13 3.5 1.72×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.14 3.5 1.44×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.15 3.5 1.20×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r04.16 3.5 9.77×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r04.17 3.5 8.07×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r04.18 3.5 6.72×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r04.19 3.5 5.45×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r04.20 3.5 4.44×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r04.21 3.5 3.66×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.01 3 5.69×10−3 × 28/04/16 LQ
r05.02 3 4.88×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.03 3 4.07×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.04 3 3.37×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.05 3 2.77×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.06 3 2.31×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.07 3 1.87×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r05.08 3 1.51×10−3 × - LQ
r05.09 3 1.23×10−3 × - LQ
r05.10 3 9.90×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.11 3 7.77×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.12 3 6.15×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.13 3 4.84×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.14 3 3.88×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r05.15 3 3.10×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r06.01 2 1.97×10−2 × 20/05/16 LQ
r06.02 2 1.57×10−2 × - LQ
r06.03 2 1.23×10−2 × - LQ
r06.04 2 9.63×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r06.05 2 7.60×10−3 ✓ - LQ
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

r06.06 2 6.05×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r06.07 2 4.85×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r06.08 2 3.81×10−3 × - LQ
r06.09 2 3.01×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r06.10 2 2.32×10−3 - LQ
r06.11 2 1.76×10−3 × - LQ
r06.12 2 1.30×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r06.13 2 9.12×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r06.14 2 6.89×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r06.15 2 5.29×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r06.16 2 4.28×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r07.01 1 2.66×10−2 ✓ 25/05/16 LQ
r07.02 1 2.21×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r07.03 1 1.75×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r07.04 1 1.37×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r07.05 1 1.06×10−2 × - LQ
r07.06 1 8.53×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.07 1 6.68×10−3 × - LQ
r07.08 1 5.25×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.09 1 4.18×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.10 1 3.28×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.11 1 2.59×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.12 1 1.96×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.13 1 1.55×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.14 1 1.23×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r07.15 1 9.78×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r07.16 1 8.00×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r07.17 1 6.33×10−4 × - LQ
r07.18 1 4.94×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r08.01 0.5 3.01×10−2 ✓ 26/05/16 LQ
r08.02 0.5 2.38×10−2 × - LQ
r08.03 0.5 1.86×10−2 × - LQ
r08.04 0.5 1.48×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r08.05 0.5 9.25×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.06 0.5 6.91×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.07 0.5 5.63×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.08 0.5 4.45×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.09 0.5 3.62×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.10 0.5 2.89×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.11 0.5 2.28×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.12 0.5 1.88×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.13 0.5 1.48×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.14 0.5 1.17×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r08.15 0.5 8.88×10−4 ✓ - LQ
r09.01 0 2.49×10−2 × 27/05/16 LQ
r09.02 0 2.05×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r09.03 0 1.68×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r09.04 0 1.30×10−2 × - LQ
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

r09.05 0 1.01×10−2 ✓ - LQ
r09.06 0 7.86×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.07 0 6.18×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.08 0 5.06×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.09 0 4.04×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.10 0 3.28×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.11 0 2.66×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r09.12 0 1.78×10−3 ✓ - LQ
r10.01 3 1.86×10−2 22/06/16 LQ & LD
r10.02 3 1.60×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.03 3 1.34×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.04 3 1.13×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.05 3 9.52×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.06 3 7.90×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.07 3 6.55×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.08 3 5.32×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.09 3 4.45×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.10 3 3.57×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.11 3 2.84×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.12 3 2.07×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.13 3 1.49×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.14 3 1.06×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.15 3 7.56×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r10.16 3 5.30×10−4 × - LQ & LD
r10.17 3 3.89×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r11.01 0.5 2.84×10−2 × 27/06/16 LQ & LD
r11.02 0.5 2.10×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r11.03 0.5 1.59×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r11.04 0.5 1.17×10−2 × - LQ & LD
r11.05 0.5 1.14×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r11.06 0.5 8.76×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r11.07 0.5 6.45×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.01 1 3.19×10−2 ✓ 28/06/16 LQ & LD
r12.02 1 2.57×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.03 1 2.00×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.04 1 1.55×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.05 1 1.19×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.06 1 8.98×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.07 1 6.72×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.08 1 5.02×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r12.09 1 3.72×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.01 1.5 2.97×10−2 29/06/16 LQ & LD
r13.02 1.5 2.43×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.03 1.5 1.82×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.04 1.5 1.40×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.05 1.5 1.08×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.06 1.5 8.08×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.07 1.5 6.16×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

r13.08 1.5 4.45×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.09 1.5 3.28×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.10 1.5 2.55×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.11 1.5 1.94×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.12 1.5 1.52×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.13 1.5 1.18×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r13.14 1.5 8.94×10−4 × - LQ & LD
r13.15 1.5 6.90×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.01 2 2.99×10−2 × 30/06/16 LQ & LD
r14.02 2 2.47×10−2 × - LQ & LD
r14.03 2 1.92×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.04 2 1.55×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.05 2 1.23×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.06 2 9.55×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.07 2 7.14×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.08 2 5.72×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.09 2 4.56×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.10 2 3.21×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.11 2 2.22×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.12 2 1.61×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.13 2 1.09×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r14.14 2 7.62×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.01 2.5 3.05×10−2 01/07/16 LQ & LD
r15.02 2.5 2.51×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.03 2.5 2.04×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.04 2.5 1.61×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.05 2.5 1.21×10−2 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.06 2.5 9.41×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.07 2.5 7.47×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.08 2.5 5.14×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.09 2.5 3.80×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.10 2.5 2.88×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.11 2.5 1.90×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.12 2.5 1.15×10−3 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.13 2.5 6.98×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.14 2.5 4.80×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
r15.15 2.5 3.61×10−4 ✓ - LQ & LD
m29 2 8.02×10−3 17/04/15 AL
m30 2 8.02×10−3 17/04/15 AL
m31 3 1.02×10−2 20/04/15 AL
m32 3 1.02×10−2 20/04/15 AL
m34 3 1.02×10−2 04/05/15 AL

m42.01 0 4.00×10−4 03/07/15 AL
m42.02 1 4.00×10−4 - AL
m42.03 2 4.00×10−4 - AL
m42.04 3 4.00×10−4 - AL
m42.05 4 4.00×10−4 - AL
m43.01 0 2.60×10−3 03/07/15 AL
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

m43.02 1 2.60×10−3 - AL
m43.03 2 2.60×10−3 - AL
m43.04 3 2.60×10−3 - AL
m43.05 5 2.60×10−3 - AL
m44.01 0 4.32×10−3 - AL
m44.02 1 4.32×10−3 - AL
m44.03 2 4.32×10−3 - AL
m44.04 3 4.32×10−3 - AL
m44.05 4 4.32×10−3 - AL
m44.06 5 4.32×10−3 - AL
m45.01 0 4.82×10−3 03/07/15 AL
m45.02 1 4.82×10−3 - AL
m45.03 2 4.82×10−3 - AL
m45.04 3 4.82×10−3 - AL
m45.05 4 4.82×10−3 - AL
m45.06 5 4.82×10−3 - AL
m46.01 0 6.76×10−3 - AL
m46.02 1 6.76×10−3 20/07/15 AL
m46.03 2 6.76×10−3 - AL
m46.04 3 6.76×10−3 - AL
m46.05 4 6.76×10−3 - AL
m47.01 1 7.72×10−3 20/07/15 AL
m47.02 2 7.72×10−3 - AL
m47.03 3 7.72×10−3 - AL
m47.04 4 7.72×10−3 - AL
m47.05 5 7.72×10−3 - AL
m47.06 6 7.72×10−3 - AL
m48.01 2 7.92×10−3 20/07/15 AL
m48.02 3 7.92×10−3 - AL
m48.03 4 7.92×10−3 - AL
m65.01 2 8.08×10−4 23/08/15 AL
m65.02 3 8.08×10−4 - AL
m65.03 4 8.08×10−4 - AL
m65.04 5 8.08×10−4 - AL
m65.05 6 8.08×10−4 - AL
m66.01 2 1.56×10−3 23/08/15 AL
m66.02 3 1.56×10−3 - AL
m66.03 4 1.56×10−3 - AL
m66.04 5 1.56×10−3 - AL
m66.05 6 1.56×10−3 - AL
m67.01 2 2.10×10−3 23/08/15 AL
m67.02 3 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.03 3.5 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.04 4 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.05 4.5 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.06 5 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.07 5.5 2.10×10−3 - AL
m67.08 6 2.10×10−3 - AL
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

m68.01 1 3.32×10−3 23/08/15 AL
m68.02 1.5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.03 2 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.04 2.5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.05 3 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.06 3.5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.07 4 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.08 4.5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.09 5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.10 5.5 3.32×10−3 - AL
m68.11 6 3.32×10−3 - AL
m69.01 1 5.96×10−3 23/08/15 AL
m69.02 1.5 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.03 2 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.04 2.5 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.05 3 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.06 3.5 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.07 4 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.08 4.5 5.96×10−3 - AL
m69.09 5 5.96×10−3 - AL

m71 10 6.42×10−3 24/08/15 AL
m72.01 6 5.36×10−3 - AL
m72.02 7 5.36×10−3 - AL
m72.03 8 5.36×10−3 - AL
m72.04 9 5.36×10−3 - AL
m72.05 10 5.36×10−3 - AL
m73.01 6 6.82×10−3 - AL
m73.02 7 6.82×10−3 - AL
m73.03 8 6.82×10−3 - AL
m73.04 9 6.82×10−3 - AL
m73.05 10 6.82×10−3 - AL
m74.01 6.5 7.40×10−3 24/08/15 AL
m74.02 7 7.40×10−3 - AL
m74.03 7.5 7.40×10−3 - AL
m74.04 8 7.40×10−3 - AL
m74.05 8.5 7.40×10−3 - AL
m74.06 9 7.40×10−3 - AL
m75.01 6.5 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.02 7 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.03 7.5 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.04 8 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.05 8.5 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.06 9 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.07 9.5 3.34×10−3 - AL
m75.08 10 3.34×10−3 - AL
m76.01 0 1.02×10−2 24/08/15 AL
m76.02 0.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.03 1 1.02×10−2 - AL
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

m76.04 1.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.05 2 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.06 2.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.07 3 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.08 3.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.09 4 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.10 4.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.11 5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.12 5.5 1.02×10−2 - AL
m76.13 6 1.02×10−2 - AL
m77.01 1 9.08×10−3 24/08/15 AL
m77.02 1.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.03 2 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.04 2.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.05 3 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.06 3.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.07 4 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.08 4.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.09 5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.10 5.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.11 6 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.12 6.5 9.08×10−3 - AL
m77.13 7 9.08×10−3 - AL
m78.01 6 2.04×10−3 24/08/15 AL
m78.02 6.5 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.03 7 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.04 7.5 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.05 8 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.06 8.5 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.07 9 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.08 9.5 2.04×10−3 - AL
m78.09 10 2.04×10−3 - AL
m79.01 6 1.32×10−3 24/08/15 AL
m79.02 6.5 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.03 7 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.04 7.5 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.05 8 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.06 8.5 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.07 9 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.08 9.5 1.32×10−3 - AL
m79.09 10 1.32×10−3 - AL

tSID
t01.01 3 8.23×10−2 × 17/10/16 LQ & GF
t01.02 3 6.46×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.03 3 5.10×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.04 3 4.05×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.05 3 3.19×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.06 3 2.53×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

t01.07 3 2.04×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.08 3 1.64×10−2 ✓ 19/10/16 LQ & GF
t01.09 3 1.35×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.10 3 1.06×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.11 3 8.55×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.12 3 7.36×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t01.13 3 5.91×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.01 2 8.95×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.02 2 7.16×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.03 2 5.65×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.04 2 4.27×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.05 2 3.19×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.06 2 2.50×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.07 2 1.89×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.08 2 4.19×10−2 × 21/10/16 LQ & GF
t02.09 2 3.23×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.10 2 2.53×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.11 2 1.99×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.12 2 1.61×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.13 2 1.26×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t02.14 2 9.67×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.01 1 1.04×10−1 ✓ 25/10/16 LQ & GF
t03.02 1 7.43×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.03 1 5.34×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.04 1 3.91×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.05 1 2.93×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.06 1 1.92×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.07 1 1.38×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.08 1 1.03×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.09 1 1.46×10−1 ✓ - LQ & GF
t03.10 1 1.05×10−1 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.01 0 1.50×10−1 × 26/10/16 LQ & GF
t04.02 0 1.18×10−1 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.03 0 8.88×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.04 0 6.73×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.05 0 5.11×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.06 0 3.84×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.07 0 5.58×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t04.08 0 4.37×10−2 ✓ 27/10/16 LQ & GF
t04.09 0 3.21×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.10 0 2.48×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.11 0 1.82×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.12 0 1.35×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t04.13 0 1.06×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.01 -1 1.19×10−1 × 28/10/16 LQ & GF
t05.02 -1 8.92×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t05.03 -1 7.16×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.04 -1 5.45×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
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Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

t05.05 -1 4.21×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t05.06 -1 3.18×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.07 -1 2.37×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.08 -1 1.56×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.09 -1 1.16×10−1 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.10 -1 8.68×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t05.11 -1 3.86×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t06.01 2.5 1.36×10−1 01/11/16 LQ & GF
t06.02 2.5 1.04×10−1 - LQ & GF
t06.03 2.5 8.14×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.04 2.5 6.35×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.05 2.5 4.97×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.06 2.5 3.90×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.07 2.5 3.02×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.08 2.5 2.32×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.09 2.5 1.78×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.10 2.5 1.33×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.11 2.5 3.05×10−2 - LQ & GF
t06.12 2.5 1.88×10−2 02/11/16 LQ & GF
t06.13 2.5 1.40×10−2 03/11/16 LQ & GF
t07.01 2.5 1.33×10−1 × - LQ & GF
t07.02 2.5 1.18×10−1 × - LQ & GF
t07.03 2.5 9.86×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.04 2.5 7.43×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.05 2.5 6.01×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.06 2.5 4.82×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t07.07 2.5 4.02×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.08 2.5 3.22×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t07.09 2.5 2.68×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.10 2.5 2.18×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.11 2.5 1.81×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.12 2.5 1.48×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.13 2.5 1.22×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t07.14 2.5 1.06×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t07.15 2.5 8.81×10−3 × - LQ & GF
t07.16 2.5 7.88×10−3 × - LQ & GF
t07.17 2.5 3.16×10−2 × 04/11/16 LQ & GF
t07.18 2.5 1.25×10−2 × - LQ & GF
t07.19 2.5 1.05×10−2 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.20 2.5 8.81×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.21 2.5 7.59×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t07.22 2.5 6.63×10−3 ✓ - LQ & GF
t08.01 1.5 1.31×10−1 ✓ 07/11/16 LQ
t08.02 1.5 1.06×10−1 × - LQ
t08.03 1.5 9.02×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.04 1.5 7.32×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.05 1.5 5.90×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.06 1.5 4.80×10−2 ✓ - LQ

Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page

Apparatus Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / MF? Date Experimenter(s)

t08.07 1.5 3.82×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.08 1.5 3.08×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.09 1.5 2.57×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.10 1.5 2.12×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.11 1.5 1.76×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t08.12 1.5 1.48×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.01 0.5 1.33×10−1 × 08/11/16 LQ
t09.02 0.5 1.14×10−1 ✓ - LQ
t09.03 0.5 9.02×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.04 0.5 7.17×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.05 0.5 5.81×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.06 0.5 4.61×10−2 × - LQ
t09.07 0.5 3.86×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.08 0.5 3.11×10−2 × - LQ
t09.09 0.5 2.57×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.10 0.5 2.17×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t09.11 0.5 1.85×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.01 -0.5 1.42×10−1 × 09/11/16 LQ
t10.02 -0.5 1.21×10−1 × - LQ
t10.03 -0.5 9.99×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.04 -0.5 8.25×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.05 -0.5 7.14×10−2 × - LQ
t10.06 -0.5 6.08×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.07 -0.5 5.12×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.08 -0.5 3.98×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.09 -0.5 3.31×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.10 -0.5 2.80×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.11 -0.5 2.30×10−2 ✓ - LQ
t10.12 -0.5 1.87×10−2 ✓ - LQ
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A.3 Two-dimensional, two-component (2D-2C) experiments

Table A.3 Summary of the 2D-2C experiments (total = 14).

Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / Measurements Repeat Usable fields Data points (nx,nz,nt) Resolution (ℓ/nx,2/nz,τ/nt ) Date Experimenter(s)

m100 0 6.50×10−3 sPIV 1 × 17/12/15 AL

m101 0 9.96×10−3 - 1 (u,v,w)(x,z, t) 750×130×3000 0.015×0.015×0.019 27/01/16 AL

m102 0 1.52×10−2 - (u,v,w)(x,z, t) 750×130×11000 0.015×0.015×0.022 27/01/16 AL

m103 4 9.38×10−3 - 2 (u,v,w)(x,z, t) 680×240×6600 0.009×0.009×0.014 29/02/16 AL

m104 4 6.18×10−3 - 1 (u,w)(x,z, t) 680×210×10200 0.009×0.009×0.012 29/02/16 AL

m105 4 4.42×10−3 - (u,w)(x,z, t) 730×210×10700 0.009×0.009×0.010 29/02/16 AL

m106 4 2.92×10−3 PIV/PLIF × 06/03/16 AL

m107 4 3.60×10−3 - 1 × 10/03/16 AL

m108 4 1.99×10−3 - × 12/03/16 AL

m109 4 4.34×10−3 - 1 (u,w,ρ)(x,z, t) 600×200×12000 0.010×0.010×0.016 24/03/16 AL

m110 4 2.62×10−3 - × 24/03/16 AL

m111 4 4.38×10−3 - 2 (u,w,ρ)(x,z, t) 770×200×13300 0.010×0.010×0.016 31/03/16 AL

m112 4 5.74×10−3 - (u,w,ρ)(x,z, t) 770×200×6500 0.010×0.010×0.074 05/04/16 AL

m113 4 2.96×10−3 - (u,w,ρ)(x,z, t) 600×200×12000 0.010×0.010×0.053 06/04/16 AL
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A.4 Three-dimensional, three-component (3D-3C) experiments

Table A.4 Summary of the 3D-3C experiments (total = 21).

Name θ (◦) ∆ρ/ρ0 / Measurements Repeat Usable fields Data points (nx,ny,nz,nt) Resolution (ℓ/nx,2/ny,2/nz,τ/nt ) Date Experimenter(s)

m115 5 3.84×10−3 sPIV/PLIF 1 × 02/06/16 AL & JP

m116 5 1.93×10−3 - × 13/06/16 AL & JP

m117 5 9.73×10−4 - × 15/06/16 AL & JP

m118 5 8.94×10−4 - × 23/06/16 AL & JP

m119 5 6.46×10−3 - × 22/07/16 JP

m120 5 1.67×10−3 - × 09/08/16 AL & JP

m121 5 9.61×10−4 - 1 × 06/10/16 AL & JP

m122 5 9.80×10−4 - 1 (u,v,w)(x,y,z, t) 240×27×53×87‡ 0.038×0.077×0.038×1.11 11/10/16 AL & JP

m123 5 8.48×10−4 - 1 - 244×27×53×231‡ 0.038×0.077×0.038×1.03 13/10/16 AL & JP

m124 5 1.19×10−3 - - 231×28×46×297‡ 0.044×0.074×0.044×1.26 20/10/16 AL & JP

m125 5 7.97×10−4 - (u,v,w,ρ)(x,y,z, t) 444×28×80×293 0.025×0.074×0.025×1.03 27/10/16 AL & JP

m126 5 4.51×10−3 - - 230×31×48×263‡ 0.044×0.067×0.044×1.27 01/11/16 AL & JP

m127 2 5.31×10−3 - - 397×31×48×263 0.022×0.067×0.022×1.37 03/11/16 AL & JP

m128 2 5.66×10−3 - - 485×60×94×143 0.022×0.033×0.022×2.67 08/12/16 AL & JP

m129 2 5.54×10−3 - - 450×57×80×134 0.025×0.036×0.025×2.64 16/12/16 AL & JP

m130 2 1.06×10−2 - - 430×57×76×140 0.026×0.036×0.026×3.65 17/01/17 AL & JP

m131 2 1.59×10−2 - - 447×34×80×158 0.025×0.061×0.025×2.90 02/02/17 AL & JP

m132 2 2.02×10−2 - - 445×33×80×220 0.025×0.063×0.025×3.28 09/02/17 AL & JP

m133 5 9.44×10−4 - - 442×30×71×309 0.025×0.069×0.029×1.08 26/04/17 AL & JP

m134 5 1.13×10−2 - - 449×39×83×233 0.025×0.053×0.025×2.39 25/05/17 AL & JP

m135 1 1.04×10−2 - - 416×39×81×201 0.025×0.053×0.025×2.29 31/05/17 AL & JP

‡: Improvements in nx,nz possible.
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